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Since the establishment of the Irish Free State
in 1922 the revival of Irish has been one of the principal
aims of Irish education. But the movement for revival is
older than the state; it had already begun by the middle
of the nineteenth century, though it reached full strength
only through the spread of the Gaelic League in the last
decade of the nineteenth and the first two decades of the
present century. Dr. Douglas Hyde, founder and first
president, in the address1 which really launched the League^
called for a return to the language, manners,and culture,of
the Gaelic past, and above all for the Meanglicising* of
Ireland. He and the other founder members felt that Irish
people by adopting English ways and the English language
had been untrue to themselves, and had abandoned what was
finest in their cultural heritage. The feeling., of course,
was not new, for as long ago as the late seventeenth century
✓ /
the Munster poet, Daivi 0 Bruadair, satirised those of his
1. See Hyde (1931), PP.33 and 40 particularly. The address
referred to was given to the Cumann Liteardha N&isiunta in
1&92; the Gaelic League was founded in the following year.
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contemporaries who affected to speak gosta gairbh-Bhearla
(& feeble imitation of the harsh English tongue*).
What was new was the determination to effect the restoration
of Irish. The more positive aspects of the Gaelic League*s
views about the Irish language would coincide with those of
Thomas Davies who wrote"*": *the language which grows up with
a people, is conformed to their organs, descriptive of their
cliroate, constitutions and manners, mingled inseparably with
their soil, is fitted beyond any other language to express
their prevalent thoughts in the most natural and efficient
way *.
The Gaelic League was also to a great extent the
source of inspiration for the political movement which
2
culminated in the establishment of the Irish Free State ;
so it is not surprising that one of the first acts of the
native government was to lay down that *the Irish language
be taught, or used as a medium of instruction, for not less
than one full hour each day in all National schools where
there is a teacher competent to teach it* . The enactment
was an immediate result of a National Programme Conference,
1. Cited in Ministry of Education (1954), p.41.
2. See Corkery (1954)» p.127.
3. Department of Education (1954)> p.66.
3
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representative of many Irish organisations, called the
previous year (1921) by the Irish National Teachers*
Organisation (INTO). The conference proposed that the work
of the infant classes, and the teaching of history, geography,
singing, and physical training, in the other classes should
be conducted where possible through the medium of Irish.
A second National Programme Conference, convened by the
Minister for Education at the request of the INTO in 1925, re¬
iterated this proposal, and advocated that the use of Irish
as teaching medium be extended *as far as possible'. The
Department of Education adopted the resolutions of the second
Conference and in 1934 made them obligatory on all national
school teachers.1
Already^ however doubts had been expressed about
certain aspects of the Irish language policy and especially
about the wisdom of teaching children from English-speaking
homes through the medium of Irish. Indeed the Second
National Programme Conference received a number of protests
which, agreeing with the experience of many of its members,
caused the Conference to counsel prudence. Thus it insisted
that the teachers should be competent to teach through Irish,
and children be capable of profiting by it, before teaching
1. Department of Education (1954). P*70. For the position
of Irish in national schools at the present time, see
below pp. Jos sq.
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through Irish be attempted"*". These qualifications were
incorporated in the Department of Education's regulations
governing the use of Irish as a teaching medium in national
schools.
Growing misgivings however prompted the INTO in
1935/issue a questionnaire to all its members 'to inquire into
2
the use of Irish as a teaching medium'. The report ,
published in 1941, stated that the majority of replies were
to the effect that 'the vast majority of the pupils do not
receive anything like equal benefit from instruction through
the medium of Irish, as compared with instruction through the
medium of English'.
In 1950 a council was appointed by the Minister for
Education to investigate the functions of the primary school
and its curriculum, and inevitably the question of the place
of Irish in national schools was considered. On this subject
3
the majority of the council favoured the use of Irish as
medium of instruction; but a minority reported differently?
'The objective study carried out by the INTO has reinforced
our conviction that the use of Irish as medium of instruction
4
is particularly harmful * . Opinion in the council about
1. Op. cit., pp. 6&-70.
2. INTO (1941). This report is analysed in greater detail below
in pp. 7/ aq. and pp. 93
3. Department of Education (1954) paragraph 233.
4. Op. cit., p.304.
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Irish as a school subject was also divided: *the majority
consider that the programme of the infant classes is
essentially a language programme designed to give young
children from English-speaking homes a basic and vernacular
command of Irish and, having regard to the national aims in
relation to Irish, they recommend that the present position
be maintained*3"; whereas a minority believed that *the
introduction of Irish in the primary school at the age of




More recently in a paper read in Dublin (1957)
before the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
Reverend Dr. E.F. G*Doherty, Professor of Logic and Psychology
at University College, Dublin, criticised the national school
programme for reviving Irish, and recommended that children
be taught through the medium of their mother tongue. He
stated that, as a result of the revival policy, Irish children
by mid-adolescence were retarded by a year to a year and a
half. Moreover, clinical experience over twelve years, be
claimed, had shown that the policy gave rise to much emotional
disturbance in young people, and was a contributory cause of
1. Op. cit., p.276.
2. Op. cit., p.304.
3. 0*Doherty (195# a).
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emigration. In a subsequent address to Tualrim. Professor
O'Doherty (195Sb) developed the above points and added that
dull children were particularly handicapped when taught through
Irish. Since then the great debate lias gone on; but
neither before nor since, it must be said, has either side
adduced in support of its views experimental evidence
strictly applicable to Irish schools.
The following report of the first large scale
investigation of a psychometric character carried out in
national schools in the Irish Republic is limited in scope
and objects. Its scope is confined to scholastic attainments
in Irish, English,and arithmetic,which however (if we exclude
religion) account' for some of children^ time in national
schools. The two main objects of the investigation are:
(i) to discover the effect on arithmetical attainments of
teaching arithmetic through the medium of Irish to children
from English-speaking homes; and to determine whether their
attainments in Irish and English are effected by the language
used in teaching arithmetic; (ii) to discover the effect of
the entire programme for reviving Irish in national schools
on the level of English attainment. The first object was
pursued by comparing the attainments in arithmetic, Irish and
English, of Irish children who were taught arithmetic through
1. See below, p. 3i_o
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the medium of Irish with those of similar children who were
taught arithmetic through the medium of English; the second
object was pursued by comparing the attainments in English
of Irish children with those of children in Great Britain.
However, before describing the present






Each of the studies we are about to consider
in the present chapter is an attempt to assess the effect,
if any, of knowing or learning one language on a person's
knowledge of, or capacity to learn, another language - the
effect which a major part of our own survey in national
schools was designed to investigate. Perhaps the most
satisfactory way of determining whether there is such an
effeet or not would be to gain the ear of a large number of
bilingual married couples and persuade one half of them,
selected at random, to teach their children two languages,
the other half to teach their children only one language.
Then it would be possible to determine whether the bilingual
children's command of the language they had learned in
common with the monoglots were in any way affected by their
learning simultaneously a second language. Such an
experiment has never been carried out. Even if it had, the
results would apply to the learning of only the two languages
involved in the experiment, and to the introduction of the
second language only at a particular age. It is unlikely that
the results would be the same whether the two languages were
French and Spanish or English and Chinese. If the experiment
9
were carried out a number of times, varying the pair < of
language each time, we should probably find that the extent
of the effect, always supposing there is one, would be
1
related to the degree of resemblance between the two languages ,
A further series of experiments, varying the age
at which the bilingual children were introduced to the second
language, would be required to ascertain whether this
variation is related to the effect we wish to study.
The vast majority of investigators have had to
be content with studying the advantages and disadvantages of
biiingualism in situations over which they had no control.
They have sought out two groups of children, one bilingual,
the other monoglot, tested them for knowledge of the language
common to both,and compared results. Where the comparison
revealed a difference between the two groups, it could be
attributed to the biiingualism of one group only on condition
that the groups were equally matched in all factors which
promote or hinder an individual's progress in learning a
language, biiingualism excepted. The investigator's task
is complicated by the fact that no-one knows all the relevant
1. There are of course other factors which affect language
learning in the case of bilinguals, such as, whether both
parents are bilingual, the age at which parents learned the
second language, methods of teaching the two languages to
their children, schooling,etc., - it might be possible to
randomise these, or alternatively to plan the research to
take acfiount of them.
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factors. However, he can be reasonably sure that these
are the principal ones: the home, the school, and the
child*s capacity to learn language1.
Bernstein (195# and 1961) has shown how different
is the English spoken in middle clas3 and working class homes.
The experimental means most frequently employed to control
those differences is a rating of the father*s occupation
which, though not an entirely adequate index to the influence
of a home on language learning, enables the investigator to
control gross differences in home influence. McCarthy
(1954, p.5$6) cites several studies which show that there
is a strong connection between socio-economic status of the
family (determined by father's occupation) and the child's
linguistic development. Schools too vary very much in their
ability to increase children*s command of language. Such
variation can be controlled by selecting raonoglots and
2
bilinguals In equal proportions from the same schools.
Alternatively, where this is impracticable, ratings of teachers*
ability to help children develop command of a language serve
to control differences between teachers and between schools.
1. We leave the detailed discussion of these variables and the
methods of controlling them to the chapter in which our own
method of controlling them is discussed. The brief note on
each variable here is simply to make our comments on the
research we are about to reviev/ intelligible.
2. I prefer *bilingual* to the more common *bilinguist*; and
I beg the reader's leave to use it as a noun in place of the
more cumbersome *bilingual children*.
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Finally, there are differences in children's capacity
to learn language, which cannot be assessed with certainty
or great precision. However, non-verbal IQs give a fairly
good indication of this capacity, while they are remarkably
independent of the factor of bilingualism. Thus, they can
be reasonably used to control much of the variation in this
capacity without at the same time interfering with or
disturbing differences in linguistic performance which may
arise because of bilingualism. Hone of the three devices
for removing bias is wholly adequate on its own, yet taken
together they should make possible a reasonably unbiased
comparison.
A source of continual confusion in the literature
on bilingualism ais the words 'bilingual' and 'bilingualism'.
One writer, Lee (1932), classes as bilingual all new Brunswick
students who had one relative in their homes who was a native
speaker of a foreign language; the bilinguals tested by
other writers were able to converse fluently in two languages
before they went to school. Thus the question of what is
meant by the term 'bilingualism' arises continually.
Confusion has however been lessened by the introduction of
12
the tern 'degree of bilingualism'1, though it too has been
used rather loosely. For example a writer who has studied
the English vocabulary of Spanish-speaking children in the
U.S.A- may mean no more by 'degree of bilingualism' than the
extent to which Spanish is spoken in the children's homes.
For other writers 'degree of bilingualism' refers to both
languages, being fche ratio of time during which Spanish is
spoken in the home to that during which English is spoken.
In neither of these senses however is the children's grasp of
the two languages assessed directly, though one would agree that
grasp of a language is closely related to the length of time
during which children use it. 'Degree of bilingualism', in
either sense, is determined by means of a questionnaire about
the language or languages of the home. There is only one
study among those to be considered in which 'degree of
bilingualism' was determined by means of tests of children's
knowledge of the two languages. Peal and Lambert (1962)
1. Mackey (1962) shows what a wealth is enclosed in this port¬
manteau 'degree of bilingualism' by distinguishing the
phonological, grammatical, graphic, lexical and semantic,
aspects of any language; and by distinguishing a person's
command of these aspects in speaking, listening, reading,
or writing. For example a person might have a more perfect
command of the grammar of language A than of language B,
but his reading vocabulary in language B might be larger than
in language A. So far as we know, no psychological studies
in bilingualism have employed so elaborate a scheme of
linguistic skills in determining degree of bilingualism.
See also Diebold (1961).
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assigned Montreal children to monoglot and bilingual
groups according to their scores on certain tests of English
and French. The children were all native French-speakers;
only those were accepted for the bilingual group whose command
of English as revealed by these tests was equal to their
command of French. Monoglots and bilinguals were then
compared for attainments in French. The procedure raises
a thorny problem which the authors fail to solve. Perhaps
only the more linguistically gifted French-Canadiaixs were
capable of acquiring by the age of 10, when they Were tested,
a command of English equal to their command of French. Xf
so, comparisons in linguistic performance of nionoglots with
these bilinguals are biased in favour of the latter. It
would seem, then, that a home-language-questionnaire has a
certain advantage over Peal and Lambert's tests as a means
of assessing degree of bilingual!sm, since replies to the
questionnaire are unlikely to be related to linguistic
ability except in so far as they are related to socio-economic
status.
Almost all studies in bilingual!am are of children
or young persons who are learning or have learned two
languages simultaneously; for example, Texan children who
are learning Spanish and some English at home, English only
at school. If the learning of Spanish hinders the learning
of English one would expect the effect to be proportional to
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the extent to which Spanish is spoken in the home. This
hypothesis is the starting point of several investigations.
The hypothesis usually takes the form of a question: is
degree of bilingualism, as measured by a home languages
questionnaire, related to progress made in one or both
languages, as measured by linguistic tests. As the effect in
question, if it exists, is often presumed to be a detrimental
one, it may be called a 'balance effect'1, e.g., the more
Spanish a child learns the poorer his knowledge of English
and vice versa.
The great majority of studies find that there is a
balance effect; however, there are a few in which the
opposite was observed, i.e., the learning of one language
appeared to help the learning of a seeond, and a few in which
the learning of one language appeared to have no influence
on the learning of a second. Part of our task will be to
examine the reasons why findings differ. We shall also
attempt to ascertain whether any generalisation about the
effect of bilingualism on language learning is possible on
the basis of the evidence which has hitherto been collected.
the linguistic effects
Because the literature about'/ of bilingualism has
not been fully reviewed elsewhere, it will be reviewed here
in detail, grouping the various papers so that the implications
of the findings are as clear as possible. However, since
1. In the sense of weighing scales.
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the number of papers is large,and the variety of linguistic
attainments studied very great,a general summary and
discussion of findings will be given to round off the review.
In a number of studies, arithmetic tests, as well
as tests of language, were administered. We shall consider
the arithmetical attainments of bilingual children in a
separate chapter.
(1) Studies in which bilinguals excelled monoglots:
Malherbe (1946) tested more than 15,000 white
South Africans in standards IV. to X. He claims that the
results show that children from monoglot homes who were taught
through the medium of the second language (English in some
cases and Afrieaans in others) excel in linguistic skills
similar children taught through the medium of their mother
tongue. Children who attend 'bilingual1 schools, he says,
excel children who attend *unilingual* schools1 in knowledge
of their second language whether it be English or Africaans,
1. The 'unilingual* school uses only one of the two languages
as a medium of instruction, but all schools teach both
languages. There is a variety of *bilingual* schools depend¬
ing on whether there are separate streams for the different
media, or whether the same class is taught now through
English, now through Africaans, or at one level through one
language, at another level through the second language.
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while in their fraother tongue there is no loss whatsoever on
the part of those attending the bilingual school.' Children
who are below average in IQ do best of all in a bilingual
school: 'not only do they more than hold their own in their
first language but in their second language their gain was
nearly twice as big as that registered by the higher
intelligence groups1 in other schools.
Malherbe's report, which is described as a
preliminary one and which so far has not been superseded by
a fuller one, is quite inadequate. We are not told how the
children were selected in the first place, or the numbers in
each linguistic group at each age level. All the children
tested appear to be bilingual to some extent, but it is not
possible to learn from the report the extent to which any
linguistic group used the two languages, or to learn
variations in this respect within a group. Malherbe does
not appear to have made any adequate attempt to control such
variables as teaching or socio-economic status. When we are
told that *intelligence was kept constant* we cannot discern
from the context what is meant. Tests of both verbal and
non-verbal reasoning were employed, but we are not told how
these were used to match groups; the defect is tantalising
because we are told that linguistic groups attending
different types of schools vary significantly in mean IQ.
In order to evaluate the work we should require much more
17
information about the tests employed"*" than is given;
about the manner in which the results of different language
tests were combined to yield a composite score, for some
tests (we are not told which ones) were given more weight
(how much we do not know) than others; about the statistical
treatment of data - we are simply told that certain
differences are significant and that others are not.
Finally, one may well question the value of comparisons
based on composite scores \fhich are obtained by adding
English and Afrikaans scores together as Malherbe does in
one instance.
Especially interesting is a study of English -
Afrikaans bilingualism in Natal carried out by McConkey (19131).
Natal had in 1942 introduced an ordinance (1) that 2-}> to 4
hours per week be devoted to teaching the 2nd language above
substandard 2; (11) that part of the curriculum be taught
through the medium of the 2nd language for 2-| to 5 hours per
week in and above standard 2 - previous to this children were
generally taught through the medium of their mother tongue
exclusively. McConkey was commissioned to investigate the
effect of the 2nd part of the ordinance, for which purpose he
administered vocabulary tests of English and Afrikaans to
all the 7th, Sth and 9th standard pupils in the State.
1. We read that most of them were standardised tests, but we arc
not told which ones or for what age levels they were
standardised.
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Both forms of the test had been standardised for 3. Africa
before the war, so the author was able to compare pre-war
performance level with the level in 1949, when he carried out
the testing. By 1949, 7'th and 3th standards had been
educated in accordance with the new ordinance, but 9th
standard which had started out under the old regulations
had continued under them, at least as regards use of the
2nd language as medium of instruction. McConkey hoped
to be able to assess the effect of the 2nd ordinance on
vocabulary by comparing the test results for 9th standard
with those for the other two standards. He found that
children in 7th and 3th standards whose mother tongue was
English'"1" obtained, significantly higher means for Afrikaans
vocabulary than the pre-war norms for such children;
9th standard showed no such improvement. In English these
same 7th and 3th standard children obtained higher means than
the pre-war norms, while the 9th standard children obtained
a lower mean than the norm. (The statistical significance
of these differences is not discussed,). Children in 7th,
3th and 9th standards whose mother tongue was Afrikaans
1. That is,the majority of children/*English-medium schools*
for which McConkeyf3 figures were obtained; but these schools
contained a proportion of children whose mother tongue was
Africaans. Naturally if the proportion of Africaans
speakers varies from class to class, comparisons between
classes in knowledge of vocabulary are upset - but McConkey
does not discuss this point.
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obtained means for English which were all significantly-
higher than the pre-war norms; in Africaans the means
obtained by all three standards were also higher than the
pre-war norms.
Yet one cannot be completely confident about
these results. Firstly, the pre-war norms were for S. Africa
as a whole and not for Natal alone; hence they can be used
for the purpose of inter-standard comparisons only, decondly,
the impression is gained from the findings for 9th standard
native Africaans-speakers that other factors besides the
ordinance have been operative, since these children's
norms both in Africaans and in English are higher than the
pre-war norms, though they had not been taught through the
medium of English. Thirdly, the fact that, alone of the
three standards whose mother tongue was English, 9th standard
obtained means which are lower than the norms in both
English and Africaans suggests that there is an uncontrolled
variable upsetting the comparisons which McConkey wishes to
make. These observations are in keeping with the comments
of teachers who for the most part thought that the use of
the children's second language as medium of instruction in
no way affected their command of either language; and that
where the use of the 2nd language as medium was accompanied
by improved command of the 2nd language, the improvement
was to be attributed to factors other than it3 use as medium,
e.g. to better teaching methods, or increased interest in
20
the 2nd language on the part of parents. The author
found considerable resistance by teachers and children
alike to the use of the 2nd language as medium of instruction,
-he teachers considered it an inefficient way of teaching.
Finally, it must be observed that non-verbal IQ, socio¬
economic status, and variations between teachers in teaching
ability, were not controlled.
Two studies of Jewish children, one by Davies and
Hughes (192?) in London and the other by Lee (1932) in New
Brunswick must also be mentioned here. Davies and Hughes
found that Jewish children aged 8 to 14 years obtained higher
mean scores than monoglots in the same schools when tested
with the Northumberland Standardised Tests of Intelligence,
English and Arithmetic. fhe authors do not state, however,
that theirs was a study of bilingualism. In fact they do
not use the word bilingual or bilingualism at all. The
only reason for mentioning the study in this context is
that it has been cited in such papers as Arsenian (1937)»
Darcy (1953) and in the Aberystwth biliography of bilingualism
(I960) as a study of bilingualism. Lee found that her
Jewish group excelled all other bilingual groups as well as
a monoglot group when tested with a non-verbal reasoning
test (Otis Self Administering Te3t) and a test of history
vocabulary". Her Ss were 11th and 12th year students of
1. Lee composed a vocabulary test of the sorts of English words
encountered in studying modern European and American history.
Many of the words in the test are not technical and might
be encountered in subjects other than history.
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Modern European and American History in Hew Brunswick
Senior High School. Socio-economic status, however, was
not adequately controlled, a particularly serious defect
in a comparison of Jewish with non-Jewish children1.
Moreover, we are not told the extent to which the Jewish
group was bilingual. The group included any child who
came from a home where even one member of the family
knew Yiddish! The groups were not matched in non-verbal
reasoning ability and the statistical analysis was
inadequate.
The best reported study to be reviewed under
this sub-heading is that of Peal and Lambert (1962) who
2
matched for age, sex, and socio-economic status a group
of bilingual (French and English) with a group of monoglot
(French) children in Montreal. All the children were in
their 11th year and attended one of six French schools under
the jurisdiction of the Catholic Commission of Montreal.
The six schools were 'considered middle class by the school
1. For a fascinating comparison of Jewish and Italian
attitudes to education and their influence on child
rearing see Strodtbeck (1961). He shows how deceptive
comparisons of Jewish and rxon-Jewish children are likely
bo be, unless the research worker is aware of these
attitudes and is able to make the appropriate allowance
for them.
2.Socio-economic status was determined 'on the basis of
information received from the child, the school records,
the school principle and the parents*. The authors used
7 socio-economic classes, and matched the groups by en¬
suring that the numbers of bilinguals and monoglots in
each of the 7 classes were equal.
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commission*. The two groups of children, 160 in all,
were chosen from a much larger number by means of four
measures of bilingual!sm. Next the children sat a
variety of tests which included the Lavoie-Laurendeau Test
of General Intelligence1 (LL) and the number subtest of the
Primary Mental Abilities (Thurstone) which was administered
in French. Each child*s marks in French dictge, lecture,
composition, and his grade in class at the school mid-term
examination,were also obtained.
Bilinguals achieved significantly higher LL
non-verbal and total iQs than monoglots; bilinguals also
obtained significantly higher school grades than monoglots
and significantly higher scores in the LL vocabulary (French)
subtest. Differences between groups in the PMA number test,
dictee. lecture.and composition.were not significant.
The authors compared mean LL verbal IQs, adjusted by analysis
of covariance for difference in mean LL non-verbal IQs;
the adjusted means did not differ significantly. The
authors did not compare mean LL vocabulary, number, dictee.
lecture, or composition, scores adjusted for differences
in mean LL non-verbal IQs; these adjustments might have
affected the interpretation of the entire study appreciably.
1. Lavoie and Laurendeau (I960) - the test is not unlike
the WISC; it enables non-verbal, verbal,and total,IQs
to be calculated for each S. The test was standardised
on Ss whose native tongue was French.
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Peal and Lambert point out that their research
does not enable than to determine (1) whether the bilingual
children became bilingual because they possessed a greater
facility for learning language than raonoglots; or
(2) whether the learning of two languages tended to augment
each child's abilities in those respects over which the
comparison extended. The authors appear to favour the
second interpretation, but the present writer favours the
first for the following reasons.
Peal and Lambert's words are interesting: 'In a
bilingual community such as Montreal, it is a very great
asset and at times a necessity for French-Canadians to
know English. These advantages may be realised more fully
by parents of higher intelligence who may be more inclined
to encourage these children to learn English. Parents
of higher intelligence may be expected to have more
intelligent children .... The more intelligent children
may themselves realise the value of knowing English and
therefore seek opportunities to learn it*. We raay add
that intelligent parents are also more likely than dull
ones to help their children to achieve a higher standard
of French (the mother tongue) attainments if only through
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conversation of greater conceptual clarity and discernment .
To lend force to these observations we must note that
bilinguals excelled raonoglots by 14 points in LL non-verbal
IQ, 11 points in LL verbal IQ and 14 points in LL total IQ.
Indeed one could argue that the bilinguals had not developed
their knowledge of French as well as could be expected in
view of their superiority in IQ, since their marks for dict6e,
lectureand composition.were no better than those of the
2
monoglots • If one seeks to answer the question whether
the bilinguals? IQs are higher than the monoglots* because
their bilingualisra has enhanced their reasoning ability
or because the children who tend to become bilingual in
Montreal possess greater reasoning ability to begin with,
we have - apart from the argument given above - Peal and
Lambert1s summing up of previous studies in bilingualisra:
fthe weight ox evidence so far presented seems to support
the contention that there is no significant difference
between raonolinguals and bilinguals on non-verbal intelligence,
1. Terman and Merrill (1937) say that the vocabulary Test is
'the most valuable single Test* in their revision of the
Stanford-Binet scale. Correlations for single age groups
between vocabulary score and IQ had a mean of .81 - p.302.
The reader will recall that it was in the LL vocabulary
test that bilinguals were superior to monoglots.
2. II.D. Vernon (1958), pp.75<r77 cites several studies in
which correlations of the order of .35 were obtained be¬
tween measures of reading ability and non-verbal reasoning
with children of about the same age as those tested by Peal
and Lambert; between measures of reading and verbal reason¬
ing ability the correlations ranged from about .6 to ,7«
P.E. Vernon (Ed. 1957), pp«125~127, cites studies where
correlations of the order of .5 were observed between
English essay marks and verbal IQs in the case of 11 +
children in Britain.
but the bilingual3 are likely to be handicapped (obtain lower
scores) on verbal intelligence measures1. Finally, we
should like to repeat the comment on the method of selecting
bilinguals and monoglots which we made in the introduction
to this chapter. In selecting for the bilingual group
native French-speakers who had become balanced bilinguals,
the authors probably selected children who on the whole were
highly gifted and had a flair for language learning. So
any linguistic comparison between these children and the
monoglots was biased in favour of the former.
The only conclusion which one can base on these
four studies is that they fail to isolate or adequately
control the influence of bilingual!sm and therefore do not
reveal its effect on the development of children's linguistic
skills.
(11) Studies revealing no difference between
bilinguals and monoglots.
Ron.1at (1913) who studied his bilingual son's
progress in French and German in great detail, claims that
bilingualism need not have any ill effects on a child's
knowledge or command of either language. Leopold (4 vols.
1939-50) makes a similar claim which he bases on his
observations of his bilingual daughter. Castille.jo (1933)
ran an experimental school of language learning in Madrid
where cnildren were taught at least two foreign languages in
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addition to their mother tongue. He says: 1the
children of ten and eleven years have been sent to take
examinations in other schools, and this test has enabled
us to verify that they are not in the least retarded
compared with children of the same age, who have received
twice the number of hours of teaching in the mother tongue.*
Unfortunately none of these three works is a scientific
comparison of bilingual and monoglot children; they are
mentioned here because they have been cited to frequently
in support of the thesis that bilingualism produces no
linguistic ill-effects.
Ladd (1933) divided 315 American children in grades
3 to 5 into three groups of varying degrees of bilingualism.
The groups were equated for chonological age and Pintner
Non-Language mental age. When each child's ability to
read English was measured, it was observed that reading
age decreased as the degree of bilingualism increased;
but, the author goes on to say, the differences are not
significant. Results obtained by Jews and Italians when
considered separately led the author to the same general
conclusion. However, it would appear that she has made
an erroneous judgment since she regards no difference as
significant unless it is three times as great as its
standard error. (It is accepted as a rule of thumb that
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a difference which is three times as great as its probable
error is significant.) Using the standard deviations of
means"*" for the different linguistic groups the present
writer was able to show that the differences in EA between
monoglots and Jews who heard a foreign language at home
is significant; and that the difference in RA between
monoglots and Italians who spoke Italian at home is
significant. Clearly this study is misplaced in this
section and ought to be placed in the next one; the only
reason for placing it here is Dr. Ladd1s own statement that
differences between linguistic groups are not significant.
For the sake of completeness it must be added that though
a measure of socio-economic status was obtained it does not
appear to have been employed in the above comparisons
(which are only subsidiary to Dr. Ladd's main purpose), and
that differences in non-verbal IQ between monoglots and the
various linguistic categories of Jews and Italians were not
controlled.
Another study which resembles Ladd*s is that by
Schiller (1934). She compared in English attainments such
as reading and vocabulary two groups of elementary school
Jewish children in Mew York, one roughly speaking bilingual
1. In the formula SBS
_ m* m,
2g
(Yiddish ana English), the other roughly speaking monoglot
(English). While the monoglots obtained higher scores
for the most part, the mean differences were not significant.
Conclusions about the effect cf bilingualism ought not to
be drawn from this work, however, since Schiller did not
take account of variations in age, non-verbal reasoning
ability^ or socio-economic status, in the above comparison.
Jewish children were also studied by Murdocht
Iladdov; and Berg (192C). The children were 149 girls
living in New York who were in grade 7 at school. Degree
of bilingualism was measured by means of a home-language
questionnaire, filled in by the children, which was supplement¬
ed by interviews in doubtful cases. The children sat
three tests: Otis Intelligence Scale (verbal), Dodd's
International Test (verbal) and Thorndike Word Knowledge
(English). Correlations between measures of bilingualism
and each of the three tests scores were not significant.
It must be noted, however, that non-verbal IQs and ratings
of socio-economic status were not obtained and used as
means of control"*".
Professor Bovet (1935) reported an interesting
1. A regression analysis would have been required to control
the inter-correlations of the various variables; all the
more so as CA was found to correlate negatively and
significantly with the two measures of degree of bilingual¬
ism employed. In calculating correlations raw scores
were employed^.
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experiment carried out by the director of a South African
school, M.E.T. Logie. The pupils in Mr* Logie's school
were taught bilingually, the same lesson being taught in
Afrikaans and then repeated in English or vice versa.
After four years of experiment these pupils together with,
others in unilingual schools were tested in English,
Afrikaans, arithmetic and geography. The bilinguals were
not excelled in any of these subjects by the monoglots.
As described by Professor Bovet, however, the research does
not appear to have been sufficiently scientific, in that
important variables were not adequately controlled, and
consequently it cannot be taken as illuminating the
effects of bilingualism.
Symonds (1924) compared two groups of children
of Chinese parentage attending two public elementary schools
in Hawaii. One group took lessons in Chinese outside
school hours while the other did not; the groups did not
differ significantly in age, school grade or in the amount
of Chinese spoken in the home. Both groups were tested
in English reading, word knowledge, sentence completion
and in non-verbal reasoning ability. There was not a
significant difference between group means in any of the
four tests.
This study does not teach us very much about the
effects of bilingualism because, apart from the fact that
socio-economic status was not taken into account, no attempt
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was made to measure knowledge of Chinese, and so we do
not know whether the group which took Chinese lessons was
really more bilingual than the other group. Moreover,
the fact that one group took Chinese lessons voluntarily
while the other did not raay mean that the groups differed
in various respects, such as parental attitude to education,
which reduce the value of the comparison.
Professor Terman (191$) studied the relationship
between mental age (MA) and the English vocabulary of
bilingual Araerican children who spoke either Italian or
Portugese as well as English. Controlling MA (based
on a verbal-reasoning test) he found that the children with
a MA of about 12 years or more had as large a vocabulary
as American monoglots (English speaking), though in the
lower MA ranges they were excelled by the latter. The study
suffers from serious defects however. Almost certainly
Ternan diminished the difference which he wished to study by
equating groups in verbal MA. Moreover, neither mean CAs nor
numbers of the children in each subdivision are given.
Again no attempt was made to control socio-economic variation
or differences between schools. In short this study, which
is so often cited, can form no basis for satisfactory con¬
clusions about the effects of bilingualism on vocabulary.
is
Three studies remain. One/by McCarthy(1930)
who compared 1A bilinguals aged 1| to b-h years with monoglots
. te
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oi' the same age and socio-economic status. The groups did
not differ in *mean length of response, which when applied
to larger groups, has proved a very reliable index* of
linguistic development. Her number of bilinguals was
very small however, and she did not control non-verbal
reasoning ability (it would have been difficult to do so
in the case of children so young)) so one cannot be confident
about her conclusions.
The two other studies, one by Spoerl (1944) and
the other by Black and Grinder (1959), are of grown-up
bilinguals in the U.S.A. Spoerl compared 24 women and
45 men bilingual© (they had been bilingual before going to
primary school) with a group of monoglots matched for age,
number and sex. All Ss. took the Hermon-Keloon Test of
Mental Ability (which contains two language, two number, and
one non-verbal reasoning, section) and the Perdue Placement
Test in English(which Contains questions on punctuation,
grammatical classification, identification of grammatical
mistakes, sentence structure, reading, vocabulary, spelling).
No significant difference was found between group means
in either of the tests or in any sub-section of either test.
Many have taken this result as proof that the handicap of
bilingual!am, if real, disappears with age. But that con¬
clusion is doubtful for the following reason. A great
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many of the papers to be considered in the next section
show that there is a marked tendency for bilingual children
in the U.S.A. to be retarded in school grade by comparison
with monoglots (i.e. to be much older than monoglots in
the same grade) and to leave school at a point lower down
the academic ladder than monoglots. It is quite likely
then that those bilinguals who reach university level
possess greater linguistic ability and also greater intelligence
than their raonoglot fellow student; and so it is quite
likely that Spoerl*s results were biased in a way which she
does not consider. The likelihood of bias is increased by
her failure to control adequately the socio-economic variable.
The same qualifications apply to the work of
Black and Grinder who tested 40 Japanese-English bilinguals
and 37 monoglots (English). All came from poor families
which had immigrated to the U.S.A. three generations pre¬
viously; all spoke pidgin English; all were college freshmen.
No difference in mean score between the two groups (which
are both very small) on a variety of English tests was
statistically significant. Even if Black and Grinder had
avoided the difficulties which they shared with opoerl, it
would have been interesting had they included a control
group of English-speaking stock to see whether either of
their groups had achieved the English standards of the latter.
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In this subsection twelve papers have been
reviewed. In none was the bilingual factor isolated and
controlled adequately, and so one has insufficient evidence
upon which to base a satisfactory generalisation about the
effect, or lack of effect,of bilingualiam on language learning.
Even taking them together their impact is slight.
(III) Studies in which monoglota excelled bilinguals.
Ten studies can be found in which Spanish-English
bilinguals were compared with English-speaking monoglots for
knowledge of English. The first is the 1925 survey"*" of the
Porto Eican education system which involved setting
achievement tests to about 8,000 bilinguals in public
elementary and secondary schools. The children, whose
mother tongue was Spanish, had been taught English in all
grades, while English was the medium of instruction for
all school subjects, except physiology, in 5th and all
higher grades. The Stanford Achievement Test,modified to
suit local conditions,was administered in English to the
children who were being taught through the medium of English.
Children in grades lower than 5th took the mechanical
arithmetic test. In all aspects of English thus tested,
1. International Institute of Teachers College, Columbia
University (1926).
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spelling excepted, Porto Hican performance was very much
inferior to American as indicated by the test norms.
A Spanish translation1 of an alternative version of the
Stanford Achievement Test was administered to a different
(apparently) sample of children at the same grade levels
as previously. The results obtained by and large, were
superior to those obtained with the English version in Porto
Rico, but still inferior to those obtained in the U.S.A. It
was found from a study of children*s ages that Porto Ricans
were older, grade for grade, than American children by about
1-i years per grade on an average.
The authors do not claim that Porto Rican
perfcrmance was poorer than American because of a language
handicap ~ the two countries differ in too many x'espects to
allow of such a conclusion - but they believed that the
former in sitting the Stanford Achievement Test in English
laboured under a handicap, since their performance with the
Spanish version was better. Their conclusion however, rests
on two unverified assumptions: (1) that the children tested
1. Though great pains were taken to make the translation equal
in difficulty with the original, no tests were carried out
to ascertain whether the translators were successful in their
endeavours. Such tests might have been carried out with
*balanced biUnguals' - a term familiar to readers of
Professor Wallace E. Lambert's papers-meaning bilinguals
whose co.iiinand of one language is as great as their command
of the second.
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with the two versions were comparable in all relevant
respects, and (2) that the difficulty level of the two
versions is the same (i.e. for 'balanced bilinguals1).
Arsenian (1937) reports an enormous study by
H. Yon Stecker in Mexico on the basis of which the latter
concluded that in either language the linguistic skills of
bilinguals are on the average inferior to those of monoglots;
though he adds that other things being equal bilinguals
acquire a new language with greater ease than monoglots.
Arsenian points out that Stecker does not report on his
method of research and does not give his data, so we have
no way of assessing the validity of dtecker's conclusions.
Eight of the remaining nine studies of Spanish -
English bilinguals may be considered together, those by
Manuel and Wright (1929), Pelmet (1930), Frits and Rankin
(1934), Manuel (1935), Xelley (1935), Johnson (193o),
Domarest (1946) and Keston and Jimenez (1954). They report
research carried out in five states, Texas, California,
Kansas, Arizona and New Mexico covering an age range which
extends from the 2nd grade of elementary school to the 4th
grade of high school. A total of 1909 bilinguals and 3554
monoglots were tested with a great variety of English tests,
the results of which revealed that there is a very marked
difference between the groups, monoglots being superior.
Delmet, Fritz and Rankin, Kelley, Manuel,and Johnaon,mention
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another important difference between the groups, i.e.,
grade for grade bilinguals are considerably older than
raonoglota. Koch & Simmons (1926) and Garretson (1926) had
previously observed this difference. Since the comparisons
reported in the first six papers mentioned at the beginning
of this paragraph were between bilinguals and monoglots
in the same grades, the difference in English score must be
interpreted in conjunction with the difference in age,
■Almost certainly the difference in score would have been
greater had children of the same age rather than children
of the same grade been compared. Indeed Manuel gives his
results first grade by grade and then age by age and shows
that bilinguals and monoglots differ more in the second
comparison than in the first; the reading ages of bilinguals
fell on an average 3.6 years below chronological age, those
of monoglots fell on an average .3 years below chronological
age. Additionally,two of the papers, those of Manuel and
Kelly, report a tendency for the number of bilinguals in the
higher grades to be smaller than the number in the lower grades,
a tendency which was not found to nearly the same extent in
the case of monoglots. Manuel and fright found that very
few bilinguals by comparison with monoglots reached university.
There would, then, appear to be a tendency for Spanish-English
bilinguals in the U.S.A. to finish their schooling at a lower
level than monoglots.
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The work of Keston and Jimenes deserves to be
•created in a little more detail. They selected 22 bilingual
boys and 23 bilingual girls at random from five city schools
in Albuquerque, Mow Mexico. The children were about Si years
old. They were tested with the 1937 revision of the Stanford-
Binefc test, Form II being administered in English and Form L
in Spanish. The Spanish translation had been made by
Professor Cebrain of the national Institute of Psycho-
techniques in Madrid. The mean IQ obtained with Form M
(English) was 86,0, with Form L (Spanish) 71.8. From these
results the authors conclude that the bilinguals* knowledge
of Spanish was even poorer than their knowledge of English.
However, it is necessary to qualify, without denying, their
conclusion (based on so large a difference in mean score) by
noting (i) that the mean difference may be due in part to
differences other than linguistic ones between the two forms
cf the test; (ii) that we do not know whether ♦balanced*
Spanish-English bilinguals in America would obtain equal IQs
with the English and Spanish Forms used; (iii) that we do
not know how valid a test of linguistic attainments the
Stanford-Binet test is.
The eight studies we have been discussing share the
defect that differences in socio-economic status between
the groups compared were not controlled. Manuel, who
classified his Ss in socio-economic categories, s'ibwed
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that the groups he studied differed markedly in socio¬
economic status, there being a greater proportion of monoglots
than bilinguals in the higher categories and a smaller proport¬
ion in the lower categories. Fritz and Rankin reported a
similar difference which they attempted to counteract by
matching 12 monoglots with 12 bilinguals, selected from their
total of 131 Ss, for socio-economic status, age, and verbal
IQ. The 12 monoglots still excelled at English as assessed
by the Hew Stanford Achievement Test, Form V, but the numbers
compared are too small to support a general conclusion.
A second defect is that differences between groups
in non-verbal reasoning ability were not studied and
controlled. For the most part the authors see.is to have
simply selected (by means of interview or questionnaire)
all the bilinguals and monoglots in the school or schools or
area of their choice, and tested these children in English.
There is danger, therefore, of serious disparity between
monoglots and bilinguals in non-verbal reasoning ability,
which,while largely independent of linguistic environment,
is related to performance on tests of language.
In four of the papers, those by Manuel and Wright,
Manuel, Eelley, and Johnson, we are told little about degree
of bilingualism except tiiat the bilinguals came from Spanish-
speaking homes. Pelmet, and Keston and Jimenez, interviewed
parents to ascertain that the children spoke both languages
at home, Fritz and Rankin classed their Ss as English-speaking,
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'usually foreign-speaking* (speaking a foreign language
at home) and a third group which they termed 'English-Foreign*
(in whose home a language other than English was sometimes
spoken); they did not test this third group.
In most of the s tudies differences between schools
were controlled reasonably well by selecting representatives
of both types of children from the same schools. Manuel's
study is an exception, for he states that there were for
the most part separate schools for bilingual and monoglot
children in the R&o Grande Valley where he conducted his
research.
In spite of these qualifications we are left with
a firm impression that differences in socio-economic status,
non-verbal reasoning, and possibly schooling, between
Spanish-English bilinguals and English-speaking raonoglots
in the U.S.A. (leaving aside for the moment Porto Rico and
Mexico) cannot fully explain differences in performance
level on tests of English, so great are the latter differences.
The impression is further strengthened by Garrow's (1957)
findings in a well-controlled comparison. Carrow selected
50 bilinguals in 3rd grade from three schools in San Antonio,
Texas, whom she matched for age (mean age 8i years) and
socio-economic status (Backman Scale) with 50 monoglots in
the same schools. The bilinguals spoke Spanish and English
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in their homes and had been able to converse in either from
the age of three. The groups did not differ significantly
in non-verbal reasoning as assessed by means of the Qfcis
Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test, Alpha. The California
Test of Achievement (silent reading, spelling, arithmetic
reasoning), the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test
(to test *hearing vocabulary*), the Gilraore Oral Reading
Test (accuracy and comprehension) and the Fairbanks test of
Articulation for Non-Readers (articulatory proficiency)were
administered to all Ss. Ihrther, a three minute sample of
each child's speech in re-telling a story he had just heard
was recorded and analysed under a number of headings such
as, length of clause, number and type of grammatical errors
etc. The mean score obtained by monoglots in each of the
tests was greater than that obtained by bilinguals; but only
in oral reading accuracy and comprehension and in 'hearing
vocabulary' was the difference significant.
Monoglots used a significantly larger vocabulary
than bilinguals in the recorded speech, though the groups
did not differ significantly in the actual number of words
spoken, in the length of clause used, or in 'degree of
subordination*. Articulatory defects were observed in the
speech of 52% of bilinguals and of only 14% of monoglots.
Bilinguals made about twice as many grammatical errors as
monoglots, the main sources of error in the speech of the
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former being the misuse of tenses and prepositions.
These deficiencies of bilinguals in oral and aural command
of English may reasonably be attributed to their linguistic
home background.
We conclude from these eight studies of Spanish-
English bilinguals in the U.S.A. that bilinguals have not
as good a knowledge of English as English-speaking monoglots,
and that as a result their school work suffers. Ho study
was found which disagrees with this conclusion.
The precise reason however for the inferiority
of bilinguals in English is not obvious. It might be due
to the 'balance effect1, i.e., to an inability to learn
two languages simultaneously as well as the raonoglot learns
either of the two by itself; or it might be due simply
to a deficiency in their family's knowledge of English. In
America, families which speak both Spanish and English are
usually in process of loosing the former and learning the
latter. In some cases such families will not have had
sufficient time or opportunity to learn English properly, and
naturally the English they teach their children will not be
better than their own. The evidence does not permit us
to choose between the alternatives, so we shall rest content
for the present with raising the difficulty.
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Italian-English: Colvin and Allen (1923), Grabo (1931),
and Lee (1932), studied the Italian-English bilinguals1
knowledge of English. Colvin and Allen found that the
bilinguals* marks in English were very much1 poorer
than those of English-speaking raonoglots. Grabo attempted
to measure the vocabularies of bilinguals (Italian-speaking
homes) and monoglots (English-speaking homes) matched for
♦mental ability'. He claims that the monoglots knew as
many words in English as the bilinguals knew in English
and Italian together. The bilinguals♦ English vocabulary
was about two-thirds the size of that of the monoglots. Lee,
2 _
whose work has been mentioned previously , found that the
♦history vocabulary* in English of her Italian-English
bilingual group was smaller than that of any other group
which she studied, bilingual or monoglot. To these studies
may be added that by Ladd (1933), also mentioned previously^,
since the present writer was able to show that the difference
in ability to read between monoglots and bilinguals who
spoke Italian at home was significant.
1. The present writer was able to test these differences by
means of the Ir test and show that they are significant.
2. See above, p. ZO .
3. See above, p. 16 .
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These studies suffer from the same defects as
the majority of Spanish-English ones: failure to control
differences in socio-economic status and in non-verbal
reasoning ability, and failure to assess degree of bilingualism.
But one feels sure that even had these variables been
controlled, monoglots would still have been found to have a
better knowledge of English than bilinguals, so great in
most cases were the differences between the two types of
children tested. And Grabo's work would seem to show that
the bilinguals1 knowledge of Italian was inferior to that
of Italian speaking monoglots, (we are reminded of Keston and
Jimenez's findings), Of course Italians, like Spaniards,
in the U.S.A. are in process of loosing their ancestral
tongue and learning English; and so we do not know whether
children of Italian parentage are weak at English because
they cannot learn two languages as well as monoglots learn
one, or because the English taught thera by their parents is
bad English.
<
Welsh-English: There are seven s tudies of Welsh bilinguals.
Saer (1922) tested all the children between the ages
of 7 and 12 in five rural and two urban schools. They
numbered about, 1,400, some of whom were from Welsh-speaking
homes, some from English-speaking ones, while for all,
English was the language used in school. Saer used the first
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100 words of the Stanford Scale to test their English
vocabulary; he tested Welsh vocabulary with a newly
constructed test. All the children were asked to write
an essay in English on a given topic; the bilinguals were
asked to write a second essay in Welsh, and the monoglots
in English, on another topic. On analysing the results
Saer claimed that monoglots had a more extensive vocabulary
in English than the bilinguals had in either language.
As regards Welsh vocabulary, his conclusions rest on an
unsupported assumption that the Welsh and English vocabulary
were of equal difficulty. The bilinguals* English essays,
Saer thought, were not as good as their Welsh ones. Their
English essays were written in short rather disconnected
sentences; their Welsh essays were written in a *clear lucid
style* showing good command of conversational idiqn and
continuity of thought.
Sftlth (1923) by means of tests and essays followed
ghe progress in English of the children in four schools for
a period of three years. There were roughly equal numbers
of bilinguals and monoglots in each school. The children
were in 3rd class when he began his research. He sums up
his findings with the words; *Monoglot children, between
the ages of B and 11, make better progress than bilingual
children in their power of expression, their choice of
vocabulary, and their accuracy of thought. Bo far from
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bilingualism being an "intellectual advantage", it seems
to be exactly the reverse, at least under the present
organisation of schools in Wales*.
Barke and Parry-Williams (193$) administered the
Thorndike Test of Word Knowledge, Form A in Welsh, Form B
in English, to the children aged 10| to 11| of six schools
in the same area. About half the 200 children tested came
from Welsh-speaking, half from English-speaking,home3.
The authors designate than respectively bilinguals and
monoglot3, somewhat erroneously since 3% of the 'monoglots*
spoke Welsh at home while quite a few had learned some
Welsh at school. The groups did not differ significantly
in non-verbal IQ (Pintner). On the results of the tests
of word knowledge the authors concluded that monoglots had
a larger English vocabulary that the bilinguals had in
either English or Welsh. Once again we meet the un¬
supported assumption that results obtained with the English
and Welsh vocabulary tests were directly comparable.
These three studies lack something in scientific
precision. Saer and Smith place considerable weight on
subjective assessments of essays, while some of Smith*s
tests have been criticised on grounds of unreliability
(Arsenian 1937, p.49). None of the authors assessed
degree of bilingualisra very accurately; and none attempted
to control socio-economic status quantitatively, though
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Smith and Barke and Parry Williams attempted to control it
by selecting monoglots and biUnguals from the same schools.
The groups tested by Barke and Parry Williams did not
differ in non-verbal IQ, but neither Saer nor Snith guarded
against bias from this source.
The remaining four Welsh studies, with which the
name of Mr. W.R. Jones is associated, are more scientific
in design and analysis of data.
Jones (1952), taking account of a probable drop
of one year in average reading age (RA) since pre-war
(1939-45) days, when one of the tests he employed (Schonell,
'
Graded Reading Vocabulary Test) was standardised, concludes
his investigation of the RAs and non-verbal IQs of 117
bilinguals (from homes where Welsh was always spoken) aged
about 11 years, thus: *one may estimate that the mean RA
of Welsh-speaking pupils whose IQs fall below 90 is about
2| years lower than their mean chronological age; pupils
whose IQs fall between 90-110 have a mean RA about one
year lower than their mean chronological age, and those
whose IQs are in the 110 + category have a mean RA which
corresponds to their mean chronological age*. It must be
added that the children he tested belonged to families
in the skilled manual, semi-skilled manual and unskilled
classes.
Jones (1953) classified 115 children between the
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ages of 10 and 12 as raonoglots or bilinguals by means of
replies to a Language Questionnaire. To these he
administered a test of non-verbal reasoning (Jenkins Scale
reading
of Non-Verbal Mental Ability) and a silent/test (Schonell).
The groups did not differ significantly in mean non-verbal
IQ; they did differ significantly in mean silent reading
score, monoglots achieving the higher mean score.
Jones (1955) analyses the results obtained with
of
Schonell*s Silent Reading Test and Jenkins Scale/ Non-
Verbal Mental Ability in the 1951 Bangor Survey. In this
survey all the children in Caernarvonshire between the
ages of 10 and 12 were classified under one of four heads -
Welsh, Mixed-Welsh, Mixed-English, English,by means of a
Language questionnaire and head teachers* ratings. The
four classifications represent intervals on a scale
running from homes where Welsh is almost always spoken
(Welsh) to homes where English is always spoken (English).
The children, who numbered 2,565, all knew some English
since it was taught in school. The children in the *Welsh*
group obtained a mean silent reading score which was
significantly lower than that obtained by the other three
groups. Since the groups differed significantly in mean
non-verbal IQ, an analysis of covariance was carried out
to adjust silent reading scores for differences in IQ.
After adjustment the *Welsh* group*s mean score was still
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significantly lower than that of the other three groups.
Jones et al. (1957) report the findings of a
survey conducted at the request of the Welsh Joint Education
Committee in 1954. About 750 children between the ages
of 10 and 11, divided in the manner described by Jones (1955)
into four linguistic categories, ♦Welsh*, Welsh-English,
English-Welsh and English*, were set the non-verbal
reasoning and silent reading tests which had been employed
in the 1951 Bangor Survey and in addition Moray House
English Test 21| the Welsh and Welsh-English groups were
also set a test of Welsh usage and a test of Welsh reading
(comprehension). The *Welsh* group*s mean non-verbal XQ
was significantly lower than that obtained by other groups;
so analysis of covariance was employed to make adjustments
to mean attainment scores. Thus adjusted, the only
significant mean differences in silent reading (English) and
MHE 21 were between the *Welsh* group on the one hand and
the *English-Welsh* and 'English* groups on the other.
In both tests of the Welsh language, the *Welsh* group was
superior to the 'Welsh-English* group. Thus it would
appear at first sight that the Welsh group gained their
knowledge of Welsh only at the expense of a certain degree
of competence in English; which would appear to be
confirmation of a 'balance* effect in the learning of two
languages.
4fi
Lewis (I960) re-analysed the English test scores
of some of these children classified on a somewhat different
linguistic basis, but the general findings remain unaltered.
In the four studies associated with the name of
Mr. W.R, Jones, the control of non-verbal IQ is adequate.
Jones (1959), however, states that the socio-economic
variable, which he discovered to be an important one was
not controlled adequately. Nevertheless, the use of
analysis of covariance to adjust for differences in non¬
verbal IQ probably helped to reduce differences between
the groups in socio-economic status, since the two are
positively correlated. From these four studies together
with the three earlier Welsh ones it seems clear that
bilingual children from Welsh-speaking homes do not in
general know English as well as children from English-
speaking homes. Lewis (I960) remarks that all the former
*can speak English with reasonable fluency*, but as Colvin
and Allen {1923), point out, bilingual persons #10 speak
the second language (in this case English with Reasonable
and accurate fluency* may still suffer from a *pronounced
linguistic handicap* in that language. We cannot, of course,
be sure whether or not the learning of two languages
simultaneously is itself the explanation, in whole or in
part, for the *Welsh* children*s weakness in English
(granting that it exists). It does not appear to be the
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whole explanation, since ♦Welsh-English* and ♦English-Welsh*
children in the 1951 and 1954 surveys were not inferior
to 'English* children on the results of the English tests.
Very possibly the 'Welsh* group's weakness is to be
explained in part by lack of opportunity to learn English
in their homes, chapels and playgrounds.
Irish-English: Only two investigations of a psychometric
character into the effects of bilingualism in Ireland can be
found, both of them reported in unpublished theses.
Kellaghan (1959) compared the English vocabularies of the
6th standard boys in two Dublin primary schools. Beth
groups were bilingual in so much as they had learned Irish
as a second language in School. The difference between
them lay in the fact that in one school (A) the boys had
been taught all subjects (English excepted) through the
medium of Irish, in the other school (B) they had been taught
through the medium of English, the mother tongue. The
author matched 13 pairs of boys for age, (12 to 13 years),
_■ socio-economic status, and non-verbal IQ (Raven's
Progressive Matrices); the schools were considered to be
reasonably well-matched in academic standards, any difference
between them in this respect being to the advantage of
School A* The boys wrote three essays a piece, each essay
on a different day. Titles were given them far two of the
essays; the theme for the third was presented by means of
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a picture.
Four measures of the extent of the vocabulary used
in each essay were obtained; these were simply the number
1 -
of different words in the first three segments of 50 words
each and in the first 150 words as a whole. Extent of
vocabulary in the first 150 words of a bay*6 three assays
taken together was also measured.
The schools did not differ significantly in
extent of vocabulary employed in the three essays taken
together, nor did they differ in extent of vocabulary
employed in two of the essays. The vocabulary employed by
the less bilingual boys (B) was significantly greater in
the case of the 'picture1 essay. The author suggests
that the reason for the significant difference may be that
the boys of School B, not being drilled to the same dx tent
as those of School A to write essays to a given title as
in public examinations, were more adaptable than the latter
to the novel task of writing an essay on a theme suggested
by means of a picture. Finally, the measures of vocabulary
for each boy's three first segments, his three second
segments,and his three third segments of 50 words each,were
combined. Analysis of variance of the combined measures
revealed that, while groups did not differ significantly
in the extent of vocabulary employed in the first and second
segments, they did differ significantly in the extent of
1. In the sense of 'not used previously in the passage.*
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vocabulary employed in the third segment, the boys in school
B displaying a larger vocabulary than those in school A (the
more bilingual school). The author suggests that the
latter found it more difficult than the former to maintain
the same *level of word variety* towards the end of the
essay because of *verbal fatigue*. Crewsdon (1941)
observes that bilinguals tend to tire in conversation more
readily than raonoglots as though language failed them
sooner. It may be that the boys of school A had not
as good a command of English as the others and that the
difference between them made itself apparent in the
former*s experiencing *verbal fatigue* sooner.
Machamara (1959) tested about 200 5th standard
boys in four Dublin primary schools. The schools were
matched in pairs by primary school inspectors, a school
where all subjects were taught through Irish with one where
all subjects were taught through English. There were
approximately equal numbers in each school. A rating of
socio-economic status obtained for each boy showed that
there was no gross discrepancy between matched pairs of
schools in this respect; the rating was not used in the
statistical analysis of test scores. Jenkin#' Scale of
Hon-Verbal Mental Ability and Moray House English Test
32 were administered, and an analysis of covariance carried
out to adjust English quotien " **Tferencea in non-verbal
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IQ. The analysis showed that English-taught boys obtained
significantly higher English quotients than Irish-taught
bpys. The author tentatively attributed this difference to
the fact that the boys who had been taught Irish were not
as good at English reading and had not as good a knowledge
of English usage, as tested by MHE 32, as the boys who
had been taught through English.
We must not place too much faith in the findings
of these two studies. Kellaghan*s numbers were very small
and it is difficult to interpret the differences in
English vocabulary which he observed between Irish-taught
and English-taught boys. Macnamara*s study, though on
a larger scale, lacked precis© control of variations in
socio-economic status. Both writers had to rely on
subjective judgment in the matching of the different types
of school.;. Neither writer claims that the boys he tested
were fully representative even of Dublin primary school boys.
Flemish-French. Toussaint (1929 and 1935) and Verheven
(1929) report comparisons of small numbers of Flemish-French
bilinguals with monoglot Walloonsand monoglot Flemish children.
Toussaint found monoglots vastly superior to bilinguals in
tests of dictation; Verheyen found them superior in
vocabulary. Interesting though these findings may be,
they are based on poorly controlled comparisons and so they
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cannot be regarded with much confidence.
Czech-Germain: Couka (1929) found that the German vocabulary
of a small number of second and third grade Czech children
attending German schools was only about half the size of
their vocabulary in Czech, (their mother tongue). He
observed a considerable degree of linguistic "interference*1
from Czech in their use of German. On these grounds
the author concludes that it is a drawback for children to
receive instruction in any but the mother tongue.
Non-Indo-European Languages and English: Smith (1931 and
,1935), having studied the progress of 13 American children
(two families) who lived for a time in China and thus
became bilingual, concludes that their English vocabularies
were below average and that changing their linguistic
environment confused them and retarded their development in
speech.
Smith (1949) and Motoyama (cited in Smith, 1949) again
studied the vocabulary of Chinese-English bilinguals,
but this time their Ss were children of Chinese ancestry
living in Hawaii. They found that the English vocabulary
1. Weinreich (1953) calls the influence of one tongue on
another in pronunciation, semanteme (area of meaning
designated by a word), vocabulary, and syntax,"inter¬
ference"; op.cit. pp.S-33#
See also Whatmough (1957) PP*63-67.
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of 80 such pre-school children was much more limited than
that of monoglots, though the bilinguals tested by Smith
were above average in socio-economic status. Smith also
found that the Chinese vocabulary of her 30 children was
more limited than that of monoglots. It would seem, then,
that where children must learn two such dissimilar languages
as Chinese and English, they generally piek up the
vocabularies of neither language as quickly as monoglot
speakers of those languages.
Smith (1933 and 1957) extended her study of
pre-school children of Chinese ancestry in Hawaii to other
aspects of speech besides vocabulary. In 1933 such
children were bilinguals, whereas by 1957 they had almost
lost Chinese and become monoglots; and with the change
from bilingualisra came a great improvement in English. In
1957 they approximated closely to American standards
of English in the length and complexity of their sentences,
in their command of vocabulary, in their ability to use
verbs correctly; while in 1933 they had been markedly
retarded in all these respects. Smith believed that there
were two reasons for the poor standards of 1933, linguistic
interference due to bi1ingualism;and Pidgin English.
Pidgin English is itself the product of linguistic inter¬
ferences but once established in a community, it tends to
perpetuate the effects of linguistic interference even when
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the cause of the interference, bilingualisra, has disappeared.
Thus, Smith considered that any defects in the English of
the children she tested in 1957 must be attributed to
the continued use of Pidgin in Hawaii.
In 1939 Smith extended her research to include
children of various linguistic backgrounds in Hawaii.
Altogether 1,000 children between the ages two and six,
including children from Chinese, Filipino, Hawaiian, Japanese,
Korean, Portugese,and English-speaking, homes. She found
that all the bilingual children were seriously retarded in
the use of English and that the degree of retardation was
in proportion to the degree of bilingualism. 'They
(bilingual children) are found to use more exclamatory and
slightly fewer interrogative sentences (than monoglots), and
to make much less frequent use of eomplex and compound
sentences. Sentences that serve merely to name an object
I
or person contiwersjoo a later age than with monoglot children.
'The evidence, although insufficient, suggests
that pidgin English is more responsible1 for incorrect
English and bilingualism for the overuse of interjections,
short sentences, immature type of questions when classed
as to meaning, and lack of complex sentences.'
We shall conclude our review of Smith's work with
1. Presumably: more responsible than bilingualism.
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a brief reference to a paper published in 1942 in which
she reports the findings of a study of bilingual students
at Hawaii University. The bilingual groups (N ® 364)
she studied were much the same as those studied in her 1939
survey. Degree of bilingualism correlated negatively with
students* scores in College Aptitude Tests (American Council
Psychol. Examinations); but progress in university studies ,
as indicated by students1 grade-point ratios, tended to be
independent of degree of bilingualism. In evaluating these
observations, however, it is well to bear in mind that
university students are a highly selected group, and that if
bilingualism results in a language-handicap many students,
because of their bilingualism, never reach university;
consequently there is great difficulty in isolating the
bilingual factor when comparing groups of university students.
Japanese-American high school seniors, of whom
91$ were born in America of Japanese parents, were tested by
Portenier (1947) with the Iowa Silent Beading Test and the
Ohio State Psychological Test, Form 21, which has vocabulary
and reading sections.
We are told little about the students* command of
Japanese and English beyond that a small number of them had
studied Japanese in Japan and that some in their homes and
religious services had kept in close contact writh the
Japanese language and culture; on the other hand their
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teachers thought the students 'thoroughly Americanized'.
They lived in a more or less segregated Japanese-American
community. The majority of families lived by gardening
and relatively few of them belonged to the professional
class. To judge by the norms of the tests these students
were considerably retarded both in English reading and
English vocabulary. A weakness in English reading on their
part does not necessarily indicate a more general weakness
in English; there is some work by Smith (1932) suggesting
that where children learn to read in two languages which
are read in different directions (such as Japanese and
English) greater confusion results in the children's minds,
and they make more errors of reversal than if they learned
to read in one of them only. The result of the vocabulary
test is more convincing evidence of the existence of a
general disability in English, but we must remember that
differences in schooling, socio-economic status, and non-
verbal IQ, between them and the remainder of the population
with which they were compared were uncontrolled.
Parsie (1926) selected at random 658 American bora
Japanese children between 10 and 15 years of age from the
complete lists of such children in California. All these
children knew English, except for a small number in country
places. Most of the 658 knew some Japanese, and many
5a
attended Japanese language schools for periods of from 3 to 5
hours per week. As a group their socio-economic status was
below that of ♦Americans*. Though a measure of non-verbal
(Army Beta) reasoning was obtained for each child, and
though it would appear that the 1Japanese* children were
not inferior to Americans in non-verbal IQ,it is difficult
to be sure from the report that this variable was adequately
controlled. The Stanford Achievement Test was administered
to all Ss, In silent reading but not in spelling, the
Japanese were found to be inferior to Americans whose
attainment level was judged by mea^.s og^the test norms at
each of four ages, 10y-6m, lly~6m/and 13y-6m. Undoubtedly
the findings represent fairly the relative standards of
Japanese and American children in California (where the
Stanford Achievement Test was standardised); but un¬
fortunately the linguistic variable was not isolated, fror
was degree of bilingualism adequately measured, and
consequently we cannot determine the influence of bilingualism
in bringing about the observed differences between groups.
Indidentally Japanese children were found to be six months
older than Americans per grade on an average.
Canadian Indians who had largely lost their
ancestral languages and come to speak English were tested
by Jamieson and Sandiford (192$). All could speak English,
and the great majority could understand an Indian language
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to a certain extent, while 45$ of them could speak one.
The authors claim that the Indians* command of English was
very inferior to that of white children of a corresponding
social status, which was lower than average on Chapman's
socio-economic scale. Their scores in silent reading,
spelling, and writing* were well below average as indicated
by the test norms and were taken by Jamieson and Sandiford
as evidence of severe retardation in these skills. The
cause of this apparently general disability in English is
probably not simply bilingualism, if it is even partly that,
since the Indians tested did not attend school as regularly
as white children in the neighbourhood; and probably their
parents, not knowing English as well as white parents, were
unable to help their children to develop good command of
the language. Moreover, the Indians' culture until
relatively recently wa3 very different from that of whites,
and as a race the former may not yet have learned the full
range of concepts which are traditional in white Canadian
homes and of which English is normally the vehicle.
Soffietti (1955) points out that retardation might arise
from 'biculturalism* quite as much as from bilingualism.
The reservations which we have expressed about the
source of language retardation in the findings of Jaraieson
and Sandiford apply with equal foree to those of Harris (194S)
Carroll (1961). Harris found that Montana Indians,
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who appear to have been more familiar with English before
coming to school than Pueblo Indians, made fewer mistakes
in their English essays than the Pueblo Indians, though
they wrote shorter compositions. Carroll, who counted
the vocabularies of 6 coloured pupils of different ages
in one primary school in Ghana, found that their vocabulary
in their native tongue was many times as great as their
vocabulary in English. We are not told how representative
of the total school population the 6 children were, but
even if the conclusions based on them have general application
we cannot pinpoint the reason for such a difference in
vocabularies. Of course Carroll's work is of great
interest to the persons who must choose the language in
which to teach the people of Ghana.
Studies Including Many.„„Lgmg^ge Grqupa1,:
Kirknatrick (1926) administered a verbal and a
non-verbal reasoning test as well as a reading test
(Illinois Examination) to the children aged 11 years of
certain schools in Massachusetts. Ninety-five native
Americans, 140 Finns, 95 Italians,and 155 French-Canadians
were tested; but the children of the different races were
1. Some of Smith's papers considered in the preceding pages
might well have been considered under this sub-headxng, but
it was thought more convenient to treat all her papers
together.
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not distributed in equal proportions over the different
schools. The vast majority of those in the last three
groups did not speak English in their homes. The Finns'
median non-verbal IQ equalled that obtained by Americans,
but the mean non-verbal IQs obtained by Italians and
French-Canadians fell far below that obtained by Americans.
Finns, Italians, and French-Canadians, obtained mean
reading ages which were significantly lower than those
obtained by Americans; the last two of these three groups
obtained means which fell significantly below that obtained
by the Finns. However, the study is defective in that
there was no control of differences in non-verbal IQ and
socio-economic status, though measures of these variables
were obtained; also there was no control of differences
between schools.
Jones (1926) studied the vocabulary of all the
public school children of Aliquippa, Penn., in grades 1 to 3,
They numbered 522, and their ages lay between 3 and 16 years.
The parents of the children, who belonged to a large number
of races including a number of monoglot Americans, earned
a living mostly by working in steel foundries. The test
used was the vocabulary list of the 1916 Stanford-Binet
been
Test which had/standardised in part on the responses of
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sionoglot American children in Aliquippa so that norms for
the vocabulary test applying to that area were available.
It was found that, except for raonoglot Americans and children
of Jewish origin who surpassed the norm on an average, the
mean number of correct responses given by bilinguals fell
far below the norm. The author claims that the bilinguals
and raonoglots lived 'under identical economic and similar
social conditions'; but the groups were not equated for
non-verbal IQ. Nonetheless so great are the mean differences
that almost certainly they are not due to variations in
non-verbal IQ alone.
Rjgg (1928) tested about 10,000 9t. Louis children
(grades 3 to 8) divided into linguistic groups by their
replies to the question, 'what foreign language is spoken
in your home?* The main languages represented were Indo-
European, namely, German, Yiddish, Italian, and Czech.
'Bilinguals', in whose homes one of these languages as
well as English was spoken, were compared with the English-
speaking monoglots of the sample in English reading
(fhordike McCall Reading Test). Monoglots scored signif¬
icantly higher in reading. When reading scores were
further analysed, it was found that the Ilsalian-English
group was the only one which fell far below the standard
of monoglots. This difference between language groups is
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unexplained, but probably it is to be attributed in large
part to differences in socio-economic status; it may also
be due to differences in degree of bilingualism, in non¬
verbal IQ, and to differences between schools - none of
these variables was controlled.
Andrews (1923) administered a test of the vocabulary
used in mathematics to 366 first year high school students.
The students were divided into four groups ranging from
those in whose homes English was never spoken to those from
homes where English was the only language. The foreign
languages involved numbered 23* Andrews found some tendency
for vocabulary score to increase with the amount of English
spoken in the home. The scores were not further analysed
for the various language groups, nor was degree of bilingualism
or socio-economic status controlled; therefore, it would be
unwise to place much confidence in this piece of research.
Sinclair (1931) matched 72 pairs of New Brunswick
children, a bilingual with a monoglot, for age, grade (3» 4,
and 5), and socio-economic status. Bilingualism was
ascertained by means of a questionnaire. By and large
the bilinguals' families kept closely in touch with their
ancestral languages, the languages in question numbering 15.
A verbal IQ was obtained for each child; the groups were
roughly matched in IQ. Two measures of reading rate and
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comprehension, of vocabulary, and of word fluency, (the
number of words a child could say in 10 minutes), were
obtained for each child. The period between the first
and second set of tests was five months. mere was a
general tendency for monoglots to obtain higher scores
in all tests and, reading comprehension excepted, to show
greater gains in score over the five months period. No
statistical tests of mean differences were carried out.
The results for the different language groups were not
analysed separately; the numbers were too small to make
such an analysis profitable. It would seem, however,
that those children who were familiar with another language
made less progress with their school work in English than
the monoglots. Unfortunately we do not know how
representative the groups were of either American bilinguals
or monoglots.
Studies of Situations where the Language
of the School was Changed;
With the exception of Castille^o'St M.E.T. Logie's^
and McConkey*s; work all the studies so far discussed were
carried out in situations which the authors found already
existing and which had in mo3t cases existed for a long time.
But there are a few studies of situations where through the
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intervention of the government or an experimenter the language
of the school was changed, and an investigator was able to
compare the results of old and new systems.
In the Philippine Islands very many children came
from homes where English was not spoken, yet attended
schools where until the late 1940s English was the language
of instruction. In 1946 the Department of Education.
Manila, (1953)^ decided to investigate the effect of
replacing English in the first and second grades by one of
the many indigenous languages, Hiligaynon. For this
purpose 14 schools in Iloila Province were selected, 7 to form
an experimental group, and 7 a control group. Each school
in the experimental group was closely matched with a school
in the control group; while the children in the experimental
group were matched for age, socio-economic status, and verbal
IQ, with those of the control group. In grades 1 and 2 the
children in the experimental group were taught to read
Hiligaynon, and taught other subjects through the medium
of Hiligaynon, but in higher grades they were taught English
(no Hiligaynon) and other subjects through the medium of
English; those in the control group were taught English
(no Hiligaynon), and other subjects through the medium of
1. I am grateful to Mr. Jose V. Aguilar. Co-Director of
the Philippine Centre for language Study, for copies of
the 4 reports issued on this experiment.
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English in all grades including 1 and 2. The progress
of the children in arithmetic, (mostly mechanical) Language,
(usage), Reading, (mostly comprehension;, and Social Studies,
(correct social and moral behaviour), was followed over
four years, i.e., in grades 1 to 4. Tests of the four
subjects were specially prepared in the two languages of
the experiment, Hiligaynon versions being employed to test
the experimental group at the end of the first and second
years of the experiment, English versions to test them at
the end of the third and fourth years, and to test the
control group at the end of each of the four years.
Throughout the reports of the experiment it is assumed,
apparently without proof, that scores obtained with the
two versions of the test are comparable. At the outset of
the experiment there were 166 children in each group; by
the end there were only 129. The majority of the children
appear to have been to some extent bilingual (Hiligaynon-
English). At the end of the first year the experimental
group obtained significantly higher scores than the control
group in Reading and Social Studies; at the end of the
second year they obtained significantly higher scores in all
subjects, the differences being quite substantial; at the
end of the third year (both groups were now tested in
English) the groups did not differ significantly in arithmetic,
Language or Reading scores, but the experimental group
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obtained a significantly higher score in Social Studies
than the control group; at the end of the fourth year the
only significant difference between groups was in Language,
and this was in favour of the control group. Thus it
would appear that by the end of the fourth year the
experimental group had lost the substantial advantage in
score over the control group which it had at the end of
the second year; and on the other hand, to judge by the
fourth year tests, that it had not suffered much by having
been taught through the vernacular even though it had to
switch to English in the third year.
The comparison is one of the best controlled
we have come across, and it is rather a pity that no
information on the comparative difficulty levels of the
two versions of the achievement tests is provided. The
difficulty levels could only have been studied effectively
by administering the tests to 'balanced bilinguals1, but
this does not appear to have been done. In all probability
the versions of the arithmetic (largely mechanical arithmetic)
and Social Studies tests did not differ very much in difficulty
level; so the enormous advantage of the experimental group
over the control group in these two subjects at the end of
the second year implies an advantage in the use of the
vernacular. It is not profitable to guess how the two
6a
versions of the language and reading tests stand with regard
to one another; so we can conclude nothing from the experimental
group's substantial advantage in Language and Reading at
the end of the second year. While we cannot be sure about
the quantitative advantages of teaching the children of Iloile
Biligaynon, we can be reasonably sure of some qualitative
ones. Mr. Pedro T. Orata (1953) after describing the
Iloilo experiment, adds that the vast majority of parents
thought their children showed more enthusiasm for school when
they were taught Hiligaynon rather than English, and that
the children preferred learning to read and write Hiligaynon
than English.
H
Tore Osterberg (1961) carried out an experiment in
Sweden somewhat similar to the Iloilo experiment. The
people of the Pitea district speak a dialeet of Swedish
which is 'impenetrable* to the outsider, initially, at least.
When the children of the area go to school, at the age of
7 years, they are obliged to lay aside their dialect and learn
to read and write standard Swedish. Osterberg's experiment
was designed to investigate the effect of teaching them to
read and write their dialect for the first ten weeks of
their school lives before changing them over gradually to
standard Swedish. For this purpose he matched 10 pairs of
infant mistresses for age, qualifications, and ability to
teach as rated by the commune school head and the state school
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principal. One teacher in each pair was to teach her
class dialect (D), the other to teach standard Swedish (R).
There was not a significant difference in verbal IQ, socio¬
economic status, reading ability, or age, between the
children assigned to D and those assigned to R at the outset
of the investigation. A new school reader, hitherto unused
in any school, was chosen as text for the experiment; the
first 36 pages were translated into dialect and printed for
the use of group D. The amount of time devoted to reading
and writing, and the methods of teaching,were as far as
possible kept uniform over all classes in the experiment.
At the end of the first ten weeks the ability to
read of the 15# children in D and of the 173 children in R
was tested. The tests were specially prepared and
administered to D in dialect, to R in standard Swedish.
Osterberg hoped by basing his tests for both groups on
the same passages in the text that the marks obtained by the
two groups would be comparable. Group D (experimental) had
a substantial and significant advantage over group R in
reading 3peed, reading comprehension and ability to read
out loud accurately.
After the first 10 weeks of school, group D was
gradually changed from dialect to standard Swedish. At the
end of the year all the children were given te3ts of reading
and writing. Both groups were tested in the standard language
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and this time most of the tests were standardised ones.
Group D obtained significantly higher scores than group E
in word recognition, in speed and accuracy of reading, while
in a test of attitude they showed themselves to be more
interested in reading. The differences between the groups,
always in favour of group D, were not significant in tests
of comprehension, spelling and the auditory perception of
words.
The experiment was well controlled and carefully
carried out. It would appear to lead to the conclusion
that children learn to read with greater ease in their
mother tongue; and that Pitean children who learn to read
the mother tongue first more than compensate for loss of
time when later on they change over to the standard language.
Broadly speaking the first part of this conclusion is in
agreement with the results of the Iloilo experiment; so far
as could be judged Iloilo children learned to read Hiligaynon
(the mother tongue) with greater ease than they learned to
read English. However, the initial advantage of Iloilo
children who learned first to read Hiligaynon was not
transferred to their English reading. A probable reason
why the two experiments diverge with regard to the amount
of transfer from reading the mother tongue to reading the
second language is that the pairs of languages are not
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equally similar; Pitean is a dialect of Swedish, Hiligaynon
is not an Indo-European language whereas Snglish is. The
experiments are in accord, however, in their findings about
attitudes to reading; children taught to read their mother
tongue first are more interested in reading a second language
than children taught to read the second language only.
These two studies lead us to a third which was made
in Ireland where between 1932 and 1943 children from English-
speaking homes in national schools (between 97$ and 93$ of
all such children) were taught Irish, not English, in infant
classes and learned to read and write Irish before English.
The Study resembles the previous too in that the language
of the school was changed; it differs from them in that
the change was from the mother tongue to a second language,
whereas in Pitea and Iloilo the mother tongue replaced a
second language. The Irish National Teachers Organisation
(INTO) issued a questionnaire to more than 9,000 teachers1 in
1936 *to inquire into the use of Irish as a teaching medium*.
By that time the great majority of primary teachers held
qualifications entitling them to teach Irish as a subject and
other subjects through the medium of Irish. A report in
1, There were about 12,000 primary teachers in the country
at the time.
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which the replies were analysed was published in 19411. About
1,300 of the 9,000 teachers replied. Each teacher was
asked to answer those questions only which dealt with matters
of which he had personal experience; thus the number of
replies to a particular question was less than 1,300. The
overwhelming majority (about 85%>) of infant teachers who
replied considered that infants who learned Irish alone did
not acquire Adequate powers of expression in regard to
(their) everyday experience*. Though the report does not
say so explicitly, the remark seems to apply to the power of
self expression in English as well as in Irish.
The report outlined above is valuable since it is
based on the impressions of teachers, the majority of whom
had been teaching before Irish became compulsory in infant
classes; and even though their judgments were not supported
by 'objective* testing, they were in a position to judge the
effects of the language programme enforced since 1931•
Unfortunately only a small number of teachers replied, about
10% of the total number in the country, 14% of those to whom
the questionnaire was sent, and we have no way of knowing
how well the views of those who replied represent the views
of the profession as a whole. Moreover, the meaning of
1. INTO (1941)
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parts of the questionnaire is vague, as for instance the
following:
*Does the child acquire adequate powers of expression
in regard to his every day experiences when taught solely
through the medium of Irish?Whether the powers of
expression are in English or Irish or both is not specified.
As they stand, the findings published by IHTO (1941)
support in a general way the findings of the Iloilo and
Pitea experiments: children learn better to comprehend
and to express thought when taught through the medium of
the mother tongue than they do' when taught through the
medium of a second language.
Summary and Discussion - Linguistic Attainments.
Can any conclusion be drawn from these 67 studies
of the relationship between linguistic attainments and
bilingual!sra? Certainly no categorical conclusions emerge
from the available evidence, which is for the most part
not very firmly grounded. let there is some firmly grounded
evidence pointing to a weakness in bilingual®* knowledge
of language compared with that of monoglots. As examples
of well grounded evidence Smithes findings in Hawaii and
1. Question 7 in the Section dealing with infants.
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Carrowfs in Texas come to mind. Moreover a comparison
of these two sets of findings suggests that the difficulty
of bilinguals in learning their two languages is a
function of the extent of the dissimilarity between the
two languages. On the whole Smith found larger differences
than Garrow between the two types of children, the former
studying Chinese-English, the latter Spanish-English
bilinguals. English and Spanish are both Indo-European
tongues while Chinese is commonly classified as an Indo-
Chinese1 tongue. The few studies which found bilinguals
superior to monoglots and the slightly more numerous ones
which found no difference between them are all very poorly
controlled; they therefore fail to outweigh the mass of
evidence indicating that raonoglots are superior.
It is possible to particularise the various types
of finding on which our general conclusion rests. If
we leave aside studies which were conducted in the more
advanced classes of high schools and in universities,
because such studies are very probably biased by selective
2
processes, we find six in which a general test of attainment
1. See UNESCO (1953), P.141.
2. Colvin and Allen (1923), Porto Rican Survey (1926). Fritz
and Rankin (1934), otecker (In Araeniia 1937), Kalherbe
(1946), Macnaraara (1959) - the last mentioned study
compares children who were more bilingual with ones who
were less so.
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in the language which was common to monoglots and bilinguals
was administered. With one exception (Malherbe 1946)
monoglots obtained higher mean scores. Other studies deal
with particular aspects of language learning.
Twenty-one papers in which vocabulary was tested
have been reviewed: two of these found no difference
between Jewish monoglots and bilinguals in the latter's
2nd language (Schiller 1934 and Murdoch et al. 1923); two
found no difference between monoglots and bilinguals in
the latter*s first language (McConkey 1951, Peal and Lambert
1961); one found perplexingly, that the difference between
monoglots and bilinguals (in favour of the former) decreases
as mental age increases (Terman 1913). The remaining
1
sixteen found that raonoglots were superior to bilinguals
in the latter*s second language. Andrews (1933) and
Johnson (1933) found that bilinguals did not know as many
of the words which are particular to certain subjects, such
as mathematics and geography, as monoglots. Sinclair (1931)
found monoglots showed greater word fluency than Mlinguals;
Car-row (1957) found monoglots superior in both 'hearing* and
1. Saer (1922), Andrews (1923), Couka (1929), Verheyen (1929),
Grabo (1931), Sinclair (1931). Smith (1931; . -33r35,-49),
Barke and Parry Williams (1933), Johnson (1933),
Motoyama (19491, C&rrow (1957), Kellaghan (1957), Carroll
(1961).
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♦speaking1 vocabulary. Moreover in the three studies
(Saer 1922, Grabo 1931, Barke and Parry Williams 193$)
where the vocabularies of bilinguals in both languages
were compared with those of monoglots, the latter were
found to be superior. Thus it seems moat probable that
bilinguals learn the vocabulary of neither of their
languages as well as monoglot speakers of these languages.
Carrow»s is the only study which examined
articulation; and again monoglots were shown to be superior
to bilinguals.
Four papers (Smith 1933, -39, -57; Carrow 1957)
report investigations of the number of grammatical errors
made by monoglots and bilinguals in speech; all four
state that bilinguals made the greater number of errors.
anittMs (1957) latest paper is particularly interesting
because it shows that in Hawaii over the past twenty years
children of Chinese origin have come to make fewer grammatical
errors as they have become less bilingual (almost monoglot
English-speakers).
Five attempts to compare bilinguals and monoglots
in either length of response or length of phrase have been
made (Saer 1922, McCarthy 1930, Smith 1933 and 1957, Carrow
1957). McCarthy and Carrow found no difference between
them in length of response and length of phrase respectively,
measures of each being obtained from the speech of children.
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3aer says that when writing essays in English, bilingual Welsh-
English children used shorter sentences than when writing
in Welsh, their first tongue. Smith found that bilingual
children used shorter phrases than monoglots; and over the
years as her bilingual children became less so,their phrases
increased in length. Saer's investigation was confined
to written language, Saith's to an extraordinarily difficult
language combination, English and Chinese; but McCarthy's
and Carrow's work may be taken as satisfactory evidence that
there is little difference between the two groups in length
of phrase in spoken language where the two languages are of
Indo-European stock.
Certain aspects of writing have been investigated-
Toussaint (1929 and »35) reports that bilinguals were very
much inferior to monoglots in a dictation test"*"; Peal and
Lambert (1962) found no difference between the two in a
similar test. The latter finding would seem most probably
to be a result of the way in which the groups were selected
(see above pp.23-4). The present writer is more inclined
to be guided in this matter by Toussaint's findings.
1. These findings are placed here for convenience sake,
although Such tests measure ability to understand speech
as much as ability to write.
7d
Spelling was investigated by five research workers
(Darsie 1926, Jaraieson and Sandiford 192S, Carrow 1957*
5sterberg 1961). Jamieson and Sandiford report that
bilingual children were inferior to monoglots, but this might
well be explained by the fact that their bilinguals were very
irregular in attendance at school, as well as by the
biUnguals' low socio-economic status compared with that of
monoglots. Darsie and Garrow found no difference between
ft
the two types of children. Oaterberg found no difference
in accuracy of spelling in standard Swedish between those
who began by reading the local dialect of Swedish and those
Swedish
who had been introduced to reading in standard directly.
The evidence would seem to lead to the conclusion that,
i
other things being equal, bilinguals are neither better
... .... ; :I v I'*




Three papers deal with written composition.
Harris'(194#) finding that Pueblo Indians who were more
LS 23! i f 1
familiar with English before coming to school made fewer
grammatical errors than those who were less so is hardly
surprising, and is in keeping with the findings about
grammatical errors in the speech of bilinguals. Saer (1922)
considered the English compositions of Welsh-English
bilinguals much poorer than their Welsh (their first language)
ones. Peal and Lambert report that their bilingual group
obtained a mean mark for compositions in French equal to that
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obtained by monoglots, French being the bilinguals* first
language; but once again, it is necessary to observe that
bilinguals had obtained mean verbal and non-verbal IQs
very much higher than raonoglots, so that we are surprised
that bilinguals did not obtain higher marks in composition.
It seems likely, particularly in view of the general
findings cited above, that bilinguals do not write
compositions of the same standard, linguistically at least,
as those written by raonoglots.
Next to vocabulary the attainment of bilinguals
most frequently studied is reading. Three studies
(Rigg 1928 , Schiller 1934, Peal and Lambert 1961) found
no difference between certain groups of bilinguals and
raonoglots in a general test of reading. Carrow (1957)
found no difference between them in a test of silent
reading, though she found raonoglots superior in a test of
oral reading accuracy and reading comprehension. Thirteen
studies'*" found monoglots superior in a variety of tests,
including general reading tests, tests of silent reading,
1. Darsie (1926), Kirkpatrick (1926), Rigg (1928),
Jamieson and Sandiford (1928), Manuel and Wright (1929),
Sinclair (1931), Ladd (1933), Manuel (1933, Kelley (1935)
Jones (1952, 53, 55), Jones et al. (1957).
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reading comprehension, reading rate and accuracy* On
balance it seems probable that bilingual© are poorer at
all aspects of reading than comparable monoglots. There
is only one fetudy (Manuel and Wright 1929) in which
bilinguals* ability to read in both languages was examined;
but the work is so poorly controlled that the findings to
the effect that bilinguals were poorer readers in both
languages than monoglots must be viewed with the utmost
caution. The Iloilo experiment and that carried out by
Osterberg (19ol) would seem to show that children make
better progress when introduced to reading in their mother
tongue ratter than in a second language.
All in all then we may tentatively conclude
that monoglots are generally superior to bilinguals in all
the linguistic skills enumerated, with the exception of
spelling, and that the two types of children do not differ
in powers of self expression as measured by length of
response or length of spoken phrase.
Reasons why the linguistic attainments of
bilinguals are inferior to those of monoglots are more
easily suggested than substantiated. Jespersen (1922, p*14&)
speaks of the 1brain effort required to master two languages*
as though mental 'effort* was a constant, and as though the
effort which a child can make was adequate for learning one
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language, but inadequate, generally spekking, for learning
two. But wherever bilinguals have teen found inferior
to raonoglots in knowledge of language there are alternative
explanations of a more obvious character than mental or
"brain effort1.
Weinreich (1953) devotes a large part of his
admirable book, Languages in Contact, to linguistic
interference, i.e., the influence exercised by the sounds,
vocabulary, syntax and semantemes'1' of one language upon
those of another. Such interference was very apparent
in the English of the Chinese-English bilinguals tested
by Smith in Hawaii.
More recently Mackey (1962) has analysed the
various types of interference which can occur:
1* Cultural - e.g., the introduction of the white
man's greetings into certain American Indian dialects.
2. Semantic - e.g., the expression "the house is
all through other* which one sometimes hears in
Ireland, a literal translation of the Irish
/ / /
expression "Ta an teach tre na cheile".
1. By "semanteme* is meant that which is symbolised by a
separable unit of speech, e.g., the portion of the body
symbolised by the word "leg*.
The whole process of linguistic interference is remarkably
similar to, and must bear some relation to, retroactive
inhibition, for which see Woodworth and Sch&osberg (1954)»
pp. ?6l sq.
S2
3. Lexical » e.g., the innumerable English words
which have found their way into modern Irish such
as *jam', *raotor*, etc.
*+• Grammatical - e.g., the use of the past participle
in English by Irish people as it is used in Irish.
For example, *X have it (a book) read* - *Ta se leite
again.*
5. Phonological - such interference is found in
intonation, rhythm, catenation (linking speech
sounds into a chain of speech), articulation.
The author goes on to show that the extent of
the interference"*" depends on the (!) linguistic medium
(speaking, writing, etc.), (ii) style (descriptive,
narrative, etc.), (iii) register (social role of speaker -
public or private), (iv) Context (place, persons addressed
etc.); though it would appear that these are not mutually
exclusive factors.
But the findings which we have discussed cannot
all be attributed to linguistic interference, nor can any of
them be fully explained by it; so we must extend our inquiry.
1. Quite recently Dr. Cyril James (1963) has suggested that
linguistic interference is also a function of the stage in
a person*s life when he learned the second language and of
type of learning, merely oral, or formal (reading and writing)
as well as oral; thus connecting Hebb*s (1%9) theories
on early learning with t-.ho s'twdfy1, or* bixxngualiom.
S3
Differences between languages are nearly always more
deeply rooted than grammar books or even dictionaries reveal.
The aspects of reality which receive most attention from
the people of one culture are not always those which interest
the people of another culture most. Snow is more important
to the Laplander than it is to us; he has examined it more
closely and has many words to designate different types
of snow which we probably never notice. Brazilian Indians
seem to be fascinated by different types of palm trees and
parrots because they have a great number of names for than.
Needless to say there are whole areas of thought which are
familiar to us, which we have words for, e.g., different
moods and emotions perhaps1, of which the Laplander and
the Brazilian Indian are unaware, and consequently cannot
2
express in language . If a Brazilian Indian wishes to
learn English and speak it like an Englishman he has much
more to learn than words and word orders; he must learn to
1. See Snell (1953» p.196): ' ... among the early Greeks an
actual psychology of moods and emotions was slow to take
root.* I do not know whether such a psychology has been
developed by Laplanders or Brazilian Indians, but I think
it improbable that it has. We, of course, derive ours
largely from the Greeks.
2. Brown (1956 - p.311) says: 'Language is nothing less than
an inventory of all the ideas, interests and occupations
that take up the attention of the community.' This para¬
graph is greatly Indebted to Brown's essay.
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see and analyse reality as the majority of Englishmen do,
and for this purpose many of his earlier observations are
without avail. Eventually, if he is successful, he will
be 'bicultural*"*' as well as bilingual.
Speakers of different languages often share
what is broadly speaking the same culture. Such people
can learn each others languages without the nedd of learning
2
a new culture . these observations help to explain why
Staith's Chinese Hawaiians, Jamieson and Sandiford's
and
Canadian Indians,/Carroll*s pupils in Ghana were so weak at
English; in addition to learning a new language they needed
to see reality through English eyes, and perhaps they had
not yet learned to do this.
Frequently throughout this chapter it has been
necessary to point out that the bilinguals studied were the
descendants of immigrants who were loosing their ancestral
tongue and learning a new one. Thus, the greater number of
Spanish-speaking bilinguals in the U.S.A. learned Spanish
1. 3offietti*s (1955) paper pointing out that the difficulty
of bilinguals are not only linguistic but also cultural
has already been mentioned. He uses the word 'biculturalism.
2. Even though two peoples share the same culture they never
look at things in exactly the same way; it is always
necessary to recast one's thought somewhat in order to use
a foreign tongue, as any boy who is learning Latin knows.
S5
and possibly English at home, English only at school. It
is quite incredible that their knowledge of Spanish should
be as good as that of Spanish-speaking monoglots who in
addition to learning Spanish at home learn it at school.
Moreover, when parents who originally spoke Spanish begin to
lose interest in Spanish and to replace it with English,
they are hardly likely to take as much care with their
children's Spanish as if it were to be their children's
main language through life. If the immigrant parents
have learned English, they probably do not know it as well
as native-speakers of English who improved their knowledge
of their mother tongue through schooling and reading
consequently the English vocabulary of immigrants may be
quite limited, and some of their forms of speech may be
ungrammatical. The mistakes of immigrant parents will doubtless
show interference from Spanish, but the reason . their
children make the same mistakes may be not so much that they
know Spanish but that they have learned them from their parents.
Therefore, the investigator who finds such bilinguals' English
deficient compared to that of monoglots cannot tell
which of the possible factors have caused the deficiency.
The case of children who live in an area where
one language is dying and another gaining ground, such as the
Welsh-speaking areas of Wales or the Irish-speaking areas of
Ireland, would appear to be similar to the case of immigrants'
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children. The English that ohildren hear around them in
such areas in Wales and Ireland is frequently broken
English.
We come now to the fourth of our suggestions. It
takes time to learn a language. How much time, one can
scarcely specify; and no doubt the length of time required
is a function of many variables such as age, ability and
incentives. Yet it seems clear that part of the reason
that bilingual children have so often been found inferior
to monoglots may simply be that they have not had enough
time to learn the language in which they have been compared
with monoglots. Bilingual children, naturally, devote
part of the time which monoglots spend learning one language
to learning another one. The research which has been
done does not enable us to determine whether in later life
bilingual children generally make good their initial
disadvantage: comparisons of older bilinguals and monoglots
appear to have been biased by selected processes in favour
of the former.
At the present position of research in bilingualism
it is not possible to say which, if any, of the four causes of
retardation in language learning that have been suggested
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is operative in a particular situation; nor is it possible
to give the relative importance of each. This is hardly
surprising when none but a tentative conclusion about
the existence of linguistic retardation in bilinguals
could be based on the research which has been reported.
8®
CHAPTER 2.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE :_ II , . ARITHMETIC *
The studies In bilingualism in which arithmetic
tests were administered are with one exception (Pusey 1945)
those which have been discussed in chapter 1. For details
not given below the reader is referred to that chapter.
Bilinguals equal to or superior to monoglots.
Logie (in Bovet 1935) claims that S. African
white raonoglots who were taught bilingually, through the
media of English and Africaans, progress as satisfactorily
in arithmetic as those who were taught through the medium of
their mother tongue alone. Malherbe (1946) states that
children in bilingual schools make better progress in
arithmetic than those taught through their mother tongue;
while those taught exclusively through the medium of their
second language suffer an initial handicap which disappears
by the time they reach 6th standard. We have already seen
that in the reports of these studies which were available
to the present writer there are many defects, particularly
lack of information about the tests.
Darsie (1926) compared the arithmetical attainments
of Japanese children in California with those of the native
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white population (Americans), using the norms of the test
which she administered (Stanford Achievement test) to indicate
the average performance level of Americans. No significant
differences were found between the groups in mechanical
arithmetic (ages 1G to 15). slight inferiority in
problem arithmetic on the part of Japanese children at each
age level can be attributed to the fact that they were on
an average six months older than American children in
the same grades. However, the influence of bilingual!an
(if any) on the results was not isolated; moreover the
degree of bilingualism was not measured.
In Rigg*s (192&) poorly controlled investigation,
German-English, and Jewish-English, 1bilinguals* in it. Eouis
obtained higher mean scores in maehanical arithmetic (Woody -
MeCall Arithmetic Fundamentals) than ♦monoglots'. The
American bilinguals whom Andrews (192S) tested succeeded
as well as monoglots in tests of arithmetic though they
showed a poorer knowledge than monoglots of arithmetical
vocabulary. But Andrews study too is poorly controlled.
Thus the papers gathered under this sub-heading
contribute little to our knowledge of the effect of bilingualism
on attainments in arithmetic since in none can one be confident
that its influence was Isolated.
Monoglots excel bilinguals.
Three of the studies of Spanish-speaking American
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bilinguals included arithmetic teats, and in all three the
performance level of bilinguals was lower than that of
monoglots. Fritz and Rankin (1934) and Manuel (2.935)^"
used the New Stanford Achievement tests; Carrow (1957)
used the California Achievement test of problem arithmetic.
Only Carrow*s comparison was well controlled. She found
a highly significant difference in favour of monoglots which
is probably due to the monoglots* superior command of English;
the test problems were set in passages of printed English.
In passing, the survey of Porto Rican education may be
mentioned since it included the arithmetic tests of the
Stanford Achievement series. In the tests of mechanical
arithmetic the means obtained by Porto Ricans excelled the
test norms in each grade up to 6th, though from then on
they fell below the norms. In tests of problem arithmetic
in Spanish, means obtained by Porto Ricans excelled the
test norms in each grade up to 7th, and in higher grades
their means equalled the test norms. When the same test
was administered in English their means, which were uniformly
lower than those which they obtained with the Spanish version,
equalled the test norms in each grade up to 7th, but in
1. As there was a wide discrepancy in chronological age at all
levels between his monoglot and bilingual groups we are
guided in the above statement by the
test norms (which the monoglots equalled); bilinguals fell
far behind the norms.
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higher grades they fell below the test norms. It must be
observed that grade for grade the Porto Ricans were older
than the Americans who served as standardisation sample for
the test.
Colvin & Allen (1923) tested Italian-English
bilinguals and English-speaking monoglots in 5th grade with
the Lippincott-Chapraan Classroom Products Survey tests.
The bilinguals* maris for mechanical arithmetic did not
differ appreciably from those of monoglots; in problem
arithmetic bilinguals* marks were on the average much
poorer than those of monoglots1. Rigg (1923) found
Italian-English bilinguals in the St. Louis survey obtained
mechanical arithmetic scores significantly lower than those
obtained by monoglots.
The Welsh Joint Education Committee survey,
reported by Jones et al. (1957) included, among the tests
administered, Schonell*s Essential Mechanical Arithmetic
Test, Form A, and Essential Problem Arithmetic Test, Forms
A and B. The 750 children tested were divided into the
four linguistic groups, "Welsh, Welsh-English, English-Welsh
and English*, with which we are already familiar. Analysis
1. The authors provide sufficient information to test the
difference between groups in each case by means of the X'
test: the difference in mechanical arithmetic is not
significant, but in problem arithmetic the difference is
highly significant.
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of eovariance was employed to make adjustments to mean
arithmetic scores for significant differences between the
Welsh group and the other groups in non-verbal IQ. Thus
adjusted, the groups1 mean scores in mechanical arithmetic
did not differ significantly; in problem arithmetic (Form A)
only theWelsh and English groups differed significantly,
the difference being in favour of the latter group. A Welsh
version of Form B of the problem arithmetic test had been
administered to the Welsh and Welsh-English groups, and
the English-version to the English-Welsh and English groups
before Form A was administered. Our only interest in the
results obtained with Form B is that there was no advantage
for the Welsh and Welsh-English groups in sitting that
particular Welsh translation of the test rather than the
English original of Form A. All the children tested had
been taught arithmetic through the medium of English for at
least two years before the time of the survey. Jones (1959)
statement that the study failed to control socio-economic
status has already been noted. Furthermore, no attempt
was made to control relevant differences between schools
and teachers.
Lewis (I960) worked over some of the results of
the 1954 Welsh survey using school means rather than individual
children^ scores as his basic unit, schools, too, were
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rated for the proportion of mcnoglot Welah-speakers in them.
As a result of this analysis, which incidentally suffers
from the same defects as does the work of Jones et al. (1957)»
he concludes that there is no significant tendency for mean
arithmetic scores, mechanical or problem, to be related to
school ratings on linguistic background.
Irish teachers who had experience of teaching
arithmetic to children from English-speaking homes through
Irish as well as English were asked to reply to a questionnaire
about the two media*". About 70$ of infant teachers who
replied considered that infants had greater difficulty
in developing number concepts when taught in Irish. About
$3$ of replies from teachers of classes other than infant
classes were to say that children*s (native English-speakers)
progress in arithmetic was much retarded by the use of Irish
instead of English as teaching medium. The majority,
however, thought that the mechanical aspects of number work,
such as learning tables, did not suffer when taught in Irish;
the difficulty was with problem arithmetic, which required
a greater command of language. It is a great pity that
we do not know how representative of Irish teachers as a whole,
or at least of Irish teachers who had taught arithmetic in
both Irish and English, these most interesting views are.
1. INTO (1941).
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In Dublin, Macnaraara (1959) administered Vernon's
Arithmetic - Mathematics test in English to boys who had
been taught arithmetic through English, in an Irish trans¬
lation to boys who had been taught arithmetic through Irish.
The results suggested that boys from English-speaking homes
progress more slowly in arithmetic if taught in Irish rather
than in English. An item analysis indicated that the
difference between groups was more marked in the problem
sections than in the mechanical sections of the paper, suggest¬
ing that the difference between groups was largely due to
difference in language skills. Though in the comparison,
non-verbal IQ was controlled by analysis of covariance,
socio-economic differences and differences between schools
were not adequately controlled precisely; and furthermore
no evidence was provided that results obtained with the
Irish and English versions of the test are comparable.
Toussaint (1935) found French-Flemish bilinguals
weaker at arithmetic than monoglot French-speaking children*
But his numbers were quite small and his comparisons rather
poorly controlled.
Four studies involve a non-Indo-European language
llhked with an Indo-European one.
Pusey (1945J1 compared the arithmetical attainments
1. This investigation has not been described above since it
it was confined to arithmetic.
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of Japanese children in the U.S.A. with those of American
whites, using the norms of a standardised test (Metropolitan
Advanced Arithmetic test) to indicate the average performance
level of *Americans*. Pusey^s Ss were 4S4 Junior High
School students at a Japanese Relocation Centre in California
who had lost about six months schooling through being
evacuated. Though the author does not discuss their knowledge
of Japanese, a great many must have been bilingual (Japanese-
English). Their mechanical arithmetic compares favourably
with that of Americans, particularly if allowance is made
for the six months absence from school; but there is a
tendency for their mean problem arithmetic score to fall
below the norm for Americans by an amount which increases
from grades 7 to 9. Even when allowance has been made
for their absence from school, the Japanese mean in problem
arithmetic falls below the American norm by the equivalent
of six months arithmetical age. In so much as our object is
to isolate the influence of bilingual!am, this study does not
aid us greatly, because that influence is confounded with
the uncontrolled influence of socio-economic status,
non-verbal IQ and school factors; moreover degree of
bilingual!am was not measured.
The British Columbia Test of Fundamentals
of Arithmetic (mechanical) was administered by Jamieson and
Sandiford (192$) to 199 Ontario Indians, a large proportion
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of whom (how large is not stated) were bilinguals,
understanding or speaking an Indian tongue as well as
English. In mean arithmetic score they were *approximately
equal to ... white pupils who are classed one grade lower*
than themselves. The degree of retardation is greater
than appears, because the Indians were appreciably older
than the whites in the same grade in rural Ontario. While
the Indians* mean non-verbal IQ was not much lower than
whiteS*, the former*s socio-economic status was very much
lower. Moreover the Indians* attendance at school was
quite irregular. Thus, their retardation in arithmetic
cannot be attributed simply to a language disability.
Part of the plan of the Iloilo experiment"''
was to discover which medium, English or Hiligaynon (the
mother tongue), Iloilo bilinguals found more helpful in
arithmetic. Experimental (Hiligaynon) and control (English)
groups were most carefully matched for age, socio-economic
status, and verbal IQ, while the seven schools in each group
were matched in pairs w&th equal care. At the end of the
first and second years of the experiment the experimental
group, which had taught arithmetic in Hiligaynon, wa3
tested in Hiligaynon; at the end of the third and fourth
years the group, now taught in English, was tested in English.
1. Department of Education, Manila (1953)•
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The control group was tested each year in English.
At the end of the first year the groups did not
differ significantly in mean arithmetic score} at the
end of the second year the experimental group took a
significant and substantial lead} at the end of the third
and fourth years (both groups being now tested in English)
group means did not differ significantly. The arithmetic
tests employed appear to have been in very great part tests
of mechanical arithmetic, There would have been little
difficulty, therefore, in translating the tests from
English to Hiligaynon, and results obtained with the two
versions by Iloilo children may prfcbably be compared
without danger of serious error. It seems reasonable,
then, to take the experimental group's substantial lead at
the end of the second year as evidence that the experimental
group had made more satisfactory progress in arithmetic
than the control group. The experimental group failed
to maintain or increase its lead, but fell back to the same
level as the control group, once Hiligaynon was replaced
by English as medium of instruction. It follows that
in Iloilo at any rate the mother tongue makes for better
arithmetic than the second language, English.
The final paper to be discussed is that by
Kirkpatrick (1926) in which comparisons were made between
the arithmetical ages of monoglot English-speaking Americans
9a
and those of bilingual children who were of Finnish,
Italian,and French-Canddian,extraction. The children
tested were all those in their twelfth year in certain
schools in Massachusetts. The test employed was the
mechanical (apparently) arithmetic subtest of the Illinois
examination. Ho appreciable difference in arithmetical
age between monoglots and Finns was discovered; but both
Italians and French-Canadians fell considerably behind
the monoglots in arithmetical age. From our point of view
the results are difficult to interpret because the Finns
obtained a median non-verbal IQ equal to the test (Army Beta)
norm, the median IQs obtained by the other two bilingual
groups were much lower (a non-verbal IQ was not obtained
for monoglots); moreover socio-economic and school differences
were not controlled.
Summary and discussion - Arithmetic.
Eighteen papers which discuss the arithmetical
attainments of bilinguals have been reviewed. Seven of these
do not specify whether the tests used were tests of mechanical
or of problem arithmetic, or they combine results obtained
with the two types of test to give a composite score. Of
the seven, one (Malherbe 1946) maintains that children taught
bilingually obtain higher means than those who were taught
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through the medium of their mother tongue, while those
who were taught through Minaiyqh the medium of their second
language, though suffering an initial disadvantage, soon
equal the performance of those taught through the medium of
their mother tongue. A second paper (Logie, in Bovet 1935)
maintains that children taught bilingually equal the
performance of children taught through the medium of their
mother tongue; a third (Andrews 1920) reports that no
difference was found between monoglots and bilinguals.
The remaining four papers (Jamieson and Sandiford 1920,
Fritz and Rankin 1934, Manuel 1935, loussaint 1935) found
that monoglots excelled bilinguals at arithmetic.
Part of idle reason for this lack of consistency
in findings may be that, no distinction being made between
mechanical and problem arithmetic, the weights attached
to the two aspects may vary from paper to paper; for there
is fairly strong evidence to show that bilinguals equal
monoglots in mechanical but not in problem arithmetic.
Ten papers specify mechanical arithmetic, six of these
(Colvin and Allen 1923, Darsie 1926, INTO 19411, Pusey 1945,
Jones et al. 1957, Macnamara 1959) found no difference between
1. This paper deals with the effects of teaching Irish children
from English-speaking homes arithmetic through the medium
of Irish » all Irish children learn Irish, but only some are
taught arithmetic through the medium of Irish.
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the two types of children, 'A seventh (Rigg 1928) found
some bilinguals better, some worse than monoglots, An eighth
(Porto Rican experiment - Internat. Instit. Teachers College
Columbia 1926) found that bilinguals were better than
monoglots in lower grades, poorer than them in higher grades,
A ninth (Kirkpatrick 1926) found no difference between a
group of monoglots and a group of bilinguals who obtained
a high mean non-verbal IQ, but found an appreciable
difference between the monoglots and groups of bilinguals
who obtained low mean non-verbal IQs (monoglots superior)
The tenth1 (Iloilo experiment) found that though bilinguals
mage more progress when taught through the medium of their
mother tongue, they equalled the performance of bilinguals
who had been taught from the beginning through the medium
of their second language when they (the first group) changed
over to the second tongue. Most of the discrepancies in
these findings can readily be explained by failure to control
relevant variables. The unusual findings of the Iloilo
experiment may, perhaps, be attributed in part to the fact
that the arithmetic tests employed contained a small
proportion of problems and partly to the very great difference
between Hiligaynon and English which are not of the same
1. Really four papers, but since they describe a single
experiment they are treated here as one, - Department of
Education, Manila (1953)•
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linguistic stock. Taking one thing with another the
evidence seems to show that bilinguals are the equals of
monoglots in mechanical arithmetic.
Seven"'* of the eight papers which treat explicitly
of problem arithmetic report that bilinguals are excelled
by monoglots at problem arithmetic. The eighth (Inter¬
national Institute, Teachers College Columbia 1926) reports
that bilinguals obtained higher marks with a Spanish version
of the problem arithmetic test employed than with an English
version, Spanish being their mother tongue, With the
Spanish version they obtained mean scores in the lower
grades above the test norms for Americans, while their
means in the higher grades equalled the norms for Americans;
with the English version they obtained means in the lower
grades which equalled those for Americans, while their means
in the higher grades were lower than the norms for Americans.
If we take into account the fact that the bilinguals were
older grade for grade than the monoglots we see that the
results, at least with the English version, cloak a superiority
on the part of monoglots. T,hus these findings are not at
variance with those of the other seven papers. All this
1. Colvin and Allen (1923), Darsie (1926), INTO (1941),
Pusey (1945), Carrow (1957), Jones et al. (1957),
Macnamara (1959)•
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leads to the conclusion that monoglots excel bilinguals at
problem arithmetic.
The evidence that bilinguals do not know either
of their languages as well as monoglot speakers know theirs,
which was set forth and discussed in the previous chapter,
is at once a support for the findings of the present section,
and is supported by them. In other words, on the linguistic
evidence we should have expected monoglots to excel
bilinguals at problem arithmetic. The fact that the groups
are equal in mechanical arithmetic may indicate that the type
of drill by which it was usually taught negatived the effect
of the linguistic difference.
The present investigation has gained much from the
experience of research workers in bilingualism, and from a
critical appraisal of their work. As we shall see, steps
were taken to exclude the defects which have been noted in
much of the work which has been done, and it is hoped that
by doing so the effects of bilingualism which the writer
set out to study - the effect of bilingualism on attainments
in Irish and English, and the effect of teaching children
from English-speaking homes arithmetic through the medium
of Irish - have been brought more clearly into focus.
Further, the conclusions which we reached in
this chapter and the previous one will help us to interpret





The survey which is the subject of this thesis was confined
1
to national schools in the Republic of Ireland. By confining
the survey to national schools and excluding private schools
about 10.6$ of the children in the country at the level in which
we are interested are excluded, according to the best estimate
2
which we can make . The reasons for excluding private schools
1, A 'national school1 is one which is erected and maintained partly at the
expense of the Department of Education, partly at the expense of the Manager
(usually the parish priest). The teachers' salaries are paid entirely by
the Department of Education. It is subject to the Rules and Regulations of
the Department of Education. It is a public school in the sense that
parents have the right to send their children to it free. In all these
respects it differs from a private school.
In the following pages, 'Department of Education' is abbreviated to
'Department' where convenient, and 'inspector of the Primary Branch of the
Department' to 'inspector1.
2. It is not possible to obtain precise figures for the number of children in
private schools at any age level. The above estimate is based on the 9 to
10 year old srouo which is a good group to take because at that age school
attendance is compulsory and yet no children will have transferred to
secondary schools. The estimate is derived as follows: we know the number
of children in each year group in 1946 (the census of that year is the only
one for which such figures are available - Central Statistics Office I960,
p.24); we can estimate the number of deaths over any period of time (Op.cit.
p.27)} we know the number of children in each age group attending national
schools in 1952 (Department of Education 1954> pp.322-4. The last mentioned
figures are published in eveiy fifth year only, and those for 1952 are the
best to compare with the figures of the 1946 census). The number of
Children in the 9 to 10 year group attending national schools in 1952 is
50,915. The number of children in their fourth year (the corresponding
group) in 1946 was 57,206. If we allow for 250 deaths in the group between
1946 and 1952, we find that 89.4% of the age group were at national schools
in 1952 and 10.6% presumably at private schools.
It is quite reasonable to assume that the ratio of national school^ to
private school children did not alter appreciably over the intervening nine
years to 1961.
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were mainly practical. Firstly, the present writer was unable
to obtain a list of all private schools in the country, and
consequently he was unable to select a sample of such schools
which would be representative of them; secondly, the inspectors
who undertook to carry out the necessary testing have not the
right of entry into private schools. The significance of
excluding these schools is that, being fee-paying, they draw
their pupils from better off homesj and since such children
tend to score above average in intelligence and attainment tests,
our results are not fully representative of the country as a
whole. Children attending special schools for the physically
and mentally retarded, of whom there were 1,933 in 1959\ were
also excluded, and so there is a second source of bias in our
results. However it is important to observe that neither of
these sources of bias is likely to affeet our comparisons
between groups of children in national schools, because the
2
number of children not included is unlikely to vary significantly
1. Department of Education (I960) p.53* A more recent report, for the year
1959-60, appeared a few months ago, but since all the calculations of this
ohapter are based on the 1958-59 report it was judged best to quote almost
entirely from the latter report. Since the survey was carried out in 1961
(figures not yet available), and since in any case the figures in the 1958-59
and the 1959-o0 reports do not vary appreciably, there seemed to be little
purpose in altering our calculations to base than on the later report.
2. As regards private school children this statement Intends to convey that had
all such children gone to their local national schools, the extra number would
be approximately the same over all six groups of schools. As we shall learn
from a study of the geographical distribution of the schools from which each
group was selected the statement is not quite accurate, beoause private aohools
are mostly situated in cities and large towns; however the statement is
substantially correct.
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from group to group. But we are going ahead too quickly,
and it will now he necessary to describe these groups and
explain the precise nature of the differences between them.
The main purpose of our survey is to determine certain
effects of teaching children from English-speaking homes
through the medium of Irish,. For this purpose five groups of
such children in 5th standard were tested, the essential
differences "between groups being in the number of years during
which the groups were taught through Irish. A sixth group
of children in Irish-speaking districts1 was added as a control.
2
A Department circular issued in 1931 contains the
regulations which governed the teaching of subjects through the
medium of Irish under which the children with whom we are
concerned were educated. We quote the following passages:
"The use of Irish as teaching medium is now obligatory
when the teacher is competent to give the instruction
(through Irish) and the pupils are able to assimilate!
the instruction so given .... Teachers who hold
Bilingual or Higher Certificates will, unless there be
evidence to the contrary, be regarded as competent;
but the possession of these certificates is not an essential
condition for such teaching."
1. These children were taught all subjects, English excepted, through Irish
at all levels.
2. Department of Education (1954), PP» 330-344. Sane changes were made in the
regulations for junior classes in Spring I960, but they are too recent to
have affected the children who were tested in the present survey.
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In 1959 some Ql%^ of primary teachers held the Bilingual
Certificate, l*om 193^ forward special emphasis was placed on
teaching infants entirely through Irish; hut in 19*4-8 a revised
programme for infanta was issued which permitted the teaching of
2
English for half an hour per day.
The effects of these regulations are not as wide spread
as one might suppose. For instance the number of schools in
English-speaking districts in which all subjects are taught
through Irish (English excepted) is 155**, out of a total of
h»6i+2 schools in those districts. However the number of
schools in English-speaking districts which teach some subject
or subjects through Irish for varying numbers of years is very
much greater than 155^. The subjects in which children were
tested for the present survey are Irish, English and arithmetic;
and of these the only one in which the medium of instruction
varies is arithmetic^; Irish and English are invariably taught
1. Department of Education (I960), p.66.
2. Department of Education (1954)» p.70.
3. Department of Education (I960), p.56.
4. Complete figures are not available for these schools, but the figures in
table 3.1 show the position as regards arithmetic.
5. Apart from religion which is taught through the mother tongue of the
majority of children in the sohool, the only other subject widely taught in
which the medium of instruction varies in junior classes (infants, lst-3rd
standard) is ainging; history and geography are not introduced before 4th
standard. For a more detailed discussion of the curriculum of national
schools see below, Chapter B, pp- 3Jrl •
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through the medium of Irish and English respectively. The
Department graciously undertook to compile lists of all schools
in which arithmetic is taught through Irish, giving in each
case the number of classes to which it is so taught, and to
compile another list of the schools in which arithmetic is not
taught through Irish at all. However, it was found to be
unnecessary to compile a list of the enormous number (3,630)
of schools in which arithmetic is taught through Irish to
1
infants but to no other class, since these could be determined
by exclusion. Table 3»1 summarises these lists.
















62 363G2 342 297 52 39 220
Before going on to describe the method whereby schools in which
1. It appears from Department of Education (1957), Table 14,
that arithmetic is taught to about 82% of infants in national
schools.
2. This number, derived by subtracting the sum of the other
numbers in the table from the total number of schools in
English-speaking districts, 4,642, is slightly in error since
a small number (no figures available) of schools have no
infants department.
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to carry out the survey were selected, we should like to
set out our reasons for choosing to test 5th standard
children rather than any others. Two principal requirements
guided the choice; (i) that the children tested should he as
nearly as possible a complete cross-section of national school
children; (ii) that they should have been at school long
enough to make a decisive assessment of the effects of the
language policy possible. The figures in table 3.2 show
that 5th standard is the one which meets the requirements best.
TABLE 3.21.
Number of Pupils enrolled in each standard for the years
1959 and I960.
f
Year 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
1



















There we observe that the first large falling off In
numbers is in sixth standard. Only about 7b% of the children who
were in 5th standard In 1959 were in sixth standard in I960,
while about 95^ of those who were in fourth standard in 1959 were
1. The figures in this table are taken from Department of
Education (1961), table 13* The compulsory school age is
from 6 to 14.
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In fifth standard In I9601. Thus it is apparent that fifth
standard is the highest one where a good cross-section of
national school children are to he found.
One of the drawbacks to testing fifth standard is that
„ „ 2
it contains children ranging in age from 8 to 16 years .
But the alternative, of testing a year group,has even greater
drawbacks, since the children of the eleven plus groups for
example are scattered throughout all the classes from infants to
3
eighth standard ; and since each standard has a different
curriculum, another variable more difficult than age to control
would then be introduced. On balance it was decided that
WI
it was better to work with a standard than an age group.
A
First Sample of Schools - Random,
With the aid of the Department's lists it was decided
to select at random (by means of random numbers) 20 schools from
each of the following types of schools in English-speaking
districts!
1. These relationships are more or less constant over many years,
so it is reasonable to presume that about $5% of the children
who were in fourth standard in i960 were in fifth standard at
the end of the year 1960-61j the figures in table 3.2 are for
June 30th, the last day of the official school year.
2. Department of Education (1961) pp.85.
3. Ibid.
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- arithmetic taught through Irish to no class.
(not even infants)
« » n Irish to infants alone.
« » M w up to 1st standard
inclusive.
M M " M up to 3*d standard
inclusive,
H M tt rt up to 5th standard or
"beyond.
A further 20 schools, "bringing the total to 120, was
selected from a list of the schools in what used to "be called
the Pior-Ghaeit&cht (literally, 'truly Irish-speaking districts');
These 20 schools in which all subjects (English excepted) are
taught through Irish to all classes constitute a sixth type.
The sample excludes, besides private and special schools,
all schools in what used to be called the Gaeltacht (Irish-
speaking districts) and the Breac-Ghaeltacht (bilingual districts);
type 6 is composed exclusively of schools in the Fior-Ghaeltaeht.
In this way we have been able to exclude children who are un¬
likely to know Irish as well as those in the Pior-Ghaeltacht
but of whom a certain proportion are native Irish speakers,
thus confining the survey on the one hand to children whose
mother-tongue is Irish or who possess a native-like command
of Irish (type 6) and on the other hand to children whose mother-
tongue is English (types 1 to 5). The last report which
employed the terms just mentioned was the one for 1955-5&1, and
1. Department of Education (1957)» p.62. The reason for changing the











Twenty-one of the 62 schools of type 1 are protestant.
Since about 97f^" of national school children are catholics, a
random sample of schools from the 62 would include an
unrepresentatively large proportion of protestants. For this
reason protestant schools of type 1 were excluded from the
sample; protestant schools of the remaining five types were
not excluded, and in fact one of the schools in the sample is
protestant.
Schools of type 2 were selected from the official
2
*List of National Schools Arranged in Alphabetical Order*
which contains every national school in the country on Jaxmary
1st, 1953* The first 20 schools selected (by means of random
numbers) from this list which answered the description of type 2
constitute the sample of schools of that type.
When they had been selected it was discovered that in
all 20 schools of type 5 all subject (English excepted) were
taught through Irish to all classes; though our aim had been
merely to sselect schools in which arithmetic is taught through
Irish to all classes up to 5th inclusive.
1. Department of Education (I960), p.58,
2. Stationery Office (1953)-
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The purpose of selecting schools which teach arithmetic
through Irish for varying numbers of years was to see whether
there were any systematic concomitant variations in Irish,
Engl ish ? and ari thmeticsl} a11a inment s. *
The method of selecting schools rather than pupils at
random has several clear advantages. It recognises that pupils
do not exist in isolation, but are members of a society which
we call a school with a tradition peculiar to itself perhaps,
and having teachers with individual personalities who hold
certain views on education and use certain teaching methods;
with the result that the children of a school have come under
an influence, peculiar to that school, which affects their mean
scores in attainment tests. By keeping classes intact and
classifying them in a variety of ways we can add appreciably
to the sensitivity of statistical tests comparing teaching
methods. Sfcorn the administrative point of view, too, it is
preferable to select schools, because it is easier to test a
large number of children in a small number of schools than to
test the same number of children, selected independently of
1. Owing to an omission in the Departments lists, discovered by
Mr. Sean OfConchobhair, Principal Officer of the Primary Branch,
when it was too late to do anything about it, about half of the
schools of types 3 and ij. which were selected teach arithmetic
bilingually (Irish and English) for a year or more after they
cease to teach it through Irish alone. The complication of
bilingual teaching might have been avoided haa it been dis¬
covered In time; but happily it is an unimportant one because
the results for schools of types 3 and k show that differences
between schools which teach arithmetic bilingually and those
which teach it in English after they cease to teach it in Irish
are not significant - aee below, pp. 233 sq.
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their schools, scattered through a very large number of schools.
In determining the size of sample to represent the schools
of each type it was necessary to compromise between adequate
sampling of the type and the difficulty for the private
investigator of handling large numbers of tests and results.
Twenty schools appeared to be a suitable sample. But table 3.1
shows that there are large differences between the number
of schools in each type, and that while 20 schools are a more
than adequate sample of types 1,1+, 5 and 61, they are not so
adequate a sample, proportionately, of types 2 and 3.
Nonetheless it was felt that 20 schools selected at random
from the total number of any type (even a total of 3,000)
provide a reasonably reliable estimate of the mean for that
type of school in the tests which were employed. I»est the
number of schools in sub-classifications of schools in each
type should drop too low it was considered undesirable to
select a sample of less than 20.
Our first task on drawing the sample of schools was to
study their geographical distribution. Since Pior-Ohaeltach
2
districts exist in only 7 counties the sample of schools of
type 6 could not be distributed at random throughout the country;
so our attentions were directed to schools of the other five types.
1. There are 179 schools of type 6.
2. Cos. Donegal, Mayo, Galway, Kerry, Cork, Waterford, Meath.
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The distribution of the latter is given in table 3* 3» the most
striking features of which are the relatively small number of
schools of type 1 and the relatively large number of schools of
type 5 in counties which traditionally1 have Irish-speaking
districts (marked 0* in table 3.3)l suggesting a swing away from
teaching through English and towards teaching through Irish
in those counties. As we shall be referring to these counties
which traditionally have Irish-speaking districts as a group
continuously throughout the remainder of this work we shall for
the sake of convenience use the term West to designate them
since six of the seven are on the western seaboard} and
counties other than these as a group we shall designate r,122*
The hypothesis that the sample of schools of a particular type
(1 to 5) is randomly distributed between West and East can be
tested by means of the X2 test2, using the figures given In the
column furthest to the right in table 3»3 to calculate the
1expected* frequencies. The hypothesis was tested in the case
of each sample of 20 schools} and since the X2 test is not
1. 'Traditionally', to exclude Co. Meath in which the Gaeltaeht
is of recent Importation - see note attached to table 3.3.
2. Several X2 tests were carried out of the hypothesis that the
population (as distinct from the sample) of schools of each
type is distributed at random throughout the counties, from
which it became apparent that (i) there are significantly
fewer schools of type 1 in the West than would be expected if
the hypothesis of random distribution were true; (ii) that
there are significantly more schools of types 3» 1+ and 5 in
the West than would be expected if the hypothesis of random
distribution were true. The tests were carried out in a
maimer similar to that described in the text} it is sufficient
to record the findings without going into further detail.
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Table 5.3
Number of Schools of Types 1 to 5 Selected in each County.
' v ^ * -
County TEPe
No. of schools excluding"





Clare (flf 3 1 X 3 161*
Cork (G) 1 1 2 2 1+95
Donegal (g) 1 2 281
Dublin 2 k X 1 386
Galway fG) 1 k 2 1 258
Kerry (g) 2 2 X 1+ 222
Kildare 99
Kilkenny 1 1 X 1U0
Laois 1 X 98
Leitrim 1 128
Limerick 1 2 2 X 213
Longford 1 2 73
Louth 8k
Mayo (G) 1 3 1 2 k 287
Meath 2 X 121
Monaghan k 1 11+3
Offaly 2 102
Roscommon 2 1 163
Sligo 1 X 11+7
Tipperary 2 X 21+7
Waterford (g) 1 103
Westmeath 2 X 105




Totals 20 20 20 20 20 l+#579
*a:r:s=s=ss=:s:=:=E:s:=s==isrssrrsrss sttammi :=f!crs=r: :zzzzzzzszz sss zz=sa=sszzzzxzzz sssssxmmms:zzzzzzzzzzzzxz
+ The numbers in this column are the numbers given in Department of
Education (I960), p.1+9# but the number of schools in the three types
of Irish-speaking districts have been deducted from the totals for
each county.
/ Counties which have (G) after their names are counties in which
there are Irish-speaking districts.
a (g) was not affixed to Co. Meath because the Irish-speaking
district in it was created 'artificially1 by settling Irish-speakers
from the west coast there, and for that reason the rest of the county
is best classed for our purposes with the English-speaking counties#
a (G) was affixed to Co. Clare, because, although it contains no
Fior-Ghaeltacht district, it contains areas which were classed until
1956 as Gaeltacht and Breac-Ghaeltaoht,
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reliable if an expected frequency is less than 5» the counties
of the West and those of the Rest were combined into two separate
groups to afford expected frequencies of 7.91 and 12.09
respectively. Because there is only one degree of freedom in
each test it was necessary to make corrections for continuity.1
The test was carried out in the same manner each time, so it
will be sufficient to describe one in detail.
TABLE 5.1*.
; Distribution of Sample I 2 - X2 Test.
¥6 Total Fe Fo-Fe (Fo-Fe )2/Fe.
West 3 1810 7.91 — l+.l+l 2.1+6
Rest 17 2769 12.09 i+.l+l 1.61
Total 20 1+579 20.00 0.00 1+.07
In table 3.1+ Fq denotes the observed frequencies;
Re the expected frequencies; (Fo-Fe )2/Fe is X2.
1. The correction was made in the manner described by Snedecor
(1956), pp. 217-9.
2. The six samples of 20 schools each will henceforth be
designated samples 1,2 ... 6 to show that they are samples
of type 1, 2 .... 6 respectively.
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TABLE 3.5
Geographical Distribution of Samples 1 to 5.
Values of X2.
X2 Degrees of RTeedom
Sample 1 U.o? 1
" 2 .529 1
3 l.hO 1
« h 0.00 1
« 5 6.53 1
With one degree of freedom X2s » 3*8h» 5.02 and
6.63 are significant at the .05, ,o25 and .01 levels of
probability respectively. Thus the hypothesis of random
distribution may reasonably be retained in the case of
sample 2,3 and I4.5 and it may reasonably be rejected in the case
of samples 1 and 5« By referring to table 3.3 we see that the
departures from random distribution are in these directional
fewer schools of sample 1 In the West and more in the Rest than
'expected1} more schools of sample 5 in the West and fewer in
the Rest than 'expected*.
/ / /
Mr. Tomas 0 Domhnallain, an inspector with wide
experience in both the West and the Rest, was consulted about
findings, and he observed that the counties in the West are
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not only those which have Irish-speaking districts hut are
also the counties with a tradition of the keenest interest
in education, partly with a view to securing good positions
in later life. To understand the relevance of the
observation the reader must know that Irish is the only
compulsory subject for the leaving Certificate} that it
carries 200 marks more than any other subject except
honours mathematics in that examination} that a bonus of
10$ is awarded to candidates who answer any paper, English
excepted, in Irish} and that entry to many careers, such as
primary teaching, is competitive on the basis of an aggregate
of Leaving Certificate marks. Consequently a student who
wishes to compete for many salaried positions which do not
require a university degree is Influenced not only to pay
great attention to Irish, but to study other subjects through
Irish. It is quite probable that the influence stretches
down into the primary school.
/ /
Mr. 0 Domhnallain and others who were consulted
observed that another factor might well be operative in
producing the observed differences between West and est.
The West sends forward a very high proportion of the trainees
for primary teaching, probably a result of the interest there
in financial advancement through education} and schools in
the western counties are staffed mainly by teachers from the
counties in which they teach^who, being reared in the tradition
of the eounty, work to perpetuate the conditions which enabled
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them to 'get on* themselves. On the other hand counties
such as Leitrim, Offaly, Kildare and Monaghan which have
particularly few schools teaching through Irish, send forward
few for training as teachers; and their teachers "being
largely from outside the counties where they teach may not
press so hard to enable children to 'get on* as they would
if they were teaching in their native counties.
Many teachers and inspectors also remarked that,
in the effort to revive Irish, teachers in the English-
speaking districts of counties which have Irish-speaking
districts have "been urged more strongly than others to
achieve a high standard of Irish and to teach other subjects
through Irish. The idea seems to have been that the
language revival must spread from the Irish-speaking
districts through neighbouring English-speaking districts
to counties where no Irish is spoken.
At all events there is a distinct possibility
that the West and 8est differ systematically in educational
attainments, and since schools of types 1 and 5 ®re not
randomly distributed between them.we shall have to pay
particular attention to the location of schools when we come
to analyse our test scores.
Many research workers1 have found rural children
1. Notably Emmett (1950), Barr (1959), Pidgeon (i960). This
topic will be raised again and discussed in greater detail
in chapter 8.
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inferior to urban ones in testa of both attainments and
reasoning ability. Though the differences between the two
areas in these respects do not appear to be very great,
the proportion of urban to rural schools in the sample msls
compared with that in the country. The X2 test is
appropriate to test the hypothesis that the sample does not
differ significantly from the country in this respect.
i
Since there is only one degree of freedom it is necessary to
use Yates' correction for continuity. There were 3kk schools
within the County Boroughs of Dublin, Cork, Limerick and
Waterford in 1959 J there v/ere kt53b in the remainder of the
country*. The sample contains 9 County Borough schools as
compared with 111 in the remainder of the country. The
test yield X2 * .00018, which falls far short of significance
at the .05 level2.
Of the $ urban schools in the sample, 1+ are in
sample 2 and 5 in sample 3. If urban schools are distributed
at random through the six types of school, the probability
of drawing an urban school is 1 in 13.2 (or more precisely
3Ma in 4»53^)j and the probability of drawing 9 such in a
1. Department of Education (i960), p.ij-9* These are the only
County Boroughs in the country.
2. With one degree of freedom, X2 Z 3.8i+X is significant
at the ,05 level.
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sample of 40 is ^ 4q! .. \ f 1 \ ^ /l2.2\ ^
\ 9; 31; / li3.2 / (l3.2/ , which
works out to be some figure less than .0001, which is a very
small probability indeed. We take it as established then
that the proportion of urban to rural schools in types 2 and 3
combined is greater than in the country as a whole, and that
the six samples differ significantly in this respect.
The Department supplied the following information
about each of the schools selected: the total number of
pupils, number of boys, number of girls, number of rooms,
number and qualifications of teachers. The six samples
were compared with each other and, where possible, with the
entire body of Irish schools in each of these respects.
Taking first the number of teachers in each school,
as being a variable which is likely to bear a relationship
with scholastic attainments, we indicate the composition of
the samples in that respect in table 3»6.
Since the expected frequencies (3, H» 3» 3) for
a single sample are small, the hypothesis that samples do not
differ significantly from ore another or from the total bo$y
of schools in their teacher-school composition cannot be tested
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TABLE 3.6
Number of l-» 2-, 3-, and more-than~3-Teacher, Schools
Sample Total Total 'Expected1
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 Samples Country
Total
6 Samples
1-Teacher 3 1 1 - 4 4 13 755 ia.57
2-Teacher 13 9 7 14 12 13 6a 2,646 65.14
3-Teacher 3 6 5 4 3 2 23 7a2 19.24
More-tban-
3-Teacher
1 4 7 2 1 1 16 693 17.05
Total
1
20 20 20 20 20 20 120 btm 120.00
2
by means of the X test in the manner outlined above. However
inspection suggests that there are important differences between
them. The reason for differences between samples in their
number of 1-teacher schools is not far to seek. The teacher
in such schools must supervise all classes at once, and
probably elects to teach them all through the medium of one
language, Irish or English. This probably explains why
1. Bepartment of Education (i960) p.51*
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samples 2, 3 and Ij., which presuppose a change in language,
1-teacher
hare fewer/schools than 'expected1. The same cause has
probably reduced the number of 2-teacher schools in sample 3»
(through Irish to 1st standard, through English from 2nd)
since the teacher of the junior half of a 2-teacher school
usually teaches all classes up to 3rd standard. The other
interesting feature of table 3*6 is the large number of
more-than-3-teacher schools in sample 3# but we shall find
other unexpected facets of this sample which will throw light
on the anomaly.
Totals for the 6 samples given in table 3.6 may
be compared with 'expected* totals by means of a X2 test,
to ascertain whether the former are equivalent to a random
selection from Irish schools as a whole. In this test,
with three degrees of freedom, X2 « 2.597# which falls far
short of significance at the .05 level.1 Thus the 6 samples
combined can safely be regarded as representative of Irish
schools in their teacher-school composition. This combined
however
conformity with the expected pattern/cloaks quite large
differences between the individual samples which3despite the
result of the test just noted, wore not considered suitable
1. With 3 degrees of freedom a X2 * 7*815 is significant at
the .05 level.
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for the purpose of the survey In the important respect under
discussion. As we shall see, steps were taken to equate
samples in the matter.
TABLE ?r7-
Average number of Children on Bolls in each Sample.
Sample i 2 3 k 5 6 N expected^ for
20 schools.
, m mm mmmmm ....,. m mm
1271 2125 59k0 1555 15k7 110k 2018.5
Table 3.7 makes it clear that there are marked differences
between samples in the average number of children on rolls,
and that some samples differ markedly from the 'expected*
2
number of children on rolls. The two smallest samples
are 1 and 6, which we remember from table 3.6 had only one
school of more than 3 teachers apiece. So it would appear
that schools of these two types tend to be small. Sample 3
has very much the largest number of pupils, which no doubt
is beeauae, as noted in table 3.6, it includes no fewer than
7 large schools: 2 of the 7 have over 1,000 children and
over 20 teachers each, a 3rd has 800 children and 19 teachers,
a i*th has 600 children and 13 teachers, a 5th has 500 children
1. See Department of Education (I960), p.57.
2. So great are the differences, in fact, that there is no
need to test their significance by statistical procedures.
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and 10 teachers. Since there are only 2Q1 schools in the
entire country with 19 or more teachers, and since in
sample 3 we have 3 of them, it is clear that there is a
preponderance of such schools among those of type 3»
There are also differences "between samples in
the proportion of "boys to girls, which are relevant to the
point we are discussing.
3.8
Number of Boys and Girls in Schools Selected.
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Boys 607 898 1746 786 717 558 5312
Girls 663 1226 1*194 796 829 547 8228
In the country as a whole there are slightly more "boys than
girls, the average numbers enrolled in 1959 being 247*963 and
2
244*352 respectively. In table 3.8 we see that there are
more girls than boys in four samples, the difference being
li. Department of Education (I960) p.51. 3?he probability of
drawing 3 such schools when selecting 20 from 4*878 schools is
20' f1 \ 3 / 31-2.9 17
3! 17! 1553791 I 3i
if we assume that schools of this size are distributed
at random throughout the different types of school. This
expression is approximately equal to .00008; which means that
on our assumption such an occurrence might be expected only
once in 12,500 samples, so we abandon the assumption for the
belief that sample 3 comprises a preponderance of large schools.
2. Loc. Oit. p.59.
greatest in sample3. The difference in sample 3 would
"be even greater still if we omitted a"bout 700 "boys from 1+ of
the large schools which only take "boys at the Infant and
1st standard levels after which they are transferred to
"boys1 schools1.
Number of Boys*, Girls* ana Mixed Schools in Sample.
Group 1 2 3 h 5 6 Total
Boys • 6 3 2 k 1 16
Girls - 3 7 2 h 1 17
Mixed 20 11 10 16 12 18 87
TOTAL! 20 20 20 20 20 20 120
Table 3*9 throws some light on the situation for it
shows that sample 3 contains 7 girls* and only 3 boys* schools.
These 7 girls* schools are the 7 large schools mentioned when
discussing table 3*8; from which it it apparent that the
preponderance noted there is not so much one of large schools
as one of large girls* schools.
The 6 boys* schools In sample 2 are all small, and
the preponderance of girls is due to the presence in the
sample of 2 girls* schools of over 250 pupils apiece. It is
1. Again, the differences between samples are so great that
there is no need of statistics to test their significance.
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interesting to notice in passing that there are no "boys* or
girls' schools in sample 1, and only one of each in sample 6;
we shall he in a better position to comment on this fact when
we have drawn the second sample.
Girls are in the majority fey over 300 in sample 2,
but the difference can fee explained fey the presence of one
girls' school with 290 girlsj so probably there is no
evidence here of a general tendency for girls rather than boys
to fee taught through Irish in infants. Hone of the lesser
differences between the numbers of boys and girls in fable 3*8
need detain us.
TABLE 3.10
Teacher-Pupil Batlo in each Sample.
1 2 3 4 5 6 Country-^
1 teacher to 29.56 38.63 46*05 31.73 35.99 27.61 34.59
To test the hypothesis that teacher-pupil ratios do not
differ significantly among samples , an analysis of variance
was carried out. The mean number of children per teacher
forms the measure for each school.
1. Department of Education (I960), pp.57 and 63. The figure,
34.59 is obtained by dividing the average number of children
on rolls, 492,315» "by the number of teachers 14,233* In the




Analysis of Variance - Teacher-Pupil Ratio.









2.01 (5,114) Not s|gni|-
The variance ratio, F, falls short of significance at the .05
level* (with 5 and 120 degrees of freedom an F s 2.29 is
significant at the .05 level).
The hypothesis that the mean teacher-pupil ratio for
the entire sample, which is 1 teacher to 38.80 pupils, does
not differ significantly from the mean ratio for the entire
country may now "be tested, using MSw of the above analysis
to compute the SE of the mean difference. The formula
used was t s Ej - Mg in which is the number of
J + ^ measures In the first sample
(120 in this case) and Eg is the number of measures in the
second (4,878 in this case, for that is the number of national
Schools in the country). Since t » 4.65 (DF = 114), which
2
is significant at the .0 level, we reject the hypothesis
that the sample is representative of the country as a whole
1. Lindquist (1953) p.91.
2. With more than 30 degrees of freedom, t » 1.06 is significant
at the .05 level, and t £ 2.58 is significant at the .01
level.
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in its teacher-pupil ratio.
TABLE 3.12
Number of Rooms and Number of Teachersi
Sample 1 2 3 * 5 6 1
Class rooms h2 58 108 h8 h9 hi
Teachers h3 55 119 h9 h3 ho
Amongst the variables which could conceivably
affect teaching and learning is whether a teacher has a room
to himself, or must teach in the presence of one or more
other teachers with their classes. It would appear from
table 3.12 that no sample is at a disadvantage in this
respect. However the numbers In many rural sehools are falling,
which has led in many schools to a fall In the number of
teachers, with the result that many rural schools have vacant
rooms. Consequently table 3-12.might be misleading, for entries
showing approximately equal numbers of rooms and teachers in
in a particular group may cloak a surplus of rooms in some
schools, a shortage in others. We are interested chiefly,
of course, in the number of schools where there is a shortage
of rooms. However, the differences between samples in this
matter are negligible, as can be seen in table 3.13.
1. Note that large schools, and sample 3 contains 7 such, are




No. of Schools which are Short/ of One or More Rooms,
Sample 1 2 3 1+ 5 6
No. short
one room 2 3 3 3 urn i
No. short more
*
than one room - — - 1 1 i
TOTAL! 2 3 3 h 1 2
\
/ 'Short*, in the sense that two or more teachers must
share a classroom.
There are no figures for the number of schools in
the country which are * short* of one or more rooms.
TEACHERS.
Though teachers of a variety of qualifications are
recognised "by the Department, for our present purpose
teaeherB may he divided into two categories, trained and
untrained. Trained teachers are persons who have completed
2
a two year course of training in a Training College and
%
passed the final examination. Persons are recognised as
1. The Department uses this simple division - see Department of
Education (i960) p.63.
2. For university graduates the course is one year.
3. Department of Education (191+6) p. 113.
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untrained teachers, if, while satisfying the requirements
for entry to training, they have not in fact "been trainea?or
failed to pass their final examination."*"
Table 3•31+ gives the status of teachers in the
120 schools first selected.
TABLE 3.114,
Sample 1 2 | k 5 6 Country
Trained 3*4 51 99 39 37 22 11,092
Untrained 9 6 20 10 6 18 3# 1*41
TOTAL:
rr , '
*43 57 119 *49 *43 *40 1*4*233
We may test the *null hypothesis* that the proportion
of trained to untrained teachers in each sample does not differ
from the proportion in the entire body of teachers by the X2
test. As there i3 only one degree of freedom in each test,
Yates* correction for continuity was employed.
1. Department of Education (19*4-6) p. 52. This is a
simplification, but it is accurate enough for our purpose.
* *
2. Department of Education (1959) p.63 - figures given
under this heading are obtained by adding the totals














Accepting a X » 3.641 as significant (the *05 ie\el) we
observe in table 3.15 that sample 6 alone differs significantly
from the body of teachers as a whole in the proportion of
trained to untrained teachers. It is clear from table 3-14
that the significant difference is due to the presence of a
smaller number of trained and a larger number of untrained
teachers than the 'null hypothesis' can support. The reason is
possibly that schools in this sample, (Irish-speaking districts}^
which are for the most part small1 ones situated in remote
places along the west coast, do not attract trained teachers to
the same extent as schools in other parts of the country. A high
proportion of untrained teachers might well affect the mean
1. See tables 3.6 and 3.7.
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attainments of a sample, so this factor must be borne in mind.
The proportion of trained to untrained teachers in
the 6 samples combined was compared with the proportion
♦expected* in the teaching body as a whole. In this
comparison there was one degree of freedom, so Yates*
correction for continuity was employed. X^ * 1.050
(DP * 1), which is not significant at the .05 level**".
first : Summary
At this juncture the reader may find a summary of
the foregoing study of the first sample of 120 schools helpful.
(i) The schools of samples 1 and 5 are not distributed at
random between West and Best - the departures from random
distribution are likely to be associated with low attainments
in sample 1 and high attainments in sample 5.
The schools of sample 6 (Irish-speaking districts)
are not distributed at random throughout the counties of the
Republic.
(ii) Although the entire sample of 120 schools does not differ
significantly from Irish schools generally in the proportion of
urban to rural schools, samples 2 and 3 contain a higher
proportion of urban schools than the country as a whole.
This probably favours those two samples slightly in scholastic
attainments.
21. A X 2 3.841 is significant at the .05 level in a test
with 1 degree of freedom.
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(iii) In sample 3* more-than-3~teacher schools are more
numerous, and 1-teacher and 2-teacher schools less numerous,
proportionately than among Irish Schools as a whole. In
samples 2, 3» and 4, 1-teacher schools, and in samples 1, 5,
and 6, more-than-3-teacher schools, are less numerous
proportionately than among Irish schools as a whole.
(iv) The number of children varies widely from sample
to sample; samples 1 and 6 have each fewer than the national
average for 20 schools, while sample 3 has more.
(v) Sample 3 comprises a great many more girls than boys,
due to the presence in the sample of 7 large girls* schools.
A preponderance of girls would probably augment the sample*s
mean In language tests and depress it in arithmetic tests.
(vi) The six samples do not differ significantly from one
another in teacher-pupil ratio; though there are more pupils
per teacher in the six samples combined than in Irish schools
as a Whole.
(vii) The six samples do not differ significantly from one
another in classroom accommodation.
(viii) Alone amongst the six samples, No.6 differs signif¬
icantly from Irish schools generally in the proportion of train¬
ed to untrained teachers; its proportion of untrained
teachers is significantly higher than that of Irish schools
generally.
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..Second Sample of Schools;- Controlled
The samples of schools first selected were considered
unsatisfactory for the purpose either of making comparisons
between samples or of forming a representative sample of Irish
schools} so a second selection was made with the aim of
removing the disparities noted in the previous pages. As our
main purpose is to compare groups^, it was thought, by controlling
the number of 1-, 2-, 3-, and more-than-3-teacher schools in
each group, for this would control the size of school, the number
of teachers and the teacher-pupil ratio. An attempt was also
made to have approximately equal number of boys and girls in each
2
group. Thus we have called the second sample *the controlled
sample*.
It was not possible to find any 1-teacher schools of types
1 or 4, and it was only after a great number of type 6 had been
drawn at random that a more-than-3-teacher school was found.
It was impossible, then, to match groups and have them represent¬
ative of the country as a whole in teacher school composition,
so it was determined to aim at the following:proportions
1. Where in discussing the first selection we referred to
samples 1, 2, etc., in discussing the second we shall refer
groups 1, 2, etc., in order to distinguish between them.
2. The word *controlled* is used in the sense defined by
Lindquist (1940) p.5J *A controlled sample is one in which
the selection is not left to chance, or not entirely to
chance, but in which the distribution of some selected
characteristic is made to conform to some pre-determined
proportion.*
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Groups were controlled by rejecting from each of the firat
six samples the schools last selected which gave the sample
more schools of* a particular category than were required
under the new arrangement, and by drawing at random again
to make good deficiencies in the other categories. Thus,
for example, the last five of group V s more-than-3-1eacher
schools were rejected to make room for five extra 2-teaeher
schools. At the same time, as the numbers of boys and girls
were to be kept approximately equal, one of the veiylarge
girls* schools in this group was rejected to be replaced by
a smaller school with the required number of teachers, which
happened to be a 2-teach©r school. In the original sample 6
there were two remote island schools which were replaced by
comparable schools on the mainland. A further six schools
of various types which had fewer than three children in 5th
standard were replaced by larger Bchools having the same number
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of teachers; for it was thought that at least three children
would have to "be tested to justify an inspector's visit to and
day in a school, and to give the school mean some reliability.
Finally, from time to time the Department discovered that a
small njtmber of the schools actually selected for the sample
were unsuitable (one such, for example, had lost their school
building in a fire) or had been misplaced in the lists of types,
and these were replaced of course by other schools of the
required description. In all this, the replacements were
selected at random (random numbers), the first suitable school
to appear in the second selection replacing a rejected school.
Heedless to say, the second selection was largely a
matter of trial and error. It had to be completed by the
beginning of January 1961, when the Inspectors were requested
to visit all the schools in the sample, cheek the number of
children in 5th standard, find out who had taught them over
the past five years, and the language in which they had been
taught. Even at this stage one or two schools had to be
replaced on receiving the inspectors reports. And yet after
all this, the groups are not as closely matched as we should
have wished.
We shall examine the second sample in the same manner
as the first, beginning with the geographical distribution.
TABLE 3.16 +















































































































4 Notation as in table 3*3
4 When the testing had been carried out it was discovered
that one school in group 5 was not of the right type;
hence the total of 19 instead, of 20.
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The X2 tests was employed to determine whether the
schools of each group (except group 6) are distributed at random
"between West and Rest, calculating 'expected* frequencies with
the aid of the column on the extreme right of table 3.16.
Yates* correction for continuity was used in each test since
there is only one degree of freedom. Table 3.17 shows the
results. Entering the table of with one degree of freedom
TABLE M7.










we find that X2s of 3.8lj5.02 and 6.63 are significant at the
.59 .025 and .01 levels respectively; so groups 1 and 5 are not
distributed at random. Table 3.16 shows that the departures
from random distribution here are in the same directions as in
the first samples i.e. fewer schools of group 1 in the West
and more in the Rest than 'expected*; and more schools of group 5
in the West and fewer in the Rest than 'expected'.
Because groups 1 to 5 combined will be required to
uo
represent Ireland when we compare Irish and British attainment
levels in English* the hypothesis that the schools of groups 1 to
5 combined are randomly distributed between West and Rest was
tested. The test yielded X2 a 1.22 (DP = 1), which falls well
short of significance.
The next hypothesis tested is that the proportions of
urban to rural schools in groups 1 to 5 combined and in the
country as a whole (excluding Irish-speaking districts) do not
differ significantly. There are 1+ County Borough schools in
the five groups and 3kh in the country. The test yielded a
non-signifleant X2 = 1.26 (DP * 1 wfefcgfa fri'i mil,! wtjjraficgg**
The four urban schools are distributed within the sample thus:
two in group 2, one in group 3 and one in group 5.
TABLE 3.18
Number of 1-, 2-, 3-»and More-than-3-Teacher?Schools.
Category G r o u P Total Total 1Expected*
of School 1 2 3 h 3 6 Groups Country Total
6 Groups
1-Teacher 1 1 1 2 5 735 13.1+18
2-Teacher lh 12 13 1k 12 13 78 2,61+8 6k.599
3-Teacher U 5 k k k k 25 782 19.077
More-than-
3-Teacher
2 2 2 2 2 I 11 693 16.906
TOTAL: 20 20 20 20 19 20 119 h,878 119.000
Table 3*18 shows that disparities between groups in the
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proportions of 1-, 2-, 3-, and more-than-3-teachera schools,
though less than those between samples (table 3»6)» hare not
been removed completely.
Totals for the 6 groups In table 3.18 were compared
with the totals 'expected*, (given at the extreme righthand
side of the table) by means of a X2 test with 3 degrees of
freedom, to ascertain whether the former are equivalent to a
random selection from Irish schools as a whole. This test
yields X2 * l6.lj.57» which Is significant ?/ell beyond the .05
level.1 Comparing this finding with the corresponding one
for the first sample, we notice that while groups in the
second sample are better matched with one another, they are
less representative of the country when combined together.
This result was to be expected from the manner in which the
sampling was controlled, and it will have to be borne in
mina when we come to compare Irish children, represented by
those in our sample, with British.
1. With 3 degrees of freedom, X2 » 7.815 is significant at
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1517.1 1797.6 1863.7 1576.8 168U.3 1383.8 9,823.1+ 12,010.21
Comparing table 3.19 with tables 3.7 and 3.8 we observe that
the second sample is more homogeneous than the first both in the
total numbers in groups and in the proportions of boys and girls;
further, tn# **** ****** ******* *** ****** **
much from the total expected on the basis of published figures
for the country as a whole. We shall return to this topic
shortly when discussing the number of children actually tested,
but for the moment we shall continue to analyse the second sample
along the lines of our analysis of the first.
Table 3.20 does not differ greatly from table 3*9, the
corresponding one for the first sample. Croups 1, J*, 3 and 6
1. This figure is calculated from the following:
No. of schools ■ &,878
Average No. of pupils on Rolls « 1+92,315
See Department of Education (I960) p.57-
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TABLE 3.20.
Number of Boys', Girlsand Mixed?Schools (Second Sample)
Group 1 2 3 Ur 5 6 Total
Boys 2 3 2 b 1 12
Girls 1 1 b 3 1 10
Mixed 20 17 16 lb 12 18 97
TOTAL: 20 20 20 20 19 20 119
are more or less unchanged; hut in order to match
groups 2 and 3 with the others in their proportions of
1-, 2-, 3-* and more-than-3-teacher,schools.and to
ensure that they contained approximately equal numbers of
hoys and girls, it was necessary to replace many of the
large hoys' or girls' schools hy smaller ones which more
often than not were mixed schools.
Because of the small numbers of hoys' schools
in each group, rendering the direct use of the X2 test
inadvisable, the hypothesis that the numbers of schools
other than hoys' schools do not differ significantly among
groups was tested hy means of that test. The computation
involved can he followed in table 3.21.
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Proportions of Schools other than Boys* Schools.
X2 test.
Ho. of Non-Boys'
Schools Schools (Po) 121AJT© Po-Pe (Fo-Fe)2/Fe
1 20 20 17.98 2.02 .227
2 20 18 17.98 • 02 .000
3 20 17 17.98 — ,98 .053
k 20 18 17.98 .02 .000
5 19 15 17.08 -2.08 .252





.02 , 590 « X2
The value of X2 obtained, *590(DP » 5), is far below the
level of significance.1 A similar test carried out for
schools other than girls' schools yielded a X2 « ,636 (DF»5)
which is also non-significant j while a further test of the
hypothesis that the proportions of mixed schools (made with the
numbers of those schools as they stand) yielded X2 * 2,17 (DP * 5)
which is also non-significant. Thus the proportions of schools
other than boys* schools, other than girls* schools, and the
proportions of mixed schools, do not vary significantly from
group to group. Figures are not available to compare the
1, With 5 degrees of freedom, X2 » 11.07 is significant at the
,05 level.
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sample in these respects with the country as a whole.
Teacher-Pupil Ratio (Second Sample)
Group 1 Z 3 4 5 6 Average6 Groups
Average
Country
1 Teacher to 30.96 36.69 35.17 32.19 35.^4 31.45 33.75 34.59
Tahle 3.22, correspGilding to table 3.10* shows that
the range of teacher-pupil ratios in the second sample is less
than in the first. However to determine whether or not the
ratios in tahle 3.22 differ significantly from group to group
an analysis of variance, similar to the one reported earlier
was carried out.1 The variance ratio this time is 1.11
(DP a 5 and 113) which falls well short of significance at the
.05 level.
Next we test the hypothesis that the mean teacher-pupil
ratio for the sample differs by chance only from the mean ratio
for the country. The manner of testing this is similar to
that described above on page 12 7 $ using the MSw calculated for
as 'error1
the first sample/because it is a better estimate of the
^population* variance than that obtained in the second sample,
1. The figures on which the test was carried out are given in
Appendix 1.1 .
2. With 5 and 120 degrees of freedom an P Z 2.29 is significant
at the .05 level.
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since fewer restrictions were imposed In drawing the first
sample. In this case t » 1.93 (DP * Ilk)» wliieh falls short
1
of significance at the .05 level.
TABLE 3.23
Number of Rooms and Number of Teachers (Second Sample)
Group 1 2 3 k 5 6
Rooms U5 51 51 h8 53 kk
Teachers k9 k9 53 k9 hJ kk
Table 3*23 shows that the groups are closely matched in
numbers of rooms and numbers of teachers» but if we wish to
learn the number of teaohers Y/ho have not a school room to
themselves we must turn to table 3*2k*
TABLE
Number of Schools which are Short of 1 or more Rooms
(Second Sample)
Group 1 2 3 h 5 6
Short 1 room k 2 2 I 1 2
Short more
than 1 room #» mm - - mm
1. With 114- degrees of freedom t £ I.96 is significant at
the .05 level.
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It is not advisable, because the numbers entered in
table 3.24 are small, to test the hypothesis that groups do
not differ significantly in number of schools which are
'short* of a classroom; but the complementary hypothesis,
that groups do not differ significantly in number of schools
which can provide a separate classroom for each teacher^
may be tested. The test of the latter hypothesis yields
X2 es .315 (DF =5) which is not significant1; so the groups
may be considered equal in classroom accommodation.
Teachers
TABLE 3.23
Status of Teachers (Second Sample)
& .




















49 49 53 49 47 44 291 14,233
The total numbers of teachers in groups given In table 3*25
do not vary as widely among groups or from the 'expected' totals
SB the corresponding totals in table 3.14 (first saniple).
1. With 5 degrees of freedom X^ « 11.07 i® significant at the
.03 level of probability. Ehi® test was carried out in a
manner similar to that outlined in table 3.21.
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2
The X test of the hypothesis that differences between observed
and fexpected* group totals are not significant, deriving
expected totals from the fact that there are 14,233 teacherd
in 4, 878 schools in the country as a whole, yields X2 « 9.30
(DF « 5). This is not significant^, so we retain the hypothesis.
The next test was carried out to determine whether
the sample as a whole differs significantly from the body of
primary teachers in the proportion of trained to untrained
teachers. This test yielded X2 « 6.2? (DF « 1) which is
significant far beyond the .05 level2. The significant X2 is
due to the presence in the sample of more trained and fewer
untrained teachers than 'expected*. Finally, the hypothesis
that each group does not differ significantly in its proportion
of trained to untrained teachers from the body of primary
teachers was tested. The results, given in table 3.26, show
2
that only group 5 yields a significant X . Table 3.25 reveals
that in this group there are more trained and fewer untrained
teachers than 'expected*. Thus the first and second samples
differ appreciably in the proportion of trained to
untrained teachers. In the first sample only
2
1. With 5 degrees of freedom a X 3 11.07 is significant at the
.05 level. The test was made in a manner similar to that
outlined in table 3.21.
2
2. With 1 degree,,of freedom a X & 3.64 is significant at the
.05 level, X^ a 5.41 is significant at the .o2 level and
X^ 5 6.64 at the .01 level.
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sample 6, which contained fewer trained and more untrained
teachers than 'expected*, yielded a significant X2*
TABLE 3.26
Proportion of trained to untrained teachers.
Values of X2.






1 5 7.667 1 significant
' 6 .^23 1
Though the schools of group 6 are situated in what
are officially termed Irish-speaking districts, not all the
children who attend them speak Irish at heme. It was possible
to find out the numbers who do, because each year Roinn na
2
Gaeltachta gives a grant of £5 to the parents of each child
at a national school(whose age lies between 7 and 17 years
inclusive^ who generally speaks Irish at heme, and has a fluent
1, Since in each test there is only one degree of freedom, Yates*
correction for continuity was employed. For this reason the
sum of X s in table 3.26 should not be used to test the
hypothesis that the proportions of trained to untrained teachers
i n the sample as a whole and the country as a whole do not
differ significantly.
2. The government department which deals with Irish-speaking
districts.
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command of the language. The grants are given only on the
recommendation of inspectors who test the children individually,
and consult their teachers and school manager. Roinn na
Gaeltachta kindly informed the writer of the number of children
in each of the 20 schools for whom grants were given in I960.
Unfortunately loinn na Gaeltachta were unable to supply figures
for each standard separately, but the disadvantage is slight,
because it is most unlikely that the percentage of children
receiving grants in 5th standard differs significantly from the
percentage receiving grants in all standards taken together as
a whole. The percentage of eligible children who received
grants in individual schools varies frcaa about 18$ to lOQ^1;
the overall figure is 93$. But although appreciable numbers
in some schools did not receive grants, most of the 5th standard
children who did not would have had a fair command of Irish,
obtained both outside and inside school.
The writer was advised that the £5 grants afford the
most reliable index to what has been termed in the preceding
chapter *degree of bilingualism1. The very existence of these
grants renders the use of a questionnaire inadvisable, because
the hope of gaining, or fear of losing, grants would be likely
to affect statements about linguistic home background obtained
from parents or children.




Before proceeding to study the children a ctually tested,
(5th standard children of the schools we hare "been examining)
we shall summarise those findings about the schools in the
second sample which indicate systematic differences between
groups or significant deviations from Irish schools as a wholes
(1) The schools of groups 1 and 5 are not distributed
at random between West and Rest - the departures
from random distribution are likely to be associated
with lower attainments in group 1, and higher
attainments in group 5.
Schools in group 6 (Irish-speaking districts)
are not distributed at random throughout the
counties of Eire.
(11) Though the 6 groups are fairly closely matched
with one another in the numbers of 1-, 2-, 3-#
and more-than-3-teacher,. schools in each, the
second sample as a whole differs from Irish
schools as a whole in the proportions of such
schools which it contains.
(Ill) The sample as a whole contains more trained and
fewer untrained teachers than 'expected* - so
too does group 5.
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Fifth Standard - Numbers Tested
Not all 5th standard children In the second sample of
schools were tested, "because they were not all In school on the
day when the testing was carried out. And a number of those
who were present were not tested. Thus in one school of
group 5t in which there were 83 5th standard girls divided into
two streams, every alternate child was selected from the roll
for testing? "but only 14*0 of these were actually tested, "because
two who were selected were absent. The inspectors sent back
the test booklets of four children with a note attached to say
that these children were mentally defective and had not been
asked to take the tests. Two children fell ill during the
course of testing, and their scores on the tests which they
had completed were not used in the statistical analysis.
Three children for some reason did not take the non-verbal
reasoning test, so their scores on the other tests are also
omitted. All other scores were used in the statistical analysis;
the numbers of children involved can be seen in table 3.27.
TABLE 3.27.
Numbers of children enrolled in 5th Btandard and Numbers
whose scores were used in Statistical Analysis.
(Second Sample)
Group 1 2 3 k 5 6 Total
Number Enrolled 200 217 238 1 202 261 195 1313
Number whose
scores were used 160 188 215 i
4
170 196 155 1081+
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An analysis of variance, in which the number of children in
a particular school"1 whose scores were used was the individual
measure, was carried out to ascertain whether or not the mean
number of children in one school differs significantly from group
to group. There were 5 degrees of freedom for the between-groups
Variance, and 113 degrees of freedom for the schools-within-groups
variance. The ratio of these two variances (f) is .707 (df * 5 and
113), which is not significant.
The schools-withln-groups variance, which is an estimate of
the variance in size of 5th standard for the entire country, may "be
employed to test whether the mean size of 5th standard classes
in the sample, 9.109, differs significantly from the mean size of
o





where 43.030 is the schools-within-groups variance, 119 is the
1. The figures are given in Appendix 1.5". Henceforth when speaking of
the numbers in groups, the number of children whose scores were
used in the main statistical analysis will be intended unless the
ilotal number enrolled is explicitly mentioned.
2. The figure 9*93b is an estimate of the mean size of 5th standard
in the country, derived as follows? the total on rolls on June
30th, 1959, was 505,363 (4,878 schools) and the average number ©f
daily attendances was 424,594? the total on rolls in 5th stand¬
ard on June 30th was 57,668, and w© estimate the average number
of daily attendances at 48,451. 48,451 attendances in 4,878
schools gives us a mean of 9-934 attendances per school. As the
figure 9.109 is the mean number of children In the sample present
on one day, we naturally compare it with the mean attendance for
the country, rather than the mean number on rolls. Vide
Department of Education (i960) pp.57 and 62.
3. Critical ratio is the ratio of the mean difference to the
standard error of that difference. With 113 degrees of freedom,
t % 1.96 is significant at the .05 level.
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number of schools used to calculate the mean for the sample,
aad b,&7& the number used to calculate the mean for the country.
The above expression is equal to 1.354 (DF » 113), which is
not significant at the .05 level.
Summary - Chapter 3
A random sample of 20 schools was drawn from each
of the following of schools:-
1- arithmetic taught through Irish to no class.
2- ff " " to infants.
3- " " n " up to 1st standard
4- " " n " up to 3rd standard
5- " " n n up to 5th standard or beyond.
6- schools in Irish-speaking districts (all subjects,
English excepted, taught through Irish to all classes).
These samples were considered unsuitable for the purpose
of inter sample comparisons because of differences between than,
particularly in number of children, proportion of beys to girls,
and in numbers of 1-, 2-, 3~, and more-than-3-teacher, schools.
These differences between samples were considerably
reduced by replacing some schools in each sample by others of
the required type drawn at random. As a result of this procedure
the groups (so called to distinguish them from the original
samples) are fairly closely matched in numbers of 1-, 2-, 3~» and
rnore-than-3-teacher, schools, but taken together they differ sig¬
nificantly in this respect from Irish schools as a whole. In
particular there are fewer 1-teacher schools in the 6 groups,
proportionately,
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than in the country. The number of 5th standard, children
(whose scores were used in the main statistical analysis)
apes not vary significantly from group to group5 neither
does the proportion of "boys to girls (5th standard), though
the number of boys*, girls1 and mixed schools varies slightly
from group to group.
Fewer schools of group 1 and more schools of group 5
than 'expected' are situated in the (i.e. the English-
speaking districts of counties which contain Irish-speaking
districts); schools in groups 2, 3* and 4, are distributed
between West and Rest in approximately the same proportions
as Irish schools as a Tdiole. The schools of group 6 (Irish-
speaking districts) are not distributed at random throughout
/
the counties of Eire. The a ttainments of children in the
West are likely to be superior to those of children in the
Rest. The six groups as a whole do not differ significantly
from Irish schools generally in the ratio of urban to rural
schools; the six groups do not differ significantly from one
another in this respect. The six groups taken together
comprise more trained and fewer untrained teachers than
'expected'; group 5 has a particularly high proportion (45A7)
of trained teachers. The teacher-pupil ratio for the second
sample as a whole does not differ significantly from that for
the country; the groups do not differ significantly among
themselves in teacher-pupil ratio or in classroom accommodation.
In general, therefore, the sample is satisfactory
for the purpose of making comparisons between groups in
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scholastic attainments,"but group 5 would appear to hare scan©
advantage on the others "because (i) a large proportion of
its schools are situated in counties which traditionally take
a keen interest in education and in competitive examinations?
(ii) because it comprises a greater proportion of trained
to untrained teachers than other groups.
The sample as a whole, or rather the 99 schools in
groups 1 to 5 would appear to represent the country well:
however, they contain (l) too small a number of 1-teacher schools
and (ii) too large a number of trained, too small a number of
untrained teachers to be strictly representative of Irish
national schools - both departures from the norms for Irish
schools are likely to result in slightly higher mean attainment




The instruments employed in the present investigation
fall into three classes;-
(a) Tests -
(I) Schonell, Fred J.,
The Essential Problem Arithmetic Test (Form A).
(II) hehone11, Fred J., The Essential Mechanical
Arithmetic Te3t (Form A).
(Ill) Moray House English Test 14.
(IV) Macnaraara, J., Triail Ghaeilge (a test of Irish).
(V) Jenkins, J.W., Non-Verbal Test 1. (A scale of
non-verbal mental ability; Procedure 1,
i.e., without preliminary practice test).
(b) Questionnaire - about home and father*s occupation, filled
in by the children.
(c) Rating Scale - a five-point scale on which the skill of"
teachers as teachers was rated by inspectors.
Because these seven instruments are basic in our work
we shall discuss each in turn.
The Arithmetic Tests
The norms for the Essential Mechanical Arithmetic and
Essential Problem Arithmetic Tests'1' cover the chronological
1. Henceforth, where convenient, these tests will be designated
SUA (Schonell Mechanical Arithmetic) and SPA (Schonell Problem
Arithmetic) respectively.
i5d
age ranges, 7y - Gm to 14y - 6m and 7y -Ora to 15y-0m respectively.
So extensive a range is an advantage in working with 5th
standard children in Irish schools* The children of our
sample ranged from 9y « 11m to 15y - Gnu The time allowed
for each test is 30 minutes.
SMA consists of 50 sums which are expressed in
arithmetical symbols alone in so far as that is possible;
whereas the 50 sums of SPA are expressed in sentences.
Both tests were standardised by Schonell on the same sample
of 2,100 pupils between the ages of 6 and 14, the numbers of
boys and girls being approximately equal.1 The norms assign
an 'arithmetical age* (AA) to each raw score (number of sums
correct). An arithmetical quotient (AQ) was calculated for
each Irish child tested by using the formula x 100,
where CA stands for chronological age. Had AQs been
calculated for the children in the standardisation sample,
the mean in the case of each test would have been 100.
Since SPA calls upon a child's reading ability to a greater
extent than SMA, it will be interesting to compare the two
sets of AQa obtained by Irish children; because discrepancies
between these quotients may provide an index of reading
disability as well as of the influence of the language of
instruction on arithmetical attainment.
Wiseman (1949), in a review of these tests, states that
1. Details about the standardisation and reliability of the
tests are taken from Schonell and Schonell (1950) and Schonell
(no date), Handbook of Instructions. Neither source gives
the standard deviations of arithmetic quotients obtained by
using the test norms.
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they are highly satisfactory; though he observes that some
arithmetical skills are not adequately tested - in particular
he notes that SMA contains only one item involving division
of fractions - which is perhaps inevitable in a short test
designed to cover an estensive age range. He also tells us
that they were standardised during the World War.
•Translation of Arithmetic Tests;
Irish translations of SMA and SPA were prepared for the
two groups of children in our sample who had been taught
arithmetic through Irish in all standards. The author of
1
the translations was Mr. R. McNally, B.A., H.Dip. in Ed.,
of the Education Department of St. Patrick's Training College,
who has taught arithmetic through Irish for many years and
published a well-known series of arithmetic books in Irish for
primary schools.
There was little difficulty in translating SMA, wince
apart from the general instructions on the cover page there are
very few words to translate. The translation of SPA on the
other hand was a difficult task, complicated by the fact that
in Irish there are dialectical variations in vocabulary and
syntax. However, since all schools prepare children for the
Primary Certificate Examination (taken by 6th standard pupils)
1. I am grateful to Professor Schonell and to his publishers,
Messrs. Oliver & Boyd, for permission to make the translation;
and I am grateful to Mr. McNally for making the translation.
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the Irish usage of Primary Certificate Arithmetic papers
has become general for all parts of the country where
arithmetic is taught through Irish. Mr. McHally followed
this usage; and because Primary Certificate papers include
variants for some terms, he included in brackets the variant
'ceadadan' for the more usual 'ceadchodan', meaning percentage',
in question 40 of SPA.
Several of the questions in SPA are ambiguously
expressed. For example, in question 35 the child is asked:
'If 3/5 of the people in a bus load of 40 people are women,
how many of the people are men?' Strictly speaking the
question cannot be answered, because some of the people might
have been children. Ambiguities of this kind were retained
in the translation.
The aim in translating SPA was to provide an idiomatic
rather than a literal.Irish version of the test which would not
be longer or more difficult than the original. By the length
of a question we mean the number of words in it. What is
more important than the number of words, of course, is the
length of time children take to read and, if it is within their
power, understand them. These aspects of length will be
studied in comparisons of the difficulty of one version with
another; but it may be of some interest to examine first
the number of words in each version, since if there is a notable
discrepancy, it seems likely that one version will take longer
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to read than the other.
The Irish version is longer than the original by
35 words in all, (0.70 words per question). The hypothesis
that the two versions do not differ significantly in length
was tested by means of the t-test. The first step was to
subtract the number of words in the Irish version of each
question from the number of words in the original to obtain
a distribution of 50 differences."'" These differences enable
us to calculate the standard error of the mean difference in
length per question (0.70 words). The standard error is
.4152, and the ratio (t) between the mean difference and
its standard error is 1.674 (OF » 49), which is not significant
at the % level of probability. On the evidence of this
test then, it seems reasonable to disregard the difference
between the two versions in mean number of words per question.
In order to avoid unnecessary expense, before printing
the Irish translation of SPA mimeographed copies of the
translation were administered to 33 5th standard boys in a
Dublin school , (a) to discover the extent to which their scores
1. For details on this type of test see Fisher (I960), p.36 sq.
2. A critical ratic (t) 5 I.96O is significant at the % level
in a test with 49 degrees of freedom.
3. Arithmetic was at the time taught borough Irish to all
standards in the school.
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might be increased if a more generous time allowance than
30 minutes were assigned^and (b) to discover difficulties
which the children might experience with the Irish. The
reason for investigating (a) is that several people, on
seeing the extent to which arithmetic scores of children
taught through Irish fell below those of children taught
through English in a pilot study*1" of arithmetical attainments,
suggested that a more generous time allowance might have
resulted in closer agreement.
The effect of the time limit was studied by having
the 33 boys use pencils for the first 30 minutes (the time
allowed by schonell) and thereafter pens until they had done
all the sums they could. The average number of correct
answers obtained during the first 30 minutes was 23*03, with
a standard deviation of 5.3 approximately. This mean may
be converted roughly to a mean AA of lOy - 6m, showing that
the group is about average for Ireland in problem arithmetic,
since the entire sample of Irish children tested in the
present survey obtained a mean AA of about lOy - 5m. The
mean CAs of the class of 33 boys and of the Irish sample
12y - 1m and 12y - 2m respectively. The average number of
correct answers obtained during the entire time was 1.79.-
with a standard deviation of 1.3 approximately. We may take




An item analysis was made of the work done by the
boys during the entire time at their disposal, and the results
were shown to their teacher. He was surprised to find that
many of them failed to solve certain of the problems which
he thought well within the range of what they had been taught.
Thus fearing that some of the Iriik expressions used in these
particular problems, though seemingly quite common, were
unfamiliar to the boys, the writer saw individually 6 of the
boys (chosen at random from the roll) and set them several
extremely easy problems couched in those Irish expressions
which the writer thought might have proved troublesome. These
expressions were: (i) *t£ 6 brlach agam ar mo chara1, q.17;
(ii) *a 4 oiread san ar fhaid', q.27; (iii) *sa bhreis*, q.27
and 30 originally; (iv) •sochar* qq. 43, 45 and UB;
(K?) 'ceadchod^n* q.40. The number of boys who gave the
correct answers to the original problems in which these
expressions occur was as follows;-








The type of question asked in this supplementary study
was; *1 am 5'6" tall and James is 6n taller than I, » Ta 6
orlach ag Seamus orra, similar to (i) above - what height is
James? The number of correct answers to the five questions
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set to test the expressions, following the order given above,
were: 4, 6, 3, 6,6. It would appear, then, that these
expressions alone do not account for the great number of
failures in the Schonell problems in which they were encountered.
Thus expression (ii) was understood by all the 6 boys seen
individually, while problem 27 in which it occurs was solved
by only one.
It was possible to employ alternative expressions,
roughly equal in length to the ones they replaced, in 3 of the
problems, Nos. 17, 27 and 30, which had proved too difficult
for a surprising number of boys. After a lapse of several
months, which included the summer holidays, these 3 problems
were presented to the new 5th standard in the same school as
well as to the boys who had previously worked the test, now
in 6th standard. The standards were divided at random into
numerically equal groups by taking alternate names on the roll.
To one half was given the old version of the 3 problems to
the other half was given the new version. The time allowed
was 6 minutes. The number of correct answers is given below:
TABLE 4.1
Numbers of Correct Answers in Test of Difficulty
of Irish Expression^.
Problem ; > .. .
17 27 30 N
Old Version 21 10 7 41
New " 23 2 14 41
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2 1X tests carried out on the figures for each problem
yielded X^s =» .022, 4»08, and 1.714» respectively, (DF = 1 in
each test). The only one of these values which is significant
at the.05 level is the second. Thus the *old* versions of
problems 17 and 27 were retained; but the new version of
problem 30 (i.e. substituting rilos mo for sa bhreis - see (iii)
above) appeared to be a little easier than the *oldf - though
2
the test yielded a non-significant X - so it was incorporated
in the printed form of the test.
The Irish translations of SPA and SMA were printed in
Gaelic type which is almost always used instead of Roman type
in the printing of school books; and care was taken that the
Irish versions should correspond as closely as possible with
the originals in size of print and in spacing.
A series of experiments and tests were then undertaken to
test the hypothesis that the mean AQ of children who had been
taught arithmetic through Irish is unaffected by whether they
are tested with the original or the Irish translation of SPA.
2
The first experiment was the testing of 96 children (4& boys
and 4& girls) in 6 different schools. Two of these are mixed
1. Since in each test there was only one degree of freedom, Yates1
correction for continuity was employed. X^s * 3.$4 and 5.02
are significant at the .05 and the .02 levels respectively.
2. More than 96 children were tested, but because the numbers
varied a little from school to school, a few scores were omitted
(at random) to reduce each sub-group to the number 6. The
statistical procedure made equal numbers highly desirable.
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schools in Co. Donegal, one of them being in a bilingual arei .
The other four are Dublin schools falling readily into two
pairs of schools, a boys*, and a girls' school in each pair.
The two schools in one such pair are in the same grounds;
while the other two, though not in the same grounds, are quite
close to one another and are alike, in that both enjoy special
privileges under the Department as 'Irish* schools, in that
they are staffed by enthusiasts for the revival of Irish, and
draw their pupils from roughly the same sections of the community.
For the purpose of the analysis which follows each pair of
Dublin schools will be treated as a single school. All the
children who were tested had been taught arithmetic solely
through Irish, and all were in 5th standard at the time.
In each school the boys and/or girls were assigned at
random to groups equal in number and each group was tested
either with the English or the Irish version of SPA. Scores
2
were converted to quotients by means of the published norms
and the quotients were analysed as indicated in table 4.2.
1. I had been told in error that both were in bilingual areas.
2. There is an advantage in analysing quotients rather than raw
scores. Analysis of variance presupposes that the measures
analysed are points on an equal interval scale - the scale in
this case being a scale of difficulty. One of the purposes of
a table of norms is to convert raw scores obtained by the stand¬
ardisation sample, however distributed, into a normal distribut¬
ion of quotients, thereby constructing, it seems reasonable to
assume, an equal interval scale. Whether the scale so construct¬
ed is an equal Interval one or not depends on the unproven but
reasonable, assumption that the ability being tested - arithmetic
ability in this case - is normally distributed in the population.
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That is, the observed difference in difficulty was assessed
by analysis of variance in relation to differences between
sexes, between schools, and in relation to the various inter¬
actions between these variables. The aim was to see whether
a significant difference in difficulty between the two versions
could be detected.
Relative Difficulty of Versions of SPA.
Source DF S3 MS F
Language (L) 1 94.0 94.0 Mot significant
Sex (S) 1 931.3 931.3
School (Sc) 3 3904.4 1301.47
L x 3 1 .5 .50 Mot significant




3 233^.1 779.37 2.799 (DF - 3.80)
Significant at 5% level
L x S x Sc 3 71.5 23.83 Not significant





Since the L x S x Sc interaction is not significant (when tested
against MSw) it is permissible to test each of the remaining three
16$
interactions against MSw1. The interactions L x S and L x 3c
are not significant, but the interaction of Sex and School
(3 x 3c) is significant at the 5$ level of probability2. Since
the difference between the sexes is a 'fixed component* it is
reasonable to suppose that the significant S x Sc interaction
is due to variations in mean differences between boys and
girls in different schools or pairs of schools. An examination
of the means bears out this interpretation; the significant
interaction comes from the fact that the boys and girls in
the second pair of Dublin schools are not as closely matched
as those in the other pair of Dublin schools or in the Donegal
mixed schools. However, since neither Sex nor School gives
rise to a significant interaction involving Language, MSL is
unbiassed by any interaction; so MSL may be tested by MSL/MSw,
the denominator being itself unbiassed by Language, Sex or School
influences. The ratio MSL/MSw, since it is less than unity,
falls far short of significance.
In this first experiment of the series referred to
above there is no evidence which would lead us to reject the
1. It Is preferable to employ MSw rather than MS.L x 3 x Sc as
error term when testing the significance of the other inter¬
action terms, because though both of the former are estimates
of the *population* \rariance MSw is the more reliable of the
two, MS.L x 3 x Sc appears to underestimate (by chance) the
population -variance considerably.
2. Where there are 3 and SO degrees of freedom F = 2.72 is
significant at the 5% level.
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♦null hypothesis*. In other words, the difference of 1,979
between the "English* mean of 94.792 and the "Irish* mean of
92.813 may well be due to chance. Bearing this in mind let
us return for a moment to MS.L x Sc.
The hypothesis tested in relation to MS.L x Sc is
that if there is a difference between *Irish* and "English*
means, the difference uoes not vary significantly from school
to school. Now one of the Donegal schools is on the fringe
of an Irish-speaking area* Irish is the home language of
nearly half*1" the children in the school, while every child
speaks some Irish outside school hours. It is likely then
2
that these children are better able to speak and read Irish
than children in the other three schools which are situated
in English-speaking areas. Now the absence of a significant
L x 3c interaction indicates that this better command of Irish
has not given the children of the Donegal school an advantage
over the children of the other schools in answering the Irish
1. The government makes a grant of £5 per annum per child to the
parents of children whose home language is Irish. In I960,
the last year for which figures are available, grants were
given for 43% of the children in this school. (I am grateful
to Roinn na Gaeltachta for this figure). Figures are not
available for the number of children in 5th standard who obtained
grants. I am grateful to the Principal Teacher for a more
general description of the use of Irish and English in the
locality of his school.
2. The supposition is supported by the fact that in the survey
of Irish attainments, children whose mother tongue is Irish
obtained a higher mean score than any of the groups of children
whose mother tongue is English.
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version of SPA. In other words all the children knew Irish,
and English, well enough for the purpose of the experiment.
The absence of a significant L x Sc interaction then lends
support to our interpretation of the non-significant language
mean-square, i.e., that if children have been taught arithmetic
through Irish up to 5th standard, they do not find the Irish
version of SPA more difficult to understand than the English
one, or vice versa.
It was not convenient to follow up the first experiment
by retesting the Donegal children, but the Dublin children
were all retested, this time in a different language. Children
in one pair of schools (a boys* school and a girls1 school)
were retested two days after the first testing, those in the
other pair of schools were retested after an Interval of three
months. Thus two scores (quotients) were obtained for
each child. Each child*s first score was next subtracted from
his second score to yield a ♦difference* score (d). In all,
25 such d-scores were obtained for boys and 25 for girls ,
14 in each group of 25 representing one language sequence and
14 representing the other. Figures in table 4*3 represent
1. The reason why/this experiment N « 56, and not 45, is that
certain scores are included here, which were omitted in
the first analysis of variance in order to keep n constant
from sub-group to sub-group. In one pair of Dublin schools
24 children were tested; 32 were tested in the other pair.
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^d for the 14 children in each quarter . English-Irish
means English first, Irish second; and Irish-English means
Irish first, English second.
TABLE 4.3
English-Irish Irish-English Total
Boys 9 161 170
Girls 37 66 103
TOTAL: 46 227
It is not advisable to carry out an analysis of variance
of d-scores by Language Sequence and Sex for there is
heterogeneity of variance from subdistribution to sub-
distribution. Bartlettfs test for homogeneity1 yielded
o
X = 11-7407, (DF =* 3). which is significant well beyond the
2









From table 4.4 we learn that heterogeneity of variance
1. See Lindquist (1953), pp.37-6.
2. With 3 degrees of freedom, X2 ** 11.345 is significant at
the .ol level of probability.
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can be avoided by analysing girls* scores only1. so an analysis
of variance by Language Sequence and Schools, (2 schools are
involved), was carried out to test the hypothesis that girls*
d-scores are not affected by varying Language Sequence.
TABLE 4.5
Analysis of Difference^; - Girls.
Source DF ss MS F
Language Sequence (LS) 1 30.036 30.036 1.357 (OF » 1.24)
not significant.
! School (S) 1 97.503 97.503
LS x S 1 39.360 39.360 1.776 (DF = 1.24)
not significant.
Within 24 531.20s 22.134
TOTAL: 27 696.107
The ratio MS.L x S/MSw shows that the interaction is not
significant^; so the effect of Language Sequence on d-scores
does not vary significantly from school to school, and we can
test the significance of MS.L against MSw. "^e latter ratio
falls well short of significance at the 5% level of probability.
X. As to the cause of the heterogeneity of variance, there is no
obvious explanation. It does not seera to be connected with
the difference in interval between tests in the two pairs of
of schools, since girls as well as boys are included (in equal
numbers) to each pair of schools.
2. With 1 and 24 degrees of freedom, F = 4*26 is significant
at the 5% level of probability.
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It is reasonable, therefore, to attribute to random
fluctuation the mean difference of 2.1 points between sets of
d-scores obtained with the two Language Sequences"'".
The heterogeneity of variance already noted is to
be found in the boys* d-scores, so these cannot be analysed
in the same manner as the girls* scores. The boys AQs were
investigated by means of Bartlett* s test which yielded a
non-significant2 X2. It is permissible, therefore,
to carry out an analysis of variance of boys* AQs by
Langu-age, Occasion^ and School. The purpose of this
analysis is to test the hypothesis that the mean AQ obtained
with the Irish version of SPA does not differ significantly
from that obtained with the English version. Such an analysis
is quite sensitive because all the boys contribute to both
means. Bit it is not as sensitive as the one carried out of
girls* d-scores, for in this case the effect, of differences
in arithmetical ability on AQs was largely eliminated, with
the result that the error term was greatly reduced.
1. For a note on the differential effects of practice in an
experiment such as this, see below, p. 2 01+ , Note 1 •
2. X2 is less than 3«&02 (DF * 7). With 7 degrees of freedom
=« 14.067 is significant at the 5^ level.
3. ^Occasion* is used to designate a period of testing of which
there were two. - -
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TABLE 4.6
Analysis of AQa - Boys.
Source DF SS MS F
School (3) 1 2066.1 2066.1 9.197 (1,46) significant
Occasion (0) 1 591.5 591.5 2.606 (1^6) not sig¬
nificant.
Language (L) 1 370.2 370.2 1.632 not significant.
S x 0 1 74.6 74.6 not significant
S x L 1 170.0 170.0 n rt
0 x L 1 330.3 330.3 1.456 (1,46) not
significant.
3 x 0 x L 1 416.0 416.0 1.643 (1,46) not
significant.
Within 46 10667.2 226.617
Total: 55 14927.9
|
With 1 and 46 degrees of freedom, F m 4.04 is
significant at the 5% level, and F = 7.19 at the 1% level of
probability. Thus MS.S x 0 x L is not significant when
compared with MSw; and so each of the other interactions may
be tested by comparison with MSw. None of the interactions
proving significant, as noted in the table 4.6, Language
(of test) may be regarded as exercising a constant influence,
if any, on both Occasions and in both Schools. To put
it the other way round, the Language component may be regarded
as independent of School and Occasion. It is permissible,
therefore, to test the significance of MS.L by comparing it
with MSw which is itself independent of Language, Occasion, and
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School, influences. The test yields an F ■ 1.632 which
is far short of significance.
This finding indicates that the boys tested found
the Irish version of SPA as easy (or difficult) to understand
as the original English.
All our tests then, lead to the conclusion that the
Irish translation of SPA is satisfactory. This is important,
for in the survey which formed the main part of our study
two groups of children (39 schools) who had been taught
arithmetic through Irish in all standards were tested with
the Irish version of the test, while the remaining four
groups (80 schools) were tested with the English version.
The work described above indicates that comparisons of group
means are not upset by the fact that all groups were not
tested with the same version.
The work described above does not reveal whether
children who had been taught arithmetic through Irish are
better or worse at arithmetic than children who have been
taught through English. All the children who took part in
these experiments had been taught arithmetic through Irish.
The English Test.
1
Moray House English Test No.14 was the particular
test chosen to test English. The published norms for this
1. Henceforth, where convenient, this test will be referred to
as MHE14.
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test were based on complete year groups of children in
12 Education Authority areas (urban and rural) in various
parts of England and Scotland, A total of 12,937 children
in all with approximately equal numbers of boys and girls.
In constructing the norms,the raw scores (i.e., the
number of correct responses made by each child) of these
children were converted to English Quotients (EQs) having
a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. fhe table
of norms makes an age allowance for children between 10-0
and 12T-CPbased on the regression of raw score on age."*"
There are 120 questions in MHE14 of which the greater
part are tests of English comprehension, but spelling,
punctuation, vocabulary, pronunciation (tested by the ability
to pick out words which rhyme with one another), the use of
capitals, the formation of adjectives from nouns, and syntax,
are also tested. Perhaps British children would find
three of the questions, Nos. 76, 90, 91, a little easier to
answer than Irish children. No. 76 asks the child to form an
adjective from the noun, 'Britain1; No. 90 tests his ability
to recognise the use of capitals in the writing of 'London
policeman'; No. 91 is a similar test in the case of
*Newcastle-on-Tyne1. In Ireland there are no 'policemen',
there are 'civic guards'. However, experienced teachers
1. For the above details see the 'Manual of Instructions*
(no date) p.9.
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inform the writer that these three questions would not
present any particular difficulty to Irish children. The
time allowed for the test is 40 minutes.
On the cover page of the test booklet there are
general instructions to be read/by°the supervisor. These
were read as they stood in English in all areas, including
Irish-speaking ones. In the test itself there are several
sets of instructions explaining how the next set of
questions must be answered. These the child must read for
himself, assisted by one or two worked examples. it is
here particularly that the Irish child's inexperience is
likely to tell, since he is unfamiliar with any sort of
penci1-and-paper test whatsoever. The British child on
the other hand, recognises more quickly the type of question
of which the instructions speak; he may not have to read
the instructions at all if he can identify the question
type simply by looking at the worked example.
Since one of the aims of the present study is to
compare the attainment level in English of the Irish children
tested with that of British children, a test standardised on
a large and representative sample of British children, such as
MHE14, was required. The comparison can be made by using
thetable of norms to convert Irish children's raw scores into
EQs, and comparing the mean of such EQs with the standardisation
sample's mean of 100. Since MHE14 was standardised on
scores obtained during the war in the years 1941-44 the
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comparison will be made fir3t between Irish children in 1961
and British children during the war. We must turn now
to the reason for choosing a test standardised in war time.
The reason is connected with a study made by the
present writer^which included administering MHE32 (standardised
on scores obtained in the years 1956-60) to about 200 5th
standard boys in four Dublin schools which have the
reputation of being above average at all subjects. Their
mean English quotient was some 14 points below the British
mean as contained in the test norms; and it is likely that
had a sample more representative of Irish children as a
whole been tested the mean wou&d have been lower still.
The fact that Irish children, unlike British children, are
quite unfamiliar with tests such as MHE tests was suggested
as part of the reason for the finding. So the writer became
doubly anxious to ccnteract the influence of coaching and
practice on British children's performance in English by
choosing a test standardised during the 1940s, because that
influence has possibly increased over the past ten years^
He was also interested to discover whether British children
were able to achieve so great a superiority during a world
war. These matters will come up for discussion in Chapter 6
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Since no satisfactory group test of Irish existed
it was necessary to construct one. The Department of
Education willingly agreed to co-operate, and three
inspectors, Messrs. 0. Lynch, T. Callanan and S. Burke,
at the Department*s request, undertook to compose some
70 items each, from which it was hoped a 30 minute test
comprising some 70 to BO items might be compiled. To help
the inspectors with their work each was given copies of a MHE
test and the Schonell Silent Reading Tests. When the
210 items were ready they were divided into two sections
(A and B) of approximately equal lengths, for it was feared
that 210 items would be too much for a primary school child
at a single sitting. A and B were then mimeographed for
preliminary trials.
Two boys* and two girls* schools which had some
50 children apiece in 5th standard agreed to co-operate in
the preliminary trials. The schools selected comprised,
in the opinion on their inspectors, a pair (boys* and girls*)
which were above and a pair which were below average.
They thus provide a fairly representative cross section of
Dublin national schools.
The children in each school were divided at random
(alternate names in the roll book) into numerically equal
groups; one to take A and the other to take B. When they
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had heard the nature of the study, they worked their way
through the items at their own pace, enough time being
allowed for each child to attempt all the items he wished
to attempt. The writer supervised their work.
When the papers were corrected each group was
divided into three lots: No.l contained the third of the
group which answered most questions correctly; Mo.3 contained
the third which answered fewest correctly; No.2 contained
the remaining third. Next, the numbers of children in
lots 1 and 3 who answered each question correctly were noted;
and the number in lot 3 was deducted from that in lot 1 and
the remainder divided by 3. This operation may be expressed
by the formula:
EI - 3 . lot 1 - lot 3f
If an item has perfect discriminatory power El - 3 * ♦ l\
while an item which has none yields El - 3 » 0.
The proportion of children (P) who answered
each question correctly was also calculated.
In making a selection of items for inclusion in
the final test, values of P lying between .25 and .75#
and values of El - 3 lying at or above .5, were accepted.
The number of questions qualifying for inclusion in the
test on those terras was 55# and of these 39 were based on
the comprehension of prose passages. In order to augment
1. Items yielding a negative El - 3 are clearly pulling in
the wrong direction.
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the total number and increase variety the writer altered
some items which had proved too difficult and composed some
more, 42 in all. These were then set to about 100 children,
(not the on©3 who had worked A and B)» P. fttfkd Were
calculated for each question as before, and 22 were found
to measure up to the required specifications, and were all
included in the test. From A and B,43 questions were
chosen} 7 answering to the specifications, but based on
the comprehension of prose passages, were omitted for the
sake of increasing variety. The very first question in
the final test is an exception, having a P of .9 and an
*1-3 of • 25> included to give an easy start.
The questions included in the teat can be divided
into a number of types; spelling items, items concerning
adjectives, prepositions, vocabulary and comprehension of
prose passages. Questions of a type were grouped together
to form sets, for each of which the mean P was calculated
and used as an index of the set's difficulty. In arranging
sets,the order of difficulty was followed in so far as it
was consistent with variety. The finished test may be
examined in Appendix 2.4*1
Mimeographed copies of the test were worked by 29
5th standard boys in a Dublin national school which has a
high standing in Irish. In the class were a few very
clever boys from Irish-speaking homes, one of whom completed
the test in just over 25 minutes. As his speed was
1. Values of P and Ep-* are given in Appendix 2.4e.
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exceptional, a time of 25 minutes was settled upon for
the test. The teacher was asked to rank the class in
order of Irish attainments, and his order correlated highly,
r * .$!, with the raw scores obtained by them on the test.
Since the class, as is the school's practice, were selected
on the basis of ability when coming to the school initially,
this correlation is satisfactorily high, and provides
valuable evidence that the test is a valid test of Irish.
Finally, the test was printed in Gaelic script.
Instructions, modelled on the instructions for the MHE Tests,
were printed In Irish on the cover page.
Genera,^ Ecmarks on Independent Tariates,
The main purpose of our survey is to assess some
effects of teaching children from English-speaking homes
through the medium of Irish for varying lengths of time by
comparing them with similar children taught through the
medium of English. Briefly then the experimental variable
is a linguistic one. The comparison extends over English,
Irish, and arithmetic, as measured by the tests already
discussed in this chapter, at the end of the 5th standard
of primary sshooling. It was not possible to assign
1
children and teachers to different teaching media at random .
1. Had this procedure been possible there would have been no
need of independent variates - cf. Fisher (I960), pp.17 sq.
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I.nstead groups of schools employing the different media
were selected at random from the populations* of schools
employing those media, and the 5th standard children in them
were tested. Though this procedure may not be entirely
satisfactory, subsequent steps were taken to explore what
appeared to be the most likely sources of bias, (i.e.,
differences between groups which if they were not eliminated
would obscure the Influence of the experimental variable),
and to eliminate any bias that could be detected. The
most likely sources of bias are as follows: the children
in one group might have greater aptitude for learning
English, Irish, or arithmetic, than the children in another,
either because they are better endowed by nature or because
they come from homes more favourable to progress in one or
all of these subjects; or they might simply have better
teachers. The instruments used to explore for bias were
1
Jenkins* Scale of Non-Verbal Reasoning , a questionnaire
about socio-economic status, and a rating scale of teaching
skill.
1. Henceforth, where convenient, this test will be designated
N-VR, (Non-Verbal Reasoning).
It should be noted that in the selection of schools,
described in chapter 3» precautions were taken to guard
against bias; but one could not hope to eliminate all
bias no matter how carefully one ©elected schools - hence
the need for the instruments mentioned in the text.
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Before going further we shall consider these
possible sources of bias and the effectiveness of the
instruments mentioned in helping us to reach a fair
conclusion.
We do not wish to adjust attainment scores in such
a way as to eliminate all differences between groups; we
wish to eliminate the effect of bias only. Where
differences result from the teaching medium, they ought not
to be eliminated. Thus, for example, if children's interest
in arithmetic were lessened because they had been taught
arithmetic through Irish rather than English, and if as
a result their confidence that they could master arithmetical
concepts were impaired, they could be said to have less
aptitude for arithmetic than similar children who had been
taught through English. Let us suppose that we could
obtain measures, other than arithmetic scores, of such
children's interest in arithmetic, or measure^which were
influenced by their interest (or lack of it); then we ought
not to employ those measures to adjust differences between
the two types of children's arithmetic scores, for the
adjustment would alter differences which result from varying
the medium of instruction, differences, that is, which are
the main object of our study. Similarly we ought not to
adjust Irish or English scores for differences between groups
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in interest in those subjects • We must be on our
guar*d, then, to see that our instruments for revealing
initial bias are independent of the teaching medium.
Where bias was revealed by N-VR, the socio-economic
questionnaire, or the rating scale, (the independent variates,
in statistical language), its influence on attainment scores
was eliminated by means of the statistical procedures known
2
as regression analysis and analysis of covariance . The
1. Several studies (Gardner & Lambert 1959; Gardner I960;
Anisfeld & Lambert 1961; Lambert, Gardner, Barik and
Tun3tall 1961) carried out in Montreal show the importance
of a favourable attitude to the second language and the
culture of which it is the vehicle for success^in learning
that language. But the French saying, ^l'appetit vient en
mangeant*. reminds us that there is such a thing as mutual
interaction; and it is difficult to know which causes which,
interest or the learning of the second language. For this
reason there seemed to be little to gain by attempting to
measure the interests of 5th standard children.
Alternatively, the interests of parents might have been
studied; but here again, apart from the immense labour
involved, the prospects did not appear encouraging.
The revival of Irish is so thorny and so politically loaded
a question that many people are not prepared to reveal
their minds about it. Finally, of the 119 schools in the
sample, only 4 are urban. Nov/ in rural areas and country
towns few parents have a choice of schools for their children;
and even where there is a choice, it is likely to be decided
on grounds other than teaching medium. Thus it is unlikely
that the parents of children who attend Irish medium schools
in English-speaking districts differ in their attitudes
towards Irish, or English, from the generality of Irish
parents - except in so far as the former's attitudes are
affected by having their children at Irish schools.
2. Bar an exposition of regression analysis and analysis of
covariance see Fisher (1956), pp. 270 sq. and Snedecor (1956),
chapter 13 and 14.
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length of time for which children were taught through Irish
was treated as a quantitative variable, and the regression
of each set of attainment scores on this variable was
calculated. In calculating the regression allowance
was made for the regression of attainment scores on each of
the independent variates, the extent of the allowance being
determined in part by the regressions of the independent
variates upon one another. Provided the latter measure bias, and
are not influenced by the teaching medium the procedure is
valid; and they measure bias if the regression of attainment
scores on them is significant and if they (independent variates)
are not influenced by the teaching medium. Thus, it is
not necessary to know precisely in psychological terms or in
the language of factor analysis what the independent variates
measure • This is important because of the number of rival
forms of factor analysis, and because of the difficulty of
determining the psychological realities which underlie the
quantitative factors to which any method of factor analysis
leads. We can safely entrust our statistical procedures
with the task of determining whether there are significant
relationships between independent variates and attainment
scores, but the discussion of the relationships between the
former and the experimental variable occupies a large part
of the remainder of this chapter.
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N-VR and Language -Skills-,
Evidence that N-VR scores are not influenced by-
differences in command of language is available from two
sources, factor analysis of the test and studies of bilingualism.
Emmett (1949) found that N-VB is almost entirely
free of »v' loading while it has a high *g* loading."*" The
absence of the former is particularly important, because it
suggests that the N-VR scores were un-affected by variations
in linguistic skills.
Erranett also found a substantial loading (29% of the
total test variance) which is specific to the test and which
probably reduces its effectiveness somewhat for the purpose of
the present study. The study however was based on scores
obtained from British children; it does not necessarily follow
that Irish children's scores, if analysed, would show the same
loadings. It is possible that differences between Irish
children in ability to read and comprehend written instructions
(there are five short legends in N-VR) might yield a significant
1. These findings were arrived at by group-factor analysis,
which like any form of factor analysis yields numerical
coefficients, not psychological entities. Sir Godfrey Thomson
(1951> PP.49-53) warns us of the danger of 'reifying1, that
is treating as psychological realities, the ability or
abilities which are sometimes defined by means of these
coefficients. To avoid pitfalls we have adopted the
general practice of designating factors by letters; but
we may cautiously associate *g' with reasoning ability and
'v' with verbal ability which seems to include many
linguistic skills - See Vernon (1961) passim, but particularly
chapter 4.
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*v* loading; but the findings of the above mentioned study
make this rather unlikely. The matter was not pursued further,
since in any case the results of a factor analysis can hardly
be considered as conclusive.
The evidence from studies in bilingual!sm that
performance on N-VR is not influenced by differences in
command of language is more convincing. One of the major
conclusions from our survey of the literature on bilingual!sm
(chapter 1) is that monoglot children excel bilinguals by
and large in a great many linguistic skills. Now the two
types of children have very often been compared for performance
on verbal tests of 'intelligence*, such as, the Stanford-Binet
Scales and in the great majority of comparisons raonoglots have
obtained significantly higher IQs than bilingual children1.
The superiority of monoglots in IQ is almost certainly
confined to verbal tests, however, and may be attributed to
their superior mastery of the language of the test; for in
the majority of studies where non-verbal reasoning tests were
used no significant difference between the two groups was
2
observed. Where differences have been observed between well
matched groups of monoglot and bilingual children in performance
on non-verbal reasoning tests, the most likely cause is that
1. See Darey (1953)* She surveyed over 100 studies.
Our survey of literature did not include these studies.
2. Darcy (1953).
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those tests involved the use of language - either in the
reading or following of instructions, or in the problem
solving thought of the subject, - to such an extent that
the monoglots* superior command of language enabled them to
obtain higher scores than bilinguals. Colvin and Allen
(1923) wisely remark that some non-verbal reasoning tests
may involve the use of language to a greater extent than a
cursory perusal of their contents would suggest. And
although factorial analysis supports the view that N-VR does
not differentiate between children of varying linguistic
ability, thorough procedure demands that we examine those
studies in bilingualism where N-VR was employed to see what
light they throw on this matter.
N»VR has been administered as part of five pieces
of research1 in Wales to children aged about 11 years.
Four of these have been reviewed in chapter 3» (Jones 1952,
1953, 1955 and 1959)2; the fifth is Jones and Stewards
(1951) based on N-VR scores obtained from 326 monoglots from
a predominantly English-speaking rural area, and 518 bilinguals
(Welsh translation of test) from predominantly Welsh-speaking
rural areas. the children also filled up 1 simple sociological
and linguistic* questionnaires, and their replies to the
1. In passing it may interest the reader to learn that all
five support our previous generalisation that the monoglot
has a grasp of language superior to that of the bilingual
child.
2. Descriptions of these studies are to be found above, pp •
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sociological questions seemed to show that *the environment
of both monoglot and bilingual groups was similar1. Monoglots*
scores on N-VR were significantly higher than those obtained
by bilinguals.
In Jones (1953) the difference between monoglots and
bilinguals proved non-significant, but in the other four studies
the former excelled the latter to & significant extent.
However Jones (1959) analysed a second time the N-VE scores
which he had previously analysed in his 1955 paper, this time
classifying the children into twelve groups on the basis of
parental occupation. The classification was based on
information gathered at the time of the survey by the school
welfare officers *in accordance with explicit explanatory notes
which had been prepared for their guidance*. Jones now
studied his linguistic groups for differences in parental
occupation as well as differences in mean N-VR score. He
found that significant differences in the latter were always
accompanied by significant differences in mean rating of parental
occupation, whereas those sections of his material which did
not reveal significant differences between linguistic groups in
mean rating of parental occupation did not reveal significant
differences in mean N-VR scores either. He concludes:
♦the findings .... suggest that the significant differences in
non-verbal test (N-VR) scores observed between the four
linguistic groups .... arise from occupational rather than
linguistic variations between the groups*.
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Jones (1959 and I960) states that socio-economic
variations had not been adequately controlled in any of his
comparisons except the one just mentioned. Taking into
account Dorcy's (1953) conclusions,based on over a hundred
studies, it seems most probable that the conclusion just
quoted from Jones (1959) is the correct one. It is contested
however by D.G. Lewis (1959) who re-analysed some of the
N-VR scores obtained in the 1954 Welsh Joint Education Committee
survey"*". Lewis took the scores of children in the ♦Welsh*
and *English* linguistic groups only, but from the former he
excluded all who spoke seme English at home, and from the
latter all who knew some Welsh. He found a significant
mean difference between his two groups of about 7.7 raw
score units in favour of the 'English* one. To explain it
he made three suggestions which we must examine in turn since
they have a bearing cm our own work:
(a) the fact that the test is a timed one,
(b) a small *v* factor in N-VR,
(c) a difference in the ratio of urban to rural
children in the two groups.
(a) Smith and Lawley (194#) show that bilingual (Gaelic
and English being the two languages) children on the isle of
1. See Jones et al. (1957) and Jones (1959). fche four
linguistic classifications 'Welsh, Welsh-English, English-
Welsh and English* were employed in these two papers.
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Lewis obtained a mean IQ with Cattell's Non-Verbal Intelligence
Test, Scale 1» which was below the mean expected"5" for that
test by the equivalent of about 15 Binet IQ points. They
attribute their sample's low mean quotient in part;to the
test's time limit, Suggesting that Lewis children, being
accustomed to the island's slow pace of working and living,
will not hurry through a test in the way American children,or
British children on the mainland, will. The authors, however,
do not attempt to prove this point, nor do they discuss the
socio-economic status of their Ss. IQ is almost certainly
related to socio-economic status more closely than to tempo
of life, (though there may well be a relationship between
these two aspects of life), so we are doubtful as to the
value of their suggestion.
Morgan (1957) bad published reaearch results which,
he suggests, show that scores obtained with an untimed test
are more 'independent of Welsh linguistic background' than
2
those obtained with a timed test . Now one of the groups of
children tested in our own survey lived in the Irish-speaking
districts on the western seaboard where the pace of working and
1. By 'mean expected' is intended tie mean obtained by the
standardisation group tested by Catuell - a group of
American children.
2. Since Morgan took no account of socio-economic variation, his
conclusion begs the question in assuming a direct - it would
appear - relationship between linguistic background and IQs
obtained with any of the three tests.
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living may be a little slower than in other parts of the
country, and all these children know some English for it is
taught in school. They are probably more 'bilingual* than
the children in the other groups; they certainly know Irish
better and, due to the pervasive influence of English, they
are probably more familiar with English than the children in
other groups are with Irish. If, then, we are to use N-VR
(a timed test) scores as independent variate we should like
to know if there is a likelihood that they reflect mean
differences in pace of living. We must, therefore, examine
Morgan's evidence carefully.
Morgan administered Raven's Progressive Matrices,
Daniels' Figure Reasoning Test and Non-Verbal Test No.2 of the
National Foundation for Educational Research to 648 children
between the ages of lOy - Om and 12y - Om inclusive. The
first of these tests is untimed, the last two are timed; all
three are similar non-verbal reasoning tests. Morgan's Ss
were selected at random from the children of Mid and South Wales.
They were divided into 10 categories which are defined by
range of scores on the Welsh Linguistic Background Scale.
In the case of all 3 tests a small but significant correlation
between linguistic background (quantified by position on the
above mentioned scale) and test score was observed; 'there
was a tendency for scores in the three tests to decrease
with increasing Welsh linguistic background.* However,
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differences between the 3 correlation coefficients"*" were not
statistically significant. The author goes on to say that:
'there was a significant positive correlation between test
2
scores and performance times , which indicates a tendency far
higher scores to be related to longer performance times.
More opportunity is given for this tendency to operate in
a "power test" (i.e., one without a time limit) such a3 Raven1s
Progressive Matrices than in "speed" tests like Daniels1
Figure Reasoning Test and lion-Verbal test Ho.2. This finding
appears to be Lev/is1 main reason for suggesting that the time
limit in N-YR might explain the difference in mean N-VR score
between his 'Welsh1 and his ♦English1 group. But it is
impossible to show how Morgan's work supports Lewis' (and
Morgan's) interpretation of it, for Morgan does not explore the
relationship between varying linguistic background and the
correlation he obtained between performance time and test score.
To prove that the time limit of a test influences the different
linguistic groups differently, it is not enough to show that the
time spent in working at a test by the children of all linguistic
groups taken together is related to their te3t scores, not even
1. Though Morgan does not say so, these appear to be over all»
not within-group, correlation coefficients.
2. Morgan does not explain what is meant by 'performance time'.
It would appear to be the length of time spent by each child
working on a test. Many children do not work on a timed
test for the full time allowed them, so, even in the case of
a timed test, time is a variable which can be correlated with
test score. -
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when one lias shown independently that test score is also
related to the language backgrounds by which the linguistic
groups are distinguished.
Morgan claims further that scores obtained with
Raven*s Progressive Matrices are more independent of variations
in language background than scores obtained with either of the
other tests. His evidence is that critical ratios*' obtained
in order to compare linguistic group means on Raven*s test
are not significant and are smaller than the corresponding
critical ratios obtained with the other two tests, a few of
the latter (i.e. those between groups occupying the extremes
of the linguistic background scale) being statistically
significant. However, several aspects of the procedure
call for comment. No over all test (analysis of variance)
of the significance of mean differences obtained with each
non-verbal reasoning test was made; and as a result the
danger of a Type I error (cf. Lindquist 1953» P«66) in
interpreting a series of t-tests is great. But leaving aside
the dangers which are involved in a series of t-tests, Morgan
seems to have fallen into a Type II error, (cf. loc. cit.) ,
because he had already shown that there was a significant
1. A critical ratio is the ratio between (a) the difference between
two means and (b) the standard error of those means.
The linguistic groups of these comparisons are not the same
as those mentioned in the preceding paragraph; in the
second part of his work Morgan combines hi3 original groups
to form three major groups. It is likely that his second
set of findings are a function of this re-arrangement of
groups.
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correlation between linguistic background and score on
Raven's Progressive Matrices, Therefore he would be better
advised to reject the hypothesis that linguistic group means
on that test do not differ significantly. If this hypothesis
is to be rejected, then the only part of his argument which
remains is that critical ratios associated with Raven's test
are smaller than those obtained with the other two tests. But
the argument lacks force because, not knowing the standard
deviation of critical ratios, we cannot tell whether or not
two critical ratios differ significantly. Finally, even
if the author had obtained his findings by more rigorous
statistical procedures, his conclusions would still be open to
question; for he does not appear to have controlled socio¬
economic variation or the effect of practice in taking the three
tests, while he does not show that the three tests are similar
in all relevant ways, time allowance excepted.
(b) The second suggestion offered by Lewis to explain the
difference in mean N-VR score between hiA 'Welsh' and his
♦English* groups is 'the small but appreciable loading of the
test (N-VR) with the *v" factor of Emmett's analysis. We have
already seen that thi3 loading is not significant, and that it
was identified by Emmett as "v" tentatively only. We may, then,
discount this explanation.
(c) Lewis* third suggestion is a difference in the proportion
of rural to urban children in the two groups. He was led to
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examine the proportion of rural to urban children because
♦a comparison of parental occupation revealed no difference
between groups in socio-economic status, (though of course a
more thorough analysis of the socio-eeonomic factor might have
revealed some differences)*. He gives no further information
about the *comparison of parental occupation*; though in
a note (Lewis I960) he says that by *more thorough analysis of
socio-econoihic status* he means an analysis which includes
variables other than parental occupation.
How Jones (i960), who had analysed the data used by
Lewis, considers the latter*s *treatment of the socio-economic
factor not only unsatisfactory but also difficult to understand
in view of the fact that precise information concerning
parental occupations was available to the author in the case
of each pupil .... *; and he adds that *one would expect
to find occupational as well as broad urban-rural differences
... in Lewis's analysis.* Of course we must not presume
to judge between two scholars who have studied the data; but
it is strange that Lewis failed to find a difference in
parental occupation between his groups seeing that (i) Jones
(1959) found a significant difference in this respect between
similar groups, - admittedly in an earlier survey; and
(ii) Barr (1959) has published evidence which goes a long way
towards showing that in Britain the factor operative in
producing differences in IQ between rural and urban children
resolves on closer analysis into a factor associated with
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parental occupation. Barr writes: * A comparison of the
urban and rural professional groups reveals that the
difference between their mean scores is negligible; a similar
comparison of rural and urban manual groups likewise shows
little significant difference. However when the mean score
of the combined urban and rural professional groups is
compared with that of those employed in manual occupations,
there appears a significant difference with the former
achieving the higher mean score*. It thus appears that
Lewis1 third suggestion is the correct one, though we are
inclined to interpret the differences between ♦Welsh* and
♦English* groups in the proportions of urban and rural children,
as differences in socio-economic status.
To sum up this review of studies employing N-VR:
there is sound evidence from factor analysis and studies in
bilingualism to show that N-VR scores in Britain are not
influenced by differences in linguistic skills. Findings
which appear at first sight to lead to the opposite conclusion
do so because they were arrived at without due regard to
variations in socio-economic status. There is little likelihood
that the test's time allowance affects the scores obtained
by children from different linguistic backgrounds differently.
It is with some confidence then that we employ N-VR as
independent variate to help in isolating the effect of the
experimental variable.
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The Irish Translation of N-VR.
N-VR consists of 85 problems set in diagrammatic
form which are divided into five separately timed sections,
each with its own set of instructions printed at the head of
the section. For the entire test 30 minutes are allowed.
Procedure 1 was followed, that is, without preliminary tests,
the S reading the instructions for himself. This seemed to
be the most satisfactory procedure, for, as Vernon (I960)
indicates, the benefit of a short period of preliminary
testing is very slight, while the difficulty of maintaining
uniformity of administration would be increased if, as is
required in Prodedure II, the inspectors who administered
the test had been obliged to read aloud the instructions at
the head of each section. Further, while the norms for
Procedure I appear firm, the norms for Procedure II are
provisional, being based on the scores of urban children only.
On the front page general instructions are printed
which the supervisor reads aloud while the Ss follow in their
booklets.
As one of the groups which worked the test (group 6)
was composed of native Irish-speakers, an Irish translation
was provided1. A translation was printed in Irish characters
1. The writer is indebted to the National Foundation for
Educational Research in England and Wales for permission to
make the translation, and to Mr. Sbamus 0 Mordha and
Dr. Gearbid MacEoin, lecturers in Irish at St. Patricks
Training College, for help with the translation.
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of the same size as the originals on slips of paper which were
then gummed in position. This, the first translation, proved
too difficult for children in two Dublin national schools who
had been taught through the medium of Irish in all classes.
The 5th standard children in these schools had previously
worked the Irish test and had been ranked for proficiency
in Irish on the scores they obtained. The 20 best at Irish
in each school were placed in rank order and divided into
two equal groups by assigning the children alternately to each
group, one group in each school to take the Irish version
and one the original. As one was a boys1 and one a girls*
school, 10 boys and 10 girls took each version. Results
were compared by analysis of variance which revealed that
♦Irish* groups scored significantly lower than ♦English*1
ones. From an analysis of scores on each section of the
test it transpired that some sets of instructions were too
difficult in the Irish version, so these were simplified and
reprinted. The new version was tried out in three schools,
2
two being boys* schools in Dublin , the third a mixed school
1. In this connection we may recall that Jones and Stewart (1951)
gave no proof that their Welsh version of Jenkins* test was
equal to the original in difficulty. As it was this
translation which was used in subsequent surveys, we have no
guarantee that the differences between linguistic groups on
the version are not due in part to differences in difficulty
between the versions.
2. Not including the school in which the first version was
tested.
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on the fringe of Donegal*s Irish-speaking area. All the
children tested had been taught all subjects (English excepted)
in Irish from the time they went to school. The Dublin
boys were native English-speakers, while about half the
children in the Donegal school spoke Irish in their homest
though all had learned English before going to school .
The 40 boys of the Dublin schools and the 12 boys and 12
girls of the Donegal school were divided (by taking alternate
names from the roll-book) in each case into two groups, one
♦Irish* and one *English*, according to the version they
worked. The raw score means were:
Irish n English n
Boys (Dublin) 16.55 20 13.25 20
Boys (Donegal) 9.17 6 14.00 6
Girls(Donegal) a.33 6 12.6? 6
2
An analysis of variance of raw scores by Language of Test
and Sex was carried out with the following results:
1. This is the Donegal school which took part in the research on
the Irish translation of the arithmetic test (SPA) - cf.notel,
p. 169.
2, Raw scores (i.e. number of items answered correctly) \vere
analysed in this case because as we shall see (Chapter 6) the
published norms are pitched too high to be used as they stand
in allotting IQs for many Irish children. The difficulty in
using raw scores is the assumption, entailed in the statistic¬
al procedure, that they derive fron an equal interval scale.
This assumption is not entirely justified, but the danger of
error on that account is not very great.
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TABLE
Analysis of Variance - English and Irish Versions of N-VS.
Source DF ss MS F
;
Language of Test 1 310.64 310.64 1.139 (1 and 60 degrees
of freedom)
Sex 1 3464*21 3484.21 12.771 ( " " " )
Language x Sex r i 4.24 4*24 •Q155( « « ■ )
Error 60 16369.64 272.83
TOTAL: 63 20168*73
The variance ratios for both interaction and Language
of Test fall far short of significance1. Thus the hypothesis
that the two versions are equal in difficulty for children
similar to those tested is not refuted, even though the
English groups'mean in every case is slightly higher than the
Irish group's. This discrepancy in mean score, always in the
same direction, caused some misgivings, however, particularly
since the above test is based on a relatively small number of
cases* So the test was repeated, after an interval of four
1. F = 4.00 (DF « 1, and 60) is significant at % level;
F = 11.97 " * 1, and 60) " B .1% "
The significant sex mean square is principally due to the fact
that all the girls were in an ordinary rural school whereas
most of the boys were in a rather select Dublin school.
Very probably, then, socio-economic status of boys as a whole
via.s higher than that of girls.
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months, in one of the Dublin boys* schools, A "cross-over"
design was adopted: those boys who had previously taken the
Irish version now took the English one and vice versa.
(Owing to the expense of printing the Irish version and the
fact that after the testing described above there were only
about 10 Irish copies to spare, this supplementary experiment
was not extended to other schools). The two groups of
boys may be conveniently termed *Irish-English* (Irish first,
English second) and *English-Irish* (English first, Irish
second).
The difference between a boys first and second
scores may be attributed to four causes: (1) change with
age in the ability tested, (2) practice at the test,
(3) change of language, (4) chance. Speaking now in terms
of average differences, we can say that the influence of (1)
must be nearly equal in each of the two groups; differences
in its effect may be attributed to chance. Similarly, if
the two versions are equal in difficulty, the influence of(2)
will be nearly equal in each group, variations in the effect
it produces arising from chance only. But if the effect
produced by(2)varies from group to group more than can be
explained by chance alone, it is because the versions vary
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in difficulty^. Thus, whether the versions vary in
difficulty or not, our measurement of(34 the effect of change
in language, remains undisturbed. Change in language, the
third possible cause of difference between first and second
mean scores, is of course the experimental variable, whose
effect we have set out to study. Statistical analysis
will reveal whether the fourth factor, chance, can explain
differences between the groups in mean increase from first
to second occasion.
A statistical analysis of the results obtained
in the manner described above was carried out in the following
way. Each boy's first score was subtracted from his
2
second to yield a difference score, 'd*.
1. If the versions differ significantly in difficulty it can
be shown that practice effects may vary in the two groups.
Let us suppose that the English version is easier than the
Irish one; then on the first occasion 'English-Irish' will
have solved more items than 'Irish-English*. Assuming
a practice effect, 'English-Irish* can maintain its
advantage over 'Irish-English' on the second occasion only
if each of the two groups solve an equal number of extra
items. Now items in N-VR have been arranged in order
of difficulty and the difficulty gradient from item to item
is quite steep. Because of their later position in the
test the extra items to be solved by 'English-Irish', if
it is to maintain its advantage, are more difficult thafc
the extra items to be solved by 'Irish-English'.
In short the task of increasing the mean score is more
difficult for one group than the other. As a result the
effect of practice on the mean increase from first to
second occasion is likely to be smaller in one group than
in the other. The extent of such variation in the effect
of practice, however, will be in proportion to the difference
in difficulty between the versions, since the former is due
to the latter. Therefore, variation in practice effect
will not disturb the measurement of the effect of change
- language, which measurement is our principal object.
2. By 'score* here is intended raw score.
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Means for d are:
*Irish-English1 English-Irish*
Mean d 14.6 6.5
*1
The t-test was employed to test the hypothesis that such
a difference between means can be attributed to chance
fluctuations alone. The test yielded t » 4.006 which,
with 16 degrees of freedom, is significant well beyond the
5fs level"5". Thus we conclude that the 20 boys tested found
the Irish version of N-VR more difficult than the English
version. Before concluding this section, however, let. us
remind ourselves that the boys tested are native English-
speakers, while the Irish version is for the use of native
Irish-speakers only. Even for the majority of native
English-speakers tested the difference in difficulty between
versions is so slight that It was not shown up in the first
experiment described. It is unlikely then that the Irish
version would present greater difficulty than the English
one to children who had an equal command of Irish and
English; though it will be as well to bear this last
experiment in mind.




A questionnaire about socio-economic status was
adapted from that of Dr. Seth Arsenian (1937). It consists
of 10 questions in all, 5 about the subject*s father, 2 about
siblings, and 3 about the home itself, all to be answered by
the children with their teachers* help where necessary.
Arsenian claims a reliability coefficient of .332 * .0034 for
his questionnaire, and while the figure cannot be applied
directly to the new form, there is reason to think that the
latter*s reliability is not substantially lower. Since the
information obtained by means of the questionnaire is to be
used in analysis of co-variance, there is no danger of error
even if the reliability is lower, because the extent of the
adjustment to be made to attainment scores will depend on
the correlation between them and socio-economic rating.
There are more questions in the questionnaire than were needed
for the purpose of the treatise.
As one of the groups is composed of native Irish-speakers,
some of whom know little English, the questionnaire was
translated into Irish by the present writer with the help of
Dr. Gearoid MacEoin, lecturer in Irish at St. Patrick*s
Training College. Copies of both versions may be seen in
Appendix X .
The object of the questionnaire was to place each child
on a 7 point scale of socio-economic status. The scale was
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drawn up with the assistance of Mr. Knaggs of the Central
Statistics Office who works on social classification in the
National Census. He very kindly supplied detailed lists
of the occupations included in different social classes
for purposes of the National Census. H.e also suggested how
these classes might be arranged so as to form a scale, for
they are not so arranged by the Central Statistics Office.
His advice was followed, but neither he nor the writer claims
high scientific validity for the scale.
The following is a brief description of the scale:
Unskilled - agricultural labourer, dairyman, roadworker,
van or lorry driver, railway employee (other than station
roaster or engine driver), private in array (or unspecified
rank).
Semiskilled - most factory hands, bulldozer operator,
mechanical shovel operator, engine driver, busdriver and
busconductor, sergeant or corporal in army, helper of
skilled worker, crofter, postman, road ganger.
3* Skilled - foreman in factory, machineraan in factory,
mechanic, fitter, baker, plumber, tailor, carpenter, painter,
decorator, printer, plasterer, cobbler.
4. Small shop owner, farmer, shop assistant, barman.
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5. Clerical - civic guards, insurance agents, salaried
employees, traveller for small firm, stationmaster.
6. Managerial - managers of hotels, large businesses, etc.;
owner of large shop in the country; owner of business
in
not large enough to be included/7, but too large for 4;
traveller for large firm,
7- Professional - members of the professions, army officer,
1gentleman* farmer (employing 4 men or more), employers
of a large number of persons.
Ratings on such a scale as this are likely*1" to
show a significant positive correlation with non-verbal
1Q; but regression analysis, yielding partial regression
coefficients, ensures that adjustments made to scholastic
attainment means in covariance analysis procedure are
unaffected by correlations between independent variates.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that socio¬
economic ratings are independent of teaching medium, the
experimental variable, - parents* socio-economic status
is not altered by the extent to which Irish is used to teach
their children.
1. See Eells et al. (1951), pp.15 and 137. In the present
study socio-economic status and H-VR quotients yield r .20
for boys and r » .13 for girls. Both coefficients are
significant; and both are * simple* as opposed to partial
correlation coefficients - see Snedecor (1956), p.429.
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Rating-Scale: Teachers,
As already indicated our aim is to obtain the regression
of Irish, English and arithmetic scores on the length of time
during which children were taught through Irish. This
regression is to be corrected for the regression of attainment
scores on each of three independent variates, one of which
is a rating of teachers' skill as teachers. There is a
1
possibility that there are systematic differences between
groups (distinguished by length of time during which Irish
has been the medium of instruction) in quality of teaching.
It has been said that a principal teacher will not undertake
to have all subjects taught through Irish to all classes
unless he has a particularly good staff. It is necessary,
therefore, to seek for bias in quality of teaching and to
eliminate it should it be discovered.
The Department of Education agreed to obtain the
ratings of teachers. Plans for the work were drawn up by
Mr. Sean 0 Gonchobhair, Principal Officer of the Primary
Branch, and the writer. The preliminaries agreed upon were
that inspectors would be approached for the ratings, since
the Departments information about teachers was not sufficiently
1. ♦Systematic1 differences are differences which are other
than random - See Lindquist (1940), p.4.
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detailed. Secondly, detailed information obtained from
inspectors would not be communicated directly to the
writer. He would receive, instead, a rating for each school
based on the detailed information. Neither would the
detailed information be communicated to the Department
pfficially nor used for any purpose other than the present
research. Thirdly, all teachers who had ever taught the
classes which were tested would be rated, (since no-one
knows whether a teacher exercises a greater influence on
children at one stage of their school career than at another).
Finally, a five point scale on which to rate teachers was
composed and judged suitable for the purpose by two inspectors*
Each district inspector then received a letter
requesting him find out the names of all teachers who
had taught the classes which were to be tested in his
district, and to rate them on the scale if they had inspected
their work. The letter explained that ratings should
estimate teachers1 ability to arouse children*s interest and
assist them effectively with their school work. It also
advised the inspectors to bear in mind that the mean rating
of teachers for the country should lie on the middle point
of the scale, and that they need not hesitate to rate a
1. It would be possible to carry out a regression analysis
of the data obtained in the present survey using ratings
of individual teachers rather than of schools which would
throw light on the question, but so far it has not been
done.
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teacher at the lowest, point, explaining the use that
would be made of ratings. If an inspector had not inspected
some of the teachers in his district, their names were
sent to an inspector who had, and he was asked for ratings.
The next step was to have a panel of three experienced
divisional inspectors check district inspectors1 ratings
to help keep a common standard throughout the country.
In fact the panel modified only a very small number of
ratings. Thewriter is deeply indebted to Mr. 0 Conchobhair
for his patience and diligence in this tedious work, and
to the inspectors for their co-operation.
When all returns were in and checked
Mr. 0 Conchobhair assigned a number to each rating, 5 high
and 1 low. The number of years during which a teacher taught
a class was recognised by weighting his rating by that number.
Thus, in effect, 6 ratings were obtained for each school,
covering the years 1955-61, and their sum constituted the
school's rating. The maximum rating possible for a school
is 30, the minimum is 6, and the mean is IB,
The Department and its inspectors have fostered
Irish and teaching through Irish for many years; so it is
difficult to know whether or not inspectors' ratings of
teachers are independent of the teaching medium. On the
one hand inspectors might be inclined to rate a teacher
high simply because, complying with Department policy, he
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taught a number of subjects through Irish; while on the
other hand, if teaching arithmetic, say, through Irish has
a detrimental effect on English-speaking children's
arithmetical attainments, it is conceivable that inspectors
might rate a teacher low, simply because he taught arithmetic
through Irish. If either tendency is present in inspectors'
judgments, their ratings are not independent variates.
Partly to guard against such tendencies inspectors were
informed of the purpose of the survey, hut no other steps
to maintain the 'independence' of ratings were, or it seems
could have been, taken. In effect, as we shall see in
chapter 7, there seems to have been a tendency for inspectors
to rate highly teachers who engender a high standard of Irish,
more than any other subject, in their pupils. However,
this tendency may not indicate lack of 'independence* in
1
ratings, because nearly twice as much time is given to Irish
as to any other subject in national schools, and because in
the opinion of inspectors and teachers who were consulted»
the teaching of Irish (so-called direct method) requires
greater skill than the teaching of any other subject if it
(teaching of Irish) is to be successful. Moreover adjustments
to scholastic attainment scores for differences between groups
1. See below* pp.*if-?o.
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in ratings of teachers were in all cases small; so
error in these adjustments, if it exists, is most probably
slight. Further discussion of the difficulties attached
to using these ratings as independent variates must be





The teats which were described in the preceding
chapter were administered by the inspectors in 116 of the
120 schools in the fortnight previous to the Easter holidays,
i.e., between the 13th and 24th March 1961.
Circumstances prevented the tests from being administered
in 4 schools within that fortnight; but they were
administered in those immediately after the Easter break.
The simplest way of describing how the testing was
carried out is to give a translation of the relevant
portions of the letter which the inspectors received to
guide them in their work. Hie letter first listed the
schools (the maximum number for any one inspector was 5)
in which the recipient had agreed to administer the tests,
and specified the linguistic category in vhich each school
belonged. The letter then continued:
III.A. Tests.
1 The following tests should be administered in the order
in which they are given:
PI. Jenkins1 Non-Verbal Test 1.
P2. Moray House English Test 14.
P3. The Essential Problem Arithmetic Test (Schonell).
P4. Triail Ghaeilge.
P5. The Essential Mechanical Arithmetic Test (Schonell).
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Please follow this order exactly in every school because
it has been established that fatigue and practice affect
a child*s score. (Henceforth the tests will be referred
to by the symbols prefixed above, PI - P5.)
III.B. Language of Test.
1 Tests PI, P3 and P5 have been translated into Irish;
there is therefore an English and an Irish version of each.
PI - The English version is to be administered in all
/
schools outside the Fior-Ghaeltacht. The Irish version is
to be administered in all F^or-Ghaeltacht schools (group 6).
P2 - is to be administered as it stands in all schools.
P3 - the Irish version is to be administered in all schools
✓
in the Fior Ghaeltacht, (group 6), and also in all schools
in the Galltacht1 where arithmetic is taught through Irish
up to 5th standard (group 5). The English version is to
be administered in all other schools.
P4 - is to be administered as it stands in all schools.
P5 - the Irish version is to be administered to all schools
/
in the Fior Ghaeltacht, (group 6), and also in all schools
in the Galltacht where arithmetic is taught through Irish
1. English-speaking districts.
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up to 5th standard (group 5). The English version is to
be administered in all other schools.
III.C. Test Instructions.
* Each test has its own set of instructions; these will be
sent to you separately. Please read them carefully and
follow them closely, especially in regard to what you are
permitted to say while conducting the test. Speak calmly
to the children so that they will attend without being
made to feel uneasy, especially when starting the first
test in the morning.
The instructions tell you the number of minutes
allowed for each test. Since not so much as a second can
be added to or deducted from this, a watch with a second
hand will be essential.
III.D. Time for Starting the Tests.
» It is not my intention to set down an exact time for
the beginning of each test, because it might not be opportune
in every school; instead it Is preferable to give general
directives and to leave to you to determine times which are
suitable for each school - but it is most important to adhere
to the order of tests laid out above.
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PI - Early in the morning when the children have
settled down.
P2 - Ten minutes after completing PI.
P3 - Half an hour before lunch break.
p4 - Shortly after lunch break.
After this allow a break of 15 minutes during which
the children should be sent out into the open air.
P5 - After the 15 minute break.
* Since you must address the children before each test and
announce the time to them at certain intervals during tests,
it is necessary to determine the language in which to address
them.
General Rule I: Before the beginning of a test, when you
are explaining what is to be done, use the language of the
version about to be worked. Thus, before the children
begin on PI, speak in English to all classes outside the
Galltacht. Similarly, speak in English to all classes
before P2, and in Irish to all classes before P4. For P3 and
P55follow the language of the version to be administered to
the class.
In the above General Rule I only that speech is intend*
which is prescribed by the test rules. If you are directing
III.E. The Language in which to Address
the Children.
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a class to spread themselves out, for example, speak in
the language you consider most suitable, but please avoid
disturbing children by saying things they cannot understand.
General Rule II? If you are announcing the time or
telling the children to stop, use the language most commonly
used in the locality of the school.
IV. The Pupils.
IVA. 5th Standard.
♦ It is highly desirable that all - if possible » 5th
standard children should be present for the tests, and be
actually tested. No-one should be omitted because he
is stupid. In order to set their minds at rest, you might
tell the children that they are being asked to take part
in a piece of educational research, and that we are all
grateful to them for their co-operation; that their school
will not be compared with any other individual school;
and that the test results will not be used to determine
which pupils are to be promoted at the end of the year.
IVB. To Start a Test.
• 1. Separate the children from one another as best you can.
Copying in these tests is easy.
2. See that each child has a pencil. It would be wise to
bring a few pencils with you for fear any child should break
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the point of his pencil.
3. Do not allow a rubber or a ruler (even a book) on
top of the desk, because these waste time. Some children
are excessively careful.
4. Certain facts have to be entered by the children on the
front page of each test. It is quite in order for you
or the teacher to help the child with them. Since these
facts are almost the same in every test, more help will
be required with the first test than with later ones.
Neither you nor the teacher should answer any question or
give any help while the test is in progress.
5. Take a note of the time to the minure arid second when
you give the word to begin. Correct timing is essential.
IV.C. The Questionnaire.
* A questionnaire on the social and economic status of the
children*s families has been prepared. There is a great
deal of evidence, as you are well aware, that progress at
school is closely related to the type of home a child comes
from. Additionally, many problems in genetics can be
examined if we obtain information about the home. At any
rate, such information is vital to the reliability of
conclusions based on the results obtained with the above
tests.
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1 There is an Irish as well as an English version of the
questionnaire. All children outside the Fior Ghaeltacht
(groups 1-5) should be given the English version; the Irish
version is for children in the Fior Ghaeltacht (group 6).
r I am afraid that duller children will have difficulty
answering the questionnaire, so please invite the teacher
to help them, and please give the children all the help
you can youself.
* The most important thing in the questionnaire is the
fatherfs present occupation, if he is alive, or the occupation
he had, if he is dead. Please ask the teacher to check
the answers for this item at least and to correct them if
he knows they are wrong.
1 It would be wise to inquire of the teacher beforehand
whether there is an illegitimate child in the class. If
there is one, the best thing is to allow the teacher make
his own arrangements. He will hit upon some plan to
meet the situation; for example, he might send the illegitimate
child away on some message and ask the others to fill up
the questionnaire while he is gone. It is not necessary
to have them filled in on the day when you visit the school;
you can arrange for the teacher to forward them by post.
If they are to be filled in during your visit, they should
be left until after P5.*
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The test programme was a heavy one. For that reason
MHE14 was placed second in the morning when it was hoped
children would have grown accustomed to the idea of these
sorts of tests through sitting N-VR and when they would
not be too tired to give of their best. It was important
that they should sit MHE14 at a good time of the day,
because their EQs are to be compared with those of British
children who would not have had as heavy a day's testing
when they sat MHE14*
Data from the other tests are chiefly for the purpose
of inter group comparisons, and as long as all groups took
the tests in the same order there was little danger that
those comparisons would be affected by fatigue or practice.
Hote that SPA came last in the morning and SMA last in the
afternoon, which probably means that the children were
fresher when they took the former than the latter.
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CHAPTER 6.
TWO PRELIMINARIES TO THE MAIN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
Two issues must be raised and settled before the main
findings of the present survey are presented:
(a) the conversion of Irish, English, and N-Vft, raw scores
to quotients;
(b) the complication that in two linguistic groups
arithmetic was taught bilingually (Irish and English) for
some years - see above, p. // Z, note j.,
(a) Raw scores to quotients.
Generally it is desirable to convert raw test scores
(i.e. number of items answered correctly) to quotients before
proceeding to statistical analysis. The reason is that
otherwise one may not be dealing with scores which lie on
an equal internal scale. In the present study Irish, English,
and N-VR, raw scores were converted to quotients which, in
accordance with customary practice, are normally distributed
about a mean of 100 with a standard deviation of 15, and
incorporate an age allowance. On the assumption that the
ability tested by each of the three tests is normally
distributed in the standardisation sample, one thus obtains
with each a set of scores (quotients) which are appropriate
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for statistical analysis. Certain difficulties, however,
attended the conversion of Irish, English, and H-VR, raw
scores to quotients, so we shall discuss each set in turn.
Irish^
To facilitate the conversion of raw scores to quotients
a conversion table is generally constructed from Wbich the
appropriate quotient for each raw score at each age level
can be read. Because the Irish test is a new one, an
Irish conversion table had to be constructed. Beforehand,
each group*s results were examined separately, and it was
discovered that children between the ages of lly - Gm and
12y - 11m in groups 1 to 4 obtained mean raw scores which
are somewhat lower than those obtained by children of
the same age in groups 5 and 6. The median raw score
for groups 1 to 4 combined is 16; for groups 5 and 6 combined
it is 20. There are 523 children between the ages specified
&n groups 1 to 4 and for these the regression of raw score
on age, calculated according to the method outlined by
Lawley (1950), is - .0709* If this coefficient were used
in converting raw scores to quotients with a standard deviation
of 15, the regression of such quotients on age would be
-.5319 (= 15 x - .0709). Thus there is a marked tendency for
quotients to decrease as age increases, roughly equal to that
for quotients to increase as age increases as instanced in
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Moray House and many other conversion tables. The reason
for the difference in sign is that Moray House conversion
tables are based on scores obtained from complete age groups
of children, whereas the Irish regression coefficient is
based on those obtained from children in one particular
standard. The wide range of ages to be found in any standard
in Ireland indicates a marked tendency for bright children
to be promoted rapidly and for dull children to be held back.
In any standard the old children are likely to be duller than
the younger ones; hence the negative correlation.
Clearly common sense would be violated if a negative
age allowance were incorporated in a conversion table, since
the point of an age allowance is to compensate the younger
child in quotient points for the fact that he has not had
as long to mature and to learn as an older child.
Furthermore, the observed negative regression results merely
from the manner in which the sample of Irish children was
selected. The difficulty was met by estimating an age
allowance from those which had been calculated elsewhere.
In Moray House conversion tables, whether verbal reasoning,
English,or arithmetic, the age allowance is invariably close
to .5 of a quotient point per month, and the age allowance
in the N-VH table is also about .5 points per month between
the ages of lOy - Gm and IGy - 11m.
For these reasons an allowance was made in the Irish
norms of .5 points per month over the age range lOy - Om to
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IQy - 11m. From there on it was thought best to adhere
to the age allowance of the N-VR norms rather than the
Moray House ones because of the former's wider age range;
so from lly-Gm to lly-llm the allowance was reduced to
about .33 points per month, and from 12y-0m to 12y-llia to
about .25 points per month, as was done in the N-VR norms
for raw score 20"*". Over the age range 13y-0m to 13y-llm
(N-VR norms extend no further than 12y-llra) the age allowance
was further reduced to about .17 points per month; but from
14y-0m forward no further allowance was made, the appropriate
2
quotient at age 13y-llm being allotted . Needless to say,
all of this is to some extent arbitrary, but two points may
be made in its support • (i) So closely do conversion tables
which were examined agree in their age allowances that there
is good reason to believe that even load a large and representative
age group of Irish children been tested, the age allowance
1. The age allowance in the N-VR norms varies slightly with
raw score. Seeing that the imposition of the N-VR age
allowance on the Irish conversion table was arbitrary, it
seemed pointless to follow those fluctuations; so the
axxowance at N-VR raw score 20 was adopted, as 20 was the
median of the Irish raw scores upon which the Irish con¬
version table was based.
2. Such a reduction in age allowance towards the table's upper
age limit and beyond it is quite reasonable. When children
of an age close to that limit are tested, their scores are
found to cluster together more closely than those of younger
children, the reason being that the test problems are not
difficult enough to discriminate between children of varying
ability at this age as finely as at a lower age. Consequent¬
ly, the increase in score per month is less for older than
for younger children.
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derived from their scores would not differ greatly from the
one imposed on the Irish table, at least between ages lOy-Om
and 13y-0m which includes about $1$ of the present sample
of children. (ii) Though the differences in mean age
between groups are significant they are not very great in
terms of months^"; so an age allowance which may be slightly
in error introduces only a minute error into mean differences
between groups in Irish quotients, an error which is almost
certainly very much smaller than the error which would
exist if mean differences in age were ignored.
The Ifcish conversion table was based on the scores
obtained by the 241 children between the ages lly-Om and 12y-llm
in groups 5 and 6, because their median score was 20,
whereas that obtained by the other four linguistic groups was
16. The difference of 4 points suggested a somewhat wider
range and more normal distribution of raw scores in groups 5
and 6 than in the other four groups; a suggestion which
was confirmed by comparing scattergrams for the two sets of
scores. It is an advantage that the scores on which the
conversion table is based should be as widely scattered as
possible, without a great concentration of scores in any Part
of the distribution. The advantage may be grasped by
imagining the difficulty of forming a normal distribution of
qucfc ients from a set of raw scores which are scattered
1. See below table 6.1.
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between 0 and 50, but with 90% of scores between 0 - 5i
a small increase in raw score would correspond to a large
increase in quotient at the lower end of the distribution.
In fact at the lower end of the Irish conversion table an
increase of 1 in raw score corresponds to an increase of 3
in quotient, even though the table is based on the more
suitable set of raw scores. Admittedly the procedure which
was adopted employed only about a quarter of the available
raw scores, and probably that quarter which was least
representative of the country as a whole; but the writer
believed that the advantage (albeit slight) of the wider
scatter of raw scores in groups 5 and 6 outweighed the
disadvantages mentioned. These disadvantages are also
slight, because the need for large numbers was not so great
when an age allowance was not to be calculated from them;
and as we shall see, groups 5 and 6 are fairly representative
of the sample as a whole.
The Irish conversion table1was constructed, age
allowance apart, according to Lawley's (1950) method, and
was used to convert all Irish raw scores to the quotients
which were analysed statistically; these have a mean of
97.6 and a standard deviation of 17.0.
1. This and the other conversion tables mentioned in this
chapter are to be found in Appendix 3,
22$
English,
The conversion table for MHE14, embodying the
national norms for the test, provides for children between
the ages of lOy-Qm and 12y-Qm. But these age limits are
altogether too narrow for Irish 5th standard children
whose ages were found to vary from 9y-llm to 15y~0m* Hence
the choice presented itself of: (a) confining the analysis
1
to children whose ages lay between IGy-Om and 12y-6m .
(b) extrapolating from the table to include all the children
tested, (e) constructing a new conversion table based on
the raw scores obtained by Irish children. To choose (a)
would be to reject 32^ of the sample. Moreover, an analysis
of variance earried out to test the hypothesis that the mean
TABLE 6.1
Mean Age in Months above 12.0 years.















Total 4.14 1.95 1.00 2.49 -0.32 —O.96
1. The Manual of Instructions, p.12, states that there is little
danger of error in extrapolating up to age 12y-6m, but it
adds: Extrapolation in this manner should not be carried
beyond age 12y-6m'. The 'in this manner* means employing
the same age allowance as that which is used throughout the
table when extrapolating.
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ages of boys (table 6.1) do not differ significantly among
linguistic groups, yielded F « 3-50 (DF «= 5 and 530) > which
being significant"^ led to the rejection of the hypothesis.
The test of the corresponding hypothesis in the case of girls
yielded F « 2.49 (DF = 5 and 542), which being also significant
led to the rejection of this hypothesis too. Finally a
2
t-test, using the method of paired (mean) differences ,
yielded t - 3.25 (DF=5) which is significant and implies that
in 5th standard boys tend to be older than girls (see table 6.1).
These three findings all go to show that if (a) were chosen, the
results obtained would be biased in accordance with the
3
tendencies which the findings reveal. Additionally, sound
procedure demands not only that children be selected as far as
possible at random, but also that all the children selected
if at all possible be represented in the analysis of data.
1. With 5 and 400 degrees of freedom Fs « 2.23 and 3«06 are
significant at the % and 1% levels respectively.
2. See Fisher (I960), pp.36 sq. With 5 degrees of freedom
ts 5 2.57 and 4.03 are significant at the 55» and 1% levels
respectively. For details of these tests see Appendix 2
3. The reasons for these tendencies do not concern us directly
here, but in passing we may remark that in the Rest (counties
which have no Irish-speaking districts - see above pp. sq.)
the use of Irish as medium of instruction is associated
significantly with high marks in Irishj and since Irish
occupies the most important position in the primary school
curriculum (almost twice as much time devoted to Irish as
to any other subject - see below, pp. 3S'0&q.) we expect to
find that more rapid progress in Irish is associated with
more rapid promotion from class to class. If our argument
is correct, and it seems to be, it eaplains the tendency for
age to decrease from group to group as the use of Irish as
teaching medium increases. The fact that girls are younger
than boys may be connected with the fact that girls acquire
linguistic skills more rapidly than boys - see McCarthy (1954)
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For these reasons (a) was rejected.
The decision to obtain EQs for ill the children tested
involved its own drawbacks. It was found that the printed
conversion table, if used to convert raw scores to quotients^
gave a distribution of EQs which was positively skewed to
a marked degree and therefore unsulted to relevant forms
of statistical analysis. Moreover, 38 children obtained
raw scores of zero, while a great number obtained raw scores
which were so low that EQs could not be assigned to them
without extrapolating below 70, the lowest EQ in the table.
These difficulties prompted the decision to draw up a new
conversion table {alternative c), based on Irish children's
raw scores, to be used in converting these into quotients
having a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. These
EQs were used in comparisons of groups for attainment in
English.
The new conversion table, constructed by Lawley's (1950)
method, is based on all 10&3 raw scores obtained in the
present survey. The age allowance which was used in con¬
structing the Irish conversion table was built into the
new English table.
N-VR:
Difficulties were encountered in the use of N-VR
similar to those encountered in the use of MHE14. Though the
N-VR conversion table encompasses a larger age range than
the MHE14 table, it is still not wide enough for Irish 5th
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standard pupils. Moreover the distribution of IQs obtained
by using the printed conversion table was positively skewed
to a marked extent, just as was the distribution of EQs
obtained by means of the MHE14 table. For those reasons
a new conversion table based on the raw scores obtained
by 10&3 Irish children was drawn up. The age allowance
in the new table, like that of the Irish and new English
tables, corresponds closely with the age allowance of
the original H-VR table. The new table however, like
the Irish and English ones, has an age range of from
10y-0m to I3y-llm, the age allowance above the age 12y-llra
being treated in the same manner as in the Irish table.
Quotients derived by means of the new table have a mean of
approximately 100 and a standard deviation of approximately
15. These are the quotients which are employed in the
analysis of regression to be described in the next chapter.
There remains one vexing problem in the treatment
of three sets of raw scores which we have been discussing,
what to do with raw scores of zero? The problem exists
only in connection with the Irish, MHE14 and H-VR tests,
since there were no zero scores in arithmetic. At first,
an attempt was made to match children from each of the six
linguistic groups who obtained zero scores in order to omit
them, but that proved impossible because apart from the fact
that the number of zero scores in English, Irish and H-VR
varies appreciably from one group to another (see table 6•$)»
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the children who obtained them could not be matched for
age, sex, school-type {whether 1-teacher, 2-teacher,
3-teacher, or m-teacher) and geographical region.
TABLE 6.2
No, of Zero Scores.
Linguistic Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
MHE 14 3 0 10 3 3 19 3S
Irish 2 3 6 6 1 3 21
N-VR 2 1 5 7 1 6 22
It was then decided to allot a quotient to each zero score,
but the question was, what size of quotient? Should the
same quotient be allotted to a zero score regardless of
the age of the child who obtained it? Or to put it
another way, is a child of lOy-Om a3 weak at English as
a child of 13y-6m if both obtain a raw score of zero?
No conclusive answer can be given, though a case can be
made for allotting a higher quotient to the first child
than to the second on the grounds that a score of 1 at the
age of lOy-Ora is better than a score of 1 at the age of
13y-6m; and a score of 1 is not much better than a score
of zero. So it seemed sensible to replace each score of
zero by a quotient % points less than the quotient which
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would be assigned if the child had obtained a score of 1#
Thus the two children instanced above would be assigned
English quotients of 64 and 70 respectively, since the
corresponding English quotients to be assigned for raw
scores of 1 at these ages are 66 and 72.
Raw scores of zero were included in preparing
conversion tables for each of the three tests, Irish,
MHE14 and N-VR.
(b) Bilingual Teaching of Arithmetic.
In chapter 3 it was noted that by a regrettable error
the lists from which the schools of groups 3 and 4 were
selected contained many schools which, though they taught
arithmetic through Irish to the required levels (1st and
3rd standarch respectively), did not completely replace
Irish by English in the more advanced classes but used the
two languages side by side as teaching media. Unfortunately,
however, it is not possible to determine precisely the
extent to which each of the two languages was used. Probably
there was considerable variation between schools} but at
least some schools have in common the fact that they
describe themselves as teaching arithmetic 1bilingually'
at the levels specified.
The effect of bilingual teaching on attainment level
in problem arithmetic was studied by comparing the AQs of
the two types of children in group 3, those who had been
taught arithmetic bilingually and those who had been taught
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through the medium of English alone from 2nd to 5th standards.
Problem arithmetic was chosen rather than mechanical as
being more likely to reveal any effects of varying the
language of instruction. Group 3 was chosen in preference
to group 4 because the two methods of instruction had been
employed over a longer period of time (two years longer)
with group 3 than with group 4» and consequently any
difference in arithmetical attainments which resulted from
them should be more apparent in the former than in the
latter group. Two analyses of covariance were carried out,
one for boys* and one for girls* AQs; each was a two-
component analysis taking into account besides differences of
a linguistic nature, differences between West and Best'!'
N-VB was the only independent variate employed. The main
reason for the separate analyses is that numbers in sub-
o
groups vary disproportionately and on that account adjustments
to allow for the disproportionality must be made to each
component of the total sum of squares. Calculating these
adjustments involves solving simultaneous equations and
1. For the connotations of the terms *West* and *Rest* see
pp. Illf sq. The data for these tests are given in Appendix 3
2. Federer (1957) describes how analysis of covariance may be
carried out when numbers are disproportionate.
The bubgroups* are of course those who have been taught
*bilingually* or in English - either in the West or in
the Rest; i.e. four subgroups.
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much additional labour besides. In each of the present
analyses there are two sets of simultaneous equations
with thfcee unknowns per set; whereas if boys* and girls*
AQs had been analysed together there would have been four
unknowns in each set, and though there would be only two
3ets the labour of solving them would be greater than that
of solving the four smaller sets. It is doubtful whether
the increased sensitivity of the analysis would repay the
extra labour. Moreover, tables 6.3 and 6.4 suggest that
at least one condition for the single analysis, homogeneous
variance, was not satisfied; cf. the * error* terms in
those two tables.
TABLE 6.3
Table of Analysis of Covarianee » Boys.
Source DF MS F
Treatments 1 3.0039 not significant
Regions I 64.6459 n
Interaction 1 92.2141 n
Error 106 417.373 »
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TABLE 6.4
Table of Analysis of Covariance - Girls
Source DF MS F
Treatments 1 28.343 not significant




Interaction 1 10.$57 not significant
Error 86 106.131
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show that in neither set of AQs is
the mean square for interaction of Region and Treatment
significant, and that in neither is the mean square for
treatments significant. Thus it is reasonable to
disregard differences in mean problem arithmetic quotient
between schools where arithmetic has been taught
bilingually and those where it has been taught through
English alone. These findings are in agreement with the
views of some inspectors who were consulted, namely that
schools which describe themselves as teaching a subject
bilingually in fact use English nearly all the time, Irish
only very little. All schools then in groups 3 and 4 will
be regarded as schools which teach arithmetic through
the medium of English after they cease to teach it through
the medium of Irish.
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With DF = 1 and 60 an F 2 3*96 is significant at the
5% level (F • 6.96 at the 1% level), and so the mean square
for regions in table 6.4 is significant. It is curious
that this mean square should be significant, but not the
corresponding one for boys in table 6.3 - but having noted
the facts we must leave their fuller discussion over to
the following chapter, number seven.
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CHAPTER 7.
COMPARISONS AMONG LINGUISTIC GROUPS - RESULTS 1.
In the following analyses each of four dependent
variates (X) is analysed in turn together with five other
variates (Xs).
Dependent Yariates. i.e. sets of scores obtained with each
of these tests
SPA (problem arithmetic )




Independent Variates: scores or assessments obtained under
these headings:
N-VR (non-verbal reasoning * X]_
Socio-economic status - X2
Rating of teaching skill - X-j
Experimental Variates
Extent of teaching through Irish •» X^
Step-function s X5
X5 which is included to test a particular hypothesis about
the regression of each Y on is discussed below (pp. 2i<#sq.);
I
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the other variates have been discussed at length in
diapters 3 and 4.
When the present investigation was planned the
statistical treatment envisaged was analysis of covariance
in which Xi, X2» and X3, were to be the only Xs. X4 was
then to be treated as a qualitative variate consisting of
the six linguistic groups described in chapter 3. As work
progressed the number of qualitative divisions of Ss which
appeared to be important increased, as we have already seen
in chapter 3. Eventually, within each of hhe six groups
measures obtained in the West were separated from those
obtained in the Best1; within each region measures for boys
and girls were separated; within each of the sub-subgroups
thus determined^measures for 1-teacher, 2-teacher, 3-teacher,
and more-than-3-teacher, schools were separated. This meant
96 sub- sub- subgroups in all. So many subdivisions,
coupled with the fact that numbers in subdivisions vary
disproportionately, rendered analysis of covariance of the
type originally envisaged impracticable, because analysis
of co-variance in those circumstances would require the
solution of simultaneous equations with an unmanageably large
1. For the meaning of the terms 'West* and 'Rest* see above
pp. ill/ sq.
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number of unknowns and much labour in making appropriate
adjustments for disproportionate subgroup numbers.
Some method of reducing the number of qualitative
subdivisions was required, and Mr. Frank G»Carroll, head
of the statistics department of The Irish Institute for
Agricultural Research, suggested that X4 be treated as a
quantitative variate and that the analysis be confined to
the elementary among,and within,group pattern. X4 was
assigned the value •" for each child in linguistic group 1,
the value 1 for each child in linguistic group 2 ....,
the value 4 for each child in linguistic group 5« Instead
of separating hhe values of X4 by units over the five groups,
those values might iiave been fixed at 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 which
would be to separate them by the differences between groups
in the number of years during which arithmetic was taught
through Irish. If the latter alternative had been adopted,
significant linear regression coefficients of Is on *4
could have been interpreted as the loss or gain of so many
points of I per year of teaching arithmetic through Irish;
the first alternative yields coefficients which must be
interpreted, if significant and linear, as the loss or gain
of so many points of I from one group to the next. There
is little to choose between the two alternatives; the writer
chose the first because the arithmetic involved was somewhat
simpler. Of course the alternatives would yield different
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sets of coefficients, but the difference between the sets
would almost certainly be very slight.
Group 6, which is composed of native speakers
of Irish was omitted from the main analyses, because
it could not be placed anywhere on the X4 scale, group 5
(all subjects - English excepted - taught through Irish
at all levels) already occupying the only position in which
1
it might have been placed . However, the data for group 6
were analysed separately. Data from 1-teacher schools
were also omitted from the main analyses, the number of
children In groups 1 to 5 in such schools, 9 children in
all, being quite inadequate for the type of statistical
treatment which was carried out.
The majority of analyses carried out consisted of
two principal steps, (1) multiple regression analysis and
(11) analysis of covariance. The former consists
essentially in calculating partial regression coefficients
to measure the regression of Y on each X (i.e. the regression
of Y on each X 'independent* of Jihe other Xs) , For example,
1. A further reason for not including group 6 in the main
analysis was the fact that, Irish apart, the group obtained
very low mean scores and mean ratings on all scales - see
below, table 7*4. If the value 5 for X4 had been assigned
to the group it is likely that the regression of Ys on that
variable would have become too difficult to deal with.
2. See S edecor (1956), chap.14, which was used extensively
for the work of the present chapter. For the particular
point made in the text see particularly op. cit. pp.413-4.
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the effect of the other four X variatea was eliminated from
the coefficient calculated to measure the regression of EQ
on X4; thus this coefficient is the best means available to
us of determining whether the teaching of arithmetic through
Irish has an effect on EQ, and if it has, the extent of the
effect.
Where, as in the present study, the total body
1
of data has been divided into subgroups} regression analysis
may be carried out in two basic ways:
1. Regression coefficient may be calculated from the 'total1
2
auras of squares and 'total1 sums of products, which
means that subdivisions of the data are ignored;
2. subdivisions may be recognised by calculating from the
2
sums of squares and sums of products 'within' subgroups
a set of regression coefficients each of which is the
average of the corresponding coefficients for subgroups.
1. In what follows 'subgroup' will be used to designate a
division of children composed of either boys or girls,
from either the West or the Rest, who attend a 2-teacher,
a 3-teacher, or a raore-than-3-teacher school; thus there
are twelve subgroups in all.
2. For a definition of these terras as used in analysis of
variance - they are used in the same sense here - see
Lindquist (1953)» PP.54-55. See also op.cit. pp.320-21,
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The statistically minded reader will recognize that the
procedure is in fact part of what one does in covariance
analysis with more than one independent variate.
For convenience sake we shall use the terras 'coefficient-T* and
'coefficient-W to signify regression coefficients of types
1 and 2 respectively.
In the preceding paragraph regression coefficients
based on 'among' subgroup sums of squares and sums of
products were not mentioned because they would be unlikely
to prove useful in our work. The reason why can be
understood if we consider the case where there are two
groups, one of boys and one of girls for example, and a
single set of criterion scores (I) and a single set of
independent scores (X) have been obtained for all Ss,
Then by^ based on 'among* subgroup suras of squares and
sums of products is simply the regression of Y means on
X means. If sex differences do not affect Y means and
X means to the same extent, and if any unmeasured bias
does not affect those means to the same extent, then this
coefficient is a biased extimate of the parameter involved.
For the reason that regression coefficients-T include
differences between groups, they too are likely to be to
some extent biased. Those differences have been eliminated
from coefficients-W which are simply the averages of
corresponding regressions within the various subgroups,
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and for that reason coefficients-W are the least biased
estimates of the parameters in question. Where possible
we liave calculated regression coefficients-W; but apart
from the fact that we have had to be satisfied in certain
analyses with coefficients-T, for reasons which will be
made clear in the appropriate places, coefficients-T as well
as coefficients-W were calculated in most analyses because
both are required in covariance analysis.
In many cases after multiple regression analysis
had been carried out it was followed up by covariance
analysis1 to test the significance of differences between
2
subgroups in Y means. The assumptions which underlie
the form of multiple regression analysis and covariance
analysis carried out are the same; they are as follows:-
(i) The regression of Y on each X is linear. This
condition underlies analysis leading to either
coefficients-T or -¥ as well as covariance
analysis; but in the two last mentioned procedures
the condition must be satisfied in each subgroup.
{Where the condition is not satisfied.linear
1. The appropriate methods are described by SPedecor (1956),
pp. 420 sq.
2. The statement of these assumptions is derived from
Snedecor (1956), pp.127 sq. and p.423 and from Lindquist
(1953)t PP.323 aq.
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regression may sometimes be replaced by
curvilinear regression, but it was not
found necessary to do so in the present
inquiry)
The next three assumptions concern coeffieients-W and
analysis of covariance.
(ii) The regression of Y on each X is constant
from sub group to sub group.
(iii) The variance of Ys adjusted by means of the
multiple regression equation is homogeneous
throughout sub groups. This assumption
underlies tests of the significance of a regression
coefficient-W or of the difference between adjusted
Y-means; it has no bearing on the calculation or
use of coefficients-W.
(iv) The distribution of adjusted Ya in each sub-group
is normal. This condition is involved only if the
tests mentioned in (iii) are to be carried out.
Apart from assumptions (i) to (iv) which concern the
validity of the procedures employed, there are two other
assumptions - discussed in chapters 3 and 4 - which must
be justified if the analysis is to yield evidence which can
form the basis for conclusions about the interrelationships
of the variates being studied.
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(v) 3s in each subgroup were drawn at random from
the same parent population; or initial bias in
the selection of subgroups can be controlled
by means of independent variates, ~ which requires that
the selection was random with reference to all
factors not controlled as qualitative variables
or by means of X-raeasures.
(vi) Independent variates are not affected by
differences in 'treatment', i.e., in this case,
by the extent to which Irish is used as teaching
medium.
It is unlikely that condition (i) has not been
satisfied in the regression of Ys on each of the first
preliminary
3 Xs. Macnamara (1959) in a studj/ to the present one
examined the correlation"1' between the attainment
(English and arithmetic) and X^ scores (N-VR) obtained by
some 200 Dublin boys. He divided the data into four
numerically equal sections, each representing a quarter of
the *1 distribution, and calculated correlation coefficients
1. It should be noted that rxy is closely related to the
regression of Y on X; rxy is the geometric mean of
byx and b^y. See Snedecor (1956) p.167.
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for each quarter. He discovered no significant differences
between the coefficients for different quarters, and while
it is not valid,strictly speaking,to reason from the
linearity of the correlation between two variates to the
linearity of the regression of one On the other, the 1959
test does suggest that marked departure from linearity of
regression of Ys on Xi in the present investigation is
unlikely. Correlations between measures of attainments
and measures such as X2 (socio-economic status) are
usually found to be so sraall^ that there is scarcely any
purpose in investigating whether the corresponding
regression is best treated as linear or as curvilinear.
The accompanying scattergrara (Fig.7*1) which illustrates
the relationship between EQs and X2 in group 4 shows that
departure from linearity in the regression of either of
these variables on the other is most unlikely to be
significant, so great is the scatter of EQs for each value
1. ¥ernon, M.D. (195$,154 sq.) cites a few studies in which
correlations of the order of .3 were found between ability
to read and socio-economic status. McCarthy (1954) cites
several studies in which small correlations were found
between measures of language development and socio-economic
status. In the present study the * simple* correlation
coefficients (see Snedecor 1956, p.499/ between English and
socio-economic status and between Irish and socio-economic
status, fluctuate slightly about .2. The simple
correlation coefficients between arithmetic and socio¬
economic status range from .22 to .30.
Curry (1962) presents some evidence that the relationship
between attainment scores and socio-economic status is not
the same at different levels of IQ. However, his statistical
analysis is not very rigorous and does not determine whether
or not- there are significant differences between the
correlations at different IQ levels.
Fig. 7-1 Scatter Diagram
EQ and Soclo-Econ. Rating
Linguistic Group 3
2U$
of 1-2 • This scattergram is not untypical of what was
observed of the relationships between other Ys and X2.
The relationships between Ys and X3 (ratings of teaching
skill) are also likely to be slight1 if only because X^
is a rather subjective and unreliable measure. Special
steps were taken to test the hypothesis that the regressions
of attainments on X^ (extent of teaching through Irish)
is linear, because X4 is the experimental variable.
Let us remind ourselves of the distinctions between
the five linguistic groups of schools included in the
regression analysis. Groups 1 to 4 are distinguished by
the varying number of years during which arithmetic was
taught through Irish; group 5 differs from the other four
not only because Irish was its medium of instruction in
arithmetic over a greater number of years than any other
group, but also because, unlike the other four groups, Irish
was its medium of instruction in all subjects (English excepted)
1. The simple (for the meaning of the word in this context see
Siiedecor, "1956, p.429) correlation coefficients between
measures of attainments and ratings of teaching skill in the
present survey were curious.
MHE14 IRISH SPA SMA N-VR M (schools)
Boys .16 .26 .09 .14 *.07 106
Girls .52 .52 .25 .30 .08 106
Regression analysis, however, reveals that the regression
of SPA quotients and GQs (Irish) on X3 are the only
significant ones.
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at all age levels. (Group 6 is omitted from the main
regression analyses). If, then, the regression of any
X on X4 is not linear, it is likely that the departure from
linearity should occur at X4 = 3 (i.e., at group 4).
The point may be made clear by means of a graph:
FIGURE 7.2
, 1 . *-9—Xjl
0 1 2 3 4 4
In Figure 7.2 line AC represents the first
alternative, i.e., linear regression; lines AB and BD
represent the second alternative, i.e., the regression
departs from linearity at the point where X4 * 3« The
reason for believing that regressions may be represented
by one or other of these alternatives is the constitution
of the groups; because if one result of teaching native
English-speakers arithmetic through Irish is to diminish
arithmetical attainments, the extent of the diminution,
probably, will either be revealed by a constant drop in
arithmetic score from group to group, or the drop from group 4
to group 5 will be significantly greater than that between
other successive pairs of groups. Mr. Frank 0*Carroll
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suggested a simple method of testing which of the above-
mentioned alternatives best represents the data. The
method is to include in the matrix1 which contains sums
of squares and sums of products for Xa an extra set of
sums of squares and sums of products for a new variate,
which has the following values:
X5 = 0 when X^ » 0 to 3
X5 =» 1 when X/^ » 4*
The elements of the inverted matrix are used to calculate
the values of bs (regression coefficients) which provide
the best fitting multiple regression equation and the
smallest sum of squared deviations from regression which
the data warrant. The effect of including X5 where
regression departs from linearity in the manner described
may be illustrated graphically:
FIGURE 7.3
1. See Snedecor (1956) p.43# sq»
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By including X5 the coefficient byX4 may be altered
appreciably, and byx5 may have a significantly greater
negative value than the new by^; if both possibilities
are realised the blue line of Fig. 7-3 represents the
relationship in question better than the red one. The
significance of byX^ is tested in the usual way
(Snedecor 1956, p.440); it will be significant only if
the inclusion of X5 has been a significant improvement
to the multiple regression equation, or to put it another
way, if the inclusion of X5 has significantly reduced the
sum of squared deviations from regression.
The 'null-hypothesis' that regression is homogeneous
over all subgroups, where the data is divided into subgroups,
X
nay be tested by an extension of the method by Lindquist
(1953, pp. 330 sq.) for the case where there is only one
independent variate. Lindquist shows that the sum of
squared deviations from regression based on coefficients-W
(QS^y) may be analysed into two components, (i) the sum
of squared deviations from regression based on coefficients
calculated for each group (S3 dev. fr. grp. regr.) and
(ii) the sum of squares for differences among group regressions
(SS among grp. regr.). A similar division of SS^y may be
1. I am grateful to Mr. Dermot Harrington of the Statistics
Department at the Agricultural Institute for guidance in
this matter.
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made where there are several independent variates, and
a similar test of significance to the one described by
Lindquist may be applied. Where there is more than one X
hoy/ever, the rules given by Lindquist for calculating the
degrees of freedom to be associated with each component
require adjustment. If there are N sets of observations
for N subjects, each set comprising v observations, then
the degrees of freedom (DF) associated with the total
variance of adjusted Ys are N-v; where Ss are divided
into a subgroups and SSwy is calculated on the basis of
coefficients-W, QFw » N-v-(a - 1). In order to calculate
SS dev. fr. grp. regr., mean Y and v-1 regression
coefficients must be calculated for each subgroup (i.e.
v constants are required for each subgroup) and since
there are a subgroups, there are N-av degrees of freedom
aiip.
associated with SS devffr./regr. DF for SS among grp. regr.
are (a - l)(v - 1). Thus, for example, if we were to test
whether the regression of Y on five Xs is homogeneous over
all of our twelve subgroups comprising 10&3 children in
total -
OF (total) » 10S3-6 - 1077
DFw » 1077-11 - 1066
DF (dev.fr.grp.regr.) « 10#3-12 x 6 ■ 1011
DF (among grp. regr.) = 11 x 5 55
Many tests of the hypothesis that regression is
homogeneous in various sections of the data were carried out
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which revealed that the hypothesis must be rejected in
many cases, but before presenting the results in detail
it will be well to note some points about the third and
fourth conditions mentioned above.
The third condition is that the variance of
adjusted Ys should be homogeneous throughout subgroups,
the fourth is that each distribution of adjusted Ys should
be normal; these two conditions are involved only when
t-tests or F-tests are to be applied. Lindquist (1953*
pp. 78 sq.) cites strong evidence that such tests can
be carried out with very little loss of reliability even
2
when these two conditions are not fulfilled. However
condition (iii) has an important bearing on the present
work since it is closely connected with condition (ii).
A little reflection will show that one of the reasons why
condition (&) is not satisfied in any set of data might
well be heterogenous variance either in the Ys or in any of
the Xs. The following figures illustrate the point:
1. Lindquist speaks only of F-tests, but the arguments he uses
apply also to t-tests.
2. Cochran (1957) writes: 'although the effects of failures
of these assumptions on the analysis of covariance do not
appear to have been investigated, much of the related work
on the analysis of variance carries over - for instance,
that on the effects of non-normality or inhomogeneity of
variance ... ' p.27$. His remarks need not be confined
to analysis of covariance; they apply with equal force to
multiple regression analysis which in key respects is
related to analysis of covariance.
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Group I Group II
I X11 Y x12
7 6 7 10
5 5 5 5
3 4 3 0
Here the variance of Ys is homogeneous while that
of Xs is heterogeneous.
If the two lines are plotted on a graph it is immediately
apparent that the variances have an effect on the lope
of the lines and consequently on the regression coefficient
kyx*
FIGURE 7.4
Numerous tests of the hypothesis that variance is
homogeneous throughout subgroups in various sections of the
data were carried out. These tests have a twofold value:
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(i) they throw light on the source of heterogeneous
regression; (il) they reveal when one of the assumptions
underlying t-tests and F~tests is not justified. When
that assumption is not justified by the data on which such
tests are carried out a slightly higher level of probability
TABLE 7.1
Hesults of Tests of Departure from Homogeneity

















































English (§Jj£ HS HS HS
Xi Var. HS S S HS s HS
X2 Var. HS s HS (S) (S) HS S
X0 Var. HS HS HS (S) (S) HS HS HS HS
h Var. HS HS HS (S) (S) HS HS S
X5 Var. HS HS HS (S) (S) HS HS HS
NOTES: S » departure from homogeneity - significant at 5^ level.
~*HS " " » - " " 1% »
No entry shows that the tests revealed no significant departure
irom nomogeneity.
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B m boys, G » girls, W « West, E - Rest.
Under each B and G, at least three subgroups
are included, namely, 2-teacher, 3-teacher, and
more-than-3-teacher, schools. Under the heading
B & G (W & E) all twelve subgroups are included.
I variates - have not been adjusted by means of
multiple regression equations.
is required for significance^". The findings of the tests
for homogeneity of regression and homogeneity of variance
are summarised in a single table, 7.1.
One conclusion which emerges from all these
tests is that heterogeneity of regression in every instance
may well be due to heterogeneity of variance, since the
farmer never occurs without the latter. Another conclusion
is that the populations of children in the three different
types of schools, 2-teacher, 3-teacher, and more-than-3-teacher}
schools differ appreciably. It is not easy to see
precisely what the differences are because the numbers of
observations on which subgroup variances are based vary very
much, and where n is small,variance is subject to large
random fluctuations. It must be added that Bartlett's test
for homogeneity of variance makes an allowance for variations
in n so that they do not affect the validity of the test.
NOTESi
(Contd.)
1. Lindquist (1953* P«&3)
25?.,'
At this point of our thinking the following hypothesis
to explain why populations vary suggested itself. By and
large 2-teacher schools are found in more sparsely populated
areas than 3-teacher schools, and the latter in more
sparsely populated areas than schools which have more than
three teachers (m-teacher schools). And by and large
there are fewer middle class families in sparsely populated
areas than in thickly populated ones. Indeed Barr (1959)
has shown that many of the differences in scholastic attain¬
ments between rural and urban areas can be explained by
differences between the two regions in the proportion of
people at each socio-economic level. In the present analysis
each set of attainment quotients, T, and also X^, correlates
positively with socio-economic status as indicated by parental
occupation. Therefore the dispersion of each I and X^
might be expected to vary with the dispersion of measures
of socio-economic status (X2).
The hypothesis may be examined in table 7.2.
The first point to be observed about table 7.2 is that the
pattern of variances for I2 does not support the hypothesis
just stated. In the West the variance of I2 is homogeneous, but
in the Rest it is heterogeneous, among subgroups. Secondly,
in the Rest, there is a distinct tendency for the variance














3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t 2—t 3-t m-t
n 39 76 35 39 47 25 144 61 10 121 50 122
SPA 569 277 309 ISO 177 193 311 276 44 293 274 216
SMA 274 292 293 154 291 173 268 232 19 290 231 229
GQ 275 353 160 259 256 131 263 393 45 239 234 227
EQ 377 323 257 135 135 298 130 279 91 181 252 183
(Xl> 192 244 292 324 133 151 228 332 102 163 234 277
1 <*2> 1.9 2.9 2.2 1*4 1.3 2.7 2.4 4.5 1.3 1.6 2.9 2,3
•
u3) 12.7 5.1 1.7 10.7 5.3 .84 |22.3 4.2 0.0 10. 5 5.0 6.7
(X4) 1.7 1.4 064 1.6 1.9 0.21 1.6 2.5 0.0 1.9 1.2 2.4
U5) 025 0.19 0.06 0J2D 0.20 0 » toP.. 0.06 0.20 0.0 0.11 0.0 0.22
^ »t' stands for teacher,
are more than 3 teachers
'm-t *
#
for schools in which there
There is heterogeneous variance among subgroups for each of
the variables named on the left of the table. By referring
back to table 7.1 the reader can remind himself in which
sections of the table variance is heterogeneous.
2-fceaeher or m-teacher schools. Looking next at the variances
for Ys, the same patterns as those just noted for X2 are observed:
no consistent pattern in the West; a distinct tendency for those
of 3-teacher schools to be the largest. Let us first consider
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the second half the table, marked Rest, In the Rest there
are six ra-teacher schools, and of these two are Dublin schools,
a third is situated in a town of ©ver 10,000 people, {there
are only fourteen such in Ireland), the remaining three in




Boys Girls Boys Girls












In Dublin and the town of over 10,000 there are private schools
to which middle class parents generally prefer to send their
children rather than to the national schools, while in rural
areas there is generally speaking no alternative to the
national school. As all 2-teacher and, with one exception,
all 3-teacher schools are rural, their pupils form a sample
which from the socio-economic point of view is representative
of the local communities, whereas the pupils In m-teacher
schools are less representative of the local communities, since
they do not include the correct proportion of middle class
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children. This could explain why contrary to our prediction
the variance for m-teacher schools is smaller than that for
3-teacher schools in the second half of table 7*2. It is
more difficult to explain why the prediction is not verified
in the first half of the table unless, perhaps, the reason
is, that in the West differences in density of population
between the areas served by the three sorts of school are
not as marked as those between corresponding areas in the
Rest. Only one of the four ra-teacher schools in the West,
for example,is situated in an area where there is also a
pfiyafce primary school.
The above observations may explain why in the
West subgroup variances in Xg do not differ significantly
one from another, and why no pattern is observable in the
differences between subgroup variances for Is and X^j but
they hardly explain why the latter differences are in
certain sections (West) of the data heterogeneous. However
since the correlations between X2 on the one hand and X^
and the different Ys on the other are low, it would be
futile to attempt to explain fully in terms of X^ all anomalies
in Xx and in Is. We must rest content with the partial
explanation of heterogeneous variances offered because the
evidence to hand does not permit of a fuller one.
The fact that condition (ii)"*" is not satisfied in
numerous sections of the data poses two problems which can
1. See above, p.Ikf,
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be solved only by examining what heterogeneous regression
involves. The first is whether a number of subgroups
showing heterogeneous regression can be combined into a
single group for the purpose of regression analysis or
whether the data for each subgroup must be analysed
separately.
In considering this problem some points about the
samples of children concerned must be borne in mind. Each
group approximates to a random sample of all the children
who are taught in the particular manner which characterises
£hat group. One of the limitations imposed on each sample
was that it should be representative of all the national
schools in the country in the proportion of boys and girls,
and in size of school as indicated by number of teachers.
The suggestion has been made above that in dividing groups
into 2-teacher, 3-teacher and m-teacher schools, the entire
sample has been divided into heterogeneous subpopulations
whose heterogeneity is revealed by heterogeneous regression.
But almost any population can be broken down into heterogeneous
subpopulations. For example, the population of 11 year old
Dublin boys can be divided into those who have spent the last
twelve months in hospital and those who have not; each of
these subgroups can be divided into the sons of professional
class people and the sons of people who are not professional
class. If an English test and a non-verbal reason!ng test
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were administered to all these boys it would be reasonable
to expect marked differences fcetxveen the various types of
boys not only in mean EQ, but also in the subgroup variances1
of EQs and IQs. It would al30 be reasonable to expect that
the regression of EQ on non-verbal IQ would vary significantly
from subgroup to subgroup. All this does not mean that
11 year old Dublin boys may not be considered as a single
population; what it means is that any population in which
there are differences between individuals can be broken
down into quite heterogeneous subpopulations. What has
happened in the present investigation seems to be just that.
In separating children into subgroups which are characterised
by a particular number of teachers per school, heterogeneous
subpopulations have been determined. The first problem
posed by the discovery of heterogeneous regression amongst
subgroups was whether such subgroups might be combined into
a single large group for the purpose of regression analysis.
We maintain that the answer is yes.
There remains the further problem; whether it is
better to combine these subgroups into a single group or
to take account of differences between subgroups; or to
1. Bernstein (1961) reports such a difference in variance
between working class and public s chool youth: the verbal
IQs of the former were not as widely spread as those of
the latter.
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put it another way, whether coefficients-T represent the
regressions of Is on Xs better than coeffiei©nts-W?
Coefficients-W, we remind ourselves, measure regression
based on lines which are parallel in each subgroup;
coefficients-T measure regression which is baded on only
one set of lines (one line for each X) for the entire sample.
The former, which take into account differences between
groups in mean Is and mean Xs, are more accurate than the
latter which ignore such differences; unless mean Ys and
mean Xs coincide, in which case the two sets of coefficients
are identical. For this reason the analyses to be
described in the following pages are where possible baed
on coefficients-W.
Results: Groups I_toJ>,.
The most important hypotheses tested in the various
analyses reported in this section are that the regression of
Ys on X^. and on X5 are not significantly greater than aero:
these are the hypotheses which state that when allowance
has been made for differences in the first three independent
variates, the e:rfcent of teaching thro-ugh the medium of Irish
has no significant bearing on attainments in each of the








1 2 3 4 5 6
160 133 215 170 196 155
SPA 37.2 37.9 37.3 33.3 83.0 78.6
SMA 95.0 94.4 95.5 94.5 96.3 87.7
Irish 93.1 94.1 95.4 93.0 102.6 102.7
English 101.2 102 .6 101.7 100.8 102.9 91.9
*1 101.3 102.0 99.4 98.4 101.8 99.4
x2 2.56 3.01 2.96 2.39 3.72 2.25
x3 17.2 13.5 17.3 18.5 20.2 17.4
£ Note: these means are for the entire sample, including
children in 1-teacher schools.
In the tables which follow signifies the
partial regression of an attainment quotient on X3J
signifies the partial regression of an attainment quotient
on X2 etc. A single asterisk is used to mark a coefficient
which is significant at the 5%, two asterisks to mark a
coefficient which is significant at the 1% level of probability.
After each coefficient its standard error is given in brackets.
Commentary on table 7.5 will be recorded under
the four subject headings.
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TABLE 7.5
Regression Coefficients-W : Groups I to 5.
SPA SMA Irish MHE14X
bl .600**(.029) .541**(.026) .523**(.029) .611**(.025)
*>2 1.602**(.304) 1.730**(.290) .642* (.297) .629* (.253)
b3 .330* (.150) .096 (.143) .566**(.147) .060 (.125)
: b4 .699 (.511) .566 (,.436) 1.726**(.499) .539 (.425)
cf VFl -S.649**(1.716) -2.455 (1.634) .596 (1.676) -.517 (1.430)
N « 919
x The only one of these four analyses in which the
condition of homogeneous regression is satisfied
is the analysis of MHE14 quotients.
Problem Arithmetic (SPA):
Since is not significant, X^ has not reduced the
regression sum of squares significantly;, though it can be
expected to have somewhat disturbed each of the other
regression coefficients. The significant bs become better
estimates of the corresponding parameters when they have
been corrected for disturbance due to the influence of X^*
The method which Snedecor (1956, pp. 444-5) outlines for
»deleting an independent variable' when the inverse matrix
has been calculated was followed. When X^ has been deleted,
b3 becomes -7.696 (SE = I.676), which is significant at the 1%
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level of probability. Thus the findings of regression
analysis are that group 5 obtained problem arithmetic quotients
which are significantly below those obtained by the other
four groups on an average by about B points, and that these
other groups do not differ significantly among themselves
in mean problem arithmetic quotient.
measures the extent to which variation in Y (within subgroups)
has been accounted for by means of the Xs, in this analysis
is .61. Thus, much of the variation in Y has not been
accounted for. If more of the variation had been accounted
for, by the introduction of further Xs for example, there
is no knowing to what extent the observed bs would have been
affected, but it is very likely that they would have been
affected to some extent. Thus, conclusions from the above
analysis are less secure than we should wish. However, it
is highly probable that the difference between group 5 and
the other four groups in the use of Irish as teaching
medium has resulted in a significant difference in mean SPA
quotient in favour of the four groups.
1. Snedecor (1956) p.42G gives the formula for this
coefficient, which is symbolised by H, as
The coefficient of multiple correlation1, which
See also op.clt. p.436.
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The findings for problem arithmetic may be
represented on a graph.
FIGURE 7.5
Y
6 1 2 5 t
These findings, however, raise a theoretical
difficulty. If the teaching of English-speaking children
through the medium of Irish is the cause of a sharp drop
in problem arithmetic Quotient between groups 4 and 5, it
seems strange that there should be no drop, at all between
groups 1 and 4, since one would expect to find some drop
associated with increases in the length of time during
which arithmetic was taught in Irish. Figure 7.5 however
does not accord with this expectancy! though the findings
do not exclude it.
The advice of an experienced national school teacher
was sought about the difficulty, and he suggested that it
might be solved as follows. By and large there is very
little work done in problem arithmetic in national schools
before 3rd standard; in particular, he thought, children
are seldom set written problems before they come to
3rd standard and even in this standard they do not get a
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lot of such work. Thus of the children in the first
four linguistic groups.only those in group 4 would have
had experience of written problems in Irish, and their
experience was most likely quite limited. Hence the
absence in our findings of a drop in mean problem arithmetic
quotient from group to group over the first four groups.
It is of interest that the findings for problem
arithmetic recorded here are in general agreement with
the conclusion arrived at as a result of our review of
the relevant studies in bilingualisra, (see above pp. IO|sq. )„
Mechanical Arithmetic (SMA):
Apart from b-^ and b^, none of the other 3 coefficients
calculated for SKA is significant. Neither b^ nor becomes
significant if any one or any pair of the variates which is
failing significantly to reduce the sum of squares due to
regression is deleted. Thus we shall retain the hypothesis
that length of teaching through the medium of Irish exerts
no appreciable influence on attainment in mechanical
arithmetic. Again this finding is in harmony with our
conclusion about the effect of bilingual!sm on mechanical
arithmetic arrived at as a result of our survey of the
relevant studies.
For this analysis, R * .59.
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Irish (GQh
When is eliminated, falling short of
significance, b^ becomes 1.85 (S.E. « .356) which is also
significant at the 1% level. This means that there is
a significant tendency for Irish quotients to increase
as the use of Irish as teaching medium increases. However,
the analysis does not yield any evidence that group 5 excels
group 4 by any more than group 4 excels group 3 etc.
The non-significant b^ is surprising because it seems to
indicate that group 5fs advantage in GQ over group 4»which
appears to result from the former*s being taught all
subjects through Irish throu^iout their school lives, is no
greater than that of group 4 over group 3,which appears to
result from group 4fs having been taught arithmetic alone
through Irish for two years longer than group 3. This
may arise from the fact that apart from EngLish and Irish
there is very little else on the curriculum of Irish national
schools except arithmetic'1"! which means that the difference
between teaching all subjects (English excepted) through
Irish and teaching just arithmetic through Irish is not very
great. However we shall have more to say on this point
when we take the findings for West and Rest separately.
1. These three subjects occupy some $8/6 of a national school
child*s time - see below, pp. 3fJ,sq.
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E in this analysis is .57.
English (MHE1A);
Since b^» b^, and b^ all fall short of significance
the effect on b^ and b^ of eliminating X^ was tested,
also the effect on b^ of eliminating X^ and on b^ of
eliminating X^» The effect on b^ of eliminating X^ and
and on b^ of eliminating X^ and X^ was also tested.
Neither b^ nor b^ was foxind significant in any of these
tests. In short no tendency for mean EQ to be related
to either X^ or X^ is revealed.
r » .66 in this analysis,
I lean differences between subgroups;
In an analysis of regression where the condition of
homogeneous regression has not been satisfied the hypothesis
that subgroup means adjusted by analysis of covariance
procedure do not differ significantly may still be tested.
The effect of heterogeneity of regression on the F-test,
like the effect of heterogeneity of variance, is probably
slight, tending to make a mean difference appear
significant when in fact it is not. The hypothesis was
tested"1" for each of the Is, and the values of F noted in
table 7.6 were obtained.
1. Snedecor (1956) pp.420 sq. outlines a test of this hypothesis
suitable for the case where there are more Xs than one.
The test entails calculating eoeffieients-T as well as
coefficients-W. F0r details of these tests, see Appendix 6 .
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In each test twelve subgroups were recognised (boys and
girls, from West and Rest, who attend one of the three
types of school, 2-teacher, 3-teacher, ©r more-than-3
teacher), but as the analysis was only one dimensional
(not three dimensional) no interaction components were
obtained. Because numbers varied disproportionately
among subgroups, the labour of a three dimensional analysis
would have been too heavy.
TABLE 7.6
Variance Ratios in Tests of Mean Differences
Between Subgroups.
X variates Jr of
SPA .231 1 'li and 902
SMA 1.639 11 and 902
Irish 10.24** 11 and 902
MHE14 11.64** 1 In aad 902
/ F = 1.60 is significant at the 5% and F ^ 2.26
at the 1% level of probability.
N » 919-
Though the regression of GQs on independent variates is
heterogeneous among subgroups, so large an F as that for
Irish in table 7.6 must be accepted as sufficient evidence













































































































































































































on independent variates is homogeneous among subgroups.
Unadjusted and adjusted subgroup means are given in
Table 7.7.
In order to help sort out which of the factors
associated with the cIsssifications of subgroups (i.e.
sex, region, and size of school) caused the significant Fs
in table 7.6>a further analysis of covariance was undertaken.
This was made with sums of squares and sums of products
♦within*, recognising only two subdivisions, namely, West
and Rest, and with suras of squares and sums of products
'total*, enabling us to test the hypothesis that West and
Rest do not differ significantly in mean attainment quotient.
These tests yielded F * 6,S5& for GQs (DF » 1 and 912) and
F « 2.066 for EQs (DF » 1 and 912). Since values of
F 3 3.65 and 6.66 are significant at the % and 1% levels
of probability respectively, the null hypothesis is
rejected in the case of GQs but not in the case of EQs.
Thus it is only in Irish that children of West and Rest
differ significantly, the former excelling.
Inspectors and teachers who were consulted were
generally of the opinion that the higher GQs of children
in the West are to be explained mainly by the fact that
the Department requires a higher standard of Irish in
counties where there are Irish-speaking areas (West) than
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in other counties (Rest), Some were also of the opinion
that the finding might be explained partly by the tradition1
in the West, more than in the Rest, of looking on * education'
as a means to secure covetted positions; and since greater
prominence is given to Irish than to any other subject in
national schools, children in the West may be expected
to excel at Irish. However, this argument loses some
of its force because the differences in arithmetic and
English between regions are not significant; and while
these subjects are not given as much prominence as Irish
they are far from being regarded as unimportant. A final
suggestion to explain the significant difference in mean
GQ is that in the West spoken English is more influenced
by the syntax and phonetics of Irish than the English of
other parts, and as a result children in the West learn
Irish with greater ease than those in the Rest, This is
certainly a reasonable suggestion, though if it were true
wg should perhaps expect to find that the Rest excelled the
West in English; but we do not find this.
Heterogeneous regression of Y on independent variates
among subgroup, means that bs differ among subgroups and
consequently that the multiple regression equation differs
among subgroups. However, it is maintained here that such
1. See above, PP.//7,
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heterogeneity arises from the particular manner in which
the sample of children tested have been divided into
subgroups, and that a single multiple regression equation
may be employed to represent the sample regression of Y
on Xs. Assuming that the argument is correct, it is per¬
missible to use this multiple regression equation(employing
coefficients*W) to adjust mean Is* This was done for
subgroup means in the four Y tests (though the problem
of heterogeneous regression did not arise in the case of
wsrs
English), and the results/set out in table 7.7* For
purposes of comparison the unadjusted, or original, subgroup
means are also given.
It is not possible without a great deal of labour
to test the significance of the difference between
pairs of means for any given I in table 7.7; but apart
from the difficulty, the wisdom of making such a series
of tests is open to question. Even when an overall test
has revealed no significant differences among a number
of means, a pair of means can generally be selected from
among them which when tested appear to differ significantly.
We shall, therefore, be content to seek for general
tendencies.
It would appear that the significant F for mean
differences in GQ is due not only to a significant
difference between West and Rest but also to a difference
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between boys and girls. There aiieo seems to be a
tendency for 3-teacher schools to obtain higher mean GQs
than 2-teachor schools, and for m-teacher schools to obtain
the lowest means of all. Though the difference between West
and Rest in mean EQ is not significant, the other tendencies
noted in mean GQs seem to be present also, though not to
the same extent, in adjusted mean EQa. It is easy to
understand why the advantage of an extra teacher should raise
the mean GQs and mean EQs of 3-teacher above those of 2-teacher
schools, but it is difficult to explain why the advantage of
more than three teachers should not raise these means still
further. Schools classed under m-teacher differ from the
other two types of schools in a number of ways:
(1) 10 of the 99 schools in groups 1 to 5 are m-teacher
schools and of the 10 only 2 are mixed schools whereas 78 of the
remaining 89 are mixed; (ii) the ratio of boys to girls in
m-teacher schools, 95/147, is smaller than in the other 2 types
of school combined, 370/307 ; (iii) ra-teacher schools are
mostly situated in or near the larger centres of population;
four are in cities, one is in a town of over 10,000 and one
in a town of over 5,000 people - in the entire country there
are only 32 towns with a population of over 5000. Perhaps
the tendency for m-teacher schools to obtain lower GQs and
EQs than other schools is to be explained by the third point.
In the larger centres of population there are private schools
to which middle class parents generally prefer to send their
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children rather than to national schools, while in rural
areas there is generally no alternative to the national
school. This point has already been made in connection
with table 7.2, but it seems relevant here also, since
the absence of an appreciable number of middle class
children would tend to reduce mean scores, particularly
in language tests3* such as Irish or MHE14. While X2
helps to make an adjustment for socio-economic differences
between subgroups it may not succeed in eliminating
completely the effect of socio-econoipic differences.
However, whatever the truth of this reasoning,it is hardly
sufficient to explain the large differences in mean GQ and
EQ between m-teacher and other schools, and indeed these
differences cannot be adequately explained by the
information available about the different types of school.
1. The work of Nisbet (1953) and Bernstein (1953) suggesting
that one of the main reasons why social classes differ
in scholastic attainments is that they differ in knowledge
and command of language.
Eells et al. (19511 had previously noted that:
*practically all items which show unusually small
differences (between social classes) are non-verbal in
symbolism or are expressed in relatively simple everyday
vocabulary and deal with concepts which are probably
equally familiar, or equally unfamiliar, to pupils at
both status levels1, p. 357.
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Summary;
The results so far presented may be summarised as
follows:
No loss or gain in mean mechanical arithmetic or
English quotient appears to be associated with teaching
children from English-speaking homes through the medium of
Irish. A loss of about 8 points in mean SPA quotient
was found in the schools of group 5 by comparison with those
of the other four groups; this difference may be expressed
as a difference of about 11 months"1" in mean arithmetic age.
An increase in the length of time during which Irish is used
as the medium for teaching arithmetic to children from
English-speaking homes appears to be accompanied by an
increase in mean GQ; the difference between successive
groups is about 1.E5 points which is equivalent to 3-70
months of"Irish age'if one month is taken as equivalent
to .5 of a GQ point, as was done in preparing the Irish
1. Arithmetic quotients (AQ) are calculated by means of the
formula
aq b M ac 100 in which AA = arithmetic age and
CA « chronological age. The formula may also be used to
calculate the difference in AA implied by a difference of
8 points in AQ. The 5 groups* mean CA is 12.17 months;
the mean AQ for groups 1 to 4 is #7.60. The difference
in mean AA thus obtained must be regarded as no more than
an approximation to the 'real' or 'true* difference in AA
which cannot be calculated since adequate information for
the purpose is not provided in the test manual.
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conversion table. From this line of reasoning it follows
that the difference between linguistic groups 1 and 5 in
mean Irish age is about 14 months, the difference being
in favour of the latter.
Differences between subgroup means are not
significant in problem and in mechanical arithmetic;
but they are significant in Irish and English. Only in
Irish is there a significant difference between West and
Rest, the former being superior. This difference is
most likely due to the fact that the Department requires
a higher standard of Irish in the West, but other explanations
were also considered. There is a general tendency for
Irish and English means for 3-teacher schools to be larger
than those for either 2-teacher or m-teacher schools.
Differences in socio-economic status between the children
who attend the three different sizes of schools were
suggested to help to explain this tendency; but for the
most part the tendency is unexplained.
Coefficients, b^, b2? b-j.
In all four analyses bi and b2 were significant,
showing that the inclusion of Xl and Xg has contributed in
each case to the sensitivity of tests dealing with the
relationship of attainment with extent of teaching through
Irish. Nothing further about the first 2 Xs need be added
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except to note that no purpose would be served by
comparing the corresponding coefficients from the different
analyse s, for example, bg in the analysis of SPA quotients
and bg in the analysis of English quotients} such a
comparison would be without meaning since the variance
of the former is not the same as that of the latter.
The most interesting of the first three
regression coefficients is b^ which measures the
regression of attainment quotients on inspectors* ratings
of teachers* Only two of the b^s are significant,
namely, those obtained in the analysis of problem arithmetic
and Irish quotients* That b^ in the analysis of Irish
quotients is significant might have been anticipated, since
Irish is given more prominence than any other subject in
national schools. It would also appear that inspectors
attach greater importance to problem arithmetic than to
mechanical arithmetic or to English; or perhaps that good
teaching is rewarded to a greater extent in problem arithmetic.
That there should be a significant regression of SPA quotients
but not of SMA quotients, on is understandable, since
mechanical arithmetic sums can be worked out successfully
by children who have been drilled in a more or less
mechanical fashion, whereas problem arithmetic sums are
more likely to prove troublesome to children who do not
understand the arithmetical procedures which they have been
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taught or who have not been encouraged to analyse
problems before attempting to solve them, Excellence in
teaching is likely to be more amply revealed in the way
children progress in problem than in mechanical arithmetic.
But the non-significant regression of English quotients
on X^ is extremely puatzling. Perhaps it is to be
attributed to the placing of the revival of Irish first
amongst the aims of primary education with the result that
attention has been withdrawn from English. However,
we must bear in mind that R in this analysis is only .66.
Supplementary Analyses.
The supplementary analyses whose results are now
to be presented are of arithmetic and Irish quotients;
no further analysis of English quotients was necessary
since the regression of EQs on Xs is homogeneous among
subgroups. Indeed, these further analyses were carried
out precisely because the regression of arithmetic and
Irish quotients on Xs was in each case heterogeneous -
see table 7.1.
Table 7.1 shows that the regression of SPA on Xs
does not vary significantly among subgroups of boys and girls
in the West or among the six subgroups of boys; the same
tabic also shows that the regression of SMA on Xs does not
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vary significantly among the six subgroups of boys.
An analysis was carried out for each of these sections
of the data and for each of the remaining sections of
three subgroups each. The results are presented in
tables 7*B}7»9, and 7-10.By referring to table 7.1 the
reader can remind himself in which sections the condition
of homogeneous regression is satisfied.
Coefficients in the left hand and centre columns
of table 7.8 are similar to the corresponding ones in
table 7.5ybut and b£; in the right hand column, for
girls in the Rest, are rather different.
TABLE 7.3^
Regression Coefficients; SPA.
WEST WEST AND REST REST
Boys and Girls Boys Girlsx
bi .527** (.049) .620** (.047) .700**(044)
b? 1,636** (.535) 1.393** (.477) 1.526**(.462)
b3 .394 (.302) .303 (.221) .341 (.237)
\ .313 (1.021) -.056 (.313) 2.107**(.711)
b5 -3.365**(2.762) -7.467**(2.742) -14.131**(2.531)
/ Symbols used in this table are used with the same
meaning as in table 7.5.
x In this section regression is markedly heterogeneous
among the 3 subgroups.
2 £2
(The coefficients for the separate subgroups of girls
in the West may be compared in Appendix 7 » where it
will be noticed that there are enormous differences
between these sets of coefficients for girls of which
those given in table 7.3 are the averages.)
The highly significant and positive b^ in conjunction
with a highly significant and negative b^ seems to show
that there is some important source of variance which
is not controlled by the independent variates.
Otherwise it is almost impossible to explain how the
teaching of arithmetic through Irish appears to produce
one effect on linguistic group 5 and the opposite effect
on the first four linguistic groups. In the latter
case the effect seems to be: the longer the period of
teaching through Irish, the higher the arithmetic score.
Though R = .73 in this set of data, which is slightly
higher than in most other sections where R » .6 approx¬
imately, it is still sufficiently small to permit of
considerable increase through the improvement of the
existing independent variates or the introduction of new
ones. For this reason it is interesting to note in
passing that b^ is not significant in any of the three
analyses of table 7*3, though it was significant in
table 7.5. It is quite possible, if the general belief
that teachers vary a great deal in their ability to
2^3
develop arithmetical 3kills and powers in children is
true5 that X^ is not a sufficiently sensitive measure to
control variations of this sort.
TABLE 7.9.
Regression Coefficients: SMA.







.594**(•039) 337** (.06$) .575** (.051)
1.676**(.400) 1.502 (.752) 1.912** (»529)
.142 (.165) .624 (.425) -.242 (.270)
.126 (.666) -.322 (1.330) 1.695* (.612)
1.329 (2.300) .144 (3.619) -12.666**(3.06)
x Symbols in this table are used with the
same significance as in table 7.5.
Coefficients in table 7.9, with the exception of those
for girls in the Rest, do not differ greatly from the
corresponding ones in table 7.5. Coefficients for girls
from the Rest in table 7.9 resemble the corresponding
ones in table 7.6, for in both tables b^ is significant
and positive, b^ is significant and negative, h
ffeither b^ nor b^. is significant in any other analysis of
SMA quotients. Such a similarity between tables 7.$ and
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7«9 is not surprising since both tables deal with
arithmetic quotients. However, this particular
similarity is further evidence that some uncontrolled
or poorly controlled factor is affecting quotients.
The negative, though not significant, b^ for these girls
reinforces the suggestion,,made above _> that this poorly
controlled factor may be differences between teachers
or schools.
Table 7*10 contains coefficients obtained from
four analyses of GQs. (Regression was not homogeneous
over any two of these sections.) The table suggests
that the use of Irish as medium of instruction has no
effect on children's GQs in the West. In the Rest,
increases in the length of time during which arithmetic
was taught through Irish to girls are associated with
increases in mean GQ; while only the very extensive use
of Irish as teaching medium which characterises group 5
is associated with higher GQs for boys. Why should
teaching through Irish produce different effects in the
West and in the Rest? The answer given by the majority
of inspectors and teachers who were asked this question
is that greater pressure has been brought to bear on
schools in the English-speaking parts of Gaeltacht counties
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h • 561**(.055) .453**(.066) .532**(.105) .487** (.052;
b2 1.250* (.573) .9S1 (.792) .371 (.610) -,0864(.543)
b3 .948**(.335) 1.460**(.430) .530# (.233) .119 (.27a)
\ •7S6 (1.172) .112 (1.347) 1.332 (.920) 1.962*(.337)
b5 -2.934 (3-175) -2.16 (3.664) ,57a*(4.122) 4.553 (316*}
x Symbols in this table have the same significance
as in table 7. •
The effect of this difference in policy has been
that teachers who teach through Irish in the West and in
the Rest differ; in the Rest teachers who do so are for
the most part more enthusiastic for the Irish language movement
and possibly possessed of a better knowledge of Irish than
those who do not, while in the West many teachersteach through
1. See above pp. //7 sq. where it is noted that the proportion
of schools teaching through Irish is greater in the West than
in the Rest. Note the interesting parallel between the
suggestion offered by Irish teachers and that offered to
McConkey (1951) by teachers in S. Africa - cf. above p./9.
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Irish who have little interest in the language movement
and possibly no greater knowledge of Irish than those
who do not teach through Irish. Teachers and inspectors
who were consulted, then, were of the opinion that the
reason why teaching through Irish is associated with higher
mean GQs in the Rest is that the teachers who teach through
Irish there are better teachers of Irish than those who do
not teach through Irish; whereas the same could not be
said of teachers who taught through Irish in the West.
Thus the higher mean GQs associated with teaching through
Irish in the Rest are not, it seems, the result of teaching
through Irish. All this would appear to be further
confirmation that 1y which is a general rating of teaching
skill, does not adequately control differences between
teachers in the quality of their teaching of individual
subjects.
No explanation could be found of why in the Rest
b^ for boys and b^ for girls are significant, while b^ for
boys and b^ for girls are not significant.
In Table 7-10, b^ tends to be larger in the West
than in the Rest. This seems to be further evidence of
a difference in emphasis on Irish between the two regions;
for when inspectors rate teachers they seem to pay more
attention to Irish in the West than in the Rest.
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Summary of Supplementary Analyses.
Supplementary analyses made of sections of the data
yield conclusions which like those of the main analysis
presented earlier in this chapter are of a somewhat tentative
nature in as much as E is small in each. The most
consistent finding throughout is that linguistic group 5
and its subgroups obtain mean SPA quotients which are lower
than those obtained by other groups - a finding which might
have been anticipated from our review of the literature on
bilingual!sm. The difference in mean quotient is estimated
as the equivalent of a difference of 11 months in arithmetical
age. A further finding, also of considerable interest, is
that higher mean GQs are associated with teaching through
Irish in the Rest but not in the West. The best explanation
of this difference which can be found is that the teachers
who teach through Irish in the Rest are better teachers of
Irish than those who do not teach through Irish; whereas
there is probably no such distinction between teachers who
teach through Irish and those who do not in the West. There
are several indications in the findings that differences
between teachers and between schools have not been adequately
controlled by Xy and this weakness has been suggested to
explain certain anomalies in the results, such as the
coefficients for girls' AQs in the Rest.
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Native-Speakers of Irish.
Group 6, which is composed of native speakers of
Irish, was not included with the other five linguistic
groups in the analyses already reported since the only
position which it might have occupied on the scale X.
4
(length of time during which Irish was used as medium
of instruction) was already occupied by group 5.
However the data for group 6 was analysed separately,
each,of the 4 Is in conjunction with X^, X2, and X^.
TABLE 7.11^-
Coefficients: Native-speakers of Irish.
JPA 31-IA IRISH ENGLISH
bl .472**(.071) .559** (.063) .495**(.031) .577**(.040)
b2 1.392 (1.102) 1.160 (1.016) 1.450 (1.266) 1.030 (.626)
b3 1.754**(.375) 2.154**(.362) 1.609**(.431) 1.63S**(.213)
-
R .52 .60 .43 .73
/ Symbols in this table have the same significance
as those in table 7.5. The coefficients are
coefficients-T.
U • 155.
Table 7.11 contains the coeff'icients-T obtained for group 6
analysed as a single group. The number of children in the
group, 155, is rather too small to divide into subgroups
as was done in previous analyses.
The principal differences between table 7.11 and
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table 7.5 are: (i) b2 is significant in none of the analyses
represented in the former while it is significant in all
four of the latter; (ii) b^ is significant in all four
analyses of the latter whereas in table 7*5 it was
significant in the analyses of SPA quotients and GQs only.
The reason for (i) would appear to be that the variance
of X2 in group 6 is very small, 1.05; smaller, in fact,
that any of the variances for given in table 7.2.
The reason for this is that the very great majority
of fathers of children in group 6 are what in Scotland
would be called crofters, and nearly all the children
received a socio-economic rating of 2. The effect of
the small variation in X^ on b^ may be clearly realised
by imagining what happens to b^ in the extreme case where
the variance of X2 becomes zero; then becomes zero
also. Thus it is not surprising that b2 in the analyses
of data for group 6 should be non-3igniflcant; particularly
if one bears in mind that even in those sections of t he
data where the variance of X^ is larger, is invariably
quite small.
Perhaps the reason why b^ in contrast is significant
in all four analyses of data.from group 6 is that teachers
of these children were rated by a very much smaller number
of inspectors than the teachers of other linguistic groups.
Iri3h-speaking areas are very small today by comparison
with the rest of the country and some three or four
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inspectors between them supervise all the schools of these
areas. This fact probably leads to greater consistency in the
rating of teachers in group 6 than in other groups. Hence,
perhaps, the significance of b^ in table 7.11» and hence, too,
the tendency for b^ to be much larger in this table than in
previous ones.
Though the data for group 6 was not included in
the main analysis, it is possible to make a fairly accurate
test of the hypothesis that children in group 6 do not differ
significantly from those in other groups in mean attainment
quotients. Multiple regression analyses was carried out
using Xi, X2, and X3, for all children in the six linguistic
groups, and coefficients-T"1" were calculated for each Y in turn.
TABLE 7.12^.
Coefficients-»T: Entire Sample.
SPA SMA IRISH ENGLISH
bl .540**(.027) •509**(.026 .433**(.029) .563**1.023)
b2 I.724**(.293) 1.946**1.275) 1.005**(.305) 1.119**(.246)
b3 .494**(.136) -463**(.127) .661**(.142) .503**(.114)
§ .56 , .57 .50 .64
/ Symbols in this table have the same significance
as in table 7.5. K= IO63.
These coefficients were used to adjust attainment means,
whereupon
1. Coefficients-W could not have been calculated without a great
deal of labour which would hardly be repaid since neither X4
nor X5 could be included in the analysis. The small number of
children from 1-teacher schools previously omitted from
analyses are included in the analysis recorded in the text.
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the standard error of a differencebetween adjusted
means was calculated"*".
2
In problem arithmetic the adjusted means for the
first five linguistic groups combined and for group 6
are 86.22 and 80.90 respectively; the mean difference
of 5.32 (SE » 1.26) is significant. The adjusted mean
for group $ (which took the Irish version of SPA) is
79.77; the difference of 1.13 (SE * 1.62) between it
and the adjusted mean for group 6 is not significant.
From these findings we conclude that children from Irish-
speaking areas and children in group 5 fall behind those
in group 1 to 4 in problem arithmetic score by about the
same amount; i.e., by about 11 months arithmetic age.
In mechanical arithmetic the adjusted means for the
first five linguistic groups combined and for group 6 are
and. $1ftf-
94.14^respectively; the mean difference of 4.70 (SE » 1.18)
is significant. This difference in quotient is equivalent
to a difference of about 7 months arithmetic age.
In Irish the adjusted mean for the first five
1. The formula given by Snedecor (1956) p.423 was expanded
for 3 Xs and used to calculate the standard error. The
expanded formula is:
Sd2 « Sy. 123 2 ri~ + 1 + CH (*ii " %2>2 ♦ c22(^21-^22)2
jjnuL n2
+ C33(x3i - X32)2 + 2Ci2(xii • *12^X21- *22>
♦ 2C13(X11 - x12H*31 - x32) + 2C23(£2i - x22)(%1 - *32)|
2. The unadjusted or original means for each of the six
linguistic groups are given in table 7.4.
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linguistic groups combined is 96.42; for group 6 it is
104.57. The difference of 8.15 (SE - 1.31) is significant.
The adjusted mean for group 5 is 99.60 which falls short
of that for group 6 by 4.97 (SE » 1.69) which is also
significant. Allowing .5 of a point per month, the
former difference is equivalent to about 16 months, the
latter to about 10 months of "Irish age".
The adjusted mean EQs for groups 1 to 5 combined
and for group 6 are 101.68 and 93.79 respectively. The
difference of 7.89 (SE » 1.08) which is significant, is
equivalent to a difference of about 13 months in English age.
To sum up, the overall picture is that children
whose mother tongue is Irish fall behind other children in
Ireland whose mother tongue is English in mechanical
arithmetic and in English; that though on a level with
the children of group 5 in problem arithmetic, they fall
behind the children of groups 1 to 4; and that they are
better than all other children in Irish. In fact group 6
excelled the other five groups combined in Irish by roughly
the same amount as the five groups excelled group 6 in
English. This is hardly surprising. It is surprising
however that group 6 should fall so far behind the other
children in arithmetic, though they, unlike the children of
the other groups except group 1, had always been taught
arithmetic through the medium of their mother tongue.
Probably the explanation is to be sought in some uncontrolled
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source of variance whose nature is not even hinted
at in our data.
Note
It must be observed that neither the Irish test not
MHT14 was designed to yield an attainment age in the way
that the two arithmetic tests were. Nevertheless the
conversion tables of the former two tests contain an
age allowance. It is not unreasonable to use that allowance
to convert mean differences from quotients to attainment
ages - as we have done in the text above.
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CHAPTER g.
LEVELS QF ATTAINMENT IN ENGLISH - BRITAIN AND
IRELAND.
Two tasks confront us in this chapters
(i) to compare British and Irish children's levels of
attainment in English; (ii) to find reasons for any
differences which are discovered.
The Irish children tested in our investigation
achieved very low English scores in comparison with the
British children on whose scores MHE14 was standardised.
So low, in iac&, were qnese scores that the quotients
with which the hritish conversion table replaces them were
unsuitable fear* regression analysis'*" and a new conversion
tauie was constructed which would replace raw scores with
a more manageable distribution of quotients. A good
1<ma of t.ne level of Irish children's performance is gained
from their mean raw score which was 22.2. This is the
mean ror children in linguistic groups 1 to 5 combined
whose mother tongue is English; children in group 6,
whose mother tongue is Irish, obtained a mean raw score of
11.7. The mean age of children in the five combined groups
1. See above pp. 2.2-2 sq.
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is 12y-2m, that of children in group 6 is lly-llnu
The British conversion table does not extend beyond the
age of 12y-0ra, but permissible extrapolation shows that
in Great Britain the expected mean raw score at age
12y-2ra is 64, We read directly from the table that the
expected mean raw score at age lly-llm is 61 or 62 (an
EQ « 100 is allotted to either raw score at that age).
Thus children in Great Britain on whose scores the norms
were based answered about three times as many questions
correctly as Irish children whose mother tongue is English
These differences in raw score result in considerable
differences between the two conversion tables. The reader
may remember from chapter 7 that the Irish conversion table,
based on Irish childrenTs raw scores (including those from
group 6) replaces Irish children^ raw scores by quotients
which have a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15.
This table can therefore be compared with the British table,
which also replaces raw scores in the standardisation
sample by quotients having a mean of 100 and standard
deviation of 15. Table £.1, showing how the two tables
differ at the mean age of the entire sample of Irish children,
12y-lm, indicates the extent of differences between the two
countries in English attainment. As^ at the mean Irish
raw score there is a difference of 23 EQ points between the
two tables, at the mean British raw score there is a difference
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TABLE 6.1
EQ at certain Raw Score Levels:
British and Irish Conversion Tables: Age 12y-lra.
Raw Score 1 TRT 17 20 30 40 "lo ar 63
Published Table* - 72 77 79 65 90 94 96 100
New Table 76 91 100 103 111 117 122 127 126
Mean Difference 19 23 24 26 27 26 29 26
* It was necessary to extrapolate slightly from
the published table to obtain these quotients.
of 26 points. Somewhat smaller differences would of course
have been obtained if the data from group 6 (native-speakers
of Irish) had been excluded from the Irish standardisation;
but it is clear that there is a difference of some 20 EQ
points1 or more between Irish children whose mother tongue
is English and the children on whose scores the British norms
are based.
Knowing only the mean raw score and the mean age
of a group of children one cannot in general accurately
compute the corresponding mean EQ - i.e., the mean EQ which
1. We note in fact that the mean of EQs derived from the
British conversion table for children in groups 1 to 5
combined is 79.0. In deriving these IQs however it was
frequently necessary to extrapolate a long way below 70 EQ
and above age 12y-0m, the upper age limit of the table -
Irish children ranged in age from 9y-llm to 15y-0rn. These
quotients, therefore, scareely make possible an accurate
comparison between the English attainmentsof Irish and
British children.
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would be obtained if the individual EQs were known. The
reason is that rate of increase of EQ with increase in raw
score is different at different levels of raw score. Thus
the correct mean EQ is a function not only of mean raw score
and mean age, but also of the distribution of raw scores.
However, mean raw score and mean age may be used to estimate
mean EQ with sufficient accuracy for our purpose. Estimated
thus the mean EQ for groups 1 to 5 combined (mean raw score «
22, mean age « 12y-2ra) is SO. This is further evidence
of a difference of some 20 EQ points between Irish children
whose mother tongue is English and the children of the
standardisation sample.
let another method of comparing Irish and British
children Is to select only those Irish children whose ages
lie within the range for which the published conversion table
caters, namely, lOy-Om to 12y-6m1, and allot them EQs from
that table and average these EQs. This is to select the
brighter children by and large, since there is a marked
2
tendency for older children to be duller than younger ones .
Some 50 of the 605 children so selected in groups 1 to 5
• • ^ . » * .. « #
1. Though the upper age limit of the table is 12y-0m, extra¬
polation to age 12y-6ra is considered reasonably reliable by
the test constructors - see Manual of Instructions, p.12.
2. See above pp. 223 sq.
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combined obtained raw scores so low that the table did not
cater for them; all such were allotted EQs » 70, the lowest
EQ in the table. The mean EQ obtained by children in the
bove age range is 85>21. The children who obtained this
are about 65% of all the children in linguistic groups 1 to 5;
they have been separated from the older and duller section;
they have been allotted no quotient below 70, though 50 (8.3%)
of thera obtained raw scores lower than those which correspond
to EQ » 70 - yet their performance is below the level of the
standardisation sample by about 15 quotient points. For
this reason in estimating the difference in level of per¬
formance between all the children of groups 1 to 5 and the
standardisation sample at about 20 quotient points it is
quite unlikely that we have been ungenerous to the former.
In chapter 3,when describing the method of selecting
schools for the present survey, it was pointed out that steps
were taken to ensure that each group of schools should be
representative of Irish national schools in the proportion of
boys and girls and in the number of schools of different
sizes (as indicated by the number of teachers in a school).
In chapter 7 it was recorded that regression analysis dis¬
covered no significant tendency for a linguistic group's mean
EQ to be related to the extent to which Irish was used as
medium of instruction, and that covariance analysis discovered
no significant difference in mean EQ between children from
the West and those from the Rest. There is good reason
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therefore for regarding groups X to 5 combined as a fairly-
representative or unbiased sample of 5th standard national
school children whose mother tongue is English.
The words of the constructors of MHE14 indicate the
extent to which the norms of that test were thought to be
valid for Great Britain at the time when the test was
standardised:
♦Norms in an attainment test must always be of a
somewhat tentative nature. Performance in the test
will depend on the syllabus in vogue in any particular
area, and on the time devoted in schools to the subject.
For this reason we should not like to claim that the
conversion table given is necessarily valid for the
population of Great Britain as a whole, based as it
is on only six administrative areas* However, these
areas are fair samples of what one may expect others to
be, and show good agreement amongst themselves. We
feel, therefore, that the norms here presented may be
used with considerable confidence in other districts*1.
Later in this chapter (pp. 3 0-fsq.) an experiment on
the gains which Irish children may be expected to make with
practice at Moray House English te3ts will be described. The
experiment was designed to make possible comparisons in
1. Manual of Instructions p.9*
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difficulty level between MHE14 and more recent tests. It was
found that while difficulty level varied but little from one
test to the next, there was a significant tendency for
difficulty level to increase between the extremes so that
some 2.5 points must be added to quotients obtained with
MHE14 (standardised on data obtained between 1941 and 1944)
to make them directly comparable with quotients obtained with
MHE32 (standardised on data obtained between 195$ and I960).
The rise in difficulty level, as we shall see, is attributed
principally to a raising of the standards of English during
the years since the war rather than to any increase in
children's test sophistication , though the evidence for
this explanation is not conclusive. These findings are of
twofold importance here: (i) they support the claim of those
who constructed and standardised MHE14 that the test norms
might be taken 'with considerable confidence' to represent
the level of performance in Great Britain as a whole, since
the norms for different MHE tests vary but little;
(ii) some 2.5 points must be added to the difference of 20 EQ
points which has been discovered between Irish children tested
in 1961 and British children tested In the years 1941 to 1944.
The estimate of that difference, then, is 22.5 EQ points.
Me now come to our second task: to seek out the
reason or reasons for the observed difference in mean level of
1. See below, p. 3/4.
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English attainment between the children of Ireland and those
of Great Britain. This is a formidable undertaking, so
we shall take the various possible reasons one by or.e
beginning with Irish children's lack of test sophistication.
(1) Test-sophistication:
The Irish children tested in the present
investigation had never previously taken pencil-and-paper
tests of any description, whereas children in the 11 + age
group in Great Britain have almost invariably had much
practice at, and coaching for, such tests. This difference
between the children of the two countries1 is one of the
most obvious reasons why they should differ in mean EQ.
To avoid confusion when speaking of the effects of
coaching and practice on attainment tests two sorts of
coaching and practice must be distinguished. The main
business of teacher and pupils during the English lesson
(at other times too, but particularly during the English
lesson) is to develop pupils* command of English, and as
English tests are composed to test command of English, it
follows that English lessons influence scores on English
tests. If English lessons, developing pupil's command
of English, are conducted to some extent for the purpose of
helping children to obtain higher marks in an English test,
1. The writer begs leave, without intending to offend Englishmen,
Welshmen or Scots, to refer to Great Britain as a 'country*
- for the s&ke of brevity.
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to that extent they may be regarded as coaching or practice
i . J
for the test. This is the first sort of coaching and
practice. There is another sort which results not in an
improved command of English but in what is sometimes called
*test sophistication*. If the test is an ♦objective* test
and a timed one (MHE14 is both) such coaching and practice
will consist in familiarising children with the format of
questions, in teaching thera to interpret instructions, in
training them to make the best use of the time allowed.
It is this second sort of coaching and practice that concerns
us particularly when we employ a British set of norms as
a basis for comparing the English attainments of Irish and
British children, and it is in this sense the words will be
used in what follows.
Although MHE14 is a comparatively early test (norms
compiled 1941-44) its norms were undoubtedly affected by
coaching and practice. This is clear from W.S. James (1953)
who, speaking from experience, observes that coaching for
intelligence tests was *rampant* as long ago as the early
1930s wherever they were used to help decide which children
should have scholarships to grammar schools} for it is
likely that coaching for attainment te3ts has always been even
more intensive when they were used for the same purpose1.
Since the norms of all Moray House tests are based on scores
1. Vernon (Ed. 1957)» P* 57*
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obtained by candidates for scholarships, they are all
pitched rather high as a result of coaching and practice.
Thus, they my lead to a falsely high picture of the level
of English attainments at the time when the tests were
standardised.
A priori, however, it would appear that the norms
of an early test, such as, MHE14, are less affected by
coaching and practice than those of more recent tests; in
fact this was one of the main reasons for choosing MHE14 for
the present investigation. In the early 1950s, as a
1
result of several studies with verbal reasoning tests,
teachers and psychologists came to realise how great were
the gains in score which could be obtained through coaching
and practice. As a result coaching and practice for all
tests used in the 11 + examinations became more widespread.
Many local authorities actually introduced practice testing
in verbal reasoning as a preliminary to their allocation
procedures. The effect of all this on performance level
in Moray House verbal reasoning tests has been studied
by Pilliner et al. (I960), who found a rise in mean performance
level since 1950 equivalent to about 6 quotient points which
they attribute mainly to increased 'test sophistication' due
to increased coaching and practice. There has also been a
rise in performance level in English which, though not so
1. See particularly Vernon (1951, 1954), Dempster (1954),
Peel (1952 and 1953), fates (1953) Wiseman (1954), Watts
et al. (1952).
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marked as in the case of verbal reasoning tests, must be
examined.
In a study"*" of data held in the Department of
Education of the University of Edinburgh, Dr. T. Renshaw
found a slight mean rise in the mean level of attainment in
English in those areas of Britain where Moray House Tests
have been used over the years 1942-55. It is to be regretted
that no data were available for MHE14, but fortunately there
were data for MHE15 which was constructed a year later; it
seems most unlikely that it and MHE14 differ to any appreciable
extent. His findings are summarised in table £.2 where
each entry indicates the number of points which must be added
to quotients obtained with the test indicated on the top of
the table to make them comparable with quotients obtained
with MHE15.
TABLE £.2.
Zero Error in MHE Tests.
Test MHE15 MHE20 MHE21 MHE22 HHE23 MHE24 MHE25
Norms




0 0 2 2 1 1 2
1. Made at the request of the present writer who would wish
to record his gratitude.
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Although these figures are based on a comparatively small
number of children's scores, approximately 40 pupils in each
of six paired comparisons, they appear to be reliable
estimates of the parameters involved for they are supported
in a general way by the present writer's findings in an
experiment designed primarily to study the influence of
practice at Moray House English tests on Irish children's EQs.
This experiment was conducted in two Dublin schools,
one boys', one girls'. The children tested were chosen at
random from the 5th standard children in their schools, 43 boys
and 43 girls in all who sat two tests each week for three weeks.
If a child was absent at the time when the others were tested,
he sat the test he had missed when he next came to school.
In order that their interest might be maintained throughout
the experiment, the children in each school were told that they
were competing with those in another school and that they would
be told the results; they were also told that they would hear
how they comoared with children in Britain. In each school
the children were divided at random into 6 groups of 3 each;
and in each school each group of 3 sat the 6 tests in a
different order from other groups in the same school. This
arrangement of 6 groups taking 6 tests in varing orders is the
familiar 'Latin square* design, which enables us to isolate
the effects of repeated testing, of differences between tests
in difficulty level, and of differences between the groups
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in a school. Replicating the design with boys and girls
also enables us to isolate differences in score arising from
differences between schools, which are partly sex differences.
The 6 tests are MHE N03. 14, 18, 23» 24, 29 and 32.
By the procedure outlined above 576 EQs were obtained.
Now in an experimental design, such as the present one the
sensitivity of statistical tests can be increased by analysing
the *total* sum of squares into 'between Ss* and 'within 5s'
components'5", each of which can be further analysed as noted in
table 4*8. It should be observed that differences between
groups, and the many interactions between groups and the three
main components mentioned in table 4.8, are confounded with
components which are associated with Tests or Occasions or both.
The appropriate term to use in testing mean squares
in each section of this table is the mean square designated
'error*. Since none of the ratios between error and
interaction terms is significant, and since the mean square
for schools is not significant, being less than unity, it is
reasonable to disregard fluctuations which are associated
with these sources. We may then combine boys' and girls'
1. For a description of this method of analysis see Lindquiat
(1953) PP» 285-8. The 'between Ss* components (see Table 4.8)
are calculated without reference to the fact that each child
took several tests; while in calculating the 'within 3s'
components this fact is recognised.
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scores to obtain a more reliable estimate of the mean for
each test, and make a more effective study of differences
between these means.
TABLE a.3.
Practice Effect and Zero Error ~ MHE Testa.
i mmm«———mmmmmmmm
Source DF SS MS F




1 154 154 not significant
5 5962
•




Schools (b) 5 1917 383.4 Not significant
Error (b) 84 56923.8 677.7
Within Ss 480 8197











2.322 (OF « 5,420)
Significant.
Occasions x



















Error (w) 420 3975 94.64
TOTAL: 575 73154
/ By fOccasion* is meant a period of testing of which
there were 6 in each school. Differences between mean
scores for the different occasions reveal whether there
is a practice effect or not.
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The significant.1 mean square for Tests in the table of




Test MHE14 MHE18 MHE23 MHE25 MHE29 MHE32
Horns
compiled 5.941-44 1945-43 1951-53 1953-55 1956-53 1953-60
Mean EQ 94.50 95.97 94.23 94.50 92.19 92.06
The mean increase in difficulty level results in a drop of
2.44 quotient points from MHE14 to MHE32. The increase,
however, is less than half that for verbal reasoning tests.
It is difficult to see why there should be such a difference
between results obtained with the two sorts of test. It is
also difficult to know whether to attribute the rise in
performance level in English to solidly improved standards in
English or to increased test suphistication; for, apart
from more widespread and perhaps more intensive practice
and coaching for all tests, there are indications that
1. With 5 and 420 degrees of freedom F 2 2.23 is significant
at the 5$ level
of probability.
" " " " n F ® 4.6 is significant at
the Ifo level of
probability.
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standards in English at the age of eleven, as revealed by-
national surveys of reading ability, have been rising
steadily since the war when there was a loss in standard
equivalent to about one year's progress"*. But we shall
be in a better position to make a decision on these matters
when we have examined the rest of the table of analysis.
Table 3.3 also contains the quantities necessary
to test the 'null hypothesis* that performance level does
not increase with practice. The mean square for Occasions
(practice effect) is highly significant, so we reject that
hypothesis. And since the increases do not differ
significantly for boys and girls, (the ^Occasion x Schools*
interaction falling short of significance).. we may combine




Occasion 12 3 4 5 6
Mean EQ 90.09 92.70 94.31 94.51 95.76 96.13
There is a mean increase of about 6 points from the first to
the sixth Occasion.
1. Ministry of Education (1950 and 1957). The indications are
that about half thefsustained during the war had been
regained by 1956. A rise in standard vras also observed
between the wars. In the light of what we shall have to say
about coaching and practice in the following pages, it seems
likely that this rise in performance level since the war was
due to improved standards rather than to more intensive
coaching and practice.
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This finding is in remarkably close agreement with
the findings of similar studies in Britain dealing with the
■ ' -\
gains in verbal reasoning quotient which follow upon the
taking of several practice tests. Professor Vernon (I960,
p.131) sums up the British studies in the following words:
*Thus under present conditions, where the majority of
British children (at least in urban areas) are to some
extent »test wise1, the total average gain from taking two
practice tests + a few hours of interspersed coaching is
not 5 or 15 but about 9 points. This is confirmed, not
just by small-scale experiments but by practice trials
including complete 11-year age-groups in large boroughs.
With similar children, a single practice test gives about
3-4 points, and several practices 5-6 points. Thus
coaching does add something, but remarkably little, and
obviously far less than teaching does in the case of
ordinary school examinations*. Following close upon the
passage quoted, Professor Vernon goes on to say:
*In most Education Areas there will be some children (e.g.,
from private or fnom remote rural schools) who have no
previous experience of tests at all, and they are likely
to be handicappedVraore seriously - by an average of 12 or
•/i. i'A''1. iH'V"* i • ! / ' t. ' ' • . ' r' , ' " ' '
1. 'Handicapped*, presumably, in their attempts to obtain
grammar school places.
. jp /?'[ ' . : ' " r ' .
i A
ji .
L ull . :
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more points - in comparison with fully coached children1.
But Vernon (1951) has shown that bright children gain more
from practice than duller ones and Emraett (1954) has shown
that children in private schools are on an average far
brighter than children in other schools. So if, as Vernon
suggests,children in private schools are able to Increase
their scores by 3 points more than those in Local Authority
schools as a result of coaching and practice, the reason
is probably not an initial difference in familiarity with
tests but a difference in verbal reasoning ability. The
present writer has come across no evidence that children in
remote rural schools obtain greater increases in verbal
reasoning quotients than urban children of comparable ability"*".
Now all this is relevant in the present case because the
Dublin children were not *test-wise* at all, while in the
opinion of their inspectors they were above average in
intelligence. Thus, if practice has the same influence
on EQs as it has on Moray House IQs - it certainly appears
to have - a mean increase of about 6 EQ points is as much
as can be hoped for as a result of practice alone for any
representative group of children either in Britain or Ireland.
t. Barr (1959) found no tendency for rural children to gain
more from a single practice test than urban children.
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We might expect to find a mean gain of about 9 points if
coaching were combined with practice.
Unfortunately not much research has been carried
out on the effect of coaching and practice on MHE quotients;
however the one piece of research which can be cited
supports the present writer's conclusions on the subject.
Watts et al. (1952) report an experiment in which a number
of children each sat 10 complete MH verbal reasoning tests,
10 complete MHE tests, and 10 complete MH arithmetic tests.
The children took one of each type of test each week and
received some coaching in between tests. A control group of
children took only the first and last test of each type and
received no coaching. The results are given in table 8.6.
TABLE 8.6.
Test Means:- Watts et al. (1952)
Coached Group Control Group










The fact that gains in EQ are slightly greater than
gains in IQ is probably explained by differences in initial
mean quotients for verbal reasoning and English.
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The regression of Dublin children's mean EQ on Occasion
nay be represented in the form of a feraph.
FIGURE 4.1.
Occasion
The graph reveals a tendency for gains to be largest after
the early periods of testing and to diminish as the experiment
progressed* The tendency can be seen more clearly by
following the broken line which represents an attempt at
smoothing the regression. Indeed the children appear to
have come to the peak of their performance by the sixth
Occasion. We may, then, take the mean increase of about 6
points from first to sixth Occasion to be the maximum that
the children could obtain by practice alone. Watts et al.
(1952), who combined coaching with practice, also found that
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the maximum gain in EQ was obtained by about the fifth or
sixth Occasion, and that further periods of testing did not
add anything . Thus the maximum gain is obtained relatively
quickly. Now it is highly probable that children have
always been prepared more thoroughly for English and
arithmetic tests than for verbal reasoning ones2. This
would explain why the difficulty level of English tests
has not risen so much In the period studied as that of verbal
reasoning tests: children were probably more 'test-sophisticated'
at the beginning of the period in relation to English tests.
Indeed it is probably true that children were gaining the
maximum, or almost the maximum, increases in EQ from
coaching and practice many years before they did in
IQ. Thus the present writer is strongly inclined to
attribute most of the increase of between 2 and 3 points
in difficulty level from MHE14 to MHE32 to a rise in the
standard of English attainment rather than to be an increase in
1. There are several papers which report a similar tendency in
the case of verbal reasoning tests - e«g.j Peel (1952),
Dempster (1954). Watts et al. (1952) also observed this
tendency in IQ gains.
2. Vernon (Ed. 1957) cites evidence that this was the case in
the early 195^®• It is even more likely to be true of
earlier periods when many people believed that verbal reasoning
quotients could not be increased by coaching and practice.
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coaching and practice. It is noteworthy that the extent of
this increase in difficulty corresponds closely to the
extent of the improvement since the war in reading standards.
The age allowance in the tables of norms for MHE tests is
about "! a quotient point per month; thus 2.44, the
observed difference between MHE14 and MHE32, corresponds
roughly to a gain of 5 months. We have already seen that
the rise in reading standards in Britain between the end of
the war and 1956 has been estimated as equivalent to the
average improvement in reading over a period of six months.
In comparing Irish and British children in English
attainment level by means of quotients derived from MHE14 and
its norms, we shall take it as established that the former*s
level is under-rated by some 9 points (coaching and practice);
while we shall assume, with a certain degree of confidence,
1
that the latter's level is under-rated by some 2.5 points
(improved standard in English).
(11) Motivation: Another possible reason for the difference
in mean EQ between British and Irish children is that the
test was administered under widely differing conditions in the
two countries. Norms for Moray House Tests are based on
scores obtained in the competitive 11 + examination. There
is little need to emphasise that British children, or at any
rate the brighter ones among them, are on this account
1. See above, p. 30?.
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strongly motivated to obtain high scores* The Irish children,
on the other hand were tested in far less competitive
circumstances; their local inspectors who supervised the
testing, explained to them that they were taking part in a
piece of educational research, and that their test results
would not be used to determine which pupils would be
promoted to the next class at the end of the year. Hence
the Irish children were probably more relaxed during testing
than children in Britain usually are when they sib the 11 +
examination.
Before pursuing this discussion further, It is
necessary to distinguish between (i) motivation to obtain
high test scores and (ii) anxiety or fear of failure.
Even though it may be difficult to decide whether a particular
child is strongly motivated, or over-anxious, or both, during
a test, the distinction is useful; for there is surely a
difference between a determination to work hard and well
in a test (i) and an 'attack of nerves' (ii) which, occasioned
by the importance of a test, may reduce a person's capacity
for sustained and thoughtful work.
Anastasi (1961) pp. 4$ sq. cites several studies
which show that children's scores in attainment tests raay
be influenced by increasing the incentive to succeed.
These scores may be increased or decreased, depending on
the kind of incentive and on the particular children
concerned. In general, it would appear that factors which
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increase a person1s desire to succeed and to excel, such as,
praise or money prizes, tend to improve children's
performance, while factors which cause or increase anxiety
tend to lower their performance; in each case the effect
is likely to be only temporary. However, this general
statement needs qualification, It seems that incentives
which stimulate some children to greater and more
successful efforts may heighten a nervous or poorly
adjusted child's fear of failure, and many situations
which cause anxiety in some children have little effect
on others.
There can be no doubt that children in Britain
who feel they have a chance"3" of obtaining grammar (or
senior secondary) school places are powerfully motivated
in their 11 + tests; and there can be no doubt that 11 +
1. Burt and Williams (1962) noted 'an attitude of careless
borddora' in the duller children who felt that they stood
to gain nothing by the 11+ tests. Eells et al. (1951
p.552) noted a similar attitude amongst lower-class
children when they were set speed tests. These children*
the authors argue, endeavoured to shorten the period of
discomfort occasioned by a test, which they had decided
was beyond them, by rushing through it. One or two
inspectors remarked that they thought some Irish children
behaved in a similar manner.
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tests cause anxiety in many children"*" simply because the
tests play a part in selection. For the Irish children
who took part in this survey on the other hand there was
no such intense motivation, but neither was there any
cause for great anxiety. Probably for them the most
important feature associated with the testing was that it
was conducted by their local inspector whose visits are
not to be taken lightly. Furthermore, the inspectors
attempted to reduce anxiety by explaining the purposes of
the tests. Accordingly one would expect that the general
atmosphere was favourable to good work. On the other
hand there is some e vidence that children achieve higher
quotients in the 11+ examination than at other times.
Burt and Williams (1962) give results of verbal reasoning
tests administered to the same children, (i) in the 11+
examination, (ii) at other times, before or after the 11+
1. For a discussion of the extent of the anxiety which
accompanies the 11+ examination see Vernon (ed. 1957,
pp. 57-62). The general tenor of this discussion is that
while very many children must experience anxiety in the
11+ tests, the anxiety is not as great or as crippling
as has frequently been claimed. Samoff et al. (1959)
who had previously discovered negative and significant
correlations (r = -.23) between scores on a Test Anxiety
Scale and IQs obtained in elementary schools in America
under more everyday circumstances, found no significant
correlation (r * -.065) between scores on the same scale
and the IQs which 152 English children obtained in their
11+ tests. However, the authors point out that the
absence of a significant correlation could be due to a
universal anxiety making nearly all children equally
anxious just as readily as to a universal sang groid
which enabled English children to set at naugEt the fear
of failure.
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examination1. Analysis of variance, taking account of
differences between tests used, differences in the order
of situations (whether the subsidiary tests came before
or after the 11+), and differences between the groups into
which the 2$4 children tested were divided, revealed a
significant difference between mean quotients for the
two situations. iQs obtained in the 11+ examination
were on an average about three points higher than those
obtained at other times, Xhe authors go on to say that
much research is needed to determine more precisely the
extent of the difference to be expected between results
obtained in the two sorts of situation, and the extent to
which this difference is a function of such factors as the
personality and official status of che person who administers
the test. Their experience v;as that the highest scores
were obtained when tests were administered by either the
children's teacher or 'by a psychologist who was a member
of the school inspectorate*; but when *tests were administered
by an outside research student, particularly if he had no
teaching experience or adopted a conspicuously unfamiliar
approach (e.g., a student with marked overseas accent or
a typical "Oxford-and-Cambridge manner") - in such cases the
reliability, validity and level of performance were liable
1. Here only what the authors term the *4th Series* of results
are given, as these appear to be the most relevant and the
be3t controlled.
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to drop to a remarkable degree*1. It is difficult to
assess the likely effect of the fact that the tests were
administered to the Irish children by their local inspectors;
but it is true that all primary school inspectors have
considerable experience of children (almost all have been
primary school teachers), and that the "conspicuously
unfamiliar approach* which is 'typical* of the 'Qxford-and-
Cambridge manner' is conspicuously un-lrish. It is likely
then that Irish inspectors re jemble the persons with whom
the children appeared to work well rather than the outside
research-student with whom they appeared to work badly.
While Burt and Williams* work is important in that
it directs attention to the motivation-anxiety aspects of
2
testing , it is doubtful whether their findings are of
1. Burt and Williams (1962), pp. 133-4.
2. Probably these findings lose little of their relevance
for us from the fact that the authors confined their work
to tests of reasoning, verbal and non-verbal, and in the
*4th Series* to Moray House Verbal Reasoning Tests, since
the findings for MHE tests appear to match those for Moray
House Verbal Reasoning tests very closely - see above pp.
Sutherland (1951) found that, after entering secondary
schools, Scottish children's scores in arithmetic fall
appreciably below the scores they obtained in their transfer
examination for as many as two or three years. He is
inclined to attribute the falling off to causes other than
those mentioned by Burt and Williams, though he does
consider that children's performance level in the transfer
examinations is raised by their being keyed up, and that
'after the examination the child slips back to his normal
level of performance*.
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assistance to us because almost certainly the Irish
children's attitudes to being tested were different from
those of British children taking additional tests either
before or after their 11+ examination. For the latter
the 11+ examination is so important that any other tests
which they take either just before or just after their
11+ tests must shrink in significance. For the Irish
children, on the other hand there was nothing equivalent
to the 11+ test in the recent past or near future. So
the Irish children probably took their tests more
seriously than British children would take additional
tests around the time of their 11+ tests.1
Taking one thing with another it is unlikely that
differences in the circumstances of testing account for
more than 1 or 2 points of the difference in mean EQ between
the two countries.
(Ill) Proportion of Urban to Rural Inhabitants:
The proportion of urban to rural inhabitants in
Ireland Is very different to what it is in Great Britain.
A simple and fairly satisfactory way of revealing the
difference is to quote the percentage of the gainfully
1. This is something which can be Investigated easily,but
so far the present writer has not had an opportunity to
do so.
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employed population above the age of fourteen engaged in
agricultural occupations in each. Census years coincide
for Great Britain and Ireland, the last census for which
figures are available being the census of 1951. In that
year 47.0% of males gainfully employed in Ireland were
engaged in agriculture; the corresponding figure for
England and Wales is 5*9^.
The relevance to our present purpose of knowing the
proportion of urban to rural inhabitants is that the latter
have in Britain been consistently found to excel the former
slightly in mean test score. The Ministry of Education
(1950 and 1957) pamphlets give evidence that at the age of
eleven children in urban schools obtain reading ajges which
are 3ome six months in advance of those obtained by children
In rural schools. The work of Morris (1959) in Kent
confirms the finding that urban children obtain higher
1. Central Statistics Office (I960), p.47, there are grounds
for believing that the percentage has dropped since 1951;
see ibid. p. 46.
2. General Register Office (1956). The number of males above
the age of 15 years recorded for agriculture and allied
occupations at the time of the 1951 census is 961,300,
from which must be deducted the figure 12S,6S9 which is
the number of persons who had been in these occupations
but had retired before 1951- The total number of males
in England and Wales aged 15 + gainfully employed in 1951
is 14,063,542.
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scores on a reading test than rural ones1; but it is
difficult to estimate the size of the difference in
reading agQ,because the quotes correlation coefficients
only. Bristol Institute of Education (1952) found a
difference of 1.7 EQ points2 between urban and rural
children tested with Moray House tests in their 11+
examination. Pidgeon (I960) reports findings from a
♦national survey of ability and attainments of children
at three age levels* of which only those for the 10+ age
group, which comprised about 3200 in a large number of
areas, concern us here. Non-verbal reasoning, reading,
mechanical, and problem arithmetic tests were set. The
reading test is described as a *60-itera reading
comprehension test*. Table S.7» which contains the mean
standardised test scores,shows a significant difference
of approximately points in favour of urban children.
The author does not give the regression of standardised
1. So we read in the text, p.44 et passim, but in table 4*1,
p.43, we notice that when a significant coefficient of
.36 is Adjusted for intelligence* it becomes .26 which
is not entered as significant. Morris tested children
aged 7 to 11 in 51 schools.
2. Urban children obtained a mean EQ of 100.23, rural
children a mean EQ of 9S.5& - cited in Barr (1959)* If
we allow .5 of a month per quotient point, the difference
may be interpreted as a difference of some three months
in English age. In this connection it must be observed
that MHE and similar tests were not designed for the
purpose of determining *English ages' - though it is
legitimate to employ the means expected at a particular
age and the age allowance to calculate what are equivalent
to *English ages*.
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score on age, but if we take it as .5 of a point per month
we obtain a difference in reading age of about 7 months
between the two groups of children; a difference which is
closely in harmony with the Ministry of Education findings
given above. Finally, Moreton and Butcher (1963)» who
TABLE 8.7.
Urban and Rural Mean Scores, 10+ Age Group - Pidgeon (I960).






100.91 93.06 2.35 (1.54)
100.61 96.35 3.76 (1.55)
100.34 97.47 3.37 (1.45)
100.90 97.56 3.34 (1.44)
x-epox-u mean SQs obtained by 297 urban (Manchester) and
274 rural children (Westmoreland) in their 11+ examination
with an NFER test, find that urban children excel rural
children by a significant 2.12 points.
It is possible that the differences quoted above
are to be attributed in considerable part to differences
in IQ"^. Mcintosh (1959) found no significant difference
1. This view assumes that IQ is less dependent on environment
than EQ and that IQ is a measure of ability to succeed in the
study of English. The latter assumption is supported by the
many studies,aincluding the present one (see above pp. ),
which report/significant positive regression of SQs on iQs;
the former assumption is supported by work reported in Burt
and Howard (1956 and 1957).
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in mean EQ between pupils from 1-, 2-, and 3-teacher, rural
schools and those from urban schools in Fife when IQ was
held constant1. Barr (1959) however attributes mean
differences between urban and rural children whether in IQ
or in attainments to socio-economic factors, since in an
analysis of data collected by the NFEE Population Investigation
Committee these differences were found to lose their
significance when socio-economic status was held constant.
These apparently conflicting reports can be reconciled
2
by certain findings of the 1947 Scottish Mental Survey
which indicate (a) that families with high socio-economic
status tend to change their place of residence more frequently
than those with a lower socio-economic status, and (b) that
children who migrate to cities tend to have higher iQs than
urban or rural children who have never migrated, and higher,
too, than children who migrate from cities or to the country.
Selective migration may well be at the root of the differences
between urban and rural children in IQ and attainments; and
since IQ is positively correlated with socio-economic status,
Mcintosh in holding IQ3and Barr in holding socio-economic
status,constant may have achieved roughly the same result,
1. Op. cit. p. 95.
2. Scottish Council for Research in Education (1953)»
pp.173-35.
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namely, negativing the effects of selective migration. It
must be added, however, that the authors of the 1947 3cottlsh
Mental Survey report consider3* socio-economic status, rather
than IQ, to be the main factor influencing migration; which,
presumably, means that a difference in socio-economic status
is the root cause of the difference between urban and rural
children in mean BQ.
To say that differences in mean EQ between urban and
rural children are closely associated with differences
between them in socio-economic status is to make the
interpretation of the estimated mean difference in EQ between
Irish and British children very difficult for the following
reasons. Unfortunately, in order to obtain a socio-economic
TABLE a.a.
Percentage at Each Socio-Economic Level - Groups 1 to 5.
Socio-Econorrde Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Percentage 23.5 16.6 10.2 40.2 2.6 3.1 3.3
* For the interpretation of these levels, see above
£. Level 7 » professional, Level,1 « unskilledabourers. H * 926
scale which would be valuable in educational research it was
1. Op. eit., p.164. Their reason,presumably, is the fact that
tendency (a) recorded in the text above appears to be more
marked than tendency (b). We should like to observe,
however that there is no evidence in the work referred to
which contradicts an alternative interpretation: the
superiority of urban children results from life in a city,
and the superiority of children who migrate to a city
results from migrating to a city.
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necessary to redistribute the occupational classes of the
Irish 1951 Census report. Thus while the report classified
farmers under seven heads, depending on size of farm, the
present writer classified them under three heads depending
on the number of men they employed and geographical area.
Such changes, apart from being sensible simplifications,
were necessitated by the fact that the basis of classification
was children*s responses to a questionnaire: but the
clianges mean that the figures in table 8.8 are not diredtly
comparable with figures from the Irish census of 1951"*".
Neither are the figures of table 8.8 directly comparable
the
with those of/British census of 1951; and what is more,
most figures for occupational classes in Ireland and Britain
cannot be compared validly without an immense amount
of re-interpretation of classifications and sub-classifications.
Thus a direct attempt to adjust the difference in mean EQ
between the two countries for differences in the socio¬
economic structure of the two societies seems destined to
failure. This being so.it is best to base the adjustment
on the proportion of urban to rural dwellers in the
populations. Here again there are difficulties since whether
1. The figure for socio-economic level 1, unskilled labourer,
is probably an exception. By adding the figures for all
male unskilled labourers, and expressing the resultant
total as a percentage of the total number of males gain¬
fully employed, the figure 24•3% is obtained, which does
not differ a great deal from 23.5%, the corresponding
figure in table 8.8. The corresponding figure for Britain
in 1951 is 13%.
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a town is to be called a city is decided on grounds other
than size of population; hence the word 'urban* bears
different connotations in the two countries. Furthermore,
the British Registrar General recognises four types of
area, County and Municipal Boroughs, Urban and Rural
Districts; the nearest terms in the Irish census report
are County and County Borough, Urban and Rural district.
And although detailed figures are available for the
population of each of these areas in Ireland and in Britain,
Comparable figur® for the ratio of urban to rural dwellers
cannot be obtained without very much reinterpretation and
computation, which is beyond the scope of the present work.
Probably the best plan is to base the adjustment on the
figures given in the first paragraph of the present sectionf
i.e. the proportions of persons engaged in agriculture and
allied occupations. For although the numbers of persons
so engaged is not the same as the number of persons who
live or work in the country, the difference between
Britain and Ireland in the proportions of persons so enggged
is surely a reasonably reliable index of the differences
between the two countries in the proportion of urban to
rural dwellers. The relevant figures are 47.0% in Ireland,
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5.9/o in England and Wales"1".
The best estimates of the difference in mean level
of English attainment between urban and rural children in
England and Wales are those of the Ministry of Education
(1957) pamphlet and Pidgeon (I960), since both were obtained
in national surveys; the former reports a difference in
reading age of six months, the latter a difference of 3.8
standardised score points (which we have suggested, is
probably equivalent to about seven to eight months in
reading age). Unfortunately both these estimates were
obtained with reading tests, which means that they may not
be entirely applicable to MHE tests. The Bristol Institute
of Education (1952) report would suggest that six to eight
2
months is an overestimate for the latter type of test; so
1. In accepting these figures and applying them to school
children we are making the assumption that the proportion of
children in each social class is equal to the proportion of the
adult population in each social class. We have no means of
assessing whether in Ireland emigration and a marked difference
between social classes in mean age of marriage invalidate this
assumption. Similarly in applying to Ireland figures for the
difference in English performance level between urban and rural
children in Britain, we are making the assumption that this
difference is the same in both countries. The assumption
appears reasonable, but it is unverified by research findings.
2. Emmett (1954) gives 1.76 as the difference in mean verbal IQ
(Moray House test) between children in rural districts and those
in Metropolitan Boroughs and Urban Districts combined (N=*9&»902).
Moray House verbal reasoning and English tests are very similar,
and usually factors which affedt one affect the other almost
equally (see table 8.6 for the effects on IQ and EQ of coaching
and practice). Working with NFER tests Moreton and Btitbher
(1963) found that at the age of 11+ the difference between urban
and rural children in mean verbal reasoning quotient is very
close to the difference between them in mean EQ; 2.28 points
in the former case, 2.12 points in the latter. Emmett's findings
then, suggest that the estimate of mean difference in EQ at
3 points (six months) is not an underestimate.
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we shall base the adjustment on the lower extreme of the
suggested range, i.e., six months or 3 EQ points.
Now that we have figures, it remains to calculate
the adjustment. Taking 5.9$ of the population of England
and Wales and 47.0$ of the population of Ireland as rural,
the mean percentage difference in rural population is 41.1.
And if 3 points is taken as the mean difference in EQ
between urban and rural children, we estimate that a mean
diffez'ence of 41.1 in the percentage of the populations
which is rural could account for a mean difference of
1.23 (- .03 x 41.1) EQ points.
In offering 1.23 points as the estimate of the
extent to which the observed mean difference in EQ between
Irish and British children has been enlarged by the difference
between the proportions of urban to rural dwellers in the
two countries,we are extremely conscious of the number
of assumptions upon which it rests. There is one source
of confidence, howerer: it seems most probable that the
adjustment to be made for urban/rural (socio-economic)
differences is small, and that any error in the estimate
of that adjustment must as a result be small.
(I?) Teaching Methods:
Performance in an English test may depend on the
teaching method, and, as the Manual of Instructions for MIIE14
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points out, on the syllabus1, in vogue in a particular area.
Our knowledge of the influence of either variable on mean
EQ or of the extent to which Irish and British schools
differ in these two respects.is very limited. Apart
from the amount of time devoted to English lessons, which
will be discussed in a later section in connection with the
effect of the national programme for reviving Irish on the
work of Irish national schools, we know very little about
the types of syllabus fpr English courses in Irish or
British schools; we know nothing at all about the effect o
mean EQ of varying the syllabus. A little more is known
about methods of teaching reading and their effects, and
since reading comprehension is a major component of a MHE
test we can, from a discussion of these methods, set rough
limits to the effects which they are likely to have on EQ.
For the methods of teaching reading in vogue in
Britain we consulted Morris (1959) who records the extent
to which the ^alphabetic, phonic, whole-word and sentence
method* were in use in the 60 schools in Kent: 4 schools
used a combination of all four methods, 47 used a combination
1. By syllabus in this section is intended the school course
in English excluding such coaching and practice for 11+
English tests as leads to test sophistication rather than
to increased knowledge and command of English - see above
pp. 30 1-1.
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of phonic, whole-word and sentence methods, 9 used a
combination of phonic and whole-word methods^. Be do not
know whether Kent is typical of Britain in this respect,
but it is likely that throughout Britain the alphabetic
method is out of favour in the majority of schools, which
employ instead some one of the other methods or a
combination of them. Though there are no figures, the
reverse is probably true of Ireland, at least during the
years when the children who were tested in 1961 were being
2
introduced to reading . It seems that the alphabetic method
supplemented by phonic drill was in vogue in most national
schools in the middle 1950s.
1. Pp.55 sq. The terms alphabetic, phonic etc., can give rise
to some confusion since different teaching methods are
sometimes designated by one of these terns and different terms
sometimes designate the same method. Dr. Morris defines
these terns as follows;- (pp.56-7)? alphabetic method -
names and shapes of letters are taught, and on these the
teaching of reading is based; phonic method - sounds
replace the names of letters as used in the alphabetic
method; whole-word method - the "length and shape of
different word patterns" are taught, and the pupil depends
on these rather than upon letters or phonic elements to
learn to read; sentence method - the sentence is the basic
unit and "stress is laid on reading for meaning". Though
these definitions allow room for considerable variations
they show a fundamental dividion in reading methods
between those that start with the elements of words
(letters or phonic elements) which are then combined to
form words, and those that do not break words into elements
(whole-word and sentence) but rely on shapes or patterns.
2. This is the opinion of some inspectors who were consulted,
though they were not sure that the position had not
altered appreciably in the last few years.
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The evidence about the relative merits of the four
methods of teaching reading which have been mentioned is not
conclusive, as the many controversies'*" on the subject
2
testify. Some recent studies in Britain suggest that the
phonic method or some adaptation of it leads to better
progress in reading than methods based on visual patterns
(whole-word and sentence methods). The authors of one
such study, Daniels and Diack, cite the findings of a
large-scale experiment conducted in Queensland to decide
the relative merits of three variations of the whole-word
method and 'the traditional phonic approach in use in the
Queensland schools'-1, Children taught by the traditional
phonic method, which is probably not unlike the one which
was most used in Irish schools a decade ago, proved superior
to those taught by whole-word methods in three out of four
tests administered about three years after the start of the
experimentj the former obtained higher scores than the others
1. For a brief but authoritative discussion of the evidence
see Vernon, M.D. (1957) pp. 159-172.
2. Daniels and Diack (1956) and Morris (1959)*
3. Op. cit., p.25. Elsewhere, Diack describes this method
as a 'rather old fashioned phonic method* - Diack (I960)
p.141.
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in tests of word recognition, reading comprehension and
the ability to 'attack1"*" new words; one of the experimental
2
groups excelled in speed of reading . But it is not
possible to measure the advantage, if any, which Irish
children had in being taught to read by an alphabetic-phonic
method over British children, many of whom were taught to
read solely or partly by whole-word or sentence methods.
And if the Irish children had the advantage in method, it was
probably offset by the lack of books in Irish national schools
in which school libraries are rare (though some County
Councils do valuable work in supplying books suitable for
children to teachers who wish to avail of them for their
pupils); wnereas to judge from the schools of Kent^,
school libraries are extremely common in Britain (though
much seems to depend on the L.E.A.).
The only reasonable conclusion to this section is
that the quantitative effects of differences between the two
of methods
countries in the use/of teaching reading cannot be assessed.
Our discussion suggests however that neither country gained
an appreciable advantage in mean EQ because of such differences.
1. By 'attack' is meant, presumably, 'attempt to pronounce'.
2. Diack (I960), p.141.
3. Morris (1959) PP. &5 sq. See also Library Association
(1962), pp.30-31.
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(V) British Character of MHE14: Type of English spoken
in Ireland:
The discussion of teaching methods raises two
related issues: (1) MHEI4 was composed in Britain for use in
Britain and hence it may not suit Irish children as
well as it suits"5" British; (11) dissimilarities between
the types of English spoken in Britain and that spoken in
Ireland, apart from their influence on the suitability
of a British test for use in Ireland, might explain to
some extent, a difference in performance level between the
children of the two countries.
)
Inspection of MHB14 reveals four items which a
child in Britain might possibly find easier to answer than
an Irish child for reasons other than command of English,
2
Mos. 62, 76, 90 and 91 • Number 62 requires the child to
spell the word 1marriage1 which is indicated thus:
'The mar ge of James I? and Margaret Tudor was a great
3
occasion'. Five per cent of Irish children spelled the
word correctly; but the percentages who spelled the five
preceding words correctly (tobacco, handkerchief, character,
therefore, plaque) are 16, 6, 2, 6 and 5 respectively.
1. See toastasi (1958) p.533 and Anastasi (1961) pp,255 sq.
2. See appendix 3, for a copy of MHE14 and Appendix 8 for the
proportion of Irish children in groups 1 to 5 to answer
each item correctly.
3. Irish children whose mother tongue is English - linguistic
groups 1 to 5.
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An index of the relative difficulty experienced by
British children with the same items is provided by the
following figures1 derived from the work of a random sample
(N » 254) of children in one L.E.A. area; 30%, 37%, 18%.
31%, 28% and 28% answered correctly questions 57 to 62
respectively. Thus it is apparent that question 62 did
not present any particular difficulty, because of its
♦British* character, to Irish children. The second question,
No.76, which we have singled out requires the child to fill
the gap in the sentence *We are people * with an
adjective from the noun, ♦Britain*. Seventeen per cent
of Irish children gave the correct answer. The following
five items which are similar in type (courage, hope, body,
fire, man) were answered correctly by 2%, 7%, 10%, 2% and 4%
of Irish children. The corresponding figures for British
children, starting with question 76, are: 63%, 19%, 26%, 18%,
11%, 27%. Once again we see that, proportionately, question
76 was not especially difficult for Irish children. Finally,
question 90 which requires the child to recognise the correct
use of capital letters in the words *Friday* and *London
policeman* was answered correctly by 8% of Irish children;
question 91, a similar item in which the words are *Jaraes
Brown* and'Newcastle-on-Tyne*, was answered correctly by 8%
1, The writer is grateful to Dr. T. Henshaw of Edinburgh
University, Department of Education, for these figures.
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of Irish children also. The Irish figures for questions
89, 92 (usage), 93 (capitals in 'English1 and 'foreign
visitor*), and 94 (usage), are 6$, 5$, 3%, and 3$, respect¬
ively. The corresponding British figures for questions
89 to 94 are: 43$, 41$, 48$. 23$, 22$, 24$. Thus
it is highly unlikely that the 'British* character of any
of the four items singled out at the beginning of the para¬
graph presented Irish children with a difficulty. Moreover,
questions 90 and 91 occur so late in the test that the great
majority of Irish children never reached them, as the
reader can see for himself by a glance at Appendix 8.
Items which appear prima facie to be easier for
Irish than for British children appear so because they
test vocabulary1 which is probably more familiar to rural
than to urban children. These items have already been
dealt with in principle when we discussed the allowance in
mean EQ to be made for the fact that a higher proportion
of Irish than British children are rural.
The second point mentioned at the beginning of this
section (dissimilarities between the type of English spoken
in Ireland and in England) is more general than the first
since it raises the whole question of Irish people's command
of the English language. Though Irish people are generally
1. See item Ho.32 which requires that the testee know that
cattle 'bellow* rather than 'roar' or 'bray' etc.
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credited with the gift of fluent speech, we roust recall that
the gift has survived a change of language in the course
of the past 200"*" years. And some of the teachers and
inspectors who were consulted on the mean difference in EQ
between British and Irish children said that Irish people
generally, but particularly the working classes, do not
possess as sound a command of English as the British for
the very reason that the English language is so new to the
Irish people. It is true that traces of Irish phonetics
and syntax are apparent in the English spoken in Ireland,
particularly in country places and amongst the working
classes. But the point must not be pressed too far since
English has been the language of the great majority of those
families from which the children in linguistic groups 1 to 5
2
come for at least 100 years , Furthermore, it is the spoken
^ 3
English of Ireland that bears the sign3 of interference
from Irish rather than the English of the school books and
1. According to the most reliable estimates, two thirds of the
inhabitants of Ireland used Irish as their ordinary language
in 1731* The census of 1B51 (the first to give the number
of Irish speakers) records that 4.8% of the population could
speak Irish only; the corresponding figure for 1901 is
.47%. See 0 Cuiv (1951) and Census of Ireland 1901,
General Report, p.575 in H.M.S.0. (1902).
2. The census of 1B51, which recorded the proportion of
persons who knew Irish only as 4.8% of the population
recorded the proportion of bilingual Irish and English
speakers as 23%*
3. For a discussion of linguistic interference see above
PP. &l sq.
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the English which the children are required to write.
Therefore, since MHE14 is a printed test of English reading
and usage rather than a test of spoken English the point
loses a great deal of its force. Moreover there are marked
regional variations in spoken English in Britain, particularly
among the working classes; while in any region there are
great differences between the language of the school books
and the spoken language. And although nothing is known
of the influence of regional variations in spoken English
on MHE scores,there is no reason to believe that Irish
children, because of their speech, labour under a greater
difficulty in a MHE test than the children of Yorkshire or
Nottingham. This argument receives some support from the
fact, noted in chapter 7, that the difference in mean EQ
between children whose mother tongue is English in counties
which still retain Irish-speaking areas and those in counties
which speak English only is not significant, despite the
fact that the families of the former by and large learned
English more recently than the families of the latter.
No allowance, therefore, will be made for the points
raised in section (v) when we finally come to assess the
significanfee of the observed mean difference in EQ between
British and Irish children.
(VI) IQ:
While Irish children obtained a very low mean EQ, they
obtained a correspondingly low mean IQ. s:ince MHE14 and
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N-VR both test reasoning ability, the low mean IQ would
very largely explain the low mean EQ if the former indicated
that Iri3h children are very much inferior to British children
in reasoning ability.
Irish children in all six linguistic groups
(mean age 12y-lm) obtained a mean N-VR raw score of 17;
the British conversion table shows that in Britain the
mean raw score expected at that age is 48. Thus British
children may be expected to respond correctly to about
three times as many items as Irish children, excelling the
latter by the same proportion of successes as in the English
test. At age 12y-lm a raw score of 17 is allotted an IQ
of 75 in the British conversion table; in the Irish
conversion table3" at the same age a raw score of 48 is
allotted an IQ of 130. By referring to table 8.1 the
reader will see that the mean difference in IQ is of about
2
the same size as the mean difference in EQ , or possibly
a
larger by/point or two. In fact the difference in mean IQ
is probably greater than appears from the above figures;
1. For a description of this table see chaper 6. For a dis¬
cussion of the difficulties of comparing Irish and British
levels of performance in a British test see the beginning
of this chapter - the methods used to compare the two in
mean IQ are the same as those which were used previously
for comparing them in mean EQ.
2. The figures quoted here for mean difference in IQ are
directly comparable with those given in table 8.1 since both
sets are based on results obtained from the children of all
six linguistic groups.
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for Watts and Slater (1951, p.29) give figures which suggest
that the British norms underrate the performance of children
3_
in England and Wales by some 5 points of quotient .
■
2 i! 1
Undoubtedly the mean non-verbal IQ of Irish
children is underrated in the figures given above for the
reasons already discussed in connection with the English
test. However, as we shall shortly see, the main reason
for the very low Irish mean IQ is most probably lack of test
3
sophistication ; that is assuming that social class for
social ttlass She general level of non-verbal reasoning
1. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the norms of
MHT39, which was administered to the same children as N-VB,
are representative of the level of British performance.
Watts and Slater found the mean N-VR quotient higher than
the mean Moray House IQ by some 5 points of quotient.
However the authors do not reveal which test was administered
first and so we do not know if part of the 5 points is due
to practice.
2. In support of this «ee particularly the high mean quotients
for mechanical arithmetic obtained by Irish children -
above p. 2 64 •
3. Dr. J.W. Jenkins, who constructed N-VE, was killed in an
air tragedy. In a personal ccmmunication, Mr. D.A.
Pidgeon of HFER informs rae that the data on which the
norms for the test were based have unfortunately been lost.
These data were collected in the late 1940s from children
aged between lOy-Orn and 12y-llm; presumably these children
would have by then been familiar with the types of test
used in the 11+ examination.
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ability^ is the same in Ireland as it is in Britain.
The assumption would seem to be supported by the similarity
between the two types of culture, British and Irish, the
largest difference between the two (at least so far as
children are concerned) being that Irish children devote
i+2% of their school lives to learning Irish. But since
the general conclusion from the many studies on the
subject is that bilingual!am does not affect level of
performance in non-verbal reasoning tests, the assumption
seems quite legitimate.
As against this assumption it has been suggested
that selective ©migration from Ireland might have impoverished
the native stock, that is, if the tendency through the years
was for those who emigrated to be on an average superior
1. What is intended here is a general level of ability to
reason about non-linguistic reality, an ability which is a
function at once of 'innate potential*, (which Hebb, 1949*
p.294, has called intelligence A), of mental development,
and of environmental conditions. The scope of this ability
is far wider than can be encompassed in a single test of
non-verbal reasoning; and there are circumstances, some
given in the text above, which make a non-verbal IQ a poor
estimate of the level of ability in one community relative
to its level in another. However, we realise that in
speaking of a 'general* level of an ability which is a
function of experience we have to do with an ill-defined
quantity, for only a part of any person's experience can
have been shared by others of the same community.
We may add, in passing, that if we are correct in
interpreting differences between urban and rural areas
in mean EQ as the result of social differences, we have
made an adjustment for socio-economic differences between
the two countries in making an adjustment for the difference




in IQ to those who remained. Unfortunately, evidence from
Ireland on this most important point is lacking"*"; but if
emigration from Ireland followed even roughly the same
pattern as that which migration from rural to urban areas
over the past 150 years followed in Great Britain, (in Ireland
emigration was mostly from rural areas), then emigration can
be called upon to account for only a small fraction of the
very large difference between Irish and British children
in mean IQ. Migration in Britain, if it is the cause, has
produced only a very small difference between urban and
rural areas in mean IQ (cf. above p. 3 2-f ).
The value of our suggestion that the low Irish IQ
is to be explained principally by the difference between
Irish and British children in test-sophistication hinges on
whether there is a transference of the effects of coaching
and practice in verbal material to non-verbal material, since
British children^ sophistication is developed by means of
verbal material. Now much of the work on the transference in
1. The questionnaire employed in the present investigation
included questions, the answers to which may throw light
on the question, but unfortunately these answers have
not yet been analysed.
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question was done with British children during their
final year at junior school, at a time when they are already
highly test-sophisticated. This probably explains the
discrepancy which we find between results obtained in these
experiments and those obtained with children who were less
test-sophisticated. The first type of experiment is
represented by that of Kavathe reported in an unpublished
thesis, but summarised by Vernon (1951). In that experiment
no transference of coaching effect was observed, but a
transference of practice effect was. Working with eleven
year old British children Watts et al. (1952) obtained
results very similar to those obtained by Kavathe. Later,
Dempster (1954) found no transference of either coaching
or practice effects in the scores of eleven year old girls,
though boys' scores showed transference of both types
of effect amounting to about 2 and 4i points respectively.
There are indications however that the size of
the increase in non-verbal IQ to be expected from coaching
or practice depends on the initial degree of test sophistication
and that if children are not test sophisticated at all to
begin with,their gains in non-verbal IQ will be very much
greater than in verbal IQ. 3adth and Lawley (194#), who
report results obtained with the two forms of Cattell's
Non-Verbal Intelligence test (scale i) in the Hebrides
found that gains from form A to form B were about twiGe
as large on an average as Cattell's norms predict. The
Hebridean children were not test-sophisticated to the same
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extent as children on the mainland"*". Lloyd and Pidgeon
(1961) report the findings of an experiment in South Africa
on the effect of coaching European, African, and Indian
children who were initially quite unfamiliar with standard¬
ised tests of any sort in the principles involved in
a NFET non-verbal reasoning test. Each ethnic group
comprising about 280 children was divided into an experimental
and a control group, of which only the experimental group
was coached. All children however were set two NFER
non-verbal reasoning tests, the interval between them being
three weeks during which the experimental groups were
coached twice for a period of half an hour each time. The
order in which the two tests were set was varied so that
2
differences between orders do not affect the main results ,
which are summarised in table 3,9.
1. Gee Smith & Lawley (194&) P-27- Though there is mention
on p.10 of tests previously administered *in the schools
of Gaelic-speaking communities*. Thus Ilebridean children
had probably heard of timed tests of the Moray House type
and on that account they were more test-sophisticated
than Irish children who in all probability had never heard
of such tests.
2. Europeans obtained an initial mean IQ some 16 points
higher than Africans and Indians; the reason most probably
being that the Europeans were mostly of the professional




Gains Made Between Initial and Final Tests by Groups
of European, African and Indian Children:-










The first interesting feature in table £.9 is that gains
made by the control group after a single practice test are
about twice as large as those which have been generally
found with verbal reasoning tests"*". Secondly the gains
made by Europeans and African children in the experimental
groups are more than twice as large as those which have
been found in Britain with verbal-reasoning tests after
similar amounts of coaching and practice. The authors
suggest cultural influences to explain the smaller gains
of the Indian experimental group. Now since the
Irish children who were tested in the present survey were
quite unfamiliar with any type of standardised test (N-VB
was the first test administered), we might expect very large
1. See above p. 3/0 sq.
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i
gains from practice alone , or practice and coaching combined,
in non-verbal material • much larger than those to be expected
with verbal reasoning or standardised English tests.
It is important to observe however that the point
at issue here is that Irish children's non-verbal IQs would
have been very much higher if they had been accustomed to
the idea of timed tests and had had some practice at reading
standardised test instructions. In other words our contention
is that a large transference of practice and coaching effects
from standardised verbal tests, whether verbal reasoning or
English, to non-verbal reasoning tests is to be expected
with children who are not at all test sophisticated. The
first three studies cited do not greatly support this
contention, but neither do they gainsay it because, it has
been suggested, they were made with already highly test-
sophisticatid children; the last two studies cited do not
deal with transference from verbal to non-verbal reasoning
1. In comparing the Irish translation of N-VR with the original,
the test was administered to 20 Dublin school boys a second
time the language being changed so that those who took the
Irish version to begin with took the English on the second
time and vice versa. (For details see above pp. 2 03 sq.)
The mean gain in IQ (published norms) from first to second
testing four months later is 3.1 points; which, though the
number of boys is small and different versions of the same
test rather than different tests were administered, seems to
bear out the conclusion given in the text above.
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tests since they were conducted with the latter type of
test alone- However the last two studies are relevant
since they show that non-verbal IQa in the case of children
who are not test-sophisticated can be increased by coaching
and practice to a much greater extent than verbal IQs1, and
that such gains are obtained very quickly and easily in
comparison with gains in Verbal iQs* It is not unreasonable
to conclude,therefore,that sophistication in verbal reasoning
tests transfers to non-verbal reasoning tests to a Mar
greater extent than experiments in present day Britain reveal.
1. As evidence of this, two studies may be quoted! (i) Watts et
al. (1952, p.37) indicating that the gains to be expected
from coaching and practice in verbal IQ and EQ in Britain
are almost equal; (ii) our own study conducted in Dublin
indicating that gains in EQ from practice in Ireland ( with
children unfamiliar with standardised tests) and Britain are
of the same order. Thus it seems highly probable that Irish
children who are totally unsophisticated in new type tests
would gain no more in verbal IQ from coaching and practice
than 10+ children in Britain.
The second study has been used to suggest that the r esults of
coaching would also be of the same order in Ireland and
Britain. The reason for the difference between verbal and
non-verbal reasoning tests in susceptibility to coaching and
practice effects has not, to our knowledge, been investigated,
but probably it lies in the initial unfamiliar!ty of the
non-verbal test material and in the absence in most non-verbal
reasoning items (unlike verbal reasoning ones) of any
indication of how the item is to be tackled, throwing great
weight on a brief instruction. Moreover a child who has
never heard of an intelligence test* might not consider a
non-verbal test as anything more than a strange new sort of
game and not really apply himself to it; whereas the child
who is test-sophisticated would recognise it as a type of
intelligence test and attempt to acquit himself well. After
the first test the former child will probably learn what the
test was and make greater efforts the next time.
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There is one further consideration. The reader will
by now have concluded that in primary schools the standard of
English is lower in Ireland than in Britain. This almost
certainly means that Irish children are far behind British
in English reading1. Now there are five legends in N-VR and
it is quite likely that Irish children would have far greater
difficulty than British in reading and comprehending them,
not only because the Irish children have neither practice nor
coaching in interpreting test instructions but also because
they are poorer at reading. Moreover, lack of test sophistic¬
ation probably meant that Irish children obtained less
information than British children about how to solve sets of
items from the worked example which illustrate each legend,
with the result that they were more dependent on the legends.
Thus, even though the legends are quite brief, they may in
fact have played a large part in depressing Irish children1s
IQs.
In conclusion, taking all things into account, it is
quite legitimate to assume that the low mean non-verbal IQ
obtained by Irish children is not due to a lack of ability to
reason about non-verbal materials. And consequently the
Irish children's low non-verbal IQ will not be invoked to
explain their low mean EQ.
. ^proh?hly explains to a great extent why Irish children1a
• meM problem arithmetic quotient fell far below their mean
mechanical arithmetic quotient (by some 10 points of quotient).
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(VII) Time Devoted to Irish and English in Irish Rational
Schools:
We come now to what is probably the most important
factor giving rise to the large difference in £Q between
Irish and British children, namely a difference in the amount
of time spent at 'English* in Irish and British schools,
Irish is a compulsory subject at all levels in Irish
national schools; English is compulsory in 2nd standard and
all higher standards . For some twenty years prior to 1943
the teaching of English to infants was forbidden, but in that
year permission was granted to teach them English for half an
hour per day . English has been for many years and still is
optional in 1st standard.
The above is a brief outline of the regulations about
Irish and English governing national schools; but in order to
learn how they are put into practice, the schools in which the
survey was carried out were asked for their time tables for
1. By ♦English* in this context is meant English reading,
writing, grammar, pronunciation and any other activities
which have as one of their main aims the increasing of
children's knowledge or command of English, such as story¬
telling or drama.
2. For particulars of the programme in Irish national schools
see Department of Education (1946) pp. 46 sq. and Department
of Education (1956).
3. Department of Education (1954) p. 70,
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the year 1960-61, the year when the tests were administered .
The tables, which were received from 99 of the 119 schools,
show that 58% of schools do not avail of the permission to




Classes in Irish National Schools in which
English is Not Taught.
Group Mo. of Schools Infants 1st Standard
1 17 5
- • ' ' i
r\ 17 10 1 !
3 15 10
4 17 9
5 19 10 1
6 14 7 3
Total: 99 51 5
Table $.10 indicates a marked difference between Ireland and
1. It is quite impossible to obtain the time-tables for the
five years previous to 19b0-6l, though obviously these would
have been very interesting since if we had all six sets it
would be possible to estimate more accurately the amount of
time spent at each subject by the children who were tested.
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Britain not only in the amount of time devoted to teaching
English, but also in attitude to the importance of English,
which may in turn affect the quality of English teaching,
TABLE 5,11,
Mean Number of Hours per Week Given to Irish. English
and Arithmetic: And Mean Number of Hours as
Percentage of Total* Number of Hours.
Group Mo. of
Schools












































96 46.3 42 24.6 22 26.5 24
* Excluding 2.\ hours per week per class devoted to
Religious Knowledge, The three subjects fill some
of the time devoted to secular subjects.
** The figures for arithmetic in mixed schools are
those for boys, who in many schools devote the
time spent by girls at sewing and knitting to
arithmetic - hence these figures slightly over¬
estimate the time spent by girls at arithmetic.
Though it must be confessed that nothing ±3 known of how
the two countries compare in these respects. Differences
between the two countries are even more clearly seen in
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Table S.ll where the mean number of hours per week"*" spent at
Irish, English^and arithmetic are set out. Those figures
were obtained by averaging the number of hours spent per
2
week in 96 schools at each of the three subjects in each
3
class from infants to 5th standard.
It is difficult to obtain comparable figures for
Br5.tain, but Morris (1959, p. 95) gives the xratio of time
1. The principal teacher in each school draws up a time table
for the whole school each year setting down the number of
hours per week to oe devoted to each subject in each class.
The time tables which the author obtained are copies of
the school time tab3.es. Naturally teachers do not adhere
rigidly to the time table, but by and large the tables
give a reasonably reliable estimate of the amount of time
spent at each subject. Because the tables were operative
in the school year 1960-61 only, they do not give the amount
of time spent at each subject by the children ivho were
tested during the five years previous to 1960-61, but the
writer has been assured that the averages for linguistic
groups of schools, and a fortiori fox* all 96 schools, are
unlikely to err much on that account.
2. Figures from two schools which have no infant department
were omitted in order that the figures which were averaged
might be directly comparable. Figures from another school
which is about to close are also omitted because there
are no children left in the junior classes,and consequently
no time table for junior classes was drawn up.
3. The figure© in table 8.? probably underestimate the
average time spent at Irish because many children spend
more than one year in infants, while the table allows
only one year in infants.
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spent at *reading and allied activities*1 to time spent
at arithmetic for a large number of schools in Kent. Table
8.12 is derived from her book.
TABLE 8.12.
The Ratio of Time Spent at Reading and *Allied*
Activities to Time Spent at Arithmetic





5i/l 5/1 MifQ> 4/1 31/1 3/1 2|/1 2/1 li/l 1/1
Junior
Departments* 0 1 1 4 4 11 8 14 2 2**
Infant
Departments 3 1 2 4 4 5 3 18 0 1**
* Junior Departments include




** The figures for these schools do not
include 'allied* activities.
The average time per day devoted to arithmetic in
these schools in Kent was between 40 and 45 minutes; in the
Irish schools it was about 53 minutes. Thus it is apparent
that in Kent most primary school children spend more than
twice as much time as Irish children at English. This is
1. Br. Morris writes: *Reading and "allied" activities such
as stories, discussions, drama, poetry and writing* p.94.
Thus it would appear that what she intends by these words
is almost the same as what we have called •English*•
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an obvious source of difference in mean EQ between Ireland
and Britain - if the schools of Kent may be taken as
typical of British schools in the amount of time they devote
to English, and one feels sure they can. Moreover, the
very fact that almost twice as much time is devoted to Irish
as to English in Irish national schools would seem to
denote that English comes a long way behind Irish in
importance. All this helps to explain the finding reported
in chapter 7, that the regression of GQs on inspectors'
ratings of teachers is significant while the regression
of EQs on these ratings is not significant. Taking one thing
with another it seems clear that Irish schools are much
less interested in English attainments than British ones
(one feels sure that the schools of Kent are not singular
in this matter). Here perhaps is the main source of the
difference in mean EQ.
Does the time devoted to learning Irish in any
way affect an Irish child's capacity for learning English?
Psychologists have established that different fields of
learning (school subjects for example) are not sealed off
from one another in the memory, but that by a process known
as retroactive inhibition,what a person has learned in one
field may make learning in another field more difficult.
McGeoch and McDonald's (1951) work shows that the more
closely these fields are related, conceptually at least,
the greater the interference. Now Irish and English are
. I
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both languages and it is quite possible that the learning
of linguistic skills in Irish affects the learning of similar
skills in English. For example, learning to read in Irish
may interfere with a child*s learning to read in English,
all the more so for the fact that though Irish and English
are similar to one another, eight letters are written
somewhat differently in Irish from the corresponding letters
in English. Moreover ffiapy letters and letter combinations
have different phonic values in the two languages. And
finally the same combinations of letters usually have
quite different meanings in the two languages*5". Of course,
there is also the possibility of positive transference
making the learning of linguistic skills in English
easier for having learned similar ones in Irish, but as
neither effect has been studied in Ireland,it i3 perhaps
best to be content for the moment with raising both without
1. As examples of this take *do* and 'go* which besides being
pronounced differently in Irish and English have quite
different meanings in the two languages - in Irish they mean
'your* and *to* respectively. The Irish and English words
are occasionally confused by young children in word
recognition tests in English.
In a slightly different connection, the author has
experienced the influence of a mental set caused by the
teaching of Irish which confused some young children to
whom he was administering the Terraon and Merrill test.
When asked *what is an orange?' etc., they responded by
giving, as far as they could, the Irish equivalents for
these words. But perhaps the phenomenon is curious rather
than important.
attempting to assess the importance of either.
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Summary and Conclusion'.
The difference in mean EQ obtained with MHE14 between
Irish children (whose mother tongue is English) in 1961 and
British children during the war years is estimated at about
20 points. Since British children in more recent years
are expected to obtain EQs with MHE14 some 2.5 points of
quotient higher than those obtained by British children
during the war, the mean difference in EQ in 1961 is
estimated at about 22.5 points. From this figure 9 points
must be deducted because the Irish children were not test-
sophisticated whereas the British children on whom MHE14 was
standardised were. A further 2 points may reasonably be
deducted because the Irish children did not have such a
strong incentive to do well at the test as the British
children; a further 1.2 points may be deducted because
the
of/higher proportion of rural children in the Irish sample
of children than in the British one* No points will be
deducted because of differences between the two countries in
quality and method of teaching, because the test was
constructed for use in Britain rather than in Ireland, or
because Irish children obtained non-verbal reasoning quotients
which are very much lower than those which British children
obtain with the same test. The total number of points
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to be deducted from the mean difference of 22,5 is 12.2j
which leaves a mean difference of 10.3 points still to
be accounted for. This difference, if translated into
months of '*English age*', allowing .6 points per month,
may be taken as equivalent to about 17 months.
The conclusion of the present chaper is that
Irish children by comparison with British children are
retarded on an average by about 17 months English age,
chiefly because of the fact that Irish national schools
devote very much less time (probably less than half as
much) than British ones to teaching Snglish.
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CHAPTER 9.
ITEM ANALYSIS AND SUPPLEMENTARY INVESTIGATIONS -
RESULTS III.
In an attempt to throw light on the findings
reported in the two previous chapters, the proportions
1
of children in each linguistic group, or in various
combinations of these, who responded correctly to each
item in SPA, 3MA, Irish, and MHE14, were studied. Only
those linguistic groups which have been shown to differ
significantly from other groups in overall mean test score
have been singled out for separate consideration; in fact
item analyses were made chiefly to account at least in
part, for these differences. Differences between the
sexes and between schools were ignored in the item analysis,
not because they were unimportant, but because numbers in
subdivisions of Ss would be exceedingly small if they were
taken into account.
A number of investigations, supplementary to the
main one reported in chapter 7, were also undertaker:.
Again the aim was to throw xight on some of the findings
1. Tables showing these proportions are given in Appendix 8 .
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of the main investigation. We shall begin however with
the item analysis of the two arithmetic tests, taking them
together.
Item-Analysis: Arithmetic
The arithmetic tests differ radically from the
other two criterion tests in the unit of measurement which
they employ; for they were designed to yield an arithmetic
age for each child, that age being simply the median1
chronological age of children in the standardisation sample
who obtained the same number of correct answers. The
scale of measurement is graduated in months. The Irish
and English tests, in contrast, were designed to compare
2
the attainments of children whose ages are equal ; the
scale of measurement is graduated in units of normalised
score. In constructing the arithmetic tests it v/as
necessary to determine the mean performance of children of
1. Presumably, though the author of the test does not say
so.
2. Observe that though arithmetic scores are converted
to arithmetic ages, these ages were in the present work
converted to arithmetic quotients. And fehough the
unit of measure in Irish and English is normalised score,
or quotient, an age allowance was made to adjust the
deviation of an individual child1s quotient from the mean
quotient for deviation of his age from the mean age of
children with whom he was compared. nonetheless the
statements about units of measurement in the text stand.
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widely differing ages, so each test includes items which
(the Irish test is similar in this respect) are standardised
over a comparatively narrow age range, and the items they
contain are not so widely different from one another in
difficulty.
order of ascending difficulty, the difficulty gradient being
quite steep as we have just pointed out. The early items
are very elementary, calling for little from a 5th standard
child but accuracy in computing. Later in the tests
money sums, sums involving weights, measures, decimals,
percentages etc., are introduced. Thus some information
can be obtained by dividing each arithmetic test into five
sections of ten items each and calculating the mean proportion
of children who responded correctly to the items in each
section. These proportions for linguistic group 6
(mother tongue Irish) and for the other five groups taken
together (mother tongue English) in the five sections of
SKA are given in table 9»1«
1. .Difficulty is defined for our present purpose by the
proportion of children, at some age about the middle of
the age range catered for by the test, who give the
correct response to an item.
2. Group 6 differs significantly from the other groups,
which do not differ significantly from one another,
in mean SMA score.
differ widely in difficulty"*". Tests such as MHB14






Mean Proportion of Children who Obtained the
Correct Answers to Items in SMA - Items Taken
in Sections of 10.
Item 1-10 11 - 20 21 - 30 31 - 40 41 - 50 n
Groups 1 to 5
Group 6.
.93 .^3 .62 .29 .10
.84 .73 .41 .16 .06
928
155
Though groups 1 to 5 excel in all sections, their superiority-
is greatest in the third section, IIos. 21 - 30• All
except four of the items in the first two sections test
nothing except ability to apply the four rules accurately;
and though group 6 falls behind the other groups in these
sections, its weakness is more apparent, relatively, in
the later sections which involve more complex arithmetical
operations. In the last section Nos 41-50, the arithmetic
proved too difficult1 for most of the children and
consequently the difference between the proportions is
slight.
Our analysis yields more precise information if
instead of combining the items of OMA in sections of ten,
we group them according to type, i.e., money sums, fractions,
1. In Appendix $ it will be seen that a high proportion of
children obtained the correct answer to No.49, suggesting
that a very large number had sufficient time to complete
the test.
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long1 division, long multiplication, etc.
TABLE 9.2.
Mean Proportions of Children who Solved
Various Types of Item in SMA.






2. Money Suras 17-26,33-36 .70 .42
3* Weights and Measures 27-29 .54 .29
4. Fradtions 37-42 .19 .13
5. Decimals 44-43 .12 .06
The mean proportion of native English-speakers and native
Irish-speakers answering correctly five such types of
item, which include nearly all items in the test apart
from the first 16 (elementary computations)> are given
in table 9#2, where in general differences tend to be
greater than in table 9.1. Children in group 6 appear to
be much weaker, in comparison with children in the other
groups, at sums which involve change of units, such as
1. "Long* is used here in the traditional sense to indicate
that the divisor (multiplier in multiplication) is greater
than 12. The multiplication and division sums amongst
the first 20 items are all "short* (i.e., multiplier or




money suras and weights and measures, than at elementary
computation. The difference between the two mean
proportions for sums involving fractions is surprisingly
small; but this is very probably due to the late position
in the test of these sums.
The findings of the item analysis of SPA may be
presented in much the same manner as those of £Mk.
However, group 5 (arithmetic taught through Irish at all
levels) and group 6 were found to differ significantly
in mean SPA quotient from groups 1 to 4, which did not
differ significantly amongst themselves; so three sets
of figures are presented from the SPA item analysis:
one set for groups 1 to 4-* a second for group 5, and a
third for group 6.
SPA was divided into five sections of ten items
each and the mean proportion of children who obtained the
correct solution in each section was calculated. These
proportions are given in table 9»3» where it will be
seen that group 6 consistently obtains a lower figure
than the other groups except in the last section where
the problems appear tc have been too difficult to distinguish
between groups. It is surprising that group 6 should fall
as far behind the first four groups in section 1 (Hos 1-10)
as in section 2 (Mos 11-20) and further than in section 3
(Hos. 21-30); but the figures for these two divisions of
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table 9.3.
Mean Proportions of Children Who Solved SPA Problems
- Problems Taken in Sections of 10.
Items 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 i
Groups 1 to 4 .85 .61 .33 .07 .02 733
Group 5 .72 .50 .26 .06 .01 195
Group 6 .65 .42 .15 .02 .01 155
the children drop so rapidly from section to section, (more
rapidly than the corresponding figures in table 9.1), that
one receives the impression that the increase in difficulty
of the problem tends to lessen differences between the
divisions, and to obscure the effect of those factors which
differentiate them in the earlier sections. Clearly
if the problems became so difficult that none of the
children could solve them, no differences at all would be
observed between the divisions. The figures for group 5
come in magnitude between those for groups 1 to 4 on the
one hand and group 6 on the other. Differences
between the figures for group 5 and those for groups 1 to
4 are affected by the increase in difficulty of problems
in much the same way as those between group 6 and groups 1
to 4.
Many types of problem can be distinguished in SPA,
but since several problems involve two or more arithmetical
processes,such as the calculation of a percentage and the
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conversion of pounds to ounces (No.40), and since there
is only one example of other types, for instance the
calculation of a mean (No.32), there seemed to be little
point in breaking up the test far the purpose of further
analysis into any more than five types of problem,
comprising in all 32 items. The nature of each type and
the mean proportions of children solving the examples of
each are given in table 9-4.
TABLE 9.4.
Mean Proportions of Children Solving
Various Types of Arithmetic Problems.
Type of Item Nos. 1-4 5 6
Elementary
Computation
1-7, 9, 12, 16 .84 ,74 .66
Simple Money
Sums
8,11,13-15,21,22,24 .62 .51 .40
Weights and
Measures
17,23,27,30 .23 .14 .09
Fractions 25,35 .26 .24 too•
•
Ratio"** 26,31,33,37,U,43,45 .13 too• .04
This further analysis brings little new to light, but
it confirms the impression of general weakness in preblem
1. ♦Ratio* is used here to denote problems involving the
use of ratio, (No.26) or the calculation of proportion,
or the use of the unitary method (No.33) which is simply
a method of dealing with proportion.
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arithmetic on the part of group 6 compared with groups 1 - 4*
Surprisingly, table 9.4 does not show thas weakness to be
greater in relation to sums involving change of unit than
sums involving no more than elementary computation*";
but the season is probably the one already given, namely,
the rapid increase in difficulty of problems through the
test. Group 6 falls further behind the main body of
Irish children in the number of problems involving
fractions than in the number of mechanical sums involving
fractions tvhich they solved. This fact, taken together
with similar findings for items involving elementary
computation only, seems to suggest that in comparison with
Irish children generally the children of group 6 are
relatively weaker at problem, than at mechanical, arithmetic.
Children in groups 1-4 excel those in group 5 at
all types of problems except those which involve fractions,
where the difference is negligible. But since there are
only two problems involving fractions, this scarcely leads
one to doubt the conclusion that the advantage of groups 1-4
in problem arithmetic is a general one. It is noteworthy,
as we shall see, that, by contrast, group 5 does not differ
from the first four groups in mean mechanical arithmetic
quotient*.




When setting arithmetic problems orally or
correcting those in test papers the present writer sometimes
noticed that children in English-speaking areas who had
been taught arithmetic through Irish and were being examined
in Irish failed to solve problems even when, he believed,
they must have been capable of understanding the Irish and
of coping with the arithmetic. It was as though the tasks
of understanding the language and of dealing with the
arithmetic taken together were too much for them, though they
might have managed either task alone. As the observation
was not without its relevance both to the teaching of
arithmetic through Irish to such children and to the
examination of their progress, the author decided to
investigate the matter further. He would like to add,
however, that up to the present his investigations have not
progressed beyond the *pilot' stage, and though promising,
the findings must be viewed with caution. The investigation
was conducted in the following manner.
The author selected some eight expressions from
the Irish version of SPA which he thought, from his work in
comparing the difficulty levels of the Irish and English
versions, might cause children to fail with a problem,
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1
though they knew well enough what the Expressions meant .
It is only natural that children who are native English-
speakers should find some Irish words and phrases 'hard1,
even though they are the normal means of expressing certain
concepts or relationships. Next, two sets of problems
were composed, the first consisting of eight simple problems
each containing one of the expressions, the second con¬
sisting of ten more complex problems each again containing
one of the expressions. Apart from the eight expressions
the Irish throughout is very simple, and the problems of
the second section are the same in arithmetical type as
those of the first; the intention being that the main
difference between the first and second sections would be
in the complexity of the arithmetic. The eighteen problems
were then translated as simply as possible into English,
2
and copies of both versions mimeographed.
Fifth and sixth standard children who had been
taught arithmetic through Irish at all levels in two Dublin
1. The reader is referred to p. 163 above where five of these
expressions are dealt with in detail. In addition to the
five expressions mentioned there, i.e., ta x ag ar B',
'a 4 oiread san', 'sa bhreis', 'sochar', 'c^adchodan',
out; xollowing three were chosen: 'roinn' (divide),
'meachain iomlan' (total weight), *ar an mean' (on the
average). Since constructing the test (2 years ago) the
author has come to believe that the last four expressions
given here were altogether too simple for his purpose.
2. Copies of both versions may be examined in Appendix S •
Unfortunately no tests were carried out to determine
whether 'balanced' bilinguals would experience equal
difficulty with the two versions.
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schools took the test. The schools, one a boys* and one
a girls' school, are situated in the same grounds and in
general draw their pupils from the same sections of the
community; they are believed to achieve a particularly
high standard in Irish. Each class was divided at random
into tv?o numerically equal groups, one taking the Irish,
one the English version. The total number of children
tested was 122, 54 boys and 63 girls. No time limit
was fixed, each child being allowed to finish the test in
his own time.
Our expectancy was that the 'Irisrf group would cope
fairly well with section 1 (easy arithmetic, difficult Irish),
but not with section 2 (difficult; arithmetic and Irish).
The ''Engl ish' group were a control group. We shall begin
by studying scores"'" (number of problems solved by each child)
for section 1. Since numbers in classes varied
disproportionately, 12 scores were omitted at random from
one class, 6 from another (an equal number from Irish and
English groups in each class) to reduce the number in each
to 23; in order to increase the number in a third to 23,
one score equal in value to the mean for the English group
1. Since we are working with measures which have not been
normalised we have no guarantee that they are distributed
along an equal interval scale. This is an added reason
for treating the findings of the present investigation
with caution.
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and one equal in value to the mean for the Irish group
in the class were added^. This procedure secured
28 scores for each class, the total being 112; however
the total degrees of freedom are 110, since none are gained
by adding scores equal in value to the mean. The scores
were submitted to analysis of variance in which account
was taken of differences between Schools (in part a sex
component), Classes, and Languages. The analysed
components of the total sum of squares are given in table 9.5.
The triple interaction component falls short of
signifleaned when tested against MSw;so the latter was then
employed to test the significance of the other interaction
2
components . Of these only MSsc reaches significance;
but since School and Sex differences are confounded in it,
we shall not attempt to give the causes of its significance.
However, neither of the interactions involving Language
is significant, so the Language lean square is free from
Jlasb and School influences. Tested against MSw, it
was found to be significant. i.ius, we reject the hypothesis
that the difference between the English group*s mean of 6.01
1. This procedure is advocated by Lindquist (1953)» P.14S,
where the number of *1311331^1 observations is very small.
2. Because of the greater number of DF associated with it,




Section I; Irish-Arithmetic Investigation.
Source DF S3 MS F*
Schools (S) 1 31.93 31.93
Classes (C) 1 44* 00 44.00
Languages (L) 1 7.61 7.61 5.47* (DF - 1 & 102)
S x C 1 8.41 8.41 5.86**(DF « 1 & 102)
S x L 1 .42 .42 not significant
C x L 1 .21 .21 not significant
S x C x L 1 .69 .69 not significant
Within 102 141.64 1.39
Total: 109 234.64
/ A single asterisk after a variance ratio indicates
significance at the 5% level, where F S> 3*94 is
significant} a double asterisk indicates significance
at the 1% level, where F « 6.90 is significant.
and the Irish group*s mean of 5.49 is due to chance. The
English version is somewhat easier for the children tested
than the Irish one.
Despite the fact that our expectancy as regards
section 1 is not fully realised we were able to proceed
to the second and principal part of our investigation,
which is to determine whether the same difficult Irish will
prove a still greater handicap in the more difficult
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arithmetic of section 2, In order to eliminate
the variance due to the fact that the Irish version of
section 1 is more difficult than the English one, and at
the same time reduce the variance due to differences
between the children in arithmetical ability, each child*s
score for the second section was deducted from his score
TABLE 9.6.
Analysis of Variance: d-scores. Irish-Arithmetic
Investigation.

















5.SB* (DF = 1 & 102)
7.23**(DF - 1 & 102)
.344 (DF - 1 & 102)
1.29 (DF * 1 & 102}
1.S7 (DF » 1 & 102)
TOTAL: 109 339.05
/ A single asterisk after a variance ratio
indicates significance at the 5% level,
where F 5 3*94 is significant}
a double asterisk indicates significance
at the 1% level, where F = 6.90 is significant
for the fir3t section to yield a single score which we shall
call *d*. The 112 ds were analysed1 in the same manner
1. Once again the reader is reminded that we do not know
whether our measures (ds) are distributed along an equal
interval scale.
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as the scores for section 1# 9.6 contains the
analysed components,
MSw was employed as error term to test the
significance of the triple interaction component; and the
latter falling short of significance MSw was employed in
preference to it, because of the larger number of degrees
of freedom, to test the significance of each of the other
three interaction terns. Of these the only one which
reaches significance is the School x Glass interaction,
implying that the difference in mean d-score between
classes varies from one school to the other. But as we
have previously remarked, in connection with the
corresponding component in the analysis of scores for
section 1, sex and school differences are confounded,
so it is futile to attempt a detailed explanation of the
significant MSsc.
Because the Language mean square of table 9.6 is
free from Class and Sex influences and from the influence
of any interaction it was tested against MSw and found to
be significant. Thus we reject the hypothesis that the
difference of .76 between the mean d-scores of 3.21 for
the Irish and 2.45 for the English group*, is due to chance.
May it be attributed to the combined difficulty of Irish
and arithmetic, a difficulty which is greater for the type
of child tested, it is suggested, than the difficulty
of either the Irish or the arithmetic taken separately?
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Whether it may nor may not depends on a number of
assumptions which regrettably have not been substantiated
experimentally:
(i) that the Irish of the second section is neither
easier nor more difficult to the children tested than the
Irish of the first section; (ii) that the English of
the two sections does not vary in difficulty;
(iii) that the arithmetic in the two sections involves
the same types of operation, but that in the second section
these are more complex than in the first. Inspection
of the test alone'*' can be offered in support of these
assumptions. However it probably lends them enough weight
to enable us to conclude tentatively that the combination
of difficult Irish and difficult arithmetic placed an
appreciable number of problems beyond the powers of the
children tested in Irish, even though they were able to
understand the Irish and would have been able to solve the
problems had they been expressed in English. The conclusion
is probably quite general in its application, even though
it is not based on the work of a random sample of
1. It seems unlikely that sufficient support for these
assumptions could be obtained from the interaction com¬
ponents of table 9.6# The absence of a significant
Language x Sex interaction for instance proves nothing
because the Sex component is also a School component;
and also because even if the Irish of the second section
is more difficult than that of the first, it could have
happened that girls compensated for greater difficulty
than boys with the more complex arithmetic of the second
section by greatrr facility than boys with the more
difficult Irish, In this case the Language x School
interaction might also fall short of significance.
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children"*" who were taught arithmetic through Irish,
because those on whose work it is based almost certainly-
had a command of Irish above the average for native speakers
of English in Irish national schools.
The experiment just described contributes to our
understanding of the difficulties experienced by children
from English-speaking homes with arithmetic problems set
in Irish. But before discussing its contribution we
must recall firstly that several investigations failed to
reveal a significant difference in difficulty between the
two versions of SPA for children who had been taught
arithmetic through Irish. Secondly, analysis of
covariance failed to reveal a significant difference
between the first five linguistic groups in mean SMA quotient,
while it did establish that the first four linguistic groups
were significantly superior to group 5 in mean SPA quotient.
Thirdly, item analysis led to the conclusion that the
superiority of groups 1 to 4 in problem arithmetic was
general, and not confined to the more difficult problems.
All this indicates that the children of group 5 failed to
achieve as high a standard of problem arithmetic in general
1, The author hopes to repeat the experiment employing a
more representative group of children, a better
validated test, and a verbal reasoning test - it would
be particularly interesting to learn whether the effect
studied varies with level of reasoning ability.
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as the children of groups 1 to 4J or to put it another
way, the general superiority of groups 1 to 4 is not a
function of the version of SPA which they took. Now
since most of the problems in SPA are expressed in simple
Irish, the third point mentioned above is of particular
importance! for it seems to imply that the findings
of the Irish-arithmetic investigation apply to even
simple Irish. Here we seem to have an explanation of
why the children of group 5 became retarded in problem
arithmetic: Irish, even when it is simple, and when
they understand it, makes problem arithmetic more difficult
for these children than it would be if the problems were
in English. The added difficulty of Irish might conceivably
bring about a retardation in either of two ways:
(i) it might prevent children from gaining competence and
skill in solving problems which involve the arithmetical
operations which have been taught. In view of the fact
that group 5 did not differ significantly from the first
four groups in mean SMA quotient, the second alternative
is more likely to be true1. However we shall return
to this problem later.
1. Moreover the Department of Education lays down a
programme of work for each year, and it is likely that
the majority of schools cover that programme in the
space of the year.
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Supplementary Investigation II: Three-terarR elations:
The Irish-arithmetic investigation was carried
out to study how well children whose mother tongue is
English but whose schooling has been conducted in Irish
can solve complex arithmetic problems set in rather difficult
Irish. a second investigation was carried out to study
how well these children can solve unfamiliar problems set
in simple Irish. The purpose in studying this aspect
of problem solving in Irish is to determine whether
the unfamiliar!ty of the operations involved had the same
effect as complexity appears to have had in the Irish-
arithmetic operation. It is important to know the answer
to this question because of necessity much of children*s
work in problem arithmetic involves newly learned and
therefore relatively unfamiliar operations. No doubt some
of the problems in SPA were new to most of the children in
group 5, but it is very likely that when children of that
age are faced with suras of an unfamiliar type they do not
attempt them at all. So there is little purpose in
examining their work in the test to learn how they fared
with unfamiliar problems even if we could determine which
ones were unfamiliar to which children, which we cannot do.
The matter might have been broached by introducing classes
of children similar to those in group 5 to a new arithmetical
operation and then dividing each class &£ random into two
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groups, the one to take a test consisting of problems
involving the new operation set in Irish, the other to
take an English version of the same test. But this
procedure would have taken more time than the writer has
so far been able to afford.
As an alternative it was decided to employ
problems involving three-term relations of the type *A is
greater than B, but smaller than C; which is the smallest?*
Such problems are not unlike sums involving ratio since
both involve mainly the logic of relations, while they
possess two advantages for our purpose over such sums:
(i) they are unfamiliar to 5th standard children, but
not, as the event proved, too difficult for them;
(ii) they can be expressed in such simple language that
the problem of equating an English and Irish version in
difficulty hardly arises. Indeed If that problem were
to arise it would probably mark the extent to which a
teacher who wished to present any new matter in Irish to
a class whose mother tongue was English would be hampered
%N
by language difficulties. '
■ Ji ; 1 m
Twelve problems were composed in Irish to form !
1 Y 1
a test which was then translated into English . The type
■ IriS
, oj
\ 1SC§ Is1. Copies of the two versions may be seen in Appendix o •
y ■ 1 A
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or relation varies from problem to problem, but all are
simple such as, •taller than*, *prettier than*, *to the
left of1. The form of problem varies too; there are
four types and three examples of each.
Problems 1-3 take the form »A •> B: C;
which is the greates A, B or G?' 4-6 take the form
AvB, G«• B; which is the greatest A, B or G?f 7-9
take the form tA"'' B: B-> C; which is the amalles A, B or C?1
10 - 12 take the form A»B, C?A; which is the greatest A, B
or C?»
The test was administered to the children in
the two Dublin schools who had previously taken part in
the Irish-arithmetic investigation. The Irish version
of the test was administered to the children who had taken
the Irish version of the arithmetic test, the English
version to those who had taken the English version of the
arithmetic test. Twelve minutes were allowed in which
to complete the three-term relations test. Afterwards
the number of problems which each child had solved counted
and recorded as his score1. The number of scores in each
of the four classes was made tqual to 23 in exactly the
same manner as the number of scores in the IrlSh-arithmetic
investigation; and these scores were submitted to analysis
1. These scores may not be distributed along an equal
interval scale, and so the results obtained by analysis
of variance are somewhat tentative.
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of variance in which account was taken of differences
between Schools, Glasses and Languages. The components
of the total sum of squares are given in table 9.7.
TABLE 9.7.
Analysed Mean Squares: Three-term Relations
Source DF 38 MS F-
Schools (S) 1 2.6 2.6 ["' ' '' '
Classes (C) 1 35.5 35.5
Languages (L) 1 40.1 40.1
S x C 1 .7 .f .099 (DF = 1 and 102)
S x L 1 52.2 52.2 7.36#* " "
C x L 1 3.9 3.9 .55 « « «
S x C x L 1 6.9 6.9 1.26 " « "
Within 102 723.4 7.09
■
TOTAL: 109 667.3
f A double asterisk after a variance ratio
indicates that it is significant at the Yfo
level where F £ 6.90 is significant;
F * 3*95 is significant at the 5$ level of
probability.
Since the triple interaction, tested against MSw is not
significant,the other three interaction components were •
also tested against MSw in preference to MSscl because
of the greater number of DF. Only the interaction of
3 52
School and Language proved significant, and that highly so.







The standard error of the difference between ftny pair of
these means is .712^, which shows that the difference
within the girls* school is not significant, whereas
2
that within the boys* school is highly significant .
These findings seem to show clearly that Irish caused
considerable trouble to the boys but scarcely any to the
girls . The fact that girls fared equally well with the
1. Obtained by replacing MS error in the formula
SE MS error ( 1 + _1_ ) by MSw from table 9.7.
nl n2
Cf. Lindquist (1953) p.243.
2. t 5 3.51, d.f. - 102. A t » 2.5$ is significant at the 1%
level of probability in this test.
3. Another way of looking at the means is to compare boys with
girls; this brings out the fact that boys and girls do not
differ significantly in mean score obtained with the Irish
version, while the mean score obtained by boys with the
English version is significantly greater than that obtained
by girls. Thus the findings might be interpreted as
indicating that bovs were better able to deal with 3-terra
relations than girls, and girls had the better command of
Irish.
3&3
two versions lends some support to our contention at the
outset that the language of each is simple and familiar;
thus the difference between boys1 mean scores may be
attributed with greater confidence to a difference in their
command of the two languages. There is nothing surprising
of course in finding that girls develop competence in a
second language more quietly than boys, since it is most
likely that they do so in the mother tongue"*". These
1. McCarthy (1954), p.577 summarises the evidence for a sex
difference in linguistic development in these words:
•One of the most consistent findings to emerge from the
mass of data accumulated on language development in
American white children seems to be a slight difference
in favour of girls in nearly all aspects of language that
have been studied1. Towards the end of her section on sex
differences Dr. McCarthy mentions the especially interest¬
ing work of Seidl (1937) in the following words: 'An
unpublished study by Seidl (1937) showed that the Stanford-
Binet scores of bilingual girls are apparently more
depressed in comparison with their scores on the Arthur
Point Scale of Performance Tests owing to their bilingual-
ism than are the scores of a similarly selected group
of bilingual boys'. These words seem to indicate that
Seidl's findings are the opposite of our own. Actually,
Seidl is at pains to show that the correlation between
Stanford-Binet and Arthur IQs is low (see Seidl, p.73)J
therefore little can be inferred from the relative levels
of mean IQs (verbal and non-verbal) obtained by bilingual
boys and girl -, P»aBCtcularly little can be inferred
about the linguistic skills of such boys and girls since
the Stanford-Binet test is not primarily a test of language.
Moreover Seidl found that girls' mean Stanford-Binet IQs
in both monoglot and bilingual groups (H » 240) exceeded
the corresponding mean IQs obtained by boys; suggesting,
if anything, that both monoglot and bilingual girls had
a better command of English than monoglot and bilingual
boys respectively. However, Seidl's study touches on
linguistic skill only incidentally, and it is best to
treat its findings in that connection with extreme caution.
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findings however do not indicate that the girls tested
would have been as well able in Irish as in English to deal
with a wide range of materials and relationships, but only with
a very narrow one. Even over this narrow range the boys
were less competes in Irish.
One interesting fact emerged from an item analysis
of the children's work. The difference between the number
of boys who solved problems presented in Irish and those
who solved them when presented in English increases
as we progress through the test; this was not time
of girls. The fact can best be shown by summing
numbers for each of the four forms of problem and comparing
the results, which are set out in table 9.81. The decrease
in number as we go down the column for boys who took the
test in Irish might be due to either of two possible factors -
(i) to an increase in complexity of problem or
(ii) to a slower pace of working on the part of the boys,
which would have the effect that fewer of them than of the
corresponding group of girls attempted the later problems.
On balance the second is the more likely since no consistent
1. The item analysis was carried out on the test sheets of
all the children tested, 58 boys and 68 girls; hence









English Irish Eng-Irish* English
Irish*
1-3 75 65 10 75 73 2
4-6 ao 66 12 66 79 7
7-9 77 56 21 72 77 -5
10-12 61 55 26 70 72 -2
H** 29 29 34 34
* Eng-Irish » the total in the English group
minus the total in the Irish one.
H = the number of children in each group who
took the test. If we multiply this number
by 3 we obtain the maximum number possible
for any set of3problems.
tendency is observed for numbers to fall off in the other
groups1. And if the main effect of Irish on these boys was
1. At this point it is helpful to recall that the School x
Language interaction in the Irish - arithmetic invest¬
igation fell far short of significance,indicating that
the effect of increasing the complexity of the arithmetic
in that test was the same for girls as for boys.
Admittedly the tests are nojp quite parallel, but still if
increasing complexity were/ necessary and sufficient
condition of the phenomenon we are discussing, we should
expect it to have an observable effect on the number of
girls taking the test in Irish who were successful.
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to slow them down appreciably, it is reasonable to conclude
that the speed with which they can solve problems involving
any newly taught and still unfamiliar operation in
arithmetic is reduced by the use of Irish, no matter how
simple. Since it is extremely doubtful whether children
can be set problems in a new operation, such as the use
of the unitary method, in Irish as simple as that used in
the three-term relation test, it is quite likely that the
speed at which boys, at least, understand and solve these
problems is reduced by Irish even more than their speed of
understanding and solving the three-term relation problems.
It seems likely, too, that if the speed at which children
can understand problems is reduced by Irish, they do in
greater
fact experience/difficulty in understanding them than if
the problems were set in English; so we are brought back
to the conclusion of the Irish-arithmetic investigation,
i.e., the ♦combined* difficulties of a second language and
of arithmetic are greater than the difficulty of either
*on its own*. In short, the reduction of speed of under¬
standing due to Irish, and the increase of difficulty due
to Irish, may be merely different facets of the same
phenomenon.
3#7
Supplementary Investigation III - Language of Thought.
Because of the evidence that the boys whose mother
tongue was English solved problems set in Irish more slowly
than If they had been set in English, the author attempted
to discover whether such children translated the problem
into English or thought it out in Irish, For the purpose,
the 5th standard children in two Dublin schools, one a
boys1, the other a girls1 school^were chosen. These two
schools resemble those in which the first two supplementary
investigations were conducted in that they are both situated
in the same grounds and teach all subjects (English excepted)
at all levels through the medium of Irish; but they differ
from the previous two in that a higher proportion of their
children come from the middle classes. The present writer
took each of the 12 boys and 12 girls thus selected one by
one, and 3et them three problems in Irish from the three-term
relations test. When each had finished with the problems
he was asked in Irish whether he had thought about them in
English, or Irish, or partly in English and partly in Irish.
Most of them seemed surprised by the questioh and all except
one replied without hesitation that they had thought about
them in Irish; the child who hesitated said he was not sure,
but that he believed he thought about them in Irish.
Moreover the investigator noticed that those of the children
who muttered to themselves when working out the problems
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muttered in Irish. While this examination is simple
in the extreme it is probably as effective as any which
could be undertaken conveniently; and the writer sees
no reason to doubt the children's word. Thus he is
of the opinion that if children whose mother tongue is
English have been taught through the medium of Irish
for six years, many of them will have learned to think in
Irish when presented a problem in Irish. Consequently
if boys of this type solve problems presented in Irish
more slowly than if they had been presented in English,
the reason, he is inclined to believe, is not that they
translate the problem into English and translate the
answer back into Irish.
Supplementary Investigation IV; Fluency.
Still seeking a reason why boys should solve
problems more slowly in Irish than in English, the author
decided to compare the speed at which Irish and English
words come to native-English speakers whose schooling
has been through the medium of English. The test chosen
is simply the one which occurs in the Stanford-Binet scale,
i.e., the naming of as many words as possible within the
space of one minute. As there is clearly a connection
between the ability (or abilities, since the test was given
in both languages) thus tested and ThurstoneTsprimary
3&9
mental ability of 'word fluency', the term fluency has
been adopted to describe this ability. However, the author
does not consider that this ability should be identified
with the ability which Thurstone called 'word fluency',
or with any of the subdivisions of word fluency proposed
1
by such psychologists as John B. Carroll or J.P. Guilford.
The children whose fluency was tested are those who
were tested in supplementary investigation Ho. III. For
the purpose of comparing these children'* fluency with
that of other 5th standard children whose schooling
2
had not been through the medium of Irish, a further 24 boys
in a Dublin national school of the required type were tested.
Each child was seen individually and asked to name all the
1. There would appear to be a fair measure of agreement
between the subdivisions proposed by these two authors.
Carroll (1961), p.101, describes three as follows:-
(i) fluency of expression » 'the ability of the individual
to supply responses rapidly from among a series of possible
alternative responses', (ii) ideational fluency » 'the
ability to give a series of ideas rapidly*, (iii) naming
ability » 'the ability to name objects rapidly'. Since
in the present writer's test,the stimuli or examples,
given in the instructions, were all nouns, the children
tested confined themselves to nouns for the most parti
hence the ability which was tested would appear to approach
closest to the third of Carroll's abilities, i.e., naming
ability. However the two should not be identified because
the present writer's test did not place any restriction
whatever, explicitly at least, on the type of words to be
named, whereas Carroll seems to have done so; and because
there is no assurance that the ability used by a child
to name words in one language is the same as the ability
that he uses to name words in a second language, (that is
if it does make sense to speak of 'the ability used by
a child to name words*J.
2. These boys were selected at random from a 5th standard class
which numbered 31 boys.
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words he could think of in one of the languages, then after
a pause he was given the same length of time to name all
the words he could think of in the second language. In
order to randomise the effects of practice and fatigue
the language order was reversed from one child to the
next, children coming to be tested in the order in which
their names were entered in the roll. Instructions1
were given orally in the language of the test which
followed immediately and were repeated in translation
before the second test. When the instructions iiad been
repeated the child was told that he could name the ^sarae*
or different* words in the second language. One mark was
allotted for each word not named previously in the same
langugage, and two scores were obtained for each child,
i.e., the number of marks gained in Irish and the number
gained in English. These scores were submitted to
analysts of variance, account being taken of differences
between Schools. Languages and Language Sequences, to
test the hypothesis that children of the type who were
tested are able to name as many words in one language as
in the other in a given time. Table 9.9 contains the
analysed mean squares.
The triple interaction component proving non¬
significant when tested against MSw, each of the other inter-
1. The English version ran: *1 want to see how many words
you can name in a minute. You must say them out loud so
that I can count them. Any worcls at all will do, like
*window', 'table1, 1 pen', Ready? Begin *.
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TABLE 9.9.
Analysed Mean Squares: Fluency.
Source DF SS MS pX
Schools (S) 2
r
571 235.5 7.71** (DF * 2,34)
Languages (L) 1 1060 1060.0 23.62#* (DF « 1,34)
Language
Sequences (LS) 1 75 75.0 2.02 (DF - 1,34)
S x L 2 3 4.0 .11 (DF » 2,34)
S x LS 2 97 43.0 1.31 (DF =» 2,34)
L x LS 1 2 2.0 .05 (DF « 1,34)
S x L x LS 2 2 L0 .03 (DF » 2,34)
Within 34 3111 37.04
TOTAL: 95 4926
A double asterisk attached to a variance ratio
signifies significance at the 1% level, a, single
asterisk signifies significance at the 5% level of
probability. With 1 and $4 DF, Fs & 3.96 and 6.96
are significant at the % and 1% levels respectively?
with 2 and 34 BF, Fs * 3*11 and 4.33 levels respect¬
ively.
action terms was also tested against HSw , and all proved
non-significant. The abaence of a significant Schools
x Languages interaction is particularly interesting since
it indicates that the ratio of Irish to English scores
1. The use of Mow in these tests is preferable to the use of
the triple interaction component not only because of the great*
number of degrees of freedom which it affords but also because
the latter term, which with MSw estimates the population
variance, is so much smaller than the former, - being to that
extent a less reliable estimate than the former.
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does not vary between the three schools. One might have
expected that Irish words would form a greater porportion
of the total number of words named by children who have been
taught all subjects (English excepted) through the medium
of Irish than by children who have been taught Irish as
a subject only; but such is not the case.
The mean square for Schools is highly significant
when tested against MSw showing that the mean total number
of words, Irish and English, varies from school to school.
The school means are as follows
Schools Boys* 1 Boys* 2 Girls
n 24 12 12
Irish 17.2 22.4 22.7
English 24.3 2S.2 29.3
. V •■ ■ ■ ' ' ,) '■ ' ■ 'i '1 1 ■' • V'f'V ' i ' '
* Boys 1 * boys who have not been taught
through the medium of Irish.
Boys 2 = boys who have been taught through
the medium of Irish.
Clearly the reason for the significant mean square is the
difference between the school denoted Boys 1 on the one hand
and the schools denoted Boys 2 and Girls on the other. The
latter pair of schools are situated in the same grounds and
draw their pupils almost exclusively from the middle classes,
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whereas the proportion of middle class children in the
former school is much mailer. Perhaps the significant
mean square for schools should therefore be attributed
in part to socio-economic differences.
The languages mean square is also significant when
tested against MSw, while the Language Sequences mean
square falls far short of significance. Thus we may dis¬
regard any observed differences between scores obtained
with the two language sequences in interpreting the
significant Languages mean square1. The means for Irish
and English are 19.9 and 26.5 respectively, showing that
on the average the children named Irish and English words
in the ratio of 3 to 4 approximately*
If a child obtained a higher English than Irish
score, immediately after the test he was asked if he could
explain the difference. The majority said that they did
not know the reason, but three children said that they
sometimes failed to remember the Irish word for things
which they noticed about them during the test. For
instance one girl said that she could not remember the
Irish word for 'ashtray* and *fireplace*, giving the
Irish words as she spoke. Asked whether they had translated
1. It is interesting to note that Johnson (1953) had similar
findings when he tested 30 Spanish-English bilinguals
(ages 9 to 12) in the USA in a manner similar to ours,
except that he allowed 5 minutes in which to name words
in each of the two languages, Varying the language
sequences made no difference to the results.
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English words into Irish during the test, all the children
said they had not. Such evidence as can be gleaned from
the children's introspections therefore suggests that the
Language difference came about simply because English
words came to them more rapidly than Irish ones*
In view of the fact that the relative fluencies
(in our sense of the word fluency) of bilingual children
in their two languages been so little studied1 it is
difficult to interpret the significance of our finfiings
precisely in psychological terms. Nonetheless it does
seem likely that even when children have been educated
through the medium of Irish for six years, English still
comes more readily to them than Irish. Thus if they are
using Irish in their thinking they probably think more
slowly than if they were to use English, since the words
come to them more slowly. Moreover for the same reason
they probably express themselves, whether orally or in
writing, with greater difficulty in Irish than in English.
We have little evidence about the relative speeds at
which they comprehend Irish and English, but it seems
probable that they comprehend English more rapidly.
1. Lambert (1956) used a similar procedure to ours with
English-French bilinguals in Canada, and he found that the
number of words named in the second language increases
with the experience people have in using that language.
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The findings of the fluency test help to explain
some of the previous findings. For instance, part of
the reason why the children of linguistic group 5 are
weaker at problem arithmetic than children in groups 1 to 4
is probably that they think out problems more slowly, not
only during arithmetic tests but at all times. If we are
correct in extending the conclusion of the fluency test
to the comprehension of language, the children of group 5
follow their teacher and the language of arithmetic
problems more slowly since Irish is the language used.
One elderly teacher, who had taught arithmetic in English
for some years before he was persuaded to teach it in
Irish, remarked to the writer that in his experience the
difficulty of children whose home language is English in
following arithmetic problems presented orally in Irish and
in discussing them in Irish is so great that problem
arithmetic tends to be neglected and mechanical arithmetic
emphasised when arithmetic is taught in Irish. Though
he did not mention speed either of comprehension or Qf
expression, it seems clear that a slow rat® of either or 0f
both in Irish would impede the work of teacher and pupil
alike1.
1. Other factors might also make their work more difficult,
such as, lack of Irish vocabulary or poor command of
Irish syntax, but up to the present, the writer has not
had an opportunity to investigate these aspects in a
satisfactory manner. But see note 1 on p. UOZ below.
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The significant Languages mean square in the
fluency test arises when comparing children*s Irish and
English scores; and if a childfs English score may be
taken as an indication of the normal speed at which words
come to him, the difference between his Irish and English
scores indicates the extent to which he is slowed down
when recalling Irish words. The slowing down may
be a symptom that the child is experiencing a general
increase of difficulty in expressing himself in Irish as
compared with English, and that h© is devoting more of
his attention to language and less to the arithmetic problem
than if he were using English. This may partly explain
why the children in linguistic group 5 are weaker at
problem arithmetic than those in the first four groups.
It may also be part of the reason why in the Irish -
arithmetic investigation an increase of difficulty in the
arithmetic was accompanied by a greater fall in the number
of problems which children who took the test in Irish
solved compared with the falling off in the case of those
who took the test in English.
The findings of the fluency test do not, however,
help to explain those of the three-term relations test.
The latter were thought to show that boys could not solve
the problems as quickly when they were presented in Irish
as when they were presented in English; whereas girls
were equally quick in either language. But the fluency
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test reveals no significant difference between the sexes1,
and so cannot help to explain the findings of the three-
term relations investigation. Perhaps the latter findings
might be due to a sex difference in the command of vocabulary
or syntax, but so far these have not been adequately studied.
Summary of Findings about Arithmetic.
Item analysis has revealed that the superiority of
linguistic groups 1 to 5 over group 6 in mechanical
arithmetic, which was established by analysis of covariance,
is not confined to any particular type of sum, but that
it is more marked in suras which involve change of units
(money sums and suras involving weights and measures part¬
icularly) than in sums which involve no more than elementary
computation. Item analysis has also revealed that the
superiority of groups 1 to 5 over group 6 in problem
arithmetic - also established by analysis of covariance -
is general, and probably not more iiarked in any one type
of problem than another.
Similarly, the superiority of groups ito 4 over
group 5 in problem arithmetic - established by analysis
/the 11 ..■■■' ... i .j-.L.i.iii.rT
1, The standard error of/mean difference between the boys"
and girls* school which are situated in the same grounds
is 1.76. The reader will see by referring to the means
on p. that neither the Irish nor the English pair of
means differ significantly.
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of covariance - is not confined to any particular type of
problem, being as marked, apparently, in problems involving
only elementary computation as in those which involve
more complex arithmetical operations. The former*s
superiority is attributed to the fact that they had been
taught arithmetic through the medium of their mother tongue1,
whereas the latter had been taught through the medium of
their second language, Irish. A series of investigations
was carried out to examine why teaching arithmetic through
the medium of Irish should have this effect. Leaving
aside difficulties with vocabulary - and there is some
2
evidence that the Irish vocabulary of children like those
in group 5 is very much smaller than their English
vocabulary - and syntax, some evidence was obtained that
Irish,even when understood, makes problem arithmetic
more difficult for the children of group 5 than it would be
if it were taught in English. There is convincing evidence
that these children think in Irish when presented a problem
in Irish7 but this may increase their all round difficulty
with problems - the evidence that they are less fluent
in Irish than in English is also convincing. It was
1. Though three of the first four linguistic groups had been
taught arithmetic through Irish for varying numbers of
years it is important to bear in mind that by and large
children in Irish national schools are not given written
problems to solve before 3rd standard, so, in fact, of the
four only linguistic group 4 would have had any experience
of such problems in Irish.
2. See below, p. liOi not© 1 .
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suggested that lack of fluency may not only slow down a
child's thought processes, but increase the 'amount of
attention* which he must devote to language and decrease
the amount he has to devote to the problem and to the necessary
arithmetical operations. The three-term relations
investigation, undertaken to study how children such as
those of group 5 fared with an unfamiliar type of problem
presented in simple Irish, showed that boys, but not girls,
who took the test in Irish solved significantly fewer
problems than those who took it in English. This was
taken as indicating not that these girls were equally
capable of solving problems whether presented in Irish or
English, but that the boys were less able to solve than
even when the Irish was as simple as that used in the three
term relation test. There were indications that part of
the reason why boys solved fewer three-term relation problems
in Irish was that they worked more slowly in Irish than in
English; which fits in with the findings of the fluency
investigation.
Tvase difficulties of children whose mother tongue
>
is English with problem arithmetic taught in Irish are really
difficulties for their teacher as well. Almost certainly
it is more difficult for him to discuss problems with his
class in Irish than in English, it is at least possible, as
one teacher remarked to the writer, that he will, perhaps
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unconsciously, devote more of the arithmetic period to
mechanical, less to problem arithmetic, than if he were
teaching through the medium of English. Indeed, taking
all things into consideration the surprising thing is
that the children of group 5 are as good as they are at
problem arithmetic.
Item-Analysis; Iriah.
Each of the six linguistic groups differed
significantly from the others in mean GQ. For this reason
the findings of item analysis of each group's work in the
Irish test will be considered here.
Questions in the Irish test fall into six types.
Those of the same type were grouped together and the mean
proportions of children giving the correct answers to
each were calculated the better to grasp each group's
strengths and weaknesses. These mean proportions are
recorded in table 9*10.
The most striking feature of table 9.10 is that
differences between groups 5 and 6 (mother tongue Irish)
are not as great as those between groups 5 and 1. Thus,
for example, the same mean proportion of children in groups
5 and 6 gave the correct responses in the vocabulary items,
whereas there is a difference of ,14 between groups 5 and 1,
This almost certainly shows that though the test succeeds
in discriminating between children's knowledge of Irish
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TABLE 9.10.
Mean Proportion in Each Linguistic Group
Giving Correct Response to Questions











.21 .22 .22 .23 .29 .26
2. Vocabulary 1-6,15,17,38,
39,41,49-51. .35 .37 .37 .43 .49 .49
3. Spelling 24-30 .14 .15 .14 .20 .22 .23
4. Comparatives
of Adjectives 57-64 .02 .02 .02 .04 .05 .05
5. Use of Prep¬
ositions
13,14,16,40,
42. .29 .31 .29 .38 .42 .51
6. Use of
Adverbs 12. .54 .56 .51 .71 .71 .68
N. in group 160 188 215 170 195 155
Vocabulary provided they learned their Irish in school, it
does not show up the superiority of children whose mother
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tongue is Irish"*".
Prepositions are inflected in Irish, and the
figures in table 9.10 show group 6*s superior grasp of the
complex prepositional system; though once again the mean
difference between groups 5 and 6 is not as great as that
between groups 5 and 1. Surprisingly enough the mean
proportion for group 5 in the Comprehension of Prose (the
ability to read a passage of prose and answer questions
testing knowledge of what has been read) la slightly
higher than that for group 6; which shows that the former
1. The author attempted to compare the Irish and English
vocabularies of boys and girls in two Dublin schools where
all subjects (English excepted) are taught in Irish at all
levels, (the 3ame children as those who took part in the
fluency investigation). Each of the 12 boys and 12 girls
were shown some of the Macmillan Geography Pictures, which
they had never seen before, and asked to name 56 objects
first in Irish, then in English. The 20 objects which were
most familiar (named in English by 19 or more of the 24
children - but the same objects would have been selected had
the sum of correct responses in Irish and English been the
criterion) were: bridge, net (fishing), lifeboat, sea-gull,
wave, whale, wire, sledge (snow), furs, shoot (verb), lamp
post, log, palm tree, crane, cement (noun) traffic, crossroad,
factory, airport, railing. The number of correct responses
given in Irish was 147» the number in English was 430» which
can be simplified by saying that the children gave about
three times as many correct responses in English as in Irish.
Unfortunately the test does not estimate the vocabularies of
the children in the two languages very accurately (the
experimenter's aim was to assess one aspect of the difficulty
of teaching such children Geography through Irish ) since
the choice of words is for the most part arbitrary; but it
does indicate that their English vocabulary is very much greater
than their Irish one. It is almost certain that the Irish
vocabulary of the children in linguistic group 6 is very much
larger than their English one, and that jheir Irish vocabulary
is larger than that of children in group 5. The Irish test
used in the main survey failed to reveal this, but
possibJly the reason lies either in the particular items used
or in the general style of the test.
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have gained a very good reading knowledge"*" of the language.
It should be noted however that nearly all the items of
this type are extremely simple, as for example No.7 which
runs in English, •Who was sitting beside the lamp?', the
key sentence in the prose passage being 'Dad was sitting
in his own chair beside the lamp reading the paper'.
The reader need but compare this item with the first set
of items of the same type (Nos. 1 • 6) in MHE14 to
appreciate that the latter are more difficult and complex.
It would probably have been possible to select passages
of prose and frame questions which tested comprehension of
subtle idiomatic expressions which would have revealed a
1. When interpreting the figures given for Comprehension of
Prose we should bear in mind that reading items are
scattered throughout the test and that the time limit
reduced those figures well below what they would have
been had the teat been untimed. Nevertheless, the
grounds for the statement in the text are not so much
the absolute size of the figure obtained by ^roup S as
its size relative to the figure which group 6 obtained.
2. A copy of MHE14 may be seen in Appendix 2.3.
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superiority on the part of group 6"^; but such questions
would have been too difficult in a test which was prepared
principally for use with children whose mother tongue was
English.
In general it can be said that group 5 have
acquired a remarkable knowledge of Irish,equalling native
speakers of that language in some of the skills tested
by the Irish test. The only important difference between
groups 5 and 6 which the test reveals is in command of
prepositions, but even here the difference is not great.
The other four linguistic groups, considering that they
are all composed of native English-speakers, also compare
1. For example.item No.35 of MHE14 asks the candidate to give
the meaning'of 'was as good as his word* as used in a prose
passage. Lado (1961) p.196 says: 'The figures of speech
formerly taught in courses of rhetoric represent some of
these uses (extensions of the meaning of words etc., which
should be used in language tests). 'The point is that we
have not made sufficient use of this fact of language in
foreign language tests of vocabulary'. His words apply
with equal force to phrases. But the trouble with many
such items is that they test reasoning ability a3 much as
command of language.
The only items in the Irish test which approach the
above item from MHE14 in subtlety are Nos. 46 and 66.
The latter occurs too late in the test to be of much
help to us, but the proportions of children in groups 5
and 6 who gave the correct answer in No. 46 are .14 and .19
respectively; which tends to bear out the point made in
the text. Item No,46 asks for the meaning of 'Bhi an tine
beagnach as' (the fire was nearly out) which extends the
normal meaning of the preposition 'as* (out) to bear the
same meaning as the preposition 'out* in the equivalent
English expression - indeed the Irish expression appears
to be an example of linguistic interference from English,
and therefore not a very suitable one/wnlch to test the
hypothesis which we have been discussing.
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favourably with group 6, though not so favourably as group 5.
Finally it is necessary to add a note of warning. The
Irish test does not test all linguistic skills, or even
all important ones since for example it can scarcely be
said to test ability to speak the language; other skills
it probably does not test adequately, such as command of
vocabulary. For these reasons it would be foolish to
conclude from the evidence which is to hand that any of
the first five linguistic groups have a native-like command
of Irish,
Item-Analysis: English.
Analysis of covariance revealed no significant
differences between the five linguistic groups of children
whose mother tongue is English, but it revealed a
significant difference between these five groups taken as a
whole and group 6 (mother tongue Irish). For this reason
only two sets of figures obtained by it©a analysis of the
childrenfs work in the English test will be presented and
discussed, those for the first five linguistic groups
taken as a single body and those for group 6,
Questions in MHE14 fall conveniently into eight
different types. The mean proportions of children who gave
the correct answers to each type was calculated in order
that the relative strengths and weaknesses of native Irish
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and native English-speakers might be revealed more clearly.
TABLE 9.11.
Mean Proportion of Children Who Gave Correct Responses
to 8 Types of Questions in MHE 14.






82-87 .25 .12 .49
2.Correct Usage1 7-12, 83-94 .24 .14 .50
3'Spelling 13-19, 57-62,
95-101 .13 .08 .30
4.Vocabulary 20-33,70-75,
102-114 .18 .09 .46







7.Poetry1 63-69 .22 .12 .56
8.Meaning of
Phrases 115-12C •02 .00 .28
1. *Correct usage*- for example item Ho.7 asks the child to
underline thecorrect word in the brackets in the followigg
sentences 'We have spoken (to / too) long about this;
there (is/are) other things to talk about1.
*Pronunciation' is tested by the ability to pick out
words which rhyme with a key word.
'Abstract Nouns for Adjectives' is the name we have
given to two types of closelyrelated items those which
ask the child to form an adjective from an abstract noun,
e.g.. 'British* from 'Britain* (No.76); those which ask
him to form an abstract noun from an adjective, e.g.,
'truth' from 'true' (No.46).
'Poetry* - these items test ability to select words of
the correct rhythm, meaning and in some cases rhyme to
fit into the lines of a poem.
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The nature of each type and the figurescalculated are
set out in table 9.11; the corresponding figures for the
children (N » 254) of one L.E.A. in Britain who took the
test in 1941 are given in the column on the extreme right.
Table 9*11 suggests that the native English
speakers' (Ireland) advantage is not limited to any type
are
of item, but there/indications that it is more marked in
some types of item than in others. However the issue is
somewhat confused by the fact that some of the items of a
particular type occur late in what is a very long test;
and if there were a difference in the speed at which the
two types of children worked?it might obscure differences
between them in the ability to deal with questions of a
particular type. For this reason a second table, 9*12, was
prepared giving the mean proportions of children who gave
correct answers to each lot of questions of a particular
type. This was possible because questions of a type are
grouped together in the test in lots ranging in number
from 5 to 14.
Table 9.12 confirms the view that the
advantage of native English-speakers (Ireland) is not
confined to any type of item; but it shows that although
their advantage is maintained throughout the test, it is
more marked towards the beginning where all the items
must have been attempted by almost all the children.
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TABLE 9.12.
Mean Proportions of Children Who Gave Correct
Answers to each Lot of Questions
of a Particular Type









of Prose 1 — 6 .42 .22 .20 .69
2.Correct Usage 7 -12 • 44 .26 .18 .64
3.Spelling 13 -19 .30 .18 .12 .46
4.Vocabulary 20 -33 • 30 .15 .15 .57
5.Comprehension
of Prose 34 -38 •23 .11 .12 .41
6.Pronunciation 39 -45 .24 .15 .09 .54
7.Abstract Nouns
for Adjectives 46 -50 •17 .08 .09 .39
8.Comprehension of
Prose 51 -56 .24 .12 .12 .50
9.Spelling 57 -62 .07 .04 .03 .29
10.Poetry 63 — 69 .22 .12 .10 .56
11.Vocabulary 70 -75 .21 .09 .12 .58
12.Abstract Nouns
for Adjectives 76 -81 .07 .02 .05 .27
13.Comprehension
of Prose 82 -87 .09 .04 .05 .35
14.Correct Usage 88 -94 .08 .04 .04 .37
15.Spelling 95 -101 .02 .01 .01 .15
16,Vocabulary 102 -114 .04 .02 .02 .28
17.Meaning of
Phrases 115 -120 .02 .00 .02 .28
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For this reason we obtain from table 9*12 a better idea
of the superiority of native English-speakers (Ireland)
to native Irish-speakers than from table The former*s
superiority seems more marked in Comprehension of Prose
and Correct Usage, and less so in Spelling and Pronunciation;
though the evidence for all this is slight, and may be
a function to some extent of the position of these items in
the test# It is interesting to recall that these findings
are in general agreement with those of the majority of
bilingual studies reviewed in chapter 2. Gur conclusion
there was that monoglots are superior to bilinguals in
all the linguistic skills studied except spelling and
power of expression as measured by length of response and
length of phrase"*".
What we mainly discover from the item analysis
is that children in Irish-speaking districts are very much
weaker at all aspects of English which are tested by MHE14
than children in the English-speaking districts of Ireland,
and weaker still than children in Britain. Thus native-
speakers of Irish are ill-equipped indeed, by the time
they come towards the end of primary school, for life in
what will be for many of than an English-speaking world.
The position of children in the English-speaking
1. See above, p. 8 0 •
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districts of Ireland is also serious, though not so
serious as that of children in Irish-speaking ones.
The former*s inferiority in mean EQ to British children,
discussed in chapter 8, is discovered in table 9 to be
a general inferiority in English attainment, though less
marked in spelling than in the other aspects of English
tested in MHE14. All the Irish children tested were
bilinguals, so this study and the majority of studies
reviewed in chapter 2 mutually support each other -
bilinguals are inferior to monoglot3 (British children)
in nearly all the linguistic skills in which they have
been compared. In chapter 8 evidence was educed showing
that the most likely factor producing the difference
between Irish and Baitish children in English attainments
is a time one. Most British schools devote more than
twice as much time as Irish schools to developing children*s
command of English. Here then are findings of the utmost
importance in relation to the policy of reviving Irish and




The investigation which is the subject of this
thesis was conducted with two main aims in mind: (i)
to discover the effect on arithmetical attainments of
teaching arithmetic through the medium of Irish to children
from English-speaking homes; and to determine whether
their attainments in Irish and English are affected by
the language used in teaching arithmetic; (ii) to discover
the effect of the entire official programme for reviving
Irish on the level of English attainments in national schools.
Investigations have frequently been carried out in other
countries of the progress which bilingual children make in
either or both of their languages, and of their progress
in arithmetic, but none has previously been made, on a
large soale, in Ireland. The bulk of the work which has
been done elsewhere reveals that bilingual children, by
and large, know neither of their languages as well as
monoglot speakers of those languages; and that bilingual
children generally are excelled in problem, but not
mechanical, arithmetic by monoglots. However, the findings
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of research on bilingualism, like the findings of any
research, can be applied to situations other than those
in which they were obtained only if the condition,
ceteris paribus, is satisfied. In the field of bilingualism
it never is. The Report of the Gentral Advisory Council
for Education (Wales)1 on bilingualism in Wales indicates
why the condition is unlikely to be satisfied: the age
at which children are introduced to their second language
varies; the attitude to the two languages, whether
favourable or hostile, of persons with whom the children
are in close contact varies; 'the educational, adminis¬
trative, economic, political and social conditions of
contact between the two languages'2 vary; and the degree
of similarity between the two languages varies, for example
from Italian and Spanish which are romance languages to
English and Chinese which are not even of the same linguistic
stock. Thus the only way to determine the effects of
bilingualism in Ireland (which incidentally is for the
3
most part a 'scholastic bilingualism* unlike the bilinguslism
which has most frequently been studied) is to carry out
an investigation in Ireland. However, though the findings
of research on bilingualism in other countries do not
1. Ministry of Education (1953)
2. Op. clt., p.41
3. That is, bilingualism in which the second language is
acquired in school only.
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necessarily apply in Ireland, our own work has profited
from the experience of workers in other countries. Apart
from the fact that the majority of previous findings in a
general way support, and are supported by, our own, previous
research indicates, if only by its defects in some cases,
the factors which must be controlled, and the best available
means of doing so, in order to reach a fair conclusion.
The present investigation was carried out in
5th standard in national schools which is the highest
standard from which a complete cross-section of national
school children can be drawn. By confining the investigation
to national schools, some 10# or 11# of children, those who
attend private shhools, were excluded. This was done
mainly for practical reasons. Instead of a standard an
age-group might have been chosen. But the disadvantage
of working with an age group would have been enormous,
because the eleven-plus group, for example, Is scattered
throughout all classes from infants to 8th standard.
Admittedly children in 5th standard range in age from
eight to sixteen years; but the effect of variation in
age is more easily controlled than the effect of variation
in class.




were selected at random from all the schools of that
type;
type 1 - arithmetic taught through Irish to no class
type 2 - arithmetic taught through Irish to infants
alone
type 3 - arithmetic taught through Irish up to 1st
standard inclusive.
type 4 - arithmetic taught through Irish to 3rd standard
inclusive
type 5 - arithmetic taught through Irish to 5th
standard inclusive
type 6 - schools in Fior-Ghaeltaoht districts.
(The schools of types 1 to 5 are all in English-
speaking districts).
The geographical distribution of the schools of each type
selected, the numbers of boys and girls they contained,
the number and qualifications of the teachers, and the
class room accommodation, were studied and compared to see
(i) whether the samples of the six types of school were
matched in these respects and (ii) whether the schools of
each type were a cross section of the national schools
of the country. The disparities which were discovered
between the samples of schools of each type, and between
the samples taken either individually or together on the
one hand end Irish national schools in general on the other,
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indicated that the samples were to Sorfie extent unsatisfactory
for our purpose. So a second selection of schools was
made with the aim of reducing, if not removing, those
disparities. This was effected by rejecting from each
sample the schools last selected which gave rise to the
disparities, and replacing them by ones of the required
description selected at random. At the conclusion of this
procedure the six 1 groups* were fairly closely matched.
Group 5 however appears to have a slight advantage, (i)
because a larger proportion of its schools are situated in
counties (Vtest) which traditionally take a keen interest
in education and in competitive examinations; (ii)
because it comprises a greater proportion of trained
teachers than the other groups.
The sample as a whole, or rather the 99 schools
in groups 1 to 5 appear to be a good cross-section of
national schools. However, they contain (i) too few
1-teacher schools, and (ii) too many trained, too few
untrained,teachers to be strictly representative of Irish
national schools. Both of these dispaiibies are likely
to result in slightly higher mean attainment scores than
if the sample had been drawn entirely at random.
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The following tests were administered; Schonell's
Essential Problem Arithmetic Test {SPA), his Essential
Mechanical Arithmetic Test (SMA), a test of Irish, Moray-
House English Test 14 (MHE 14), and Jenkins' Non-Verbal
Reasoning Test 1 (H-VR). Ratings were obtained for each
child on a seven-point scale of socio-economic status.
A common rating on a five-points scale of teachers* skill
as teachers was obtained for each school. Complete sets
of scores and ratings were obtained for 1085 ohildren, i.e.,
all but a tiny percentage of the 5th standard ohildren
who were in school on the day just before Easter 1961
when the local inspectors came to administer the tests.
N-VR quotients (2^), the socio-economic ratings
(X2), and the ratings of teaching skill (X3), were employed
as independent varistes in regression and covariance
analyses of the data. It was hoped that any bias which
might otherwise disturb inter group comparisons might thus
be eliminated. Bias, or the possibility of bias, arising
from uncontrolled differences in initial ability, in home
background, and in schooling, has bedevelled much of the
work done on bllingualism. N-VR was shown, with a fair
degree of probability, to be inde endent of linguistio home
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background. It is at least equally probable that it is
independent of the language used as teaching medium in
school. It is almost certain that ratings on the socio¬
economic scale are independent of both these variables.
The inspectors' ratings of teaching skill, however, may
not be entirely independent of the language used by teachers
in school; yet apart from explaining the purpose of the
ratings to the inspectors nothing was or, it seems, could
have been done to ensure the 'independence* of those ratings.
For native-speakers of Irish (group 6) Irish
translations of N-VR and the socio-economic questionnaire
were prepared. The Irish version of M-VR was compared
for difficulty with its original in two investigations.
The first of these revealed no significant difference in
difficulty between the versions. The second, however,
carried out with Dublin boys who had been taught all
subjects, English excepted, through the medium of Irish
f •
throughout their time at school, revealed that such children
are likely to find the Irish version slightly more difficult
than the original. It was argued that children who had
an equal command of Irish and English (the Dublin boys
mentioned were native-speakers of English) would not find
one version more difficult than the other.
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For the children of groups 5 (all subjects, English
excepted, taught through Irish at all levels) and 6, SPA
and SMA were translated into Irish. The latter was easily
translated because the test is almost entirely non-verbal.
The translation of SPA was compared with the original in
a series of investigations none of which revealed a
significant difference in difficulty between the two
versions.
Two obstacles had to be surmounted before the
scores and ratings which we have been discussing could be
analysed as required. The first was occasioned by the
great number of very low raw scores in English and non¬
verbal reasoning. Because of these it was necessary to
calculate new conversion tables to be used in converting
raw scores to normalised quotients. In constructing
these tables, and a similar one for the Irish test, the
wide age range of 5th standard children presented a
difficulty, which was Increased by the fact that the
regression of raw score on age was negative, in Irish
at least, - a result of working with a standard rather
than an age group. However the difficulty was overcome,
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successfully it is reasonable to hold, by adopting the
age allowance of the British conversion table for N-VR
between the ages of ten and thirteen years, by progressively
reducing the allowance from thirteen to fourteen, and
by making no further allowance above fourteen years of age.
The second obstacle consisted in the fact that about half
the schools of groups 3 and 4 registered themselves as
teaching arithmetic bilingually {Irish and English) in
those standards in which the other half registered themselves
as teaching arithmetic through English. These two sorts
of school in group 3 were compared for attainment in
problem arithmetic in two analyses of covariance, one
of boys* the other of girls* AQs. Non-verbal reasoning
quotients were employed as independent varlates. The
mean difference was not found to be significant in either
analysis. Now group 3 is the group, and problem arithmetic
the attainment, in which a difference was most likely to
be revealed between schools which taught arithmetic
bilingually and those which taught it in English over the
same period. So the distinction between these two sorts
of school was ignored in the main analyses.
In the main analyses each of the four sets of
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criterion scores (SPA, SMA, Irish, MHE 14) was analysed
in conjunction with non-verbal IQs (X]J, socio-economic
ratings (X2), and ratings of teaching skill (X3).
Differences between linguistic groups 1 to 5 were quantified
and included in the analyses as X4, a variate which has the
value 0 for each ohlld In group 1, the value 1 for each
child in group 2, ...., the value 4 for each child in group 5.
To test the linearity of the regression of each set of
oriterion scores (Y) on Xg, which has the value 0 for each
child in groups 1 to 4, and the value 1 for each child in
group 5. A significant *>y.x5 indicates that the regression
of Y on X4 departs from linearity at the point where X4
has the value 3; In which case ky,x4 measures the
regression of Y on X4 over groups 1 to 4, and by.xs
measures it from group 4 to group 5. If by,xg is not
significant, by.x4 me&sures this regression over all five
groups.
In all except two of the analyses of the main data
group 6 (native-speakers of Irish) was omitted because
group 5 already occupied the only position on the scale, X4 ,
which group 6 might have occupied, i.e., X4 » 4. In
both of these groups all subjeots, English excepted, were
taught through Irish to all classes. Moreover, group 6
obtained very low mean Ys in all subjects except Irish.
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So even if it could have been included, by assigning X4
the value 5 for each child in the group, the regression of
Ys on X4 would have been complicated in a way which would
have been difficult to control. However the data for
group 6 were analysed separately, and also in combination
with the data obtained from the other children. In the
second of these analyses however X4 and X5 were omitted.
In the analyses of data from the first five
linguistic groups (N * 919) account was taken of differences
between West and Rest, between boys and girls, and between
2-, S-, and more-than-S-teacher, schools. The data from
1-teaoher schools were omitted, because the number in them,
9 children in all, was too small for the type of statistical
treatment which was carried out.
An examination of the data, to see whether
the conditions underlying regression and covariance analysis
are satisfied, revealed heterogeneity of regression in
many sections. This was attributed principally to
unexplained heterogeneity of variance in those sections.
Thus two of the conditions are not satisfied; but, it was
thought, the others most probably are. The heterogeneity
of regression and variance just referred to is over the
twelve subdivisions mentioned above. It was argued that
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its existence was for some unknown reason caused by the
particular subdivisions made, and that these subdivisions
might be combined again into one large group and valid
analyses of the data for this group carried out. It vas
argued further that the sensitivity of the tests which
analyses of the data as a whole make possible can be
increased if differences between subdivisions are taken
into account. So the data as a whole were analysed in this
way. However those sections of the data in which the
condition of homogeneous variance is satisfied were also
analysed separately. The remaining sections were further
subdivided and analyses of each subdivision were carried
out. The findings of all these, and of item analyses of
the 1083 children's test papers, will now be summarised
under the four subject headings.
Problem Arithmetic.
The most consistent finding of regression analysis
is a negative end significant toy.x5 for quotients,
which can be interpreted as indicating that the first four
linguistic groups excel group 5 in problem arithmetic -
by about 11 months arithmetic age on an average. As
work on written problems in arithmetic does not generally
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begin in national schools before 3rd standard, linguistic
groups 2 and 3 had probably never been given such work in
Irish. Group 4 had one year's experience of it, after
which they switched to English. All group 5*s work in
problem arithmetic, in school at least, was in Irish.
The mean difference between the first four linguistic
groups and group 5 is attributed to the difference in
medium of instruction; though this conclusion is necessarily
tentative in view of the fact that much of the variance of Y
is not controlled by the Xs. However the conclusion is
supported by the bulk of comparable research in other
countries.
The analysis of data from all six linguistic
groups showed that the first five groups combined obtained
a significantly higher mean SPA quotient than group 6
(native-speakers of Irish) } At the present time native-
speakers of Irish are nearly all bilingual (Irish and
English) to a greater extent than even the children in
linguistic group 5 (all subjects, English excepted, through
Irish in all classes) in the sense that the former hear
and speak more of the second language than the latter.
Thus this comparison is between children who are more
and children who are less bilingual; the finding is in
keeping with that of comparisons between the first five
1. Groups 5 and 6 did not differ significantly in adjusted mean SPA
quotient.
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linguistic groups, and in keeping too with those of the
majority of comparable investigations in other countries.
Item analysis of SPA papers discovered that
group 5fs weakness in problem arithmetic, compared to
the first four linguistic groups, is a general one not
confined to any type of problem, and scarcely more marked
in one type than another. Item analysis also revealed
that group 6 was weaker than group 5 at all types of problem.
Mechanical Arithmetic.
No loss or gain in mean mechanical arithmetic
quotient appears to be associated with teaching children
from English-speaking homes through the medium of Irish,
except in the case of girls in the Rest. The coefficients
for these girls show unexplained tendencies: (i) for
an increase in the time during which arithmetic was taught
through Irish to be associated with e mean increase in SMA
quotient over the first four linguistic groups; {ii) for
the increase in time during which arithmetic was taught
through Irish from group 4 to group 5 to be associated
with a large drop (14 points) in mean SMA quotient.
However the multiple regression is extremely heterogeneous
over the three subdivisions of this section, and the anomaly
just noted may be the result of it. In these analyses, too,
1. The coefficients for SPA show similar tendencies.
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the Xs failed to control much of the variance of Y. In
particular, differences between schools and teachers do not
appear to have been adequately controlled.
Though they do not concern us directly, we may
note the mean differences, adjusted in covariance analysis,
between the twelve subdivisions of groups 1 to 5 are not
significant in either problem or mechanical arithmetic.
Analysis of covariance revealed that when the
SMA. means for groups 1 to 5 combined and group 6 were
adjusted for mean differences in X^, Xg>and Xg, the first
five groups excel group 6 by a significant 5 points of
quotient approximately. Thus children who were less
bilingual excelled in mechanical arithmetic children who
were more so; a finding which is unusual in studies of
bilingualism. However the greater part of the Y variance
was not controlled by the independent variates, so we
cannot confidently attribute the difference in SMA means
to differences in linguistic skills.
Item analysis revealed that the superiority
of groups 1 to 5 over group 6 in mechanical arithmetic
is not confined to any particular type of sum, but/that it
is more marked in those which involve change of units
(money sums, and sums involving weights and measures,




In the main analysis of data from groups 1 to 5
a significant tendency was observed for mean Irish quotient
to increase with the number of years during which
arithmetic was taught through the medium of Irish. This
analysis yielded no evidence that group 5 excelled group 4
by any more than group 4 excelled group 3, etc. This is
surprising because it seems to indicate that group 5*s
advantage in Irish, which appears to result from the
all
former's being taught/subjects, except English, through
Irish throughout their school lives, is no greater than
the advantage of group 4 over group 3, which appears to
result from group 4's having been taught arithmetic alone
through Irish for two years longer than group 3. At first
sight the findings might be attributed to the fact that
apart from English and Irish there is very little else on
the secular curriculum of Irish national schools. However,
further analyses point to a different explanation.
Analysis of covariance showed that children in
the West obtained a significantly higher mean quotient in
Irish than children in the Rest. The best explanation
of this «hich could be found Is that the Department of
Education requires a higher standard of Irish in the West
than in the Rest. Analysis of covariance also showed
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that the twelve subdivisions differed significantly in
mean Irish quotient. Inspection of the adjusted means
suggested that, apart from the difference between West
and Rest, there was a tendency for girls to score higher
than boysj for children in 3-teacher schools to score
higher than those in 2-teacher schools; and for children
in m-teacher schools to score lowest of all. Differences
in home background were suggested to explain the observed
differences between children in the three sizes of school;
but for the most part it is unexplained. That girls excel
boys in linguistic skills is quite a common finding.
In relation to all the above findings for
Irish, as for those to be outlined below, it must be noted
that the major portion of the Y variance was not controlled
by the independent variates, so it is particularly difficult
to establish causal connections between suggested factors
and the observed results.
Further regression analyses carried out with
subdivisions of the data brought to light a finding of
considerable interest. Higher Irish quotients, for both
boys and girls, are associated with the use of Irish as
teaching medium in the Rest, but not in the West. The
most probable explanation of these findings is that in
the Rest the teachers who teach through Irish are generally
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better teachers of Irish than those who do not teach through
Irish. There seems to be no such distinction between
teachers who teach through Irish and those who do not in
the West. The reason for all this is probably that the
Department of liducation has brought greater pressure to
bear on teachers in the Vest than on those in the Rest to
teach through Irish; the idea being that the revival of
Irish must spread from Irish-speaking districts through
neighbouring English-speaking districts to other parts of
the country. One result of the policy, as we noted when
discussing the geographical distribution of the various
types of school, is that more teachers, proportionately,
teach through Irish in the Vest than in the Rest. And it
is quite likely that the ones who do are neither more
interested in Irish nor better equipped to teach it, or to
teach through it, than those who do not teach through Irish.
From the statistical point of view these findings indicate
that differences between schools and between teachers have
not been adequately controlled by X3, (inspectors' ratings
of teaching skill). It must be noted however that the
control of these variables appears to have been greater In
the case of Irish than of any other attainment. This
reflects at once the preponderance of time devoted to
teaching Irish compared to any other subject, and the
importance attached by inspectors to the teaching of Irish.
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Notwithstanding, variations between schools ana between
teachers do not appear to have been adequately controlled.
This may partly explain an anomaly in the findings for
Irish in the Rest. The boys in group 5 exoelled those in
(groups)
the other linguistic groups which/did not differ significantly
among themselves; whereas there was a significant tendency
over all five linguistic groups for girls* mean quotient to
increase with the extent of teaching through Irish. In
short, fcy.xg for boys, and ^y.x^ for girls, in the Rest
were significant, while b„ for boys, and b„ x for
y«*4 « • 5
girls were not. It must be added however that in the
case of girls, but not of boys, the condition of homogeneous
regression over subdivisions of the data was not satisfied -
this, too, might have disturbed the findings.
Analysis of covariance of all the Irish
quotients from the six linguistic groups showed that the
adjusted mean quotient for group 6 excelled that for the
other five groups combined by a significant 8 points.1
If we allow .5 of a point per month, the difference is
equivalent to about 16 months of 'Irish age*. However,
item analysis revealed that the mean proportions of children
in groups 5 and 6 who answered correctly questions of each
type in the Irish test were for the most part roughly equal.
The only type of question with which group 6 was a little
1. The adjusted mean quotient for group 6 is significantly higher
than that for group 5*
y&>
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more successful was that which involved knowledge of the
complex prepositional system. But against that, a
slightly greater mean proportion of children in group 5
correctly
answered/the many questions which might he classified as
'reading comprehension'. Taking all things into account,
the test does not succeed very well in revealing group 6*s
undoubted1 superiority in Irish to group 5; though it did
succeed fairly well in distinguishing between the first
five linguistic groups. On the other hand the results
might be taken as arguing that the superiority in Irish
of group 6 is practically confined to the spoken language.
Moreover, the Irish test is an extremely simple one, (much
simpler than MHE 14 it would appear), and yet the children
in group 6 answered on en overage less than a third of its
questions correctly. It can be argued then that they have
not achieved the scholastic attainments in Irish (as
opposed to proficiency in speech) which we might have
1. The reader is referred to the attempt made to compare
the English and Irish vocabularies of children in
schools of type 5 - see above, p. 1,02 , footnote 1
It would appear that thdir English vocabulary is
immensely superior to their Irish one. Correspondingly,
the Irish vocabulary of native-speakers of that
language must be superior to their English one, and
superior, too, to the Irish vocabulary of children
in group 5. We might extend the argument to other
aspects of language - but the test results give no
firm evidence of any superiority.
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expected. (A random sample of children (N - 254) in
one L.E.A. authority in England answered approximately 43%
of the questions in Mil 14 oorrectly.) This interpretation
of group 6's performance in Irish has much to commend it,
not least that it helps to explain why the group*s mean
quotient (79) in problem arithmetic is so low compared to
the British mean, and compared to that of any of the other
five linguistic groups. SPA tests reading comprehension
as well as arithmetic.
As regards the five groups of native English-
speakers, the item analysis revealed that the tendency for
mean Irish quotient to increase with the extent of teaching
through Irish is a general one, and not confined to any
particular type or types of item.
English
The regression analysis of English quotients
from the first five linguistic groups showed no tendency
for mean quotient to be related to the fcxtent of teaching
through Irish. However, once again attention is drawn
to the fact that in this, as in all other regression
analyses reported in these pages, the variance of Y is
for the most part uncontrolled by the independent variates.
This implies that the findings might be somewhat different
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if the investigation were repeated with better control
of the Y variance. Differences between the twelve sub¬
divisions in mean EQ were shorn to be significant by-
analysis of covariance; the difference between West and
Rest was not significant. Inspection of the adjusted mean
EQ,s suggested that, apart from the difference between West
and Rest, the tendencies noted in adjusted mean Irish
quotients are present also, though not so marked, in
adjusted mean IQs - the tendency for girls to score higher
than boys; the tendency for children in 3-teacher schools
to score higher than those in 8-teacher schools; the
tendency for children in schools which have more than
three teachers to score lowest of all. The first of
these tendencies causes no surprise. The other two must
remain largely unexplained, though, perhaps they might be
attributed partly to uncontrolled variation in home
background with greater justification than the corresponding
tendencies in mean Irish quotients.
Groups 1 to 5 combined excelled group 6 in
adjusted mean EQ. by about 8 points of quotient, a
difference which covariance analysis showed to be significant.
Allowing .6 of a point per month the difference is equivalent
to about 13 months of 'English age'. Item analysis showed
that the first five groups' superiority extends over all
types of question in MHE 14, and that it varies hardly at
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all from type to type.
Supplementary Investigations - Problem Arithmetic.
THough the findings of the main survey of
attainments in Irish, English,and mechanical arithmetic,
were not followed up, four supplementary investigations
were carried out of group 5's weakness in problem arithmetic.
The first1 of these was suggested by
something which the writer noticed when setting arithmetic
problems to children. It seemed to him that children such
as the ones in group 5 failed more frequently to solve
arithmetic problems set in Irish than in Inglish, even when,
he believed, they were capable of understanding the Irish
and of coping with the arithmetic. This was particularly
apparent when the Irish used was slightly complex. It
seemed as though the combined tasks of understanding the
Irish and dealing w/ith the arithmetic placed a number of
problems beyond their power, though they might have managed
either task by itself. The results of the first
investigation were interpreted, tentatively, as confirming
the original observation; though the need for caution in
accepting the interpretation was stressed. This finding,
1. The investigation is too complicated to summarise here,
so the reader is referred to the description of it
in chapter 9, pp. 3 6?sy.
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taken in conjunction with those of the regression analyses
of the main data of this research and those of the item
analysis, suggests that Irish, even simple Irish which
children can understand, retards their progress in problem
arithmetic. Possibly the reason is partly that they have
to devote more of their attention to understanding the
language in which problems are expressed when that
language is Irish than they would if it were English.
The first of the four supplementary investig¬
ations was designed to study how well children such as those
in group 5 can cope with problems involving complex
arithmetic set in rather difficult Irish (though the findings,
it was thought, applied to Irish generally). The second
was designed to study how well such children can cope with
unfamiliar problems set in very simple Irish. A test
was composed for the purpose, consisting of twelve problems
involving three-term relations of the type, *A is greater
than B, but less than C; which is the least, A, B or C? •
These problems are not unlike a great many arithmetic
problems such as those which involve proportions in that
both involve the logic of relations; and they were
unfamiliar to the boys and girls attending schools of type 5
who took the test. Besides, these problems can be expressed
in very simple language. The 5th standard children of
one boys* and one girls1 school of type 5 were ,
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independently in each sohool, divided at random into
numerically equal groups. An Irish version of the test
was administered to one group, and an TSnglish version to
the other group in each. The time allowed was twelve
minutes. Analysis of variance of scores (number of problems
solved) showed that the mean difference between the two
groups of girls was not significant. This was taken as
indicating that the two versions of the test did not differ
in difficulty. The ♦English* group of boys however obtained
a significantly higher mean than the ♦Irish' group.
Following this up an item analysis of test sheets showed
that, unlike the other children tested, the boys of the
Irish group solved fewer of the problems at the end of the
test than of the earlier ones. This was taken to indicate
that such boys, at least, solve unfamiliar problems more
slowly when they are set in Irish than when they are set
in English. Since much of children's v;ork in problem
arithmetic necessarily involves newly introduced and as yet
unfamiliar operations, it is quite likely that boys, at least,
in schools of type 5 are slowed down in their work by the
use of Irish no matter how simple.
At this stage in the inquiry it occurred to
the writer that the children tested in the first and second
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investigations might have to translate Irish problems
into English, and translate the answer back into Irish,
and that this might explain why the boys of the Irish group
solved the three-term relation problems more slowly than
the other children. To study whether this is so, twelve
boys and twelve girls (5th standard) in schools of type 5
were set three af the problems from the Irish version of
the three-term relations test. When each had finished
he was ssked (in Irish) whether he had thought about them
in Irish or in English. All replied that they had thought
about them in Irish. Their replies were probably correct
because those of the children who muttered, while thinking
about the problems, muttered in I'ish. And though these
children were not a random sample of 5th standard children
in schools of type 5, it seems quite likely that the latter,
or at least a great many of them, think in Irish about
problems set in Irish. Thus translation can scarcely be
invoked to explain any of the findings outlined above.
The fourth investigation was a simple test of
fluenoy in Irish and in English. Twelve boys and twelve
girls (5th standard) in Dublin national schools of type 5,
and twenty four boys in a Dublin school where most subjects
are taught through English, were asked to name all the
Irish words they could in one minute, and all the English
words they could in one minute. In order to randomise the
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effects of practice and fatigue the language order was
reversed from one child to the next, children coming to
be tested individually in the order in which their names
were entered in the rolls. The number of words named
by eaoh child in each language was counted, and these
numbers were submitted to analysis of variance. None
of the interactions, of which there were four, was
significant; but the mean number of both Irish and English
words named in the schools of type 5 was significantly
greater than the mean number named in the third school.
The significant difference was attributed chiefly to a
difference in home background. Almost all the ohildren
in the schools of type 5, but only a few of those in the
third school, were from miadle-class homes. It must be
confessed, however, that while the difference in mean
number of English words named is almost certainly due to
the difference in home background, the difference in mean
number of Irish words could well be due to school
differences. The main finding of the fluency test
however is that in all three schools the mean number of
English words named was significantly greater than the
mean number of Irish woras; the ratio was 4 English to 3
Irish words. This was taken as showing that even after
six years at a school of type 5, English words come more
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quickly than Irish words to children from English-speaking
homes. The finding throws some light on why the children
of linguistic group 5 in our main investigation were
weaker at problem arithmetic than those of the first four
linguistic groups. The former probably think about the
problems in Irish, and thus think more slowly than if they
were thinking in English. It is quite likely, too, that
these children comprehend the same statement made in Irish
more slowly than if it v/ere made in English. And if we
can take this slowing down of thought as indicating an
increase in difficulty with language (it is reasonable to
do so) we have the situation explored in the ♦complex
Irish - complex arithmetic' investigation. Thus it would
appear that the children of group 5 are obliged to devote
more time and attention to understanding and thinking about
arithmetic problems expressed in Irish than they would if
the problems were in English. Indeed the added difficulty
of Irish may place beyond their powers a number of problems
which they would have been able to solve if they had been
taught arithmetic in English. The findings of the fluency
test however scarcely help to explain those of the three-
term relations test, because the latter reveal a sex
difference while the former do not.
The difficulties which children from English-
( .
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speaking homes experience with arithmetic problems in
Irish are really difficulties for the teacher as veil,
hhen he speaks, even if he uses Irish words and expressions
which are known to the class, he is understood more slowly
and with greater difficulty, it seems, than if he were to
speak in English. Moreover words1 and expressions which
the children, or at least a number of them, do not
understand are bound to crop up more frequently in Irish.
Further,it is almost certainly more difficult for the
class to discuss problems with him in Irish. And it
is at least possible, as one teacher remarked to the writer,
that he will, perhaps unoonsciously, devote more of the
arithmetic period to mechanical, less to problem,arithmetic
than if he were teaching through the medium of English.
Comparison of Irish and British Children in English
The mean EQ, obtained by the first five linguistic
groups is a good index to the 1 vel of English attainment
1 See p. ^oZnote 1 above for the findings of a test of
Irish and English vocabularies. Though the test was
unsatisfactory in many ways, the observed superiority
of children's (schools of type 5) English vocabulary
compared to their Irish one was so great that the
statement in the text above is quite justified.
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achieved by native-speakers of English in Irish national
schools. Vve have already observed that the sample of
schools on which it is based comprises fewer 1-teacher
schools and more trained teachers than would be expected
in an entirely random sample of sohools. Though these
disparities are likely to result in a slightly higher
mean BQ for the sample tested (N - 919) than would be
obtained by a random sample, there would scarcely be
any need to make allowances for them, even if we could.
It may be added that since the five linguistic groups did
not differ significantly in mean E(fc, the fact that the
proportions of schools of the various linguistic types
are not what they would be in a random sample of sohools,
does not disturb the estimate of the mean EQ.
The difference in mean EQ between Irish children
in 1961 and British children during the world war, when
MHE 14 was standardised, was estimated as 20 points. It
has been shown that British children in more recent years
would on the average be expected to obtain EQs with MHE 14
some 2.5 points of quotient higher than those obtained
by British children during the war. This amount therefore
was added to the 20 points just mentioned to obtain the
mean difference for 1961. The reasons for this difference
of 22.5 points were then explored.
As Moray House English tests are standardised
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on the scores obtained by children who are thoroughly
'test-sophisticated' in scholarship examinations, whereas
the Irish children tested were innocent of these, and
indeed of any tests, the mean difference in EQ can be
attributed in part to the difference in test-sophistication.
An experiment was conducted in two Dublin national schools,
one boys', one girls', to obtain an estimate of the gains
which Irish 5th standard ohildren might make with practice
at talcing Moray House English tests. It was found that
they gained 6 points of quotient on an average from first
to last over a series of six tests. Their greatest gains
were made at the start of the series, and their smallest
gains towards the end. These findings are in the closest
agreement with those of the majority of similar experiments
in Britain. Since in Britain children have been found to
gain 9 points if coaching ig added to practice, it v/as
estimated that 9 points should be deducted from the 22.5
points to allow for the difference between the children
of Ireland and Great Britain in test-sophistication.
Recent work by Burt & Williams (1962) indicates
a second reason for the mean difference in EQ, between
British and Irish children. These authors observed that
children (in Britain) tend to obtain a mean IQ, in the
eleven plus examination about 3 points higher than at other
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times shortly before or shortly a ter that examination.
The difference is attributed by the authors chiefly to the
greater incentives for children to obtain high scores
in the eleven plus examination. This work was discussed
in relation to the present comparison, and it was decided
that an allowance of 2 points should be made for the fact
that the estimate of Irish children's mean EQ was not
obtained in a scholarship examination.
in Britain urban children exoel rural ones in attainment
tests. The relevant research was discussed and the
difference between the two types of children in mean EQ,
estimated as S points of quotient. The difference between
the proportions of urban and rural Children in Ireland
and Great Britainwerei estimated from the proportion of
the population in each employed in agriculture and allied
activities. These figures were used to estimate the
allowance in mean EQ, which should be made for the fact
that a greater proportion of the Irish than of the British
population is rural. The estimate of that allowance is
1,2 points of quotient.
reading commonly employed in Ireland and Great Britain
were also discussed, and it was decided that no allowance* Vn
Furthermore, it has frequently been found that
Differences between the methods of teaohing
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should be made for these. Then followed a discussion
of the fact that Irish children obtained a lower mean IQ.
than the children of Great Britain - the mean difference
was at least as great as that in EQ. This fact was
attributed chiefly to differences in test-sophistication
and reading comprehension between Irish and British children,
and it was assumed that social class for social class,the
two peoples are equal, or nearly so, in non-verbal reasoning
ability. It was therefore decided that no allowance should
be made for the low non-verbal IQ,. Another consideration
which was brought forward was that the families of the
children from whom we have obtained the Irish estimate of
mean EQ learned English relatively recently, sometime
between 200 and 100 years ago, according to the best
available evidence. The point was discussed and the
conclusion reached that no part of the mean difference in
EQ, between Irish and British children could be attributed
to the fact that English is, historically speaking, a nev;
language to most Irish families.
Very often attainment tests constructed in one
country are unsuited to the children of another country
because they contain questions which those children cannot
be expected to answer correctly. MHE 14 was examined
from this point of view, and four items were discovered
which at first sight might appear more difficult for Irish
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than for British children for reasons other than command
of English. However the mean proportions of Irish children
who answered correctly these and the adjacent questions of
the same type were compared with the corresponding mean
proportions of a random sample of children in an English
L.E.A. area, and it was discovered to be improbable that
the four questions presented any particular difficulty to
Irish children.
If all the allowances mentioned above are
deducted from the mean difference of 22.5 points - namely,
9 points for lack of test-sophistication, 2 points for the
difference in incentive, 1.2 points for the difference in
the proportions of urban and rural children - about 1©
points of quotient remain. In order to account for this
the time-tables for the year 1960-61 were requested from
the schools in which the main investigation was carried
out, and 100 of them were obtained. An analysis of these
showed that about 52$ of the schools in linguistic groups
1 to 5 did not teach English to infants at all. Moreover,
of the available time (religion periods excepted) in all
classes from infants to 5th standard combined, about 42$
is devoted to teaching Irish, 24$ to teaching arithmetic,
and 22$ to teaching English. Thus it is clear that because
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of the prominence given to Irish in national schools,
the time available for English is short in comparison.
The figure for English was compared with the corresponding
one which Morris (1959) obtained in the schools of Kent.
It thus became apparent that the primary teachers of Kent,
and probably those of Great Britain generally, devote more
than twice as much time to teabhing English as the primary
teachers of Ireland. Here, it was thought, was the
chief source of the mean difference of 10 points of HQ
which was not otherwise accounted for.
The reader may be helped to appreciate the extent
of this difference if it is converted to 'English age'.
An allowance of .6 of a point per month implies that 10
points are roughly equivalent to about 17 months of 'English
age'. This is the estimate of the mean difference between
the children of Great Britain and those in the Irish
Republic whose mother tongue is English. To obtain an
estimate of the mean difference between the children of
Great Britain and those whose mother tongue is Irish a
further 13 months must be added, which comes to about 30
months of 'English age'. These findings, in substance at
least, are supported by those of the majority of
investigations of the linguistic effects of bilingualism.
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Conclusion.
The two objects of the present survey were set
down at the beginning of this chapter. We are now in a
position to say whether or not they have been achieved.
(1) The evidence obtained goes far to establish that
native-speakers of English who attend national schools
where arithmetic is taught through English generally make
better progress in problem, but not in mechanical,
arithmetic than similar children who attend national
schools where arithmetic is taught through Irish. The
extent of the difference between them in problem arithmetic
is estimated as 8 AQ points, or 11 months of 'arithmetic
age*: but this estimate is an approximate one. The
difference is attributed, with probability but not with
certainty, to the difference in medium of instruction.
The findings indicate, again with probability but not with
certainty, that attainments in Irish and in English are
not affected differentially whether arithmetic is taught
through Irish o^bhrough English. The evidence for this
conclusion is stronger in the case of English than of
Irish. (ii} The evidence that Irish national school
children's scholastic attainments in English (as opposed
to proficiency in speech) are poorer than those of British
primary school children is fairly conclusive. The
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estimate which was obtained of the mean difference between
them is 10 points of 1Q. or 17 months of 'English age' in
the case of Irish children whose mother tongue is English;
in the case of Irish children whose mother tongue is Irish
the estimate is 18 points of SQ or 30 months of 'English
age'. But once again the writer must insist that these
estimates are approximate ones. The difference between
British children end Irish ohildren whose mother tongue
is English is, with a high degree of probability, attributed
chiefly to the fact that Irish national schools devote less
than half as much time to teaching English as British
primary schools. The time available for English in Irish
national schools is relatively small because the teaching
of Irish occupies a relatively large portion of the total
time available. Thus, in attributing the mean difference
in EQ, to the difference in time devoted to teaching English,
it is in fact attributed to the programme for reviving
Irish xvhich is operative in Irish national schools. The
mean difference between British children and children whose
mother tongue is Irish is attributed partly to the fact
that English is only the second language of the latter
group, and partly to the relatively small place of English
in its school curriculum.
Assuming that the mean differences recorded
above are correctly attributed to the programme for
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reviving Irish - the writer maintains that they are - then
the effect of that programme on arithmetical attainments
is serious, but not so serious as its effect on English
attainment. For one thing it appears to have no effect
on meohanieal arithmetic scores, and for another the number
of native-speakers of English who are taught problem
arithmetic through the medium of Irish is relatively small.
But the effect on English attainment is very grave indeed,
and all Irish national school children whose mother tongue
is English are involved. Many of them leave school with
no more than a primary education, so it is doubtful whether
they will have an opportunity to catch up on their
counterparts in Great Britain whose scholastic attainment
in English, after all, few would regard as satisfactory.
Those of Irish national school children who go forward to
various forms of secondary education are less well prepared
than they might be to follow a secondary school course in
which the reading of books in English will occupy a major
part of their work. On the credit side, national schools
appear to give a good grasp of Irish to children from
English-speaking homes. This is evident when we compare
their Irish attainments with those of children in Irish-
speaking districts.
The position of these children in Irish-speaking
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districts appears to be the most serious of all; for their
attainments in arithmetic and English are the poorest of
all, while their scholastic attainments in Irish (as
opposed to their grasp of the spoken language) are no
better than those of the children in linguistic group 5
who for the most part know only what Irish they have been
taught in school. For many of these children in Irish-
speaking districts, the adult world, in Ireland or in
England, will be an English-speaking one: and they appear
to be ill-equipped indeed to live in it.
APPBKD1X 1
fables Belating to Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX I. I
Teacher/Pupil Ratio1 (Second Sample).
School Gr.l Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.5 Gr.6
1 23.2 27.0 14.0 34.0 33.5 17.1
2 25.6 20.3 40.0 29.5 52.9 31.0
3 36.1 31.5 47.9 27.7 20.5 30.0
4 20.3 52.9 26.7 41.1 43.4 32.9
5 36.9 40.5 44.3 21.9 51.2 21.6
6 36.4 37.5 37.3 22.9 20.7 21.5
7 29.3 U.7 20.0 10.0 26.0 32.0
0 16.3 30.5 42.7 30.0 30.0 34.3
9 35.4 47.6 32.4 25.3 26.0 37.7
10 34.0 23.0 30.9 45.0 31.0 21.2
11 34.3 36.0 34.0 36.3 27.5 19.0
12 20.0 35.5 40.5 17.9 30.5 32.0
13 30.1 29.3 35.4 29.4 32.1
14 36.9 35.5 27.5 26.9 52.0 40.6
15 31.0 26.1 16.0 40.3 29.1 34.4
16 26.7 25.7 33.0 36.5 24.5 51.4
17 10.9 32.5 19.5 23.0 36.6 10.0
18 29.0 37.3 32.4 42.3 29.6 35.5
19 30.3 42.0 23.0 19.6 32.1 27.5
20 42.3 27.1 23.5 26.5 40.2 29.5
Total: 597.0 600.3 637.0 603.7 654.1 600.9




Total No. of Boys and Girls .
School Gr.l Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.5 Gr.6
1 la 9 43 ia 17 9
2 6 a 6 17 10 3
3 20 20 10 9 17 4
4 5 xa 11 ia 14 a■'
•
5 10 7 6 6 39 5
6 9 a 9 5 a 6
7 7 15 5 a 6 12
a 4 14 4 5 7 7
9 6 10 7 6 10 6
10 5 4 7 a 7
I 11 4 11 10 7 7 4
12 10 4 10 6 7 a
i
13 9• 6 7 4 13 la
14 7 10 10 4 a 5
15 3 10 6 6 3 9
16 10 5 3 6 6 a
17 3 3 7 5 5 9
la 5 6 5 6 3 15
19 7 10 15 5 a 7





215 170 196 155




No. of Boys .
School (ir.l Gr.2 Gr. 3 Gr.4 Gr.5 Gr.6
1 . 6 43 8 17 3
2 > 2 1 17 5 1
3 1C 9 10 17 2
4 - 5 - 9 1
5 6 4 3 3 4
6 7 4 3 3 4 -
7 5 15 1 4 4 12
B 2 7 1 - 4
9 2 2 4 - 6 4
10 3 5 4 6 5 2
11 1 4 10 5 2 1
12 7 3 5 5 2 X
13 6 1 5 3 6 7
14 6 3 5 - 8 2
15 1 6 3 3 2 3
16 5 3 3 4 2
17 2 2 4 1 2 4
IS 3 3 3 5 3 8
19 3 5 7 4 - 2
20 5 3 # 22 3
Totals IB 87
.... 1
117 92 96 66




Jehool Gr.l Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.5 Gr.6
1 16 3 10 6
2 3 6 5 5 2
3 10 11 9 ***■ 2
4 4 16 6 16 5 7
5 4 3 3 3 39 1
6 2 4 6 2 4 6
7 2 4 4 2 Mt
6 2 7 3 5 7 3
9 4 6 3 6 4 2
10 1 - 1 3 5
11 3 7 2 5 3
12 3 1 5 1 5 7
13 3 5 2 1 7 11
14 1 7 5 4 - 3
15 2 4 3 3 1 6
16 5 2 3 3 2 6
17 1 1 3 4 3 5
16 2 3 2 1 - 7
19 4 5 6 1 6
i
5
20 6 6 37 2
Total: 62 101 96 76 100 69
1. Number whose scores are included in the statistical analysis
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APPENDIX I, S~
Analysis of Variance : Numbers (boys & girls) in second sample.







.707 (DF a 5 & 113)
Not significant.
Total 11S 5014.580
Analysis of Variance! Teacher/Pupil Ratio (second sample).










1. Analysis of Variance: 1 AVaa (9y-om was subtracted from aach child's
-■ »'#[to* • v
age).
Source DF ss MS
e, I
Between groups 5 2191.63 633.326 3.502
Within " *510 661Z1.67 125.171 Si rmi fi cant.
—Xatal . .535 . , ..,..63533.30 ..
2. Analysis of Variance: Ages (9y«om was subtracted from each child's
age).
Source nv ss F
Between groups 5 .350.52 270.104 2.493
Within » 5Q307.13 110. 1Z6 Si*mifie»nt
. , Ifital .547 , ,61157.90
3. Test of S3gn1fioanfia of Mean nifferance in Age.
Batwaoa. -Boys & QlrlS 8 Method of 'Paired F)i ffarencea* .
The mean age of girls in each linguistic group was subtracted from
that of boys to yield a measure, d, for each group. The unit is
1 month. No. of groups = 6.
d = 14.2171. d2 « 50.0403. (d -d)2 ■ 16.3526.
SEd > .7333.
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1. Do the sums in this booklet as carefully and as quickly as you can.
2. Some of the sums are very easy. You can work them in your head and
just write the answer on the dotted line at the right of the sum.
3. If you can't do a sum in your head work it out in the space near the
sum. Do all the working you want on this paper.
4. If you can't do a sum leave it and go on with the next. When you
finish one page go on to the next page without waiting.
5. The first sums are easy, then they get harder, but no one is expected
to do everything. Just do your best.
6. You have 30 minutes. You must not ask questions.
DO NOT TURN OVER THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
EDINBURGH TWEEDDALE COURT
OLIVER AND BOYD LTD. LONDON 39a WELBECK STREET, W.l
The unauthorised reproduction of this Test in any way, whether for sale or not, constitutes a breach of the Copyright Act.
Copyright 1947 Thirteenth Impression 1960
(Page 1)
If you can't do a sum in your head always jg
work it out in the space near the sum, like this :
Tom had 18 nuts and he lost 5. —
How many nuts has he now ?
1. Jack had 4 nuts and he got 7 more. How
many has he now ?
2. Tom is 8 years old. Peter is 15 years old.
How much older is Peter than Tom ?
3. We have 20 hens. There are 8 white
hens, 3 black hens, and the rest are
brown. How many hens are brown ?
4. I spent lOd. and then 9d. How much
did I spend altogether ?
5. One box holds 5 books. How many boxes
will I want for 35 books ?
6. John had 29 stamps in his stamp book.
He saved 34 more. How many has he
now ?
7. How many sweets will be left out of
42 if 17 sweets are eaten ?
8. Ten boys are given 2 pennies each. How
many shillings and pence is this ?
(Page 2)
Answers
0. How many shillings would I pay for 12
cards at sixpence each ?
1. I have 2 half-crowns, 3 shillings, 4 sixpences
and 2 threepences. How much money
have I altogether ?
2. There are 36 girls in our class. They each
have 6 books. How many books have
they altogether ?
13. Mother gave her 4 children 5s. to share
among themselves. Each child was
to get the same. How much did
each get ?
14. I spend Is. 6|d. on a book, 5|d. on a
pencil, and 2d. on a pen. How much
have I left from 4s. ?
15. I buy 21 buns at 7 for Is. Plow much will
that cost ?
16. I have 156 marbles. How many dozen
is this ?
9. There are 35 buns on a plate. 8 boys ate
4 buns each. How many buns were
left ?
(Page 3)
17. I am 5 feet 4 inches tall. My friend is
6 inches shorter than I. How tall is
she ?
18. My brother works from 9 o'clock in the
morning until 6 o'clock in the evening,
with an hour off for lunch. How long
does he work each day ?
19. Father was 37 years old in 1945. In what
year was he born ?
20. Teacher tells us to be in the schoolyard
10 minutes before the bell rings. In
the afternoon the beLl rings at 5 minutes
past 1. At what time should we be in
the yard ?
21. At our school each pupil pays 2s. Id. for
dinners and 5d. for milk every week.
32 boys take dinner and milk every
week. How much money is paid
altogether, every week, for all the
boys ?
22. Apples cost 8d. per lb. and pears cost lid.
per lb. I buy 3 lbs. of each. How
much more do the pears cost than the
apples ?
23. The milkman leaves 1 pint of milk in our
house every day except Sunday, when
he leaves a quart. Milk costs 9d. a
quart. How much is our milk bill
every week ?
A. What is the cost of a dozen paper hats
at 3fd. each ?
'5. A draper sells 1| yards of linen, 2f yards
of silk, and f yard of print. How
many yards of material does he sell ?
;6. Petrol is 2s. l|d. per gallon. How much
do I pay for petrol to travel 100 miles
if my car goes 25 miles on one gallon ?
7. I have a piece of tape 1 yard 1 foot long,
but I want a piece 4 times as long as
this, and 1 foot extra. How much
more tape shall I have to get ?
8. My suit cost 2\ guineas. How much is
this in £ s. d. ?
9. If 25 children sell 137 flags each, how many
flags are sold altogether ?
0. A cake weighed 3 lbs. 12 ozs. A second cake
weighed 1 lb. more than the first.
Mother bought both of them. How
much cake did she get ?
(Page 5)
31. A bag of shillings weighed 3 lbs. If 4
shillings weigh 1 oz., how many shillings
were there in the bag ?
32. I work 8 hours a day on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday ; 7 hours on
Tuesday and Thursday, and 4 hours
on Saturday. What is the average
length of my working day ?
33. A school needs 15 cricket balls. What will
they cost if 1 dozen can be bought
for £2 ?
34. Share £1 between Bob and. Bill so that
Bob gets 2s. 6d. more than Bill.
35. If | of the people in a bus load of 40
people are women, how many of the
people are men ?
36. After spending J of my money, I have
2s. 6d. left. How much did I have
at first ?
37. How much will 3 cwt. of coal cost at
£2, 10s. per ton ?
The distance all round a square is 12 inches.
What is its area ?
From A to B is 7-7 miles. From B to
C is 4-4 miles more than from A to B.
How far is it from A to C ?
A pot of jam contains 1 lb. of jam and
the sugar in it weighs 3 ozs. What
percentage of sugar is there in the jam ?
Jones and Smith painted a house together
and were paid £16. But Jones had
worked 3 times as long as Smith at
the job. How should they share the
£16 ?
A man can cycle at the rate of 10| miles
per hour. He leaves home at 2.30
p.m. and cycles till 4 p.m. ; he then
has his tea and starts again at 4.30
p.m., getting home at 6.0 p.m. How
far does he cycle ?
A man bought 6 rare stamps at 5s. each
and sold them to make a profit of
4s. 6d. How much did he sell each
stamp for ?
A leaking tap wastes \ pint of water in
2 minutes. How many gallons of
water are wasted from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. ?
(Page 7)
45. A boy buys 100 newspapers at Is. 4d. for
20 and he sells them at Id. each.
How much profit does he make 1
46. A train consists of 18 trucks, each 14 feet
long. There is 3 feet space between
each truck and between the engine
and the first truck. Find the length
of the whole train if the engine is
33 feet long.
47. A room is twice as long as it is wide. If
it is 20 feet 6 inches long, what will
be the total length of the picture rail
needed for the four walls ?
48. A sports dealer bought a bat for £1 and
sold it for £2, 10s. What was his gain
per cent. ?
49. Jim has 2s. 5d., Jack has 2s. 3d., Tom has
Is. lOd. How much must Jim and
Jack each give to Tom so that they
share the money equally 1
50. This is a sheet of metal.
If the whole sheet
was worth 4s. 6d.,
what was the value

























































1T!ura pCitUR teac An Ceisc a •PCAnArh as 18
•oo CeAtm T>6An sa spAs 111 Aice Leis An 5ceisc 5
i mArc so :— —
t)i 18 gcn6 ag ComAs agus CaiU, s£ 13
5 cmn. C6 mcat) cno a pi aij;e Ansm ?
1. Pi 4 Cno ag SeAn Agus fuair sC 7 501ml
eite. CC rheAt) a Pi Ai5e Ainsm ?
2. CA ComAs 8 mptiana >o'aois. CA peatiar
15 ptiana -o'aois. Ce mca-o PtiAin acA
a5 peATIA-R ar ComAs ?
3. CA 20 ceA-Rc A5Amn. CA 8 5ceARc PAra
a5us 3 CeARc PuPa Ann, A511S cA An Cinx)
eite "oonn. Ce mCAT) ceARc -oonn acA
ann ?
4. CaiC mfe 10x>. a5us Ansm 9t>. CC mCAT)
a Caic mc ar pax) ?
5. CA 5 leapar 1 mboscA. Ce rneA-o Posca
1 5C01R 35 teAPAR ?
6. Pi 29 scAmpA A5SeAn mAPeAPAR scAmpAi.
JTuair sC 34 scAmpA. Ce mCA-o acA
Ai5e Anois ?
7. Ce rrieA-o milseAn a PeiP jm5ca as 42
carCis 17 miPseAn "o'lte ?
8. C115AP 2 pin5m An twine x>o PeiCmuR
PuACAiUi. C6 riieAt) sciU,m5 A50s
pmgm 6 sm ?
t)1 35 Cisce ar placa. T)'it 8 OuaCaiiU
4 Cisce ah "oume. CO rnOAO cisce a 01
pigta ?
CO rhOAt) sciU.iH5 a "OlotpAinn as 12
Carca do rOir rOaO ah ceArm ?
Ua 2 leAtCoRoin, 3 scitlinj;, 4 rOaL aj;us
2 i eatneal ajatn. Ce toOad airj;id aca
AJAm AR pAD ?
36 ouaCaih 1 rah5. "CA 6 teaoar ah
Duine acu. Ce hiOad teaoar aca acu
ar pad ?
tug ttlamal 5s. dA 4 p^isce te roihhc
eACARtu, ah rnOiD cOahha do 5A6 Duine.
CO hiOad a p«air 5ac Duine acu ?
CAitim Is. 6£d. AR teAOAR, 5^T). AR
peAnnUiAi-Oe, aj;us 2d. ar peAHH. CO
tflOAD ACA pAjtA AJAm AS 4s. ?
CeAHHAlm 21 Cisce 00 rOir 7 gcinn ar Is.
CO tflOAD a COSHOIO S1 ao ?


























































Ce meA*o a PosnAionn oosAen Iiacai
pxSipeiR ar 3JT). ah ceAnri ?
"OlotAnri eAOAiteom If st. lin eAOAig,
2§ st. s1o*oa, Agus f st. mtnstm. CP
riieA*o stAC eA*oAi5 ar pA*o a PiotAnn
se ?
). CosnAionn peicneAt 2s. lf*o. ao gAtun.
Ce riieAt) a "PiotpAwn as peicneAt Pun
100 mite sti a Pur *oiom nn' gtuAisceAn
*oo rPir 25 mite sti An gAtun ?
7. Ua piosA ceioe ajjaiti 1 sLac 1 CR015 ar
pAi*o aP ceAscAiorm piosA uAim a 0eit)
a 4 oineA*o s m ar pAi*o aj;us 1
CR015 sa pReis. Ce mPA*o ceime eite
a PAicpi*t> me "o'frAit ?
3. CosriAig mo PutAit Pa*oai§ 2f jmi. Ce
rheA*o 6 sin 1 £ s. *0. ?
3. ITia *PiotAnn 25 p^isce 137 mbRAc An
■oume, An mo bRAc a oiotcAR ar pA*o ?
3. £)i 3 pc. 12 un. meAcAm 1 gclsce ArhAm
A511S 1 pc. meAPAm 1110s mo 1 gcisce
eite. CeAnnAig ITlAmAi An *oA PeAnn.
Ce'n meAPAn ar pA*o a ^uair si ?
(te.at.an.ae a 5)
pnea^i
31. lilea riala sciLLinj; 3 pc. 111a meAnn 4
sciLLmg 1 un, An mo sciLLmc; a bi
sa rh^ta ?
32. OibRim 8 n-UAme a Ctoig sa La t)e ttjAm,
"Oe CeADAom ajus T)e bAome; 7n-uAtne
sa La T)e ITIairc Agus T)e "OeAivoAom,
ajus 4 LuAtne T)e SAtAmn. Ce'n pAiT)
a oibRim, ar An meAn, m agait) An LAe?
33. UeAscAionn 15 Liacroi"o 6 mumceom.
Ca-o a Cosnott) si a*o , m^'s penoiR
1 t>osAen -oiob a teannat ar £2 ?
34. tlomn £1 rom SeAn aj;us ttAm 1 "ocReo is
50 mbeit 2s. 6"o. sa bneis a5 SeAn
ar tiAm.
35. ITU's mnA iAt) 5 x>e 40 •oume 1 mbus, An
mo peAR AtU Ann ?
36. Tar&is 5 *oem tuno am^m a daiteam
ca 2s. 6"o. p^gta a^am. Ce m6a"o a
bi a^am ar 'ocuis ?
37. C6 rnbAt) a tosnoit) 3 com. 5UA1L o»o
r6ir £2, 10s. An connA ?
Ca stum ra gceicne slios i j;cearroij;
12 ORlAO AR pAIO. "P^lg A RApAR.
Ca 7.7 mile sli arr o a 50 t). 0 t) 50 C
ca s6 4.4 mile sli tiios pinoe ha 6
A 50 t). C6r pAro aca Arm o A 50 C ?
CA 1 ptmc stnbe 1 bpRocA Agtis meArm ati
siucra aca Arm 3 tin. ScRiob meAbAti
ATI cs1ucra 111ar C0a,OCO,OAR (ceACAOATl)
oe tiieACAti tiA stnbe.
DioUvO £16 le Corias Agtis P^oraij; le
COile as cig a pemceAil. A6 cait
UomAs a 3 oireao aria aj; ar obair
a511s a cait paora15. Coras bA COir
T>Olb AR £16 A ROIRRC eACARtll ?
HotAIORR peAR AR UlAS 10J mile SAR UA1R.
^AgARR se AR bAlle AR a 2.30 p.m.
a£US ROtAIORR SO $0 "DCI a 4 p.m. ;
geibeARR SO CO ars1r AgllS COSRAIORR
SO AR1S AR a 4.30 p.m. Sroi SeARR sO
ar bAile ar a 6.0 p.m. Ce'n pAio sli
A ROtAIORR SO AR pAO ?
CeARRAlg peAR 6 SCAmpA AR 5s. AR CeARR
AgllS Tiiol se 1 ax) AR SoCar 4s. 60.
CO RlOAT) AR CeARR A ptlAIR so ORttl ?
TZA tusce a5 sileAtt as scorra a^us
cAillceAR | Piorca oe jaC 2 RdmeAC.
Ar mo galur tnsce a cAillcedR Ora
2 p.m. 50 x>ci a 6 p.m. ?
I
(te.atAn.dC A 7) "pneA^i
45. CeAnAionn budCAibb 100 nuAtcAn *oo Rein
Is. 4-o. ah 20 agus "oiolAnn se iat> ah
It). An ceAnn. C&'n soCar a PeAnAnn
sC ?
46. Ca 18 T)cuucAii 1 -ocRAem, jjaC ceAnn acu
14 tnoig ah pAno. Ca 3 tRoig coin
5AC t>A tRUCAlb AgUS 1T)1H An CeAT>
chucaiL Agns An c-mnedbb. *PA15 P^™
lomlAn na CHAenAC tuA zA An c-mneAbb
33 tH01$ ah pA1T>.
47. ZA pAi*o seomnA nios mo p6 t>6 ha a
beiteAT*. TTIa ca s6 20 tnoig 6 onbAt ah
pAi*o, pdig pAi-o lombAn nA H^ibbe
picciun ah ha ceitne pAbbAi.
48. CeAnnAij siopA'ooin biAtRbiP peibe ah
£1 ajus PlOb st ah1s e ah £2 10s. CAT)
6 An soCah pen 5C&AT) ?
49. ZA 2s. 5t>. a^ SeAmus, 2s. 3p. aj; sean
ajus Is. IOp. A5 Uom^s. C6 rneA-o An
wine is ceAHc t>o SCAtnus Agus po SeAn
a tAbAIRC po tom^S tun An C-AIHgeA-o
a Homnc 50 cotRom eAtAHtu ?
50. 1s pb^CA miocAib 6 seo.
TTIas piu 4s. 6p. an
pbACA lombAn, CAT) 1S
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1. Do the sums in this booklet as carefully and as quickly as you can.
2. There are different kinds of sums. Look for the sign to tell you what
to do.
3. Write your answers in the place left for them. Do all the working
you want on this paper.
4. If you can't do a sum leave it and go on with the next. When you
finish one page go on to the next page without waiting.
5. The first sums are easy, then they get harder, hut no one is expected
to do everything. Just do your best.
6. You have 30 minutes. You must not ask questions.
do NOT TURN OVER THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
AI TWT7T? amtl tiovta T TTA edinburgh - - tweeddale courtwlh v ta win lj j3u y u lid. london - 39a welbeck street, w.l.
The unauthorised reproduction of this Test in any way, whether for sale or not, constitutes a breach of the Copyright Act.
Copyright 1945. Fourteenth Impression 1959.
(Page 1)
Look carefully to see whether the sum is an add +, subtract —, multiply x,
or divide -f- sum. Work across the page.
1. 2. 3.
Add Add Add















Work across the page
13. 14. 15. 16.
Add Subtract Multiply Divide
426 825 357

































Work across the page and put your working on the page
23. 24. 25.
Subtract Add Multiply



















£ s. d. weeks days lbs. ozs.
3 6 6 1 3
5 )~7 IT 3 x 6 - 2 1 5
29. 30. 31.
Divide Divide Multiply
yds. ft. 8 4 6
12)36672 x 7 9
8)34
(Page 4)
Work across the page and put your working on the page
32. 33. 34.
Divide Multiply Divide
£ s. d. £ s.




Pay this bill and find the change from 12s. 6d.
£ s. d.
3 lbs. currants at 9d. per lb.
1^ lbs. coffee at 2s. 8d. per lb.
If lbs. margarine at Is. 4d. per lb.
7 eggs at 2s. 6d. per dozen .
Paid ....
Gave shopkeeper . .0 12 6
Change
(Page 5)
Work across the page and put your working on the page
37. 38. 39.
Add Subtract Add
2 5 32 QJL.O*
7 + 6 4 3 d3+Z5
40. 41. 42.
Subtract Multiply Divide
9± 11 I v 1 1^.1z6— A6 10 A 6 4*6
43.
£3| +2j 2—2 ' Answer in £, s. d.
44.
Add





-9-0186 x • 6
47. 48.
4 9 • 7 0 7 -7- * 7 6 2-7 8-4-4-3
49.
s. d.
Find 25 per cent, of 1 2 6
50.
£ 9.
















































"PeaC 50 cunAtnAc ah An gceisc peACAmc An surnnj +, T)eAlAig —, rneAT>Ai$ >







1 5-6— 7 9 9 2




X 3 X 7
10. 11. 12.
tlomn ftomn Romn








































teAtl CIlASnA An leAtAnAlj AjgUS SCKIOt) -DO ObATR Aft An ieACAnAC
23. 24. 25.
T)eAlAi§ Stnmij ITIeA-oAig
£ s. d. £ s. d'. £ s. d.
6 3 5 3 1 8 6J 3 9 7f
-4 1 6 1 Of 8 4 1 Of X 4
+ 1 3 91
26. 27. 28.
ftomn ITIeA-oAig T>eALAig
£ s. d seACcAmi LAece pt. ui
3 6 6 1
5)7 1 1 3 X6 —2 1
29. 30. 31.
ttoinn tlomn TTIeA-oAij
sL. en. 8 4
_ 1 2)3 6 6 7 2 X 7
8)3 4 2 —
(teat. 4)
LeAn cnAsnA An LeACAriAig Agus scm'ob ©o otoAin ati ah teACAnAb
32. 33. 34.
TComn ffleA©Aig Tloinn
5 6)6 9 4 0 2 £ s. d. £ s. d.
12 16 6 |
Xl 4 1 7)5 5 14 11
35, 36.
Toe ah biU,e seo Agus pAtg An bmseAft (somse^it) as 12s. 6©.
£ s. d.
3 pc. cumin An 9©. ah pc.
1| pc. cAipe An 2s. 8©. ah pc
If pc. mAngAmm An Is. 4©. ah pc
7 tnbeAdA An 2s. 6©. ah ©osAen
ToCca
UugfcA ©on siopA©om .... 0 12 6
"bmseAt) (Sbmse^it)
("LeAt. 5)
LeAn ciiAsnA An leACAnAig ajus scttioli "oo otsAi-R ah An LeAtAnAC
37. 38. 39.
Suimig "OeAlAig Suiting
2 5 3 2 2 4
3 + 6 4 - 3 3| + 23
40. 41. 42.
DeAtAig ITleAtJAig ttomn
„1 t5 3_ 5 3 5






























A P P ENPIX 2, 3
NOT TURN OVER OR OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD
ENGLISH TEST 14
'l in the following particulars at once
-day's Date : 19
iut Surname (in capitals)
»ur Christian Name(s)
>ur Sex (Boy or Girl)
ime of your School
rss you are in
>ur Age Years
ite of your Birthday : Day Month Year.
(Write the month as a word)
;ad the following carefully :—
1. When you are told to begin, answer the questions as quickly
and as carefully as you can.
2. Begin at the beginning and go straight through.
3. If after trying a question you find you cannot do it, don't waste
time but go on to the next.
N9 29235 >




















4. When you have to write an answer, do it in your ordinary handwriting. Don't
waste time printing letters.
5. When you finish one page, go on to the next.
6. You will have 40 minutes and you will be told the time every quarter of an hour.
No one is expected to do everything. Just do as much as you can.
7. Make any alterations in your answers clearly.
8. Ask no questions at all.
UNIVERSITY OP LONDON PRESS, Ltd., Lrrrna Paul's House, Wabwtok Squatis, LONDON, E.C.4.
T W 14-
1
Answer the questions in this book as quickly and as carefully as you can. Begi&
the beginning and go straight through. When you have finished a page, go on at c-
to the next without waiting to be told.
If you cannot answer any question after trying it, do not waste time on it but go
to the next.
Read the following carefully.
As Margaret and Robert Holmes sat by the fire reading they could bear the rain beginn
to splash on the street outside. " Mother," said Robert, " I'm glad we stopped playing >
came indoors." Hearing no answer, he looked up, and found, to his surprise, that they w
alone.
The following questions are about what you have just read. Underline in the bracl
the correct answer to each.
1. Before he looked up, who did Robert think were in the room with him ?
( Mr and Mrs Holmes \ nobody \ the boys he had been playing wii
Mrs Holmes and Margaret \ Mr Holmes and Margaret \ the raindroj
2. Why was Robert glad they had come indoors ?
( because he was tired of playing | because they would have got w
because Margaret had wanted to come in \ because it was dark no
because he liked the rain | because his mother had told him to come i
3. What had Margaret and Robert been doing before they sat down at the fireside 1
( playing outside \ playing indoors \ sitting outside and readir,
watching the rain splashing on the street \ sleeping | lighting the fii
4. Why was Robert surprised l ... . ( because the room seemed so sti
because the rain came on so suddenly \ because Margaret spoke to hii
because Margaret had gone away \ because he had thought his mother was in the roc
because the rain was coming down the chimnt
5. How many people are mentioned in this story ?
(1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6
6. What was Margaret doing ?
( staring into the fire \ sewing \ knitting \ reading \ sleeping \ writir
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
2
In these questions underline the correct answer in the brackets.
We have spoken ( to \ too ) long about this; there ( is \ are ) other
things to talk about.
!. He ( wont \ w'ont | wo'nt \ won't \ wont' ) go away till we tell him.
i. They put on ( there \ they're \ their ) coats. Then they took them (off | of )
again.
. There aren't ( any | no ) more pencils. Someone has ( took \ taken ) them
away.
. It is the ( beautifulest | beautifullest \ beautifuler \ beautifuller \ most beautiful \
more beautiful ) view I have ever seen.
. I wish I had ( known | knowed ) that before ; then I would certainly not ( of went |
of gone | have gone | have went ).
In each of the following sentences the word which is underlined has some letters
ssing. Find out what the word is, and then write it correctly spelt in the brackets.
Here is an example :
The thief was caught by a po c ma . . ( policeman )
The word underlined is of course " policeman," so we have written " policeman"
the brackets.
Now do these. Be sure to write the word IN THE BRACKETS. Write it clearly,
d spell it correctly.
He is too proud to y Id ..... ( )
We had a violent storm of thunder and 1 t ing . ( )
They spoke together in a foreign lan ge . . ( )
December 25th is C mas Day . . . ( )
I have p d my bill ...... ( )
With this camera I have taken many ot gr s ( )
A native of Spain is called a Sp rd . . ( )
TURN OVER TO PAGE 3 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
M.H.E. 14
3
In the next questions underline in the brackets the word or phrase which met
most nearly the SAME as the word in capital letters.
Here is an example :—
Although he has done me harm, I shall PARDON him.
( punish | love | reward \ forgive | hit | pleas
" Pardon" means nearly the same as " forgive," and so we have underlir
" forgive " in the brackets.
Now do these.
20. He was delighted to meet his COMRADE again.
( company \ dog \ brother \ friendship \ companion | travelle
21. I was sorry to hear of your MISFORTUNE.
( illness \ ill-nature | ill-luck \ good luck | mystery | acciden
22. I wonder what his real PURPOSE is.
( name \ proposal | thing j purple | porpoise \ intention
23. The watchman was punished for his NEGLIGENCE.
( crime \ theft \ carelessness \ wickedness \ negative \ informatioi
24. After a RAPID inspection of our papers, he let us through.
( thorough | careful \ rash \ careless | rambling | quid
25. The general decided to RETREAT.
( advance \ withdraw | go forward \ resign \ rest for the night | surrende,
26. They left a BRIEF message for me.
( paper | short \ long \ written \ brisk | brigh
27. Your eyes have a striking RESEMBLANCE to your brother's.
( love | hate \ message | similarity \ remembrance \ different
In each of the following questions underline in the brackets the word which b
fits the sentence.
28. The little girl's eyes sparkled as she eagerly tore open the envelope : she was obvioui
( upset | satisfied \ sorry \ delighted \ amused \ angry ) to get the letter.
29. His horse was ( galloping \ trotting | loitering | racing \ gliding \ creeping ) at a stea
pace along the road ; he seemed to be in no particular hurry.
30. As he saw his friend off in the train, James, who had never been away for a holiday hi
self, felt just a little ( suspicious | wicked \ spiteful | bad | hateful \ envious ).
31. The fog was so ( heavy \ dense \ deep \ close \ strong | choking ) that we could hare
see a yard in front of us.
32. Everywhere we could hear the ( roaring \ braying \ squealing \ bellowing \ gruntiru
neighing ) of frightened cattle.
33. He crouched in a corner, pale and trembling. Never have I seen anyone so ( uneasx
fearless \ serious \ puzzled \ terrified | sorry ).
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
4
Read the following carefully.
So far as it was in his power, Deerslayer was as good as his word. In less than five minutes
ter this speech was made, the whole party was in the raft, and in motion. There was a gentle
eeze from the north ; and boldly hoisting the sail, the young man laid the head of the
iwieldy craft in such a direction as would have brought it ashore a couple of miles down the
ue, and on its eastern side. The sailing of the raft was never very swift; though, floating
it did on the surface, it was not difficult to get it in motion, or to urge it along over the
iter, at the rate of some three or four miles in the hour.
J. Fenimore Cooper : " The Deerslayer." (Collins.)
The next five questions are about the passage you have just read.
In the following three questions underline in the brackets the correct answer to each.
. What is the meaning of " craft " in the passage you have just read ?
( skill | cunning | vessel | cheese \ compass \ helm | tiller )
. What is the meaning of " was as good as his word " ?
( was a good man and a good speaker \ kept his promise \ words cannot describe him |
was dishonest \ was a good slayer of deer | was as good as gold )
. What is the meaning of " unwieldy " ?
( ugly | unknown \ huge \ untidy \ unwilling | clumsy )
If you know from the passage that any of the following sentences are true mark
em with a cross (x) inside the brackets. Mark only those sentences which are true.
(а) A gentle wind blew them northwards . . . . . . ( )
(б) Five minutes after the speech they were already on the eastern side
of the lake .......... ( )
(c) The raft was easy to get moving . . . . . . . ( )
(d) The raft was big enough for the whole party . . . . ( )
(e) The strong wind blew the raft swiftly along . . . . . ( )
(/) They depended entirely on oars to move the raft . . . . ( )
TURN OVER TO PAGE 5 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
In the questions which follow, underline in the brackets that word which ends
the same sound or rhymes with the word in capital letters.
Here is an example :
NEAR ( hair \ are | beware \ deer \ pear
" Deer" has been underlined because it is the only word which ends in the san









( through | though \ cuff \ cough \ rug | off
( here | hire \ higher \ pier \ pear \ peer
( bright | height | deceit | wet \ weighed \ gate
( sewer \ sore \ soar \ sour \ fewer \ floor
( called | colt | salt \ sold \ fall \ moult
( ye | ere | prey \ fry | eerie \ early
( resigned | mend \ pained \ regard | pined \ regain
Here is an example of the next questions.
ANGRY He left the room in great anger
The word ANGRY is an adjective, and in the blank space we have written " anger
which is the noun formed from this adjective.
In the following sentences you have to write in the blank space the correct noi
formed from the adjective printed in capital letters.
Write the noun clearly and be sure to spell it correctly.
46. TRUE . . . . . .You must always tell the
I am surprised at your





Everyone loved her for her
Measure the of the roa
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
Bead the following carefully.
In the city lived Martin, a shoemaker. He lived in a basement, in a little room with one
ndow. The window looked out on the street. Through the window he used to watch the
ople passing by : although only their feet could be seen, yet by the boots he recognised
eir owners. Martin had lived long in one place, and had many acquaintances. Few boots
his district had not been in his hands once or twice. Some he would re-sole, some he would
,tch, and occasionally he would put on new uppers. Through the window he often recognised
3 work.
Leo Tolstoy : " Where God is, Love is." (London : Little Blue Book Company.)
The following questions are about what you have just read. Underline in the brackets
e correct answer to each.
. Where was Martin's room ? . ( level with the street \ one floor up \ two floors up \
below the street level \ at the top of a high building )
. Why could only the people's feet be seen ?
( the window was so low \ Martin was interested only in boots \ the people wore heavy coats |
they were in a hurry \ they had many acquaintances )
. What is meant by " through the window he recognised his work " ?
( he recognised he had work to do \ he saw boots he would have to mend some day |
he saw boots and shoes he had mended \ he grew tired of working \
he saw the window needed cleaning )
. Why had Martin many acquaintances ?
( he was a good shoemaker | he watched the people passing by \ he lived in the city \
he lived in a room with a window \ he had lived in the same place so long )
. What does " occasionally " mean ?
( often | never \ sometimes \ carefully \ always \ finally )
. What would be a suitable title for this passage ?
( In the City | New Uppers \ I did but see her passing by |
The Shoemaker's Window \ The Story of a Boot \ Shoes to Mend )
In each of the next questions find out what the word underlined should be, and
an write it clearly and correctly spelt in the brackets.
He filled his pipe with t b c . . . . ( )
Dry your tears on your han rch f . . ( r )
I admire her noble c r ct r . . . . ( )
I do not know you : th f r I do not trust you . ( )
Many people died of the pi g . . . . ( )
The mar ge of James IV and Margaret Tudor was
a great occasion . . . . . . . ( )
TURN OVER TO PAGE 7 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
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In each of the following questions underline in the brackets the word that fits be
there. It will help you if you remember that you are about to read a poem.
Up into the cherry tree
Who should climb but little me ?
63. I held the ( leaf | twig | trunk \ birds | cherry-blossom \ ground ) with both my ham
64. And looked abroad on foreign ( parts | tongues | stamps \ continents \ countries | lands
I saw the next door garden lie
Adorned with flowers before my eye,
65. And many ( pleasant | good | bright \ entertaining \ familiar | parking ) places more
66. That I had never seen ( yet \ before \ in store | on shore \ there \ in my life ).
67. I saw the dimpling ( railway \ canal | road \ river | telegraph-wires \ sparrows ) pass
68. And be the sky's blue ( mirror \ looking-glass | grass | bird | eider-down \ moon );
69. The ( long \ straight | dusty \ cruel \ elevated \ tar-macadam ) roads go up and down
With people tramping in to town.
R. L. Stevenson : " A Child's Garden of Verses."
In the next questions underline in the brackets the word or phrase which meai
most nearly the SAME as the word in capital letters.
70. In the room was a crowd of BOISTEROUS children.
( beautiful \ brave \ noisy \ frightened \ happy | rebellious
71. Do not ALTER anything . . ( forget | ask for \ change \ add \ sign | offer
72. It was SKILFULLY done ( wilfully | cleverly \ quickly \ badly | carefully \ hurriedly
73. He will never CONSENT to that ( descend \ ascend | reach | change \ come \ agree
74. He did not know the PERIL he was in
( place | position \ danger | difficulty \ part | storm
75. The sound was quite DISTINCT (loud | soft \ clear \ pleasant | disturbing \ dismal
Here is an example of the next questions.
CHILD .... She behaved in a very childish manne
The word CHILD is a noun, and in the blank space we have written " childish
which is the adjective formed from this noun.
In the following sentences you have to write in the blank space the correct adjectr
formed from the noun printed in capital letters.
Write the adjective clearly and be sure to spell it correctly.
76. BRITAIN ...... We are peopl
77. COURAGE . . . Drake was a clever and sailc
78. HOPE ... In spite of bad luck, they are still
79. BODY ...... He suffered no injur
80. FIRE ...... He has a tempc
81. MAN . . . . .It was a brave and actio
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
s
Read the following carefully.
Cicely looked for the door, through which he must have passed ; and after some little
arch discovered it. When she pushed against it, it yielded to her pressure, and admitted her
i a low passage, evidently communicating with some of the subterranean dungeons which
le knew existed under this part of the fortress.
She had scarcely set foot within this passage, when she perceived the jailer returning ;
id had barely time to conceal herself behind an angle of the wall, when he approached the
lot where she stood. In his hurry he had forgotten to lock the door, and he now hastened
i repair his error ; cutting off by this means the possibility of Cicely's retreat.
W. H. Ainsworth : " The Tower of London." (Lent.)
The following questions are about what you have just read. Underline in the brackets
le correct answer to each.
J. Why had the jailer forgotten to lock the door ?
( he was afraid \ he had lost the key | he had been in such haste \
he had been following Cicely \ he had barely had time to conceal himself )
i. Why did the jailer come towards the place where Cicely stood ? . ( he heard a noise |
he thought she would be coming | to cut off the possibility of Cicely's retreat |
he was on his way to the subterranean dungeons \ to lock the door )
1. What is the meaning of " to repair his error " 1 . . . . ( to make amends \
to make his mistake worse than ever | to set right the mistake he had made |
to mend his ways \ to repent of his misdeeds )
i. How long was it before Cicely found the door ? ( almost no time at all | a long time |
far too long \ all the time between the jailer's passing through it and his return to it \
a fairly short time )
I. What is the meaning of " cutting off by this means the possibility of Cicely's retreat " ?
( preventing Cicely from going farther in \ thus making it impossible for Cicely to go back |
making sure he would not be attacked from behind |
in this way making it possible for Cicely to cut through and escape |
cutting Cicely off from him, so that she had to go back )
. Write down the word in the passage which means
"
underground ( )
TURN OVER TO PAGE 9 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
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In the following questions underline the correct answer in the brackets.
88. I see you have ( came \ cum \ cam | corned \ earned | come ) at last.
89. You certainly ( didn't ought to have did it \ ought not to have did it \ hadn't ought to do i,
ought not to have done it \ didn't ought to have done it | ain't ought to have done it
90. On ( Friday | friday ) I visited my uncle, who is a ( London policeman | lond
Policeman | London Policeman | london policeman ).
91. ( James brown \ james Brown \ James Brown ) has gone away to live in ( Newcast-
On-Tyne \ newcastle-on- Tyne \ Newcastle-on-tyne \ Newcastle-on- Tyne ).
92. He said that his wife and ( he | him ) had seen a boy ( who's \ whoes \ whose ) fo
was bleeding.
93. He does not speak ( english \ English ). He is a ( foreign Visitor | Foreign Visitor
foreign visitor \ Foreign visitor ).
94. This shop sells only ( womens | women's | womens' ) shoes and ( childrens \ children's-
childrens' ) shoes.
In each of the next questions find out what the word should be, and then write
clearly and correctly spelt in the brackets.
95. I can't understand it; it's all so very m st r s . (
96. He was an extr rd ry sight . . . (
97. Come whenever you find it conv nt . . (
98. There is no doubt about this answer: it is quite
def n t ....... (
99. Cut it out with a pair of s s rs . . (
100. We were delighted at the enth s sm of the scouts . (
101. He is a good man: he would never do anything
dishon ble ...... (
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
/
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In the next questions, underline that word in the brackets which has the same
meaning as the phrase which is already underlined.
02. A line of people waiting to get into a cinema
( crowd | multitude \ queue \ 'parade \ waiting-list \ row )
33. Money paid for the release of a prisoner
( reward \ ransom | booty \ blackmail \ bank-notes | dollar-bills )
■34. Something which stands in one's way
( wall | spectacle \ nuisance \ object \ obstacle \ robber )
35. To turn upside down . ( invite \ invert \ invent | destroy | spoil | cart-wheel )
-36. A person who looks on the bright side of things
( fool | optician | jeweller | pessimist \ optimist \ artist )
In the next questions underline in the brackets the word or phrase which means
tost nearly the SAME as the word in capital letters.
07. The boys seemed to be quite ROBUST.
( ruddy | sick \ strong | wrong \ right \ thieving )
38. Do not TORMENT me . . ( forget | touch | trust \ leave | torture | report )
39. He gave me some food out of his own MEAGRE stock.
( scanty | large \ rich \ extra \ private \ mere )
10. The solution of the problem is now EVIDENT.
( easy \ difficult \ hidden \ obvious | eminent | unknown )
11. She is a very ENERGETIC girl.
( elementary \ clever \ lazy \ active \ stupid | beautiful )
12. We will not be deceived by VAIN promises.
( fine | rash \ worthless \ haughty \ honest | various )
13. At last we ENCOUNTERED our enemies.
( met | encircled \ escaped \ counter-attacked \ saw | overcame )
14. We tried to CONSOLE her.
( force | command | persuade \ comfcrrt \ question \ restrain )
TURN OVER TO PAGE 11 WITHOUT WAITING TO BE TOLD
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In each of the following questions put a cross (x) in the brackets after that 01
phrase which means nearly the same as the phrase which is underlined.
115. " To be out of pocket " means nearly the same as
To have less money than one had before .....(
To be out in the open air . . . . . . . (
Out of the frying-pan into the fire
To have holes in one's pockets
To be produced by magic . . . . , . (
116. "I wash my hands of this affair" means nearly the same as
I always come to the table with clean hands (
I committed this crime
I take all the blame for this on-myself .....(
I refuse to be responsible for this affair, and will take no blame for it (
Cleanliness is next to godliness
117. " To show the white feather " means nearly the same as
To bury the hatchet
To be a coward
To give the secret sign
To wear fine clothes (
To wear shabby clothes ........(
118. "It's lio use crying over spilt milk " means nearly the same as
Milk should always be carried carefully .....(
Disasters usually cause grief .......(
It's like looking for a needle in a haystaok.....(
It's no use trying to put spilt milk into the can again . . . (
What's done oan't be helped now, and it's no use lamenting about it (
119. " To get into hot water " means nearly the same as
To get into trouble
To have a bath (
To have a oup of tea .........(
To get excited
To make a clean breast of it . . . . . . (
120. "To make a mountain out of a molehill " means nearly the same as
To make tons of money out of mole-catching . . . . (
To put one's best foot forward . . . . . . (
Not to realise the dangers . . . . . . . (
To get a big job done in small stages . . . . (
To make a great fuss about very little . . . . (
LOOK OVER YOUR WORK TILL TIME IS UP
MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE NOT MISSED A PACE
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tA Pneite : T)Aca 1YH t)tiAiii
G.Q.
t6i£ go ctmAtriAc :
1. tluAIR A T)6ARpAR teAC COStill, JTReAg^lR 11A CeiSCOAtltlA COtfl CApAtO AgUS Cortl
CURAtUAC AgUS 1S p6l*OlR teAC.
2. UosnAig Ag ah ocosaC Agus teAn tets cnlt) stos.
3. mtttlA bpuit CU .4bAteA cetsc 'OO pR6AgA1RC pAg 1 AgUS AR AgAfO teAC gO T)Ci An 66ax)
CeAtm ette.
4. TIuair a tAgAtni cti go oerneAt") teAtAnAig ar AgAtO teAc go oct A11 66ax) leAtAnAC eite.
5. t)ec6 25 nbim^Ao AgAc. 1s ar &igin a befO 6mne AbAtCA ha ceisceAnnA go
t6m 00 pROAgAiRc. T)em no tMCeAtt.
6. p6 AtRu acA te t)6Anarh AgAc ar 'oo pROAgRAi, -oein go soit&in 6
7. tiA cum ceisc An btc An emtio.
A PPENV/t l.L,
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1. tluAm a t)6a-rj:au teAC cosnu, pieA^m iia ceisceAnnA com CApAit> Agus Com
CUTlAtTIAC A£US 1S p6l*Otn tOAC.
2. CasnAit: an tjcosaC atais tcaii teis cm'x> sios.
This is a photographic reproduction of
the Irish test reduced in scale.
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Ins 5AC AbAinc oioti seo ca ticneACA pAgtA ah bAn i tipocAl AttiAin.
FA15 AtiiAC cad 6 An pocAb ceAnc A5US Anstn scnfotj t jceAnc e ins An
sp&s aca itnn nA tuibinf.
Seo sAmplA :
Rit An niAbHA 1 nb b An Coinin ( t nbiAib )
24. t)i pAbbA c..m....bb An gAtnbin .. ( )
25. CCAnn mumcm nA caChaC ahiaC pC'n btu... .bA sAome ( )
26. t)i nA buAtAibbi Ag immt beis An bi. . t. .6. .b sa CbOs ( )
27. tAnns t..ac..a..ne dun An ti ah mAroin .. ( )
28. 1s niAit biom nA bbAtAnnA a pe. . c..A. .b iiis nA
pAmceAnnA .. .. .. .. ( )
29. 'SC liAtn An buACAibb is cb. ,s..e sa HAng .. ( )
30. JTuAm CAitbin b..t..n OnA tiAincin .. .. ( )
1,615 An c-Atx seo 50 cunAtnAC
t)Ain si A CUIb CAbAtg bi 50 CApAlb. CAlt Si a gunA AgUS a Cdl.Cin bOAg
1 gcOpHA a bi pAoi An mbonb. Cum si CAbAi pAbHAig umti pCm. Cum si
a cosa 1 seeAd sa bnisce ajus bo tAHRAiug Anios umti p6in C. tli HAib Aon
Chios aici Agus b'Cigm bi cmos a bCAnAtfi as seAtipiosA cOnbA. TJ'pcae
si sa scAtAn ajus no geit si. CeAp si guilt) 6 a beAntAm a bi Ann. T)'jCAd
si tAn a guAbAinn AC ni paca si Cinne. 1s Annsm a Cuniinig si gunb i pCm
a bi Ag pCaCawc isccaC sa scAtAn, Agus no mnne si gAme.
Cuin tine pAoi An BpneAsnA ceAnc An 5AC ceAnn be nA ceisceAnnA
cios.
tllAn seo : Conus a bAin si a euro OAbAig bi? (50 itiaU, / 50 cuhauiaC /
50 CApAib / 50 uCaca / 50 beisciutb).
31. Cax) ma tAob (cC'n pAt) ah bam si a euro CAbAig bi ? (Cun bub a
CobbAb / Cun i pCm bo ni / Cun CAbAi pAbRAig a Cun umti / Cun guna
nuA a Cuh umti / mah bi si no te).
32. CAb a bi sa COpRA ? (CAbAi /' mem / guAb / cupAin / AbmAb).
33. CAb a bein si beis An gcORbA ? (CeAngAib si a bnCgA / CeAngAib si
trnipoAbb An bnisce 6 / Cum si 111a pbcA 6 / Cum si ompeAbb ah beAHC
C I CecngAib si nA cosa beis).
34. CAb 11)a tAob (cC'n pAt) gun geic si ? (bi eAgbA umti / CuaIa si
gbou no tOHAnn Anb / ConAic si tAibse / teAg ah cac cupAn be'n boRb /
CeAp si 50 bpACA si a beAntAm).
35. CCnb C pAbRAig ? (a ti-AtAm / An mAistm / a beAntAm / A 1i-uncAit / An
SAgARc).
36. Rinne si gAme ihar—(puAin si nnbseAm / bi bA saor aici / CuaLa si
setAt. sncAnnrhAH / Cuirimig si gunb C a scAIa pCin a bi be peiscinc sa
scAtAn / bi AtAS umti).
37. Tli pACA si dune nuAin ?—(b'oscAib si An boHAS / b'pCAC si tAH a
guAbAinn / tAmig si isteAC sa seomRA / b'p^AC si tRib An putnneoig / Cum

















Scnfoti tine pAoi pocAt AriiAin be nA poctA aca ibin tuibini ; 's6 sin
pAoi'n tipocAt a tionpAb An beAtwiA.
ttlAn seo : tlitSe^n totfi iixinb SbAmus (Agus / te / nA / is / ca)
38. 'Sb ah aii ceAtnu sbAsunben btiAin (sAiimAt) / -AibneAn / 38
geimneAb / eAnnAt / pbriiAn)
39. thonn ha pin Ag obAin ins nA pAmceAnnA Agus nA ins An bceAt 39
(beAii / mnA / cbcAine / cAitin / scuAbAb)
40. t)« eAgtA nuAin a ConAic sib An cAibse (AgAm / Ann / 40
AgAib / spnib / onAib)
41. t)ionn An peinmcom Ag cneAbAb te (bnAcA / cnuitncAtc / 41
/cbAtCA / cAtAiri / eomiA)
42. l)i bAbog aici, At tbg ah mAiscin 1 (uAiti / guiiA / 42
bi / tbASAb / bnonncAnAs)
Leig An c-Atc seo 50 curairac.
Com tnAt Agus tic An oite b'bAtAig mh AmAt Agus tug mb AgAib 50
beipneAt au an CeAb. t)An. Hi UAib sotAS An bit sa ceAt Agus tug m6 pAoi
•oeAUA nat nAib ah boiiAs At teAt btincA. l)uAit mb cnAg 111Ait cnom At m'on
cugAb pneAgnA nA tAgAb omn. tluAin n^n pneAgnAb ah *oaha buitte Siuit 1116
1sccAt. CuAig m6 ting An seomnA 111a nAib m6 ah oite nottfie sni Agus tAS
mb An tAmpA. l)i ah cine bCAgiiAt as. Cum mb mbm cimpeAtt iia gniosAt
a bi An An cmceAn Agus bA geAnn go nAib cine bneA AgAtn. Cuig mb te na
b-Ais tun mo SuAimnoAS a gtACAb go bci go bpittcAb mo tAnA. CosAig mb
Ag ttAn'i I.eAbAin a bi an An niACAt Agus tuin m6 oineAb sah sumie Ann 11 An
rhotAig mb ah c-aui Ag steArimu tAnc.
Cum tine pAoi ah tipneAgRA ceAnc ar gac ceAnn oe nA ceisceAnnA
seo cios.
ttlAR seo: Ctn uAin a b'bAtAig sb AtnAt ? (An mAibin / nuAin a tic An
oite / nuAin a buAit ah ctog / nuAin a bi a SuipbAn ice Aige / nuAin a scop
An bAisceAt).
43. HuAm a tic ah oite CAb a bein sb ? (tuAig sb a tobtAb / ttig sb An 43
p4ipban / tbig sb teaban / tuAig sb go bci ah UeAt t)4n / b'it sb a
SinpbAn).
44. CAb 111a tAob (ct'ii p^t) gun buAit st cnAg An ah bonAS ? (tun ah 44
bonAs a bmseAb / tun An bonAS a oscAitc / tun scAnnnAb a tun An
munmcin ah ci / mAn bi eAgtA Am / tun ptAtAmc An nAib bmne sa
bAite).
45. Ct bi sa cig ? (bi peAii ah ci aim / ni nAib bmne Aim / bi An tion ci 45
Ann / bi cuib be ha comAnsAna Aim / a tAnA).
46. Cat> is bni le l)i ah cine bcAgiiAt as ? (bi An cine beAng ce/bi a 46
tAn mOiiA An ah bcine / ni nAib aoii cnie Aim / bi ah cme 111 Aic eite / ni
nAib mbnAn be'n cine pAgtA).
47. Ce teis a nAib s6 Ag peiteAiii (pAnAtc) ? (Le CAnA / te'n a beAn / te 47
cuAmceoin / teis nA 5^"OAi / te gAbAi).
48. Coiias c4 pios AgAc gun tAicm ah teAbAn teis ? (IVlAn nion tbig sb 48
mbn/in be / nion turn sb suim Ann / mAn tosnAig sb A tbAiii / nion motAig





Cuin tine pAoi pocAl AiiiAin tie iia poctA itnn tuibint ; se sin pAOi'n
bpocAt aca An Aon tint lets An tjpocAt ins iia ItcneACA m6nA.
triAtt seo: Cuir An bOAti ah CROtscin ah An dCAOLA (bAinne / lAn /
bbRP / caCaoih / ciscin).
49. 'O'eiRiS aii niAt s11R Agus tosnAig s6 Ag tAt)A1UC (cauic / peARg /
mttuieA'b / scniob / buAtAp).
50. 111 RAib 1116 ADaIca Aon 111 a -bCAiiAin niAn bi tno lArii bRisco. (piAn / ntfo /
pint / nA6 / buille).
51. tug ri'aCair 1116 go pci An bAito ni6n sAn n^tUA1St(lAll. (crucaiI /
saoirc / bus / carr / CRAen).
t6ij An sceAt seo go curauiac.
D'6iRig S6Aniuu in a SoasarT. Hit sC Anotni go Dei ah puinneog Agus
■o'pbAC k6 aiiiaC. l')i iia gAsuin Ag coaCc AbAito O'n scoit. Agus iia6 acu
A bi All SpoRC tots All SIIOACCA. 1AT> Ag DOAIlAtll CUApOg t>0 AgUS CAt A11 Slflt
ACU AR An CSRAlP. 11a 111AtA i SCOltO bAinCO Diob Ag CU IT) ACU AgUS 1 AT) AR A
nAiCcAtt Ag cAiteArii.nA gcnApOg to C6ite. Umno S6Anius gAino Agus btiAit
S6 bos gAC UA1R A T)'AltnSlg CIlApbg A11 WARC. tAICUlg An spCRC go mbn lots
AgUS t)A lilAtt lei.8 belt IlK'lR gO lOOR lO belt Ag T)Ul AR SCOIl. IliOR SOAS An CAt
1 bpAD. 0 i OCRAS AR 11A gASOlR AgUS Rlt SI AT) tCO AbAlle.
Cum tine paoi An tipiieAgnA ceAnc An gAC ceAnti be nAceisceAtinA seo
cios.
tilAn seo I Cad 6 ah C6ad rud a Dem SOarius (riC s6 go Dei All
puinnoog / D'fibAC s6 crid An pumncoig / buAil s6 bos / ntnne s6 gAme / p'Ornig
S6 IRA SCASAlll).
52. tARlA An OACCRA S111 (l Rlt An CSAlilRAlb / um CA1SC / SA11 oitc / SA
genliROAT) / ah niAtDin).
53. Hit 11A bUACAltll AbAllO IHAR (bi gARDA Ag teACt / biODAR CUIRSCAt /
buAlt siad puiimeog / bi a gcuiD coACCAmiA bAite to DbAnArii acu / bi
OCRAS ORtuj.
54. ISuAll SOAniUS bos tlUAin (a COIIAIC S6 I1A bUAbAlU i Ag CCAOC / 11UAIR
a btiAilcAD bUAtAitt lo cnApbg / iiuair a bi An CAt Carc / ruair p'lnng
na buaCaiIIi AbAito / nuAiR a Rlt s6 go Dei An putnneog).
55. Cad mA tAob (c6'n pAt) raC RAib SOarius ar scoit ? (l!)i s6 R6-bg / riar
bi cos cum Aige / riar bi An sneAtcA Ann / hiar bi An scoit durca / riar
bi S6 RO AOSCA).
56. teAii An CAt—(ar peAt) ah CRAtnOnA / go ceAnn 1 bpAD / cariaII geARR /
ar IA go 16ir / go Dti go RAib s6 dorCa).
Cuin sios concnAncAcc (opposite) gAC pocAit ins iia ceisceAnnA seo.
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Irish Test.
Values of P (proportion of children
giving correct answer) and of
obtained when trying out the test.
Item P *1-3 Item P
1 .9 .25 34 .50 .90
2 .71 .60 35 .50 .95
3 .60 .90 36 .60 .35
4 .51 .30 37 .60 .95
5 .51 .80 38 .65 .70
6 .71 .60 39 .43 .60
7 .76 .50 40 .33 .72
8 .73 .65 41 .38 .37
9 .63 .80 42 .24 .35
10 .57 .65 43 .63 .65
11 .57 .65 44 .43 .85
12 •66 .75 45 .50 .80
13 .47 .75 46 •48 .80
U .46 .30 47 .50 .75
15 .47 .62 48 .55 .85
16 .40 .82 49 .65 .70
17 .42 .85 50 .43 .60
18 .58 .65 51 .33 .72
19 .75 .50 52 .48 .90
20 .53 .70 53 .50 .90
21 .58 .55 54 .40 .90
22 .58 .60 55 .35 .75
23 .65 .45 56 .27 .65
24 •43 .75 57 .30 .77
25 .40 .50 58 .38 .70
26 .68 .60 59 .50 .72
27 .27 .55 60 .30 .62
28 .27 .75 61 .30 .62
29 .33 .70 62 .32 .70
30 .70 .60 63 .35 .82
31 .50 .95 64 .27 .72
32 .63 .80 65 .49 .75






-APPENDIX Z , S~
Instructions for Jenkins* Non-Verbal Test 1s
Original Version.
Read the Following Carefully:
1. In this "book there are some sets of puzzles. Do
them as well as you possibly can.
2. You may not hare time to do them all, but every
five minutes you will be ;told to stop and go on to
the next page.
3. You need not ask any questions because in each set
you are told what to do.
4. Most of the puzzles are easy, but a few are quite hard.
5. Work steadily on without wasting time.
6. Be sure to stop whenever you are told.
7» If you alter any of your answers do so CLEARLY.
8. While you are waiting to start, underline the figure
in the row below which is most unlike the other four.
N
Legend 1: On the left of each of the rows below there
are three figures which are alike. On the right there
are five more figures* find which one of these is
2.
most like the three figures on the left, and draw a
line under it* (The first one has "been done for you)*
Legend 2i To the left in eaoh of the lines below there
are five squares arranged in order* One of these
squares has been left empty. Find which one of the
five squares on the right should take the place of the
empty square and draw a line under it* (The first one
has been done for you).
Legend In eaoh of the rows below there are five
figures. Find ONE figure in each row which is most
unlike the other fouR and draw a line under it* (The
first one has been done for you).
Legend 4: Each of the sets of figures below can be
arranged in order. Think of each set arranged in
order and draw a line under the ONE which comes in
the midde* (The first one has been done for you).
Legends5: In the big square on the left of eaoh line
below, one of the four small squares has been left
empty* One of the five figures to the right should
fill the empty square, Find this figure and draw a
line under it* (The first one has been done for you)*
appendix 2. y
Instructions for Jenkins* Non-Verbal Test 1•
Irish Version,
ted: an meib seo teancs to c&Ramac:
1. Sa teaman so ta Roinnt fa£b. Dean bo isiceall lab bo Reiteac.
2. 6'f^ibiR nac mbei& am bo b'otam atat lab to lew bo Reitea£» ac
tac cult noimlab blanfan tear scab atus leanumt aR ataib* to
bti an &£ab leatana£ eile.
3. hi ta buit ceist aR bit a cur, rnaR miniteaR buit cab ta le
beanam atat i ntac sRait fa^b.
4. ta foRiMiR na &Fab*b Funasca ac tfi cuib acu beacaiR to teon.
5. Obatn ieat to ReiS - tan am an bit a cur amu.
6. Stab biReac nuaiR a blaRFOR leat.
7. la atRatonn tu FReatRa, blob an t-a&Rifi to soileiR.
8. £ab is ata tu at Fanact cun tosnu, cuir line leardife is
eatsuta leis na cum eite insan line seo tios.
tetenb 1: Or taoifc na laime cle i ntac ceann be na linte seo cios
ta tsi llanfiibi ata cosuil tena ceile. Or taoii> na laime
beise ta cult l^aRaibi eile; Fait c£'n leaRalb blot is costfla
leis na tRi' leanaibt or £aai£ na laime cl£ atus cuir line Faol,
(tfi an clab Fa£b b£anta buit.)
letenb 2; 3ns an tceaRna't mfo aR taoif> na laime ctl be tac line
ans© £i®s Fatac? Folam ceann be na ceanno'ta beata. 5a ceaRt to
lionFaS ceann be na cult leaRaibi aR zaoit na laime beise an
spas Folam. Fait an llaRaib sin atus cuir line fooi. (ta an
ceab cecmn beanca butc.)
lesenb 3: 3 nsac line cios ca cits leaRaibi. 3 scis sac line
Fats an c-QOTl leanatb is eassula lets na ceicne leaRatbi evle
asus cuir line foot. (ta cm ceab ceann blanca buic.)
lesenb 4: 3s feibm sac snatc leaRchbt ansa bo cur in ORb. Fats
amac an c-onb son asus cutn line fe'n c-QOTl llanaib amain a
i laR batRe. (Ca an ceab ceann beanca buic.)
lesenb 5: 3ns an sceannos m an caotb na latme cli be sac line
cms© tios fasa^ folatn ceann bes na eeaRnosa beasa. Ba ceaRC
S© lionFci^ cecmn be na cits leaRfitbi an caoife na laime betse
an spas folam. Fatf an l^anatb sin asus cum line foot,
(ta an ceab ceann beanca buic.)
APPENDIX 3.6 ^





Your Father1s Address (if he does not live at home most
of the time):
1• (a) What is your father's work?
(If your father is not working now, write the work
he used to do)#
(h) Does he own: Part# All# None of his own business?
(A farm is a business)
(c) Has he a name such as a manager, foreman,ganger,
supervisor etc? Yes or No?
(d) If he has a name like that in his work write it
here:
_
(e) How many persons work for him?
None, 1, 2 to 3, 4 to 7, 8 or more#
(Just underline one of these)
2, CHILDREN IN YOUR FAMILY
(a) How many children are there in your family?
Bovs: Girls:
2.
Write the Christian names and Age of your older
brothers and sisters on the lines below and write
their occupation or school under 'Occupation' and
the country they work in udder 'Country*
Hame Aye ( Oooupation Country
CD j . j









lumber (1) means the eldest, CD means the second eldest
and so on)*
3* In this question just underline the correct answer*
(a) How many rooms have you in your home?
i, 2, 3, 4, f 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 11 j 12) more
(b) How many persons live in these tooms?
i , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 7, 8, 9, iQ, 11, i2, more*
(c) Are there about 50 books, other than school books,
in your home? Yes* Ho.
.APPENDIX £




Seotaia t'attm (tnuna WuU si 'na cong{ sa iaile):
1. (a) Ce cm ©bain a £ecmcmn e'aeain:
(mu«a ^fuvI c'atais at ©bain faoi lacaiw cu^ir sCos
ce cm obaiR a b£ aite noime seo).
(b) On lets Fein cm tncS te'iR?
Qn lets Fem aon cuib be?
fflunaR leis, an be baoine eite I? ____________________
(3s tno f^i*™)*
(c) an bainisceoin, maon oibne, tanteR no' a levcetfe e?
SeaS n<5 T\{ heai?
(b) Wasea abai* cSanb i .
(e) an mo bume ata at obam bo?
TlCl aon buine, c<5 l, 2-3, 4-8, 8 no n(©s mo na sin.
(TlC to ^uic a^c line a cun F^'n ifneatna ceanc).
an cumn
2. (a) an mo p<5isce aca sa clann asaifr?
fcuacaillCi
___ Cailini: ___
(b) Cuir s^as anseo awm baisce asus acts Sac buine be bo
&ean£ameaca asus betRFtfinaca is sine na cu fein;
cum sios Faoi "sit t>eacatt cI an cslt fceaea ata acu no
ce an scoil ina £fuil slab asus cum sios Fe "CmM ce
an tin ina &fuU slab as ©bam.








(Cum ainm an feume is sine Faoi (l)» an bana bume is
sine Faoi (2) asus man sin be).
3. as FReasamc na ceisce seo Suie, ni fca buic ac line a cun
Fe'n ^F*eas«a ceant.
(a) On mo' seomna sa cea£ asaii sa iaile?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, no euUteaS?
(b) an m© buine aca ina sconai ins na seomna sm?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, no cuillea?>?
(c) an 1?Fuil cuamim is 50 leafeaR sa iaile asalb tao& amuvg









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Data used in comparison of boys who were taught arithmetic
bilingually with boys who were taught it through English
from 2nd to 5th Standard - linguistic group 3*
Ts s problem arithmetic quotients.
Xs ss non-verbal reasoning quotients.
West n. Rest n. Total n.
English 5203 56 3100 36 8303 92
Rilingunl 8 n 1696 21
Total 5813 64 4186 49 ZTY = 9999
Y2 » 945635
Lz
Wast n Rest n. Total n
English 6004 56 3492 36 9496 92
1 initial 69*5 3 3178 H 1871 21




Data used in comparison of girls who were taught arithmetic
lillingually with girls who were taught it through English
from 2nd to 5th Standard - linguistic group 3*
Xs » problem arithmetic quotients.
X-j ss non-varbal reasoning quotients.
£JL
West n n Total n
English 665 8 1609 19 2274 27
Bilingual 107A 11 Z.382 51 5A56 6L
Total 1739 21 5991 70 FF X = 7730
FTx2 = 673661
West n Rest n Total n
English
Tfiliqgiinl
802 8 1820 19
1122 11 AQ57 51
2622 27
6270 64
Total 2124 21 6777 70 rr x = 8901
Xrx2 B 891437
470
Regrossion Analysis? Oovariance Analysis
Sums, Sums of Squares, Sums of Products.
X1 a N -VR. H ss SPA.
*2 as Sod -Econ. Status. tz s SMA.
X3 sa Rating of Teaching Skill. *3 s Irish.
*4 a MHS 14,
2-t as 2-Teacher Schools.
3-t a 3-Teachar Schools.
a-t a Schools with more than three teachers.
Sums & Sums of Square X * West.
Grom> 1.
Boys • Girls,
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
rXl 455 211 665 404 <**>
r y-j2 52175 22273 - 76055 41262 -•
r*2 13 4 - 23 11
zV 49 8 - 89 37 <m
^X3 48 32 - 84 64 -
r x32 624 512 - 1272 1024 -




r *i 1570 1677 1631 1548 1724 «#*
r x,2 166200 168321 180697 162396 177044 «*►
rx2 54 46 33 47 60
-
rx22 208 164 93 179 222 •»
rx3 276 318 300 264 327 <*»
2TX32 5130 5976 6000 4734 6327
/X 15 17 15 15 17
&C2HR.J-
XX1 1407 990 4658 1743 1118 -
r xx2 145125 92146 514384 182241 114764 -
*X2 35 32 141 55 35 -
rx22 107 112 535 203 131 -
2 x^ 241 184 774 310 182 -
Zx32 4195 3088 13932 5746 3020 «a»
H, 14 11 43 17 11 m
Sums & Sums of Squares - West.
QOTP, ,4*
Boys,k Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
Z x^ 1320 2629 2114 2495 320 1752
137074- 261185 210548 243583 24272 173078
^x2 38 82 75 77 8 46
r X22 138 306 325 265 32 170
rx3 234 479 462 448 38 324
r x32 4278 8613 9702 7982 740 5832
11 13 27 22 26 2 18
S^oup. 1.
r xx 4224 2066 449 2542 1314 634
1 xx2 421582 229022 40741 272922 137436 58254
s: X2 151 89 16 86 47 23
Z x 2
2
615 467 56 322 213 85
^X3 755 408 100 505 278 140
FX/ 14027 8766 2000 10369 5948 2800
n 43 19 5 25
13 7
| ON *
Boys H a 66 at 6392 Zx2 = 153 I x3 « 1139
FX/ « 64078. 2" X22 - 4:^ FX^J a 20253
Girls N =3 B9 2Tx1 * 9009. X X2 a 195. jx3 a 1481.
^1
2
a 933267. Fx/ - 496. 2X3:i = 25547.




2-t 3-t m-t 2—t 3-t m-t
2" xx 4609 1417 1012 3104 1313 3012
v- 2rxi 460619 135639 103438 327016 126771 327274
r x2 113 53 28 85 33 a
Xx22 376 229 90 295 117 87
S^X3 753 290 200 510 248 596
rx3* 12819 5700 4000 9060 4436 12712
h. 47 15 10 30 14 28
Groqp 2.
rxx 2475 1255 3510 1370 2138
Ex/ 248927 123459 - 352252 138502 258298
rx2 82 30 - 119 37 52
1%* 326 92 - 445 139 182
rx3 476 207 - 720 219- 378
IX32 9224 3321 «•* 14718 3447 7938
K 25 13 - 36 14 18
fequpJ.
E X, 3962 708 - 1721 1162 3592
rx,2 394960 64474 - 167631 115606 359586
2 Xa 121 26 - 60 38 85
51I22 457 9® - 222 140 237
s: x3 679 161 «•» 313 246 555
xx32 12805 3257 - 5519 5070 8325
K 41 3 - 18 12 37
474
Sums & Sums of Squares - Rest *
A-
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
Th 2218 652 - 2276 1046 mm
5T x^ 229176 53802 - 240308 111474 -
61 19 - 56 29 -
X^2 235 53 mm 178 121 -
tx3 430 144 m 438 180
mm
xx32 8452 2592 - 8796 3240 -
K, 22 8 - 22 10 -
4*
r ix 873 1875 - 1485
- 4219
rh» 86831 214551 - 141549 - 465297
T *2 31 106 - &
mm 128
TX22 127 696 138 - 544
^x3 216 306 mm 312
mm 702
Tx3* 5184 5508 - 6624 mm 12636
h.
9 17 • 15 - 39
Sums and Sums of Squares — Entire Sample.
H = 1083
Tx1 = 103829 ^*i2 - 11210169
Z*2 = 3181 M &
ro II 11779
X X^ SS 19618 Xx32 = 366412
Sums & Sums of Squares I - West.
group J..
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 3-t 3-t m-t
^*1 390 154 - 577 378 «■»
nx2 38070 12(320 - 57919 36550 -
XI2 419 166 - 629 414 -
XI22 43935 13906 - 67083 43298 -
XI3 442 180 - 684 404 -
Xx32 49052 16488 - 79942 42328 -
438 204 - 662 447 -
XI,2 48238 21096 - 47710 50777 -
h 4 2 - 6 4 -
groujll.
xix 1351 1589 1311 1338 1441 -
nx2 123757 153749 115491 121956 125365 -
xi2 1396 1627 1430 1416 1628 ***
132062 159395 138450 135604 159938 -
Xl3 1487 1752 1329 1473 1837
-
£T32 149945 185712 118815 149133 201669 <■»
XI, 1530 1679 1498 1510 1826
XI,2 158278 169943 153600 154266 199362 -
In-
15 17 15 15 17 -
476
Stuns & Sums of Squares Y.» West.
group b
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
1269 833 4047 1425 924 «Mn
Z Ix2 144337 65361 390563 121549 79346 «*
ZI2 1283 911 4328 1600 985
n22 121795 78041 446576 152180 90669 -
r*, 1379 988 4208 1714 1136 -
> i,2 140639 95202 416298 177220 118924 -
1373 1058 4636 1700 U98 -
Th2 139171 107016 507532 172582 132282 -
/a 14 11 43 17 11
Qtoup 4.
XI1 1183 2410 1978 2216 195 1576
t Tj2 110959 221414 188660 193432 19073 140306
Zl2 1251 2497 2090 2387 225 1813
zx22 122749 237079 207702 223679 25733 185627
£x, 1225 2691 2101 2593 252 1689
120635 274469 206363 266188 31802 I60?a
1204 2764 2261 2603 227 1733
125818 289968 239561 265893 25789 172961
h. 13 27 22 26 2 18
477









































































Bo/s: N as 66
1^ = 5150
X Y 2 = 418678
Girls: N a 89
« 7026
HY-j2- 577606










ZY„ = 9367 II, = 82823 4
XY 2 = 1010707 2-1 2 » 787288
3 4




2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
r*l 4045 1373 919 2583 1228 2304
"a 359503 128825 84847 228267 111810 193708
il2 4217 1465 1013 2829 1358 2682
388345 146535 102785 272191 133372 262992
4119 1327 762 2900 1405 2669
371613 119827 58466 286366 143495 258067
Sl4 4584 1533 886 3115 1499 2821
XT 2Z-1A 457256 158633 78318 327761 162509 285671
K 47 15 10 30 14 28
Grouo 2.
r*i 2331 1114 3060 1156 1598
r q2 223243 97754 • 273954 97690 145248
2416 1185 3443 1299 1656
ri/ 233874 109345 341413 122783 155404
XI3 2299 1155 «a» 3410 1346 1344
XT2 217661 104081 330704 133846 101334
2627 1299 3700 1405 1925
^T42 281659 WQL - 388480 144305 209293
bv 25 13 • 36 14 18
479
Sums & Sums of Squares Y - Rest.
firoup ,3*
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t JM m-t
3516 670 - 1565 987 3204
irl2 317120 56504 «* 139091 84857 284425
^*2 3728 733 - 1793 1105 3770
Xl22 351904 67859 «w» 132149 105845 391708
n3 3314 733 ** 1750 1119 3394
Xl/ 367950 67693 *» 172838 107853 318194
*** 4042 788 - 1818 1216 3750
410256 79812 185846 127240 389198
n. a 8 f* 18 12 37
ttWP 4.
«l 1973 544 - 1981 947 -
rii2 134617 38434 - 183921 91991 -
T *2 2034 621 - 2116 1053
^l22 204684 43937 - 210698 112989
2110 605 - 2397 999 -
Xl/ 206884 46687 264839 102887 -
ZI4 2237 670 «* 2411 1022 «*
ST 2iX4 223773 57104 • 266607 107110
-













2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
707 1675 - 1246 we 3062
57693 163831 - 109888 - 350228
839 1800 «• 1472 3466
79453 193488 - 150642 - 315600
887 1976 tie 1618 we 3935
89533 235990 we 178898 - 404287
869 1898 we 1649 we 4113
84675 218192 we 184537 - 441105
9 17 - 15 •«# 39
Sums & Sums of Squares - Entire Sample.
= 1083
Z Y a 92529 rx 2*i s 8222612












ums of Products - '.last.
SEaaaJk-
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3~t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
*2 1475 422 - 2531 1120 Ml
X3 5390 3376 Hm 9682 6464 -
•x3 162 64 318 176 M*
*1 44355 16202 66113 38492 -
1281 308 «*► 2194 1042 M»
*1 4716 2464 8498 6048 «M
«2 47790 17473 * 7116 41818 -
B2 1355 332 - 2396 1130 -
ff2 5006 2656 «N» 9114 6624 -
*3 50190 18930 - 77613 41054 **
*3 1429 360 2603 1160 •
f3 5236 2880 Ml 10000 6464 -
*4 49845 2L462 Ml 74829 45477 -
*4 1398 408 M* 2520 1244 •
*4 5156 3264 - 9620 7152 -
l"L- 4 2 - 6 4
482
Group 2. Sums. of Products - Wast.
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
Va 5680 4640 3587 5002 6118 -
V3 28880 31337 32619 27597 33048
,X2X3 1006 870 660 863 1161 -
■VI 142306 159865 143365 140006 147625
*2h 4935 4377 2855 4297 5156
ijrx 24912 29780 26220 23733 27810 -
v2 146979 162671 157032 147197 166313 #»
«2I2 5084 4496 3116 4451 5839 •
"X3y2 25620 30468 28599 24915 31427 -
aY3 156104 175696 145238 154850 188246
«2y3 5443 4882 2886 4865 6489 •
*3*3 27648 32810 26580 26400 35281 -
lYi 160564 167482 165279 157753 187296 «*►
*2*4 5563 4629 3238 4828 6491 «»
XT,
3 4 28257 31446 29961
26820 35096 -
K-
15 17 15 15 17




2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-
xA 3562 2861 15401 5672 3644 <w»
X1X3 24383 16698 83847 31693 18440
X2X3 602 532 2539 1003 566.
Vi 130721 76974 443345 147174 94668
X2\ 3262 2442 13444 4682 2976 -
'hh 22111 14012 72849 25904 15264
■ IxT2 131759 83933 474952 165522 100986 -
~x r
2 2
3270 2717 14436 5214 3166 -
X3*2 22411 15324 77903 29163 16277 -
X1t3 14190S 92848 459236 178532 116144 «■»
3547 2936 13857 5582 3626 -
:V3 24127 16684 75743 31432 18788 -
: vA 1-1363 98703 507144 175687 122494 •
%J2 3129 15335 5507 3829 •
:x3*A 23938 17852 83445 31157 19811 -
n.
14 11 43 17 11 4*
Sums of Products - Waat»
Group
Boys. Girls,
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
hh 3815 8162 73I8 7366 880 4537
hh 23835 46884 44394 43049 4216 31535
hh 762 1449 1575 1314 152 829
hh 12191 237049 197169 214835 21516 153757
h\ 3574 7519 6995 6599 780 4079
hh 21421 42994 41538 38236 3738 28369
hh 128515 246331 207555 230599 24924 177552
hh 2721 7813 7202 7145 900 4711
hh 22563 44573 43890 41216 4362 32633
hh 125643 264965 207232 251398 27780 164965
hh 3822 8204 7093 7587 1008 4369
hh 22287 48144 44121 45078 4818 30401
hh 124574 272296 222558 252046 25012 170600
hh 3574 8385 7719 7654 90S 4708
h\ 21917 49247 47480 45242 4334 31195
K
13 27 22 26 2 8
,,9St.
Boys Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t m-t
14675 9833 1440 8671 4972 2098
74001 44449 3980 51813 28166 12680
2610 1915 320 1705 1010 461
349495 1958a 29698 211399 117688 43589
12414 8483 1046 7060 4331 1531
61473 38139 6560 a940 24470 9540
403740 227502 373a 240a7 143755 57585
14537 9812 1316 8075 5301 2061
70501 44500 8340 47677 29925 126a
407707 229349 37633 274309 143538 55919
14538 9898 1332 9109 5260 1986
72615 44709 8340 64434 29820 12221
418255 237746 40990 260313 142259 56144
14760 10357 1438 8623 5189 2006
73076 46477 9080 51330 29621 12320
43 19 5 25 13 7
Group .1.
Boys. Girls •
2-t 3-t Ba-t 2-t 3-t m-t
X1X2 II648 5121 2853 8774 3017 4437
X1X3 73602 27424 20240 52585 23476 64128
X2X3 1973 1041 560 1462 581 856
X1T1 402644 130763 92986 270860 116937 249701
Vi 10127 4963 2570 7475 2988 3485
X3T1 64571 26720 18380 43824 22052 48877
Va 418369 139908 102645 296098 127689 290992
X2T2 10580 5255 2843 8238 3312 4028
% 67561 28335 20260 48074 24117 56923
■ x^x-j 407791 126286 77100 303451 132903 288174
10322 4666 2098 8237 3355 3717
X3X3 65585 25934 15240 49313 25126 57041
V4 454427 145567 89705 325441 142033 304797
X2*4 11636 5429 2427 8858 3580 4152
X3*4 73556 29771 17720 52871 26739 60027
K.
47 15 10 30 14 28
487













2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t
m—t
8280 2894 11905 3752 6207
49a9 19930 - 70401 21324
44899










































































2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 0—t
m-t
12030 2175 5374 3714
8217
65429 14403 29975 2388O
53379
2030 512 1038 764
1277
1*1 348847 59595
• 151376 93198 317809
2*1 10921
2161 - 5274 7233 7266
* 58854 13516
- 27176 20234 43057
1*2 369298 65266
«■» 173982 109513 372105
2*2 11514 2365
- 6056 3620 3533
3*2 62250 11797


















- 6126 3917 3554
¥4 66511 16007
31488 24978 56249
K. 41 8 «•
18 12 37
Sums of Products - Rest.
,4»
Boys. Girls.
2-t 3-t m-t 2-t 3-t
¥2 6361 1500 - 5764 3146
XXX3 43452 11736 45282 18828
bb 1192 341 1146 522
hb 202247 44541 - 207626 100780
bb 5762 1326 - 5232 2899
X I,
3 1
38670 9792 - 39582 17046
hb 212842 50976 • 221975 111379
x2r2 6043 1470 - 5582 3231
Vz 40888 11179 - 42350 18954
V3 215690 49837 - 243803 106554
bb 6031 1426 6252 2928
bb 41372 10891 - 47869 17982
:bb 229469 55071 4Mk 251975 108656
bb 6410 1592 6180 2995
bb 43800 12060 - 48034 18396
iTL 22 8 22 10
490




T *1*2 3011 11780 -
rxix3 20952 33749 «■»
rigx, 744 1909 <*»
2- x1i1 69760 188991 m
rx2ll 2374 10489 -
16968 30150 *
^ X1T2 82460 201623 «■»
■2X2Ij 2882 11236 -
rx3i2 20136 32399 *»•
^v3 37640 222802 «•»
%3 3040 12413 •
X¥3 21288 35569 -
TxlX4 85083 215162 -






















Sums pf Products .» Group 6-
Boysj N a 66.
X X]X2 a 15078 X X1I1 = 507155
r Xxx3 * 109028 r X2Yx = 12167
X X2X3 St 2624 x X3IX = 88892
r X1y3 = 644050 X X-jY^ a 588364
5: X2i3 = 15459 ^x2y4 = uoei
r X3Y3 a 112928 9 2X3X4 = 102720
X XlY2 = 563212
I x2y2 a 13438
Xx3x2 a 98799














X X2I4 a 18399
Xx3l4 a 138943
X XXI2 a 806137
X X2Y2 a 17470
XX3Y2 a 132683




X X2X3 a 58209
X XXY3 a 10758347
2LX2I3 = 3152a
5IX3Y^= 1923481
XXJI-l a 9453914 IX^ = 10395012
X X2Y1 a 278456 X X2Y2 = 306599





Main analysis t inverted matrices
Y-veetore
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(A) Analysis of Covarlancei N = 919
Tests of mean differences between the




































(B) Analysis of Covariance s N » 919.
Tests of mean differences between
West and Rest} other subdivisions of
data being ignored.
Irish.





Source DF ss MS F
Between 1 297 297 2.066, not significant









SabciiYial Qna of Data.
West = English-speaking districts in counties which
have Irish-speaking districts.
Rest » Other Counties
m-Teaeher Schools = Schools which have more than three
teachers.
ss The regression of coefficient of Y on
t>2 = rt n M " w " X2, etc.
Boys* 2-Taaahar Schools* Wast# N a 89,
SPA SMA Irish English
*1 .658 .604 .503 .712
*2 2.733 3.568 3.011 1.718
b3 -.016 -1.011 .674 -.299
b4 1.394 2.785 -2.054 -2.223
b5 -11.523 -4.414 2.957 6,827
Boys* 3-Teachar Schools* Wast. N 0 76
SPA SMA Irish English.
h .606 .542 .750 .685
b2 1.3a 1.714 .509 .462
b3 1.911 1.847 2.473 .783
b4 .434 .328 .857 2.201
b5 -11.324 .527 —9.866 -2.610
Boys* M-Taachar Schools* Wast* H ■ 85
SPA SMA Irish English
bl .608 .672 .472 .613
b2 1.479 •664 -.974 -.454
b3 —.463 -.510 -1.395 -1.256
b4 4.434 3.946 7.719 6,268
b5 -25.076 -11.650 -13,448 -15.670
Girls* 2-Teacner Schools* West. N * 89
SPA SMA Irish English
bl .304 .258 ,380 .324
*2 1.228 .979 .913 —.364
b3 .335 .355 1.656 1.081
b4 -1.623 -1.833 -1.153 -1.215
b5 -3.239 1.744 3.003 -.821
Girls: 3-Teaeher Schools: West. N s 47
SPA SMA Irish English
bl .535 .536 .687 .659
*>2 1.229 2.035 «o• .294
b3 1.040 2.368 1.816 .083
b4 -1.646 -2.336 2.233 —.696
b5 2.504 9.957 -11.553 -.308
Girls: m-Teacher Schools: West. N =
SPA SMA Irish English
bl .199 .422 .3a .685
.635 .206 -.021 .783
b3 -19.111 8.840 3.406 7.929
b4 19.693 -25.414 -11.035 -16.279
Note: The Schools of this subdivision are in
linguistic groups 4 and 5I none are in
Group 1, 2 or 3. Consequently, and
aire identical.
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Boys: 2~Teacher Schools: Rest. N = 144..
SPA 3MA Irish E iglish
bl .653 .608 .512 .602
»2 1.332 1.463 ••043 1.134
b3 .306 .325 .640 .024
b4 ••129 .454 2.005 .475
b5 •11.027 -2.511 -1.929 -4.767
Boys t 3-Teaaher Schools: Rest. N = c
SPA SKA Irish English
h .463 .446 .506 •661
•>2 1.230 .779 -.243 -1.391
b3 1.344 .683 1.935 1.647
-4.519 -3.599 —.808 -2.700
"5 14.623 14.194 23.474 14.372
SPA SMA Irish English
-.012 .119 .046 .133
b2 -.257 .369 -3.145 —4*860
Note* Since there is only one .school in this subdivision
Regression Coefficients which depend upon inter-school
variation could not be calculated, i.e., b3, b^ and b^.
Girls : 2-Teacher Schools; Rest. N 2 121.
SPA SMA Irish English
bx 1.081 .931 .766 .883
b2 1.023 2.606 .216 .383
b3 .822 .722 .761 .395
b^ 1.190 .958 3.593 1.528
b^ -7.151 -.425 -1.192 I.848
Girls: 3-Teacher Schools: Rest. N 50.
SPA SMA Irish English
b1 .615 .456 .576 .634
ba 2.369 2.684 1.365 1.054
b3 1.109 -.356 .444 1.103
b£ -0..143 .229 -3.016 4.354
Note* None of the Schools of this subdivision belonged
to linguistic Group 5, so b^ could not be calculated
Girls : M-Teacher Schools: Rest. N » 122
SPA SMA Irish English
bx .538 .589 .420 .581
1.125 1.283 -.829 .390
b3 2.257 -6.207 -5.661 -1.345
b^ 11.967 -13.894 -16.773 -1.036








Proportion of children who solved each problem.
SPA
Item Groups Item Groups
No. 1-4 5 6 No. 1-4 5 6
1 .79 .91 .83 26 .31 .24 .12
2 .74 .60 .58 27 .03 .02 .00
3 .72 .70 •62 28 .22 .26 .15
4 .77 .86 .77 29 .38 .30 .25
5 •64 .72 .60 30 .17 *09 .06
6 .74 .87 .76 31 .10 .07 .01
9 .72 .81 .70 32 .01 .00 .01
8 .73 •60 .65 33 .15 .12 .06
9 .68 •60 .54 34 .08 .07 .03
10 .67 .52 .a 35 .10 .10 .03
11 .64 .60 .52 36 .05 .09 .03
12 .69 .68 .66 37 .11 .11 .03
13 .61 .59 38 .004 .00 .006
U .47 .60 .42 39 .006 .00 .00
15 •56 .50 .45 40 .00 .00 .00
16 .63 .67 .52 41 .04 .02 .02
17 .51 .33 .26 42 .05 .02 .006
18 .46 .46 .36 43 .02 .01 .03
19 .49 .49 •43 44 .003 •00 .006
20 .09 .06 .02 45 .04 .01 .01
21 .35 .36 .17 46 .003 .00 .00
22 .40 .30 .18 47 .00. .00 .00.
23 .15 .12 .10. 43 .006 .00 .006
24 •44 .52 .27 49 .006 .00 .00
25 .32 .37 .18 50 .003 .005 .00
atpetoix 8, X
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No. 1-5 6 No. 1-5 6
1 .85 .34 26 .58 .52
2 .86 .96 27 .43 .21
3 .84 .94 28 .46 .27
4 .80 .70 29 .53 .38
5 .82 .91 30 .57 .35
6 .78 .82 31 .42 .28
7 .83 .83 32 .37 .25
8 .83 .87 33 .23 .11
9 .80 .82 34 .33 .20
10 .79 .75 35 .17 .06
11 .81 .83 36 .12 .04
12 .79 .77 37 .30 .19
13 .79 .89 38 .32 .27
U .78 .79 39 .20 .14
15 .75 .76 40 .32 .08
16 .76 .75 41 .05 .03
17 .80 .83 42 .03 .04
IS .54 .45 43 .06 .04
19 •64 .47 44 .04 .02
20 .72 .77 45 .26 .19
21 .58 .45 46 .08 .05
22 .63 .57 47 .09 .05
23 .52 .37 48 .07 .05
24 .67 .63. 49 .14 .06
25 .55 .32 50 .05 .03
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Numbers of children in each linguistic group who answered correctly
each question in the Irish test Na in the 6 groups is 160, 188, 215,
170, 195, 155 respectively.
Item Groups Item Groups
No, 1 2 3 4 5 6 No. 1 2 3 A 5 6
1 .83 .85 .83 .83 .83 .83 36 .19 •24 .28 .24 .33 .29
2 .61 .59 .57 .74 .83 .77 37 .14 .18. .19 .15 .27 .21
3 .56 .55 .55 .68 •66 .75 38 .17 .23 .18 .20 .31 .30
4 .33 .37 .38 .45 .57 .64 39 .14 .19 .24 .22 .31 .48
5 .38 .31 .35 .44 .47 .75 40 .16 .19 .21 .24 .28 .44
6 .49 .53 .50 .57 .67 .68 41 .24 .24 .23 ,30 .32 .34
7 .58 .59 .59 .58 .65 *44 42 .09 .11 .10 .14 .24 .38
8 .64 .90 .68 .69 .76 .58 43 .12 .20 .17 .18 .31 .25
9 .43 .37 .35 .40 .51 .40 44 .04 .09 .09 ,09 .15 .16
10 .31 .33 .36 .35 .47 .36 45 .08 .16 .17 .21 .23 .23
11 .35 .27 .37 .39 .48 .41 46 .05 .07 .10 .10 .14 .19
12 .54 .56 .51 .71 .71 .68 47 .13 .10 .09 .12 .19 .23
13 .33 .41 .33 .51 .52 .54 48 .04 .08 .05 .05 .14 .20
14 .34 .40 .40 .46 .50 .65 49 .11 .12 .14 .20 .23 .22
15 .32 .43 .40 .46 .60 .70 50 .08 .10 .09 .10 .15 .14
16 .36 .45 .42 .53 .54 .55 51 .13 .14 .11 .18 .18 .23
17 .50 .55 .60 .62 •68 .69 52 .06 .07 .07 .09 .12 .12
18 .39 .32 .41 .43 •44 .38 53 .07 .08 .08 .10 .10 .16
19 .64 .59 .57 .60 .59 .58 54 .06 .05 .06 .08 .10 .11
20 .30 .24 .32 .28 .38 .30 55 .04 .03 .04 .09 .06 .13
21 .39 .40 .40 .36 .46 .34 56 .05 .03 .02 .06 .06 .07
22 .28 .33 .33 .37 .43 .35 57 .02 .04 .03 .06 .07 .05
23 .36 .44 .38 .42 .41 .40 58 .01 .02 .00 .02 .04 .03
24 .18 .18 .23 .22 .33 .21 59 .03 .03 .02 .05 .03 .06
25 .21 .13 .18 .20 .18 .14 60 .01 .00 .00 .04 .04 .05
26 .29 .27 .25 .30 .35 .30 61 .03 .02 .03 .06 .08 .06
27 .03 .05 .04 .06 .09 .12 62 .02 .02 .03 .05 .06 .05
28 .04 .08 .07 .09 .09 .23 63 .03 .00 .02 .06 .05 .05
29 .08 .15 .11 .26 .24 .37 64 .02 .01 .02 .02 .02 .O4
30 .15 .16 .13 .25 .27 .25 65 .07 .05 .05 .08 .08 .05
31 .37 .32 .39 .32 •46 .35 66 .02 .03 .01 .O4 .03 .03
32 .38 .41 .47 .41 .54 .50 67 .06 .02 .02 .04 .06 .03
33 .16 .22 .20 .22 .25 .26 68 .01 .02 .01 .04 .05 .05
34 .18 .21 .23 .21 .30 .31 69 .02 .01 .01 .03 .03 .03
35 .24 .26 .26 .27 .37 .42 70 .01 .00 .00 .02 .05 .05
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Proportions of Irish children (groups 1 to 5* and group 6), and of a
random sample (N = 254) of English children in one L.S.A. area (1941),















1 .25 .10 4L .22 •16 .43 81 .04 .01 .27
2 *43 .23 .72 42 .18 .10 .51 82 .15 .06 .57
3 .50 .32 •68 43 .38 .22 .53 83 .09 .03 .27
4 .40 .117 .72 44 .33 .21 .72 84 .15 .08 .43
5 .39 .17 .67 45 .16 .08 .56 85 .08 .03 .39
6 .55 .33 .80 46 .38 .20 .72 36 .06 .04 .22
7 .37 .19 .54 47 .24 .11 .48 87 .01 .01 .21
8 .23 .15 .61 43 .13 •06 .39 88 .15 .11 .59
9 .52 .28 .74 49 .06 .01 .19 89 .06 .02 .43
10 *56 .34 .77 50 .02 *(E .19 90 .08 .06 .41
11 .50 .34 .70 51 .25 .10 •44 91 .08 .04 .48
12 .41 .28 .50 52 .36 .22 •66 92 .05 .01 .23
13 .10 .05 .32 53 .30 .12 .57 93 .03 .01 .22
14 .22 .15 •43 54 .23 .13 .40 94 .08 .03 .24
15 .26 .19 .33 55 .21 .10 .46 95 .03 .01 .17
lo .79 .46 .67 56 .12 .05 .47 96 .02 .00 .11
17 .50 .26 .65 57 •16 .08 .30 97 .02 .01 .19
18 .18 .10 .38 58 .08 .09 .37 98 .01 .01 .05
19 • 06 .02 .33 59 • 02 .03 .18 99 .03 .02 .29
20 .45 .20 .72 60 .06 .02 .31 100 .01 .00 .11
21 .27 .13 .59 61 .05 .02 .28 101 .01 .01 .11
22 .37 .17 .46 62 .05 .03 .28 102 .06 .03 .45
23 .45 .21 •61 63 .20 .14 •49 103 .06 .01 .43
24 .25 .13 .51 64 .30 .16 .70 104 .03 .01 .21
25 .17 «Q6 .47 65 .33 •16 .65 105 .02 .00 .23
26 .18 .08 .52 66 .26 • .14 .66 106 .01 .04 .27
27 .20 .08 .43 67 .14 .08 .36 107 .05 .03 .31
28 • 52 .33 .75 68 .16 .07 .59 108 .06 .00 .29
29 .40 .25 .70 69 .15 .06 .46 109 .02 .01 .24
30 .22 .09 .46 70 .24 .11 .43 110 .03 .02 .27
31 .15 .06 .51 71 .19 .06 .76 111 .03 .03 .28
32 .25 ♦10 .53 72 .20 •06 .53 112 .03 .03 .19
33 .39 .15 .65 73 .19 .09 .54 113 .02 .05 •16
34 •34 .09 .57 74 .23 .13 .63 114 .07 .00 .22
35 .43 .25 .66 75 .19 .10 .54 115 .03 .00 .33
36 .14 .12 .25 76 .17 .04 .63 116 .02 .00 .20
37 .07 .03 .17 77 .02 .01 .19 117 .02 .00 .26
33 .13 .07 .39 78 .07 .02 .26 118 .03 .00 .31
39 .27 .15 .56 79 .10 .03 .18 119 .03 .01 .33
40 .14 .10 .43 80 .02 .01 .11 120 .01 .00 .24
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1. I have a stick 1 foot long. What is
times that length?
2. John paid £5 for a bicycle, and James paid £1
l f ® — • # y " • #* ' • 4 ^ 0# ' • ' * • t ' ^ * *
more for his own bicycle. How much did James
pay for his bicycle?
3. Divide £1 into two halves.
4. I bought a car for £400 and I sold it for
£425* What was my profit?




weighs 7 lbs. the obher weighs 6 lbs* What
is the entire weight of apples which I have?
6* My father is 5 feet 6 inches tall. I am 3




7. Write % as a percentage.
8. I worked 4 hours on Monday and 2 hours on
Tuesday. How many hours did I work on an
average?
• ••••••••ft
9. I have £4. 10.0, but James has four and a half
times that much. Kow much money has James? • ••••••••ft
10. Divide 21/- "between John and William so that
John will have 2/6 more than William. ^ci
11. I worked for 8 hours on Monday, 7 hours on
(Tuesday and 3 hours on Wednesday. How long
did I work per day, on an average? ...
12 One piece of meat weighted 4 lbs. 11 ounces, and
another piece weighed 1 lb. more. Mother bought
both pieces. How much did she buy altogether? ..
13. I had a shilling and I bought a pencil for 2d.
and a pair of shoe laces for 2d. Write the
amount I paid as a percentage of the money I
had at the beginning. ...
14 I owe John 2/-. James owes me three times that
amount. How muoh money is mine? ...
15. Shen a man sold every house in a street from
number 20 to number 31 he made a profit of £00*10.
per house. What was his entire profit for the
sale of the houses? ...
16. A shopkeeper sold 2% lbs of tea to one man, %
lb. to another and 3% lbs to a third man. What
was the entire weight of tea which he sold? ...
17. My mother bought two pieces of material! one
piece was 4 ft. 10 in. long and the other piece
was 1 ft. longer. How much material did she
buy altogether? ...
18. John owes me 31/9, and I owe Peter one third of
that amount. How much money is mine? ...
"Irish - Arithmetic Test"
Irish Version
* * . . La &Reice
Scrip f an freatra or an line ponsanna
F>earwa
1. ta slac 1 CRoif atam. Cab e a ceiCRe ©meab san or
fa lb?
2. £ut Sean £5 aR RocaR, atus cut Seamus punc sa fneis
aR a RocaR fein. Ce meab a tut Seamus aR a RocaR? . . * .
3. Roinn £i in a £a leaf . . • *
4. feannait m£ tluaiste6n or £400 atus bipl me an £423
e. Cab e an socaiR a &em me? • . • . •
8. C6 mala ull t ntac lam atam; 7 un. l mala acu atus
6 un. san mala eile. Fait meacam lomlan na n-ull
6. ta m'acaiR 5 cRoif 6 ORlac aR ambe. Ca 3 oRlac atam
or m'acaiR. Ce'n aiRbe me? * * • • «
7. ScRiof maR c£abc©ban (ceababan). . . * . *
8. D'oibRit me 4 uaiRe D£ Luam, atus 2 uaiR De IlaiRt.
Ce mlab uaiR b'oibRit me aR an mean? . . . • *
9. ta £4.10.0 atam, ac ca a ceiCRe ©meab san to Ietc
at Seamus. Ce mlab aiRtib aca at Seamus? . . . • .
10. Roinn 2ls. ibiR fean atus ttam t bCReo is to mbei£
2s. 6b. sa bReis at Sean or Liam, Sean. . . • tiam. . • <
ainm.
Scoil
» , » Fh£PW
11. D'oibnit me 8 n-uawe a doit De luam, 7 n-uaiRe
De mfivRt atus 3 h-uawe Dl Cfiabaom, Cln fatb
b'oibRtt ml, cm an mean, in atai<5 an lae? • » * #
12. &l 4 pe. 11 fin. ineacain 1 bpfiosa fee la atus l pc. sa
£neis 1 bpfiosa eile. leannait ffiamaf an ba p£osa.
Ce»n meacain an Fab a FuaiR si? . . . .
13. &C scillwt atam, atus ceannait me peann tuai&e an
2b* atus plme lall \>wite as 2b. Scnioi an mlib
b'fioc ml man clabcpban (ceababan) be'n mlib amtib a
atom i bcosac. ...»
14. ta 2s. at Sean onm. Ca a cr{ ©tneab san atamsa an
Seamus. cl mlib ain^tb is Itom Fein? . . . .
15. TluaiR a &{©t fsow tac cif i snaib 6 utmiR a 20 to bcl
uimw a 31 ti secaiR £50.10. an eit aite. Cab I
socam lomlan as blol na bti£? ... *
16. fllol siopaboiR 2^ pc. cae le Fean amain, ^ pc. le
w
freaR eile atus 3— pc. leis an bcniu fean. Cab I
melcavn lomlan an cae a &l@t si? . . . ♦ .
17. 6eannai| mo mamai £a plosa labaitj plosa amain
4 cn. 10 orI an faib, atus 1 cr . sa t?Reis san
bplosa eile. Ce mlab labaif an Fab a ceannavg sC?. .. • . <
18. tl 3ls. 9b, atom ar £ean, atus ta an criu cuib be
sin at PeabaR ©Rmsa • Ce mlab aiRtib is liom
Fein? . . . . i
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APPENDIX 6
"Three - Term Relations Test"
AME DATE of BIRTH
\
CHOOL
Underline the correct answer
1. John is taller than James; James is taller than Tim.
Which boy is the tallest, John,James or Tim?
2. Mary is prettier than Nancy; Nancy is prettier than Anne.
Who is the prettiest, Mary, Anne or Nancy?
3. Jim is to the left of John; John is to the left of Andrew.
Which boy is furthest to the left, Andrew, John or Jim?
4. John is taller than Tim; James is not as tall as Tim.
Who is the tallest, Tim, John or James?
§. Nancy is prettier than Mary; Anne is not as pretty as Mary.
Who is the prettiest, Nancy,Mary or Anne?
6. Jim is to the left of John; Andrew is to the right of John.
Which of them is furthest to the left, Jchn Jim or Andrew?
7. Andrew is taller than John; John is taller than James.
Which boy is smallest, Andrew, John or James?
8. Anne is prettier than Nancy; Nancy is prettier than Mary.
Which of the girls is least pretty, Nancy, Mary or Anne?
9« Jim is to the left of Andrew; Andrew is to the left of Tim.
Which of the boys is furthest to the right, Tim,Jim or Andrew?
10. Tim is faster than John; James is faster than Tim.
Who is the fastest, John, James or Tim?
11. Mary is older than Anne; Peggy is older than Mary.
Who is the oldest, Mary, Anne or Peggy?
12. H.M.S. Victory is North ofH.M.S. Vanguard; H.M.S. Nelson is
North of H.M.S. Victory. Which is farthest North, H.M.S. Victory,













"Three - Terra Relations Test" (Irish Version)
IX bneibe
Cuir line p6'n 8pReA,pRA c e a rc .
CX SeXn rj^os AiRbe nX Straus; cX SeXixtus nfos AiRbe
r)X CaSs. Cb'n buA<$Aill is AiRbe, SeXr), Straus r]6 CAbs?
CX fTjXiRe rj^os beise r)X IJiqa ; cX ^UrjA n^os beise nX Xine.
C6acu is beise, n)XiRe. Aine n<6 Un^?
CX Jirt)in ar 616 SeXin; cX SeXp ar 616 Airc. C6'n
buAiAi'li is puibe ar 616, Arc, SeXn n<6 JitnXn?
CX SeXn pfos AiRbe r)X CAbg; n^l S6ait)us cbrf) h-XRb le CAbj;.
C6 agu is AiRbe, Ca<55, SeXr) r>6 S6aitius?
CX (lr)A r){os beise r)X ITjXiRe; rjfl Xirje c6t?i beAS le fljXiRe.
C 6 acu is beise, lir)A, ITjXiRe r)6 Air)e?
«
CX Jirt)6n ar 616 SeXin; cX Arc ar beis SeXin. C6 acu is
Fuibe ar 616 SeXr), Jiri)Xr) r)6 Arc's
CX Arc r){os AiRbe r)X SeXn; cX SeXr) r)fos AiRbe r)X S6ait)us.
C6?n buAbAill is 16, Arc, SeXr) r)6 S6ait)us?
CX Xir)e r)5"os beise r)X llr)A; cX dr)A r)fos beise r)X fl)XiRe.
C6 hi At) CAilfr) is 5RXr)tilA, l)r)A, fl]X)Re r)6 Xir)e?
CX Jirt)in ar 516 Airc; cX Arc ar 616 £4185. C6'n buA^Aill
is Fuibe " ar beis, CAbg, Jiri)in r)6 Arc?
CX Ca8s nios cap61a r)X SeXr); cX S6Atr)us r)Xos cap61a r)X CaSj.
C6 acu is cap61a, SeXr), S^Arrtus r)6 bAbg?
CX njXiRe plos sipe r)X Xir)e; cX Pels r)6os sir)e r)X njXiRe.
C6 acu is sine, fijXiRe, Aine n^ Peigl
CX H.M-S. Victory CAob buAib be H.M.S. Vanguard; cX
H.M.S. Nelson cao6 buAib be H.M.S. Victory. C6 acu is puibe
buAib, H.M.S. Victory, H.M.S. Vanguard / H.M.S. Nelson?
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